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CHAPTER I.

Introductory.

1. This, our second report on the Steel Industry under the
terms of reference contained in the Government of India Resolution
No. 2GO-T (64), dated the 3rd April, 1926, comprises our recom-
mendations, in regard to the manufacture of railway wagons and
underfranies, forgings, steel castings and spring steel, locomotives,
bolts and nuts, and steel wire and wire nails. Except in regard to

the last three industries our enquiries were completed by September,
1926. It has not, however, been possible to submit our report at

an earlier date and we think it necessary to set forth briefly the
for the delay which has occurred.

2. It is obvious that in estimating the price which the wagon
manufacturer may reasonably expect to

'ei " ^ NP> and underframes, it is

important to ascertain the extent ot the orders
which are likely to be placed. The advantages of mass pro-
duction in the Wagon industry are well known, and unless

orders are received sufficient to ensure continuous working
and an economic output, works costs must remain unduly high,
while the overhead charges for each wagon or uiiderframe become
excessive. This aspect of the case received the attention of the

Board at a very early stage of the enquiry and on the 29th May,
1926, a questionnaire was issued to the Railway Board and the
various railways calling for information regarding the number of

wagons required in 1926-27 and in each of the subsequent five years.
The replies received from the Railways indicated nothing abnormal
in the situation and, although the Bailway Board stated that they
were unable to frame an estimate to which they could attach any
value, no indication was received that the requirements of the rail-

ways were likely to decrease. It was not until the oral evidence of

the Railway Board was recorded on 27th July, 1926, that it became

apparent that so far as broad gauge wagons were concerned, with

the exception of a few special types, it would he unnecessary to

purchase wagons in 1927-28 and that probably cone would be re-

quired in the succeeding four years. At <i later date, the Board
became aware that the Government of India had offered to purchase
the Peninsular Locomotive Company's Works and the Indian Stand-

ard Wagon Company's Works. While negotiations between Gov-

ernment and the wagon building firms were in progress, it was

impossible for the Board to estimate the probable output or cost of

production of wagons in India, and no alternative remained but to

postpone our report.

The demand for wagon forgings and steel castings depends to

a very large extent on the number of wagons manufactured in India,

and 'our recommendations in regard to these industries had

( 3 )



necessarily to wait until the situation in regard to the Wagon
industry became less obscure. As regards locomotives, the Penin-

sular Locomotive Company, Limited, was the only Company in

India concerned with their manufacture, and the question of its

acquisition by Government was, therefore, vital to our enquiry.
The 'Company has recently been acquired by Government and it

has therefore become unnecessary to consider further the question
of protection for the manufacture of locomotives.

3. Following the publication of the Board's communique of the

10th April, 1926, at the commencement of the Statutory Enquiry
*,,,, , into the Steel Industry in India, applicationsThe Board s procedure. ^^ reeeived asking

, fQr protection for the
manufacture of :

I. Railway wagons and underframes, locomotives and wagon
forcings," from :

The Indian Standard Wagon Company, Limited.

Messrs. Burn and Company, Limited.

Messrs. Jessop and Company, Limited.

The Peninsular Locomotive Company, Limited.

The Angus Engineering Works.

II. Steel castings and spring steel, from:

The Hukumehand Electric Steel Works.

III. Wire and wire nails, from :

The Indian Steel Wire Products, Limited.

Messrs. Ganguli and Company.

The Pioneer Nail Manufacturing Company.

IV
1

*. Bolts and nuts, from:

Messrs. Kirloskar Brothers, Limited.

The Baroda Bolt Manufacturing Company.

Messrs. Henry Williams (India) Limited.

Questionnaires were then issued in connection with the making
of wagons and underframes, locomotives, steel castings and spring
steel, and replies to these questionnaires were received from the

Railway Board and almost all the railways and from the firms con-

cerned. These replies are to be found along with the oral evidence

given by these firms and the Railway Board in Volumes IV and V
of the evidence published during the Statutory Enquiry of 1926.

With the exception of those of the Baroda Bolt Manufacturing
Company, Messrs. Henry Williams (India) Limited, the Pioneer

Wire Nail Manufacturing Company and Messrs. Kirloskar Brothers,



Limited, the works of the applicant firms have been visited by the

Board on the dates given below :

Peninsular Locomotive Company . 21st April, 1926.

Messrs. Burn and Company, Limited 26th April and 24th August,
1926.

Me&srs. Jessop and Company. Limited 26th April, 1926 and 27th

April, 1927.

Hukumchand Electric Steel Works . 28th April, 1926.

Angus Engineering Works . . 12th July, 1926.

Indian Standard Wagon Company . 17th July, 1926.

Indian Steel Wire Products, Limited 22nd April, 1926.

4. We are conscious that the delay in the submission of our
recommendations may have rendered the costs and other figures

received in 1926 somewhat out of date. We
^Evidence

brought up to j^ therefore> endeavoured so far as pos-
sible to ascertain the latest figures as regards

manufacturing costs and import prices and have given the firms

concerned an opportunity of modifying their original applications
in the light of later experience.

5. This report has been divided into four parts: Part I deals

with the production of railway wagons and underframes, Part II

with the manufacture of various components
Arrangement of report. 8uch ^ gteel castings> gpring gteel an(J bolts

and nuts, Part III with the wire and wire nail industry, while

Part IV summarizes the recommendations made by the Board.





Part /. Wagons and Underframes.





CHAPTER II.

History and Progress of the Industry.

6. We have received applications for protection in respect of

the manufacture of railway wagons and uiiderfrarnes from four

firms, viz., Messrs. Burn and Company,
tect

p
on!

iCati nS f r Pr "

Limited, Messrs. Jessop and Company,
Limited, The Indian Standard "Wagon Com-

pany, Limited, and the Peninsular Locomotive Company. Of these

the last has recently been acquired by Government and its applica-
tion therefore requires no further consideration. Messrs. Burn and

Company and the Indian Standard Wagon Company represented
that a 30 per cent, ad valorem duty on wagons, excluding vacuum
brake gear, was necessary, on the assumption that the duties on

rolled steel and steel castings remained unchanged. Messrs. Jessop
and Company considered that the duty should be 20 per cent, ad

valorem, assuming that steel is duty free. As regards underframes,
the latter firm applied for a 15 per cent, ad valorem duty, steel being
duty free, while Messrs. Burn and Company submitted that a speci-
fic duty of Rs. 1,600 per*underframe was required. These appli-
cations have been subsequently modified very considerably. In
their letter, dated the 29th April, 1927, the Indian Standard Wagon
Company claimed that a 12| per cent, ad valorem duty, representing
the revenue duty plus compensation for the protective duty on steel,

would suffice, provided that the demand for wagons was normal.
In view, however, of the restricted requirements of the railways, it

was suggested that until orders could be placed for 4,000 broad

gauge wagons a year, a 17 per cent.
%
ad valorem duty should be

imposed, to be subsequently reduced in two stages to 12^- per cent.

ad valorem. Messrs. Jessop and Company also consider that in

normal circumstances a 12^ per cent, duty should suffice, but claim
that until orders for 6,000 broad gauge standard wagons per annum
are placed, orders for wagons should be placed only in India. The

application is silent as regards the price at which such orders should
be placed, but in the oral examination it became apparent that this

firm considered that the price should be fixed at a level equivalent
to the c.i.f. price of imported wagons, with the usual freight and
erection charges plus an ad valorem duty of 27^ per cent.

7. These claims vary in some respects from those originally put
forward and the scale of protection now applied for is considerably

less than that thought necessary in 1924 and
Progress of Wagon in- 1925. It is obvious that great strides have

protection?

t0 Peri d f
bee* made in the manufacture of wagons in

India, and some account of the progress made
and of the results of the scheme of protection introduced in 1924

appears desirable. Even before the war, Messrs. Burn and Com-

pany and Messrs. Jessop and Company, as well as some of the Indian

railway companies, undertook the manufacture of wagons but the
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number completed in each year was comparatively small, and in
the case of the two firms the production of wagons was subsidiary
to their general engineering business. It was not until the year
1918 that a definite effort was made to establish the manufacture of

wagons on a firm basis. In March of that year, the Government of
India issued a communique in which they guaranteed to purchase
in India 2,500 broad gauge and 500 metre gauge wagons annually
for ten years, provided that the price was not higher than the

price at which wagons could be imported and subject to conditions
which would ensure that the materials and workmanship were satis-

factory. Immediately after this announcement, the Indian Stan-
dard Wagon Company was formed to undertake solely the manufac-
ture of railway wagons. Little progress however was made in the
next six years. Competition from abroad was severe, and the Indian

Companies found it difficult to secure orders against the prices

quoted by foreign firms. Such orders as were received were of an
intermittent nature and continuous working became difficult. By
the year 1924, the single company specializing in the manufacture
of wagons in India, viz., the Indian Standard Wagon Company
had to close down for want of orders.

8. In February of the same year, the Tariff Board submitted its

proposals regarding the protection of the Wagon industry in India.

Tariff Board's first pro-
Bounties were proposed on the following

posals. scale :

The Board's proposals contemplated that the cost to the State
should be limited to Rs. 7 lakhs annually. In accordance with
these recommendations, the Steel Industry (Protection) Act, 1924,

provided for the payment of bounties not exceeding Rs. 7 lakhs
in each of the financial years 1924-25, 1925-26 and 1926-27. With
the introduction of a system of protection by means of bounties, the

position of the Wagon industry was materially changed, and the
Government of India in a communique, dated 27th June, 1924,

formally withdrew their guarantee of purchase of 3,000 wagons in

India annually. In the same communique, it was tetated that

Government was not in a position to forecast the exact number of
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railway wagons which they were likely to require annually in

future, but that they had every reason to expect that their require-
ments would be sufficient to give effect to the policy contained in

Section 4 of the Steel Industry (Protection) Act.

9. A period of marked expansion in the Wagon industry followed
the passing of the Steel Industry (Protection) Act, and a fourth firm

the Peninsular Locomotive Company, ori-

I*
1* fo ed to rd

fl
ak
?^rs?acture

ot locomotives, adapted itself to the cons-

truction of wagons. During the financial year 1924-25, orders were

placed with Indian firms for 3,505 wagons, the distribution between
the Companies being as follows :

Indian Standard Wagon Company .... 1,675

Peninsular Locomotive Company .... 980

Messrs. Burn and Company ..... 550

Messrs. Jessop and Company 300

Stimulated by these orders, the companies began to increase their

output rapidly and by the time the supplementary steel enquiry
was held in 1925, it became obvious that the original system of

bounties was inadequate totneet the needs of the industry.

10. In the course of that enquiry, it was found that the scheme
of protection embodied in the Steel Industry (Protection) Act, 1924,

required reconsideration in three respects,

inJthe
m
b
e

ou
h
ntv.

f ""
? in t]

}
e meth d f assessing the bounty,

in the estimate of the output of wagons, and
in the limit to the amount payable in any one financial year on
account of the bounty. We contemplated in our first report the

payment of a definite sum on each completed wagon, based on the

difference between the lowest British and Indian tender in 1924 for

an A-l wagon. It was left to the companies concerned to tender

for contracts with the Railway Companies at whatever price they
considered that they could accept. In practice, however, the bounty
as a general rule has been assessed in each year at the difference

between the lowest price tendered by foreign and by Indian firms

in that year for each type of wagon. This system has the merit of

securing to Indian wagon manufacturers the maximum number of

orders obtainable within the limit of the annual bounty payable.

11. With this change in the method of assessment originally pro-

posed, it is clear that no restriction should be placed on the number
of wagons on which the bounty was payable,

o?*houKt
n
in* Sy^a if a^

e(luate assistance was to be afforded to

year becomes^noperative. the industry. In July, 1924, orders for 850
A-2 type and 1,250 C-2 type wagons were

placed with Indian firms and in the course of the year 1924-25 a

further 1,405 wagons were ordered. Of these only 407 were delivered

before the end of March. Thereafter, the rate of outturn rapidly
increased until the first months of the year 1925-26, is reached in

average of 272 wagons a month besides 21 underframes. .The Steel

Industry (Protection) Act authorized the payment of not more than
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Us. 7 lakhs by way of bounties on wagons during each of the three

years 1924-25, 1925-26 and 1926-27. But owing to the limited

output, only Rs. 2,85,600 could be paid as bounties during the year
1924-25, and since the Act did not permit the unspent balance of one

year to be carried forward to the next, the balance viz., Us. 4,14,400
of the permissible bounty lapsed. Similarly in the year 1925-26,

payment of bounty was limited to Us. 7 lakhs, but owing to the

rapid increase in production, the amount due to be paid on wagon
orders placed under the bounty scheme aggregated to Rs. 10,73,400.
It was therefore necessary to carry forward the excess over Rs. 7
lakhs on these orders, viz., Rs. 3,73,400 into the year 1926-27, thus

reducing the bounty available on wagons to be delivered against
new orders in that year to Rs. 3,26,600.

12. A1 the time of our first enquiry, it appeared that orders for

underframes could be obtained by Indian firms in competition with
British makers. No recommendation was

Undertimes. therefore made by the Board for protection
of underframes. Mainly as a result of the rise in the sterling value
of the rupee, but partly also on account of the increase in the cost

of rolled steel consequent on the imposition of the protective duties,
the ability of the Indian manufacturer to withstand foreign com-

petition appreciably declined. In our report of September, 1925,
we estimated that the protective duties on rolled steel imposed on the

Indian manufacturer an additional expenditure of Rs. 265 for each
underframe. On the other hand, the rise in the exchange reduced
the price of an imported underframe by Rs. 1,120. It appeared
also that the fall of the sterling price of a British underframe between
1924 and 1925, was larger than could be accounted for by the reduc-

tion in the sterling price of steel and that competition for orders in

the United Kingdom had become still keener. The Board, therefore,
was of opinion that a case had been made out for protection, and
since the manufacture of underframes involved no processes that

differ materially from those used in wagon building, decided that

underframes also should be brought within the scope of the bounty
scheme. The capacity of the Indian firms to manufacture under-

frames was estimated at about 3JJP annually and the amount of

bounty required was placed at Rs. 600 on each broad gauge under-

frame.

13. Bearing in mind the rapid increase in the output of wagons
in India, the Soard considered that 3,000 wagons was the smallest

number on which bounty should be paid, if
Recommendations re- the requirements of the industry were to be

gardmg wagons. ,-. * , ,, ,
., , *, ,

fully met and that the bounty on each

wagon should not exceed Rs. 600. It accordingly
recommended

that for the years 1924-25 to 1926-27 the maximum amount of

bounties sanctioned in respect of wagons and underframes manufac-

tured in India should be increased from Rs. 21 lakhs to about

Rs. 54 lakhs (paragraph 96 and appendix X of the Report), and
that payments sanctioned in any one financial year might be made
in the financial year in which sanction was given or in any subse-

quent year. These proposals were accepted by the Government of
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India, but in view of the reduction in the prices of Indian wagon
which occurred subsequently to the submission of our report, the
total assistance by way of bounty was reduced to Es. 33 lakhs.
The proposals as thus amended were embodied in the Steel Industry
(Amendment) Act, VIII of 1926, which provides for the payment
of Us. 13-60 lakhs as bounties in respect of wagons ordered during
the financial year commencing on 1st April, 1924, and Rs. 1940
lakhs in respect of such orders placed after 31st March, 1925, and
before the 1st April, 1927. In pursuance of this scheme bounties
to the extent of Us. 7,41,000 were sanctioned in connection with
orders placed in December, 1925, and there thus remains a balance
of Us. 11,99,000 for payment as bounties on orders for wagons and
underframes placed subsequently but before 31st March, 1927.

14. In the latter half of 1925-26, orders for 4,711 broad gauge
wagons of different types were placed. Of these 3,244 were secured

Farther progress.
^v Indian manufacturers. With a constant
stream of orders and continuous employ-

ment, it became possible both to expedite delivery of wagons and to
reduce costs. The capacity of the works was further developed by
the use of special tools Jtnd labour saving devices, on which both
Messrs. Burn and Company and the Indian Standard Wltgon Com-
pany spent considerable sums. Some indication of the rate of

progress is to be found in the average monthly deliveries. The
output o wagons in 1922-23 was about 120 a month. In the first

half of 1925 the rate had increased to 272 while the average deliver-
ies for Tuly and August, 1926, including the output of the Penin-
sular Locomotive Company, amounted to 425. The increase is the
more remarkable as Messrs. Jessop and Company had no orders for

wagons in hand in the first seven months of the year.
15. ATI expansion of output operates to reditce costs in

two ways. It renders possible considerable economies in the costs

u<wi,,*; ;~ ^o* e above material, while at the same time the
jveauction in costs. ITT i n , n

overhead charges and manufacturer s profit

per unit of production automatically decrease. These economies
have been facilitated by the fact that in the distribution of orders
the practice was followed of allotting particular types of wagona
to particular firms so as to allow scope for standardization in pro-
duction. When it is remembered that during the period of protec-
tion, the price of steel which forms the bulk of the raw material
for the manufacture of wagons steadily declined, it is perhaps not

surprising that the costs of production of wagons have shown a

large decrease. We give below the costs as given by the Indian
Standard Wagon Company for three lots of C-2 wagons completed in
the years 1924-25 and 1925-26:



Messrs. Jessop and Company and Messrs. Burn and Company build
underframes also and for reasons whicli we shall explain later, we
have not found it possible to ascertain with accuracy the wagon
costs apart from those of the underframes; but a general idea of
the improvement in costs may be obtained by a consideration of the
tenders 'made by the various firms in the last five years for railway
wagon contracts which we show in the statement below :

16. The very remarkable reduction in costs which these tenders

reveal, may be ascribed, as we have already indicated, to two causes

viz., reduction in the cost of material and

costs

U
an

S

alysed

UCtl0n
increased output resulting in a large decrease
in overhead charges and a reduction in works

costs above material. It is difficult to indicate with any accuracy
the directions in which economies have been effected or the extent
of such economies, partly on account of the system of costing adopt-
ed by the fifms, but partly also because wagon fittings previously
purchased from abroad, are now being manufactured in increasing
numbers by the firms themselves, particularly by the Indian Stand-
ard Wagon Company. As regards the costs of materials, we find

from the cost sheets supplied by Messrs. Burn and Company that

whereas in 1923-24 these stood at Rs. 3,354 per wagon of the A-2

type, by 1924-25 they had fallen to Rs. 2,828 and in 1925-26 to

Rs. 2,367 per wagon. Cost of materials has, therefore, fallen by
about Rs. 500 per wagon per annum. Taking the costs above
materials and the overhead as given by the Company for the same

years (pages 140, 142, 144, Volume IV of the Steel Report, 1926)
and Dividing interest at 7 per cent, on Rs. 14 lakhs of working
capital between wagons and underframes in the same proportion
as other overheads are divided by the company, we obtain the

following figures for all charges above material :
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giving a total reduction in the two years of some Rs. 1,200 per
wagon. In 1923-24 the Indian Standard Wagon works were closed,
but for 1924-25 and 1925-26 the figures are as follows:

17. The development of the industry is further revealed by a

comparison of the British and Indian tenders for wagons at the

Comparison of tenders
commencement and end of the year 1925,

January, 1925, and Nov- when the Indian firms were continuously
ember, 1925.

employed. The figures are as follows:

The difference between the lowest Indian and British tender was
as follows :

Type of wagon.

A-l

A-2

C-2

C-3

DlVFEBEXCE BETWFEN
AND BBITISH TBNDEB.

c2
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It will be seen, therefore, that in the course ot the year tue
need for protection had much declined

;
had British tenders" in Nov-

ember 1925 been at the same level as at the commencement of the

year, the Indian -wagon companies would have been able to secure

orders practically without the assistance of bounties. It seems

probable that the fall which occurred was due largely to changes in

freight, exchange and erection charges, the sterling f.o.b. prices
in both cases being approximately the same.

18. Though we are unable to analyse the reductions in costs in

lj these figures will, it is hoped, be sufficient to illustrate the

progress made \)j this industry during the
Pr "

protective period and the possibilities of

further progress in the future. During- the

past three years, the capacity of the Indian Standard Wagon Works
has much increased : whereas in the middle of 1925 deliveries were
at the rate of 155 wagons per month, the average monthly deliveries

for July and August, 1926, were 1ST, while we were informed on
9th August, 1926, by the Controller of Stores that this company
was then able to complete 2,400 C-2 type wagons a year and that

1,800 A-2 type wagons could be constructed per annum by Messrs.

Burn and Company and Messrs. Jessop and Company. The total

rapacity for wagon construction in India in the middle of 1926 was
therefore about 4,500 wagons per annum in terms of the C-2 type
while since that time all the firms claim to have increased their

capacity. It is clear, therefore, that a very large proportion of the

normal demand of the railways can be met by manufacturers in this

country. With this largely increased capacity we believe that,

provided sufficient orders are forthcoming, it will be possible to

construct wagons in India at a price at which foreign competitors,

allowing for freight, etc. and the revenue duty, cannot compete and

that, within a comparatively short period, the railways should be
able to secure all their requirements within the country at prices

substantially below those which would be paid for imported wagons.

19. We consider that the results so far attained amply justify
the policy of protection by means of bounties which has been

followed during the past three years. The
f b Unty w*eme, a i* has heen worked, is in effect a

system of guaranteed orders to Indian firms,
the additional cost resulting from the purchase of Indian in place
of foreign wa,gons being- refunded to the railways from the general
revenues of Government. In administering the scheme consider-

able latitude has had to be employed. The restriction on the annual
amount payable as bounties to Its. 7 lakhs, to which reference has

already been made, gave rise to some difficulty. The number of

wagons completed in 1924-25, and consequently the bounty payable,
was small, and in order to ensure continuous work to the wagon
companies, i

4
; became necessary to reject all tenders and negotiate

prices with the manufacturers. It thus became possible 1o distribute

the bounties over two years and secure that the firms vshould be

continuously employed "throughout 1925-26. For similar reasons,
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payment for 425 C-2 wagons delivered in 1925-26 was not made
until April, 1926. Again contracts have not always been placed
with the Indian firm making the lowest tender. Where a firm has

already received orders up to its full capacity, or a firm has been
left with too small an order, a distribution of orders otherwise than
on a basis of lowest tender has been found necessary. This has been

partly due to the importance of considering in the interests of rail-

way administration the probability of punctual delivery, but the

determining factor appears to have been the establishment of the

Wagon industry on a firm basis. It would clearly have not been
in accordance with the expressed intention of the legislature of

establishing the Wagon industry in India, if orders were not so

distributed as to ensure as far as possible that each company was

continuously employed in the early stages. With these divergencies
of treatment and apparent inconsistencies of administration, it is

natural that the companies concerned should have regarded the

bounty system with some suspicion, more particularly since the
assessment of bounty, as we explained in our report of September,
1925 (paragraphs 99 and 100) has not always been easy to under-
stand. We are, however, satisfied on a review of all the circum-
stances that the system has been worked in the spirit of the Steel

Industry (Protection) Act and in the best interests of the Wagon
industry as a whole.



CHAPTER III.

Future demand for wagons. Flan of the Report.

20. In the previous chapter we" have emphasized the importance
of a steady stream of orders sufficient to ensure continuous working

and an economic output in the wagon works.
burpius wagons.

Unfortunately, the prospects in this respect
are by no means favourable. The re-organization of railway
methods following on the Acworth Committee's report has resulted

in very large economies, particularly in regard to the employment of

rolling stock, and we are informed that it is now possible for the

railways to meet all their traffic requirements with a much smaller
number of wagons than was formerly the case. The main causes

of this improvement in carrying capacity have been stated to be,
reduction in the time occupied in repairing wagons, strengthening
of tracks and bridges, improved marshalling yards, extension of the
use of telephone train control, increased use of vaciium brakes,

doubling of railway tracks, and the use of higher capacity wagons.
As a result of these measures the number of broad gauge wagons in

excess of immediate requirements on 'Indian railways stood at 24,000
in July, 1926, against about 17,000 to 20,000 in July of the pre-
vious year when, as we were informed in evidence*, the volume of

traffic was the same. It appears, therefore, on the assumption,
which we believe to be correct, that there was no wagon shortage
in 1925-26, that there was a surplus in 1926-27 of from 4,000 to

7,000 wagons as compared with the maximum requirements of the

year. In the course of the debate in the Legislative Assembly on
the railway budget on 23rd February last, it was stated on behalf
of Government that the number of wagons stabled in February,
1927, when traffic was at its height, was between 5,000 and 6,000.
The supply of rolling stock must clearly be maintained at a level

sufficient to meet all traffic even during the busy season and the
actual surplus of wagons may therefore be placed at about 5,000.

This, it was claimed, constituted a necessary reserve to meet unfore-
seen demands.

21. It is clear that there is nothing in the present situation as

above stated to jeopardize the position of the Wagon industry, and
if no further economies in rolling stock were

***'
possible, the demand of the railways for

wagons on account of renewals as well as

additions would probably be about normal. The danger to the

Wagon industry arises from the fact that the various improvements
in railway administration to which we have already referred, have
not yet been worked out in full, and it is anticipated that further

economy in the number of wagons employed will be possible in

* Page 75, Volume V, Steel Report, 1926.

( 18 )
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future years. Consequently the demand for broad gauge wagons
will be restricted for some years. The evidence given before us by
the Railway Board in July, 1926, indicated that no further broad
gauge wagons of standard type would be required during 1927-28,
J 928-29 and probably during the next three years.

22. In May, 1927, we obtained from the Railway Board a state-
ment of the orders for rolling stock actually placed for delivery in

^ , - . 1927-28 and of the probable requirements of
Orders for wagons in 4.1 -i i> , i , , i

"
T

current and future years.
the railways lor the next three years. In
the current year, orders have been placed for

1,218 four wheeled metre gauge wagons of three types and 774 under-
franies (Bogie 566, four wheeled 208). In addition, tenders for at
least a further 86 underframes and 55 wagons of different kinds
have been called for or are about to be called for. Sufficient orders
have thus been placed to keep two of the three remaining firms work-

ing continuously during the year while the Indian Standard Wagon
Company have orders sufficient to keep the works employed for about

eight months. In 1928-29, as far as can be judged from the state-
ment referred to above, it is probable that orders will be placed for
106 broad gauge wagons (Bogie 43, four-wheeled 63) of various

types, 9 15 metre gauge wagons (Bogie 98, four-wheeled 817) and
877 underframes (Broad gauge bogie 396, four-wheeled 231, metre

gauge bogie 178 and four-wheeled 72) of different types. Of these,
200 underframes may be constructed at the Peninsular Locomotive

Workshops which have been acquired by Government.
23. As regards the years 1929-30 and 1930-31, we have been

f tirnished with lists of the demands entered by the railways in their

quinquennial programmes. These demands
have not Jet been examined by the Railway
Board and are likely to be considerably

modified. We have indeed been warned by the Railway Board

against placing too much reliance on them, though no other infor-

mation is likely to be available in the near future. In the circum-
stances we do not feel justified in going beyond the Railway Board's
statement in evidence that no broad gauge wagons of standard type
will probably be required in these years. The figures for metre

gauge wagons and broad and metre gauge underframes are as

follows :

in 1920$)

In both these years, the Railway Board anticipate that 500
underframes will probably be manufactured in the Peninsular Loco-
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motive Works. On the evidence before us it appears that the posi-
tion in regard to orders will, if anything, be worse in 1928-29 than

in the current year, and that no substantial improvement can be ex-

pected in the next two years. Even after the elimination of the

Peninsular Locomotive Company, it would seem that the orders

available will not suffice to keep the works fully employed, while if

any substantial portion of the orders is secured by firms abroad,
one or more of the Indian works will be compelled to close down.

24. A critical situation has thus arisen. An industry of great
national importance has been successfully established at a cost to

the country of some Rs. 33 lakhs. But, as

trytu,J
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n ^ of the absence of orders from the

foreseen in 1924-25. railways, one firm engaged in the industry
(the Peninsular Locomotive Company) has

sold its works to Government, while the remaining firms find them-
selves in a position of considerable uncertainty. Large orders for

vuigons have been placed abroad in recent years and it is therefore

necessary to consider to what extent the present situation of the

Wagon industry could have been foreseen. In 1922 and 1923, the

average delivery of wagons by Indian firms was 120 a month, and in

our report in 1924 we placed the number of wagons on which bountv
should be paid at 800 annually in 1924-25 rising to 1,600 in 1928-20.
In the year 1924-25, there was, therefore, no reason to suppose that
the requirements of the railways, even if orders were placed abroad,
would not be sufficient to ensure that the wagon companies were

continuously employed. As regards the orders placed abroad for

819 broad gauge wagons for delivery in 1925-26, we are satisfied

therefore that from the point of view of the Indian manufacturers
of wagons, there is no reasonable ground of complaint.

25. As regards the orders for about 1,450 broad gauge wagons
placed abroad in December, 19125, for delivery in 1926-27, the posi-

tion is somewhat different. In the course

fo?eseen
m
inl925

h
26

e ***"
of our enquiry in 1924, it was stated in

evidence on behalf of the Railway Board

that very remarkable results had been obtained in the better use of

wagons on some railways and it was hoped that other railways
would also improve. In the evidence given before, us last year,
it was stated that it had been brought constantly to the notice of

the Hailway Board that certain improvements had been made in

the working of traffic and that a great deal of money had been

spent on improvements. Further, in July, 1925, it was found

that 17,000 to 20,000 wagons were not immediately required for

use on Indian Railways, whereas in previous years very few wagons
were stabled even in the slack season. Even though the precise
extent of the economy in wagons may not have been ascertained,

it must have been apparent before orders were placed in De.*embev,

1925 that the future demand of the railways was likely to be very

seriously restricted. In the course of the year 1925-26, it must also

hare been clear that the capacity of Indian firms for the manufac-
ture of wagons had largely expanded. In our report, dated 3rd
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September, 1925, we estimated that 3,000 wagons was the smallest

number which would meet the requirements of the industry, while

iu the autumn of the same year the Railway Board was advised by
the Indian Stores Department that the capacity of Messrs. Burn
and Company, Messrs. Jessop and Company and the Indian
Standard Wagon Company for 1926-27 was 3,250 wagons.*
Finally, the delivery of wagons by these three firms in the summer of

1925-26 was 272 monthly, equivalent to an annual delivery of

3,264 wagons. To this has to be added the outturn of the Peninsulai

Locomotive Company, which the Railway Board estimated at 600

wagons in 1925-26. It must, therefore, have been clear that in

the future orders for between 3,000 and 4,000 wagons at least

wo\ild be required by the Indian industry.
26. There may be factors which have not been brought to our

notice, but on the evidence before us we cannot avoid the conclusion

that the future needs of the Indian wagon-

haveTe^^ef/ave^ Aiding industry were overlooked when
ed. orders for about 1,450 broad gauge wagons

were placed abroad in December, 1925. As

regards the 910 metre gauge wagons for which orders were placed
abroad at the same time, the case is perhaps different. It is possible
that these were required for urgent replacements and that the
orders could not well have been deferred. But as regards broad

g-auge wagons, in view of the fact that wagon supply had been

improving so rapidly that the figures during 1925 showed not

merely an unprecedented surplus over previous years but even the

possibility of a reserve, which actually in the next few monthb
amounted to 5,000 wag-ons, it must have been apparent that rail

vay efficiency would not have suffered if the orders for 1,450 broad

gauge wagons had been withheld and placed later with Indian
firms. We do not contend that such action would havn entirely
averted the critical situation which has now arisen. It would,

however, undoubtedly have improved the position in 1927-28 and
it might then have been found unnecessary to purchase the Penin-
sular Locomotive works. We do not propose to discuss the vexed

question of State versus private enterprise and we do not doubt
that in the circumstances the purchase of the Peninsular Locomotive
Works afforded the best means of escape from a difficult situation.

At the same time, if the railways are to obtain their rolling stock

in India ultimately at prices which would compare favourably with
those prevailing in other countries, it is essential that there should
be sufficient firms engaged in this business to ensure effective com-

petition. From this point of view, the elimination of one of the

two firms specializing in the manufacture of wagons cannot but be

regretted.
27. Apart from the purchase of the Peninsular Locomotive

Works, special measures were taken by Government to provide
suffiicent employment for the wagon-building**** by GoV ~

firms in 1927-28. Tenders for metre gauge
wagons and for underframes were called

*Page 64, Volume V, Steel Report, 1926.
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ior. in India only, and instructions were issued to the State-worked

railways to place orders in India for such spare parts as it might
be necessary to pxirchase and to call for tenders in India only for

shedding, roof trusses, and bridge spans up to 80 feet span. It was,
however, stipulated that orders would be placed in India only if a
reasonable price could be agreed on. In this way, a temporary
solution of the difficulty has been provided and the continuance
of the Wagon industry ensured during the current year. It is

clear that Government has been anxious to assist the firms in every
reasonable manner and they themselves agree that Government has
done its best for them in a very difficult situation. At the same
time, the measures now introduced constitute a temporary remedy
only and it is necessary to consider how the industry is to be
maintained until the normal demand for broad gauge wagons
revives.

28. The cost of production and consequently the fair
selling

price of wagons, on which the amount of protection to be proposed

Plan of report.
must ^f1?

J
e
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n

> ^
determined to a

very great extent by the output of the
works. We have not been able to ascertain with any
degree of accuracy the period within which the demand for
broad gauge wagons may be expected to revive, and it is

necessary, therefore, to frame recommendations to cover both
rormal conditions and also the exceptional circumstances which
now prevail. But apart from this, the country has the right to
know the exact stage of development reached by an industry on
which a large sum has been expended out of public revenues, while
the railways should also be aware of the prices at which, under
normal circumstances, they may expect to purchase wagons manu-
factured in India. We shall, therefore, first ascertain the fair

gelling price of Indian wagons on the assumption that an economic
output jis

maintained and on this basis put forward our recom-
mendations as to the amount of protection, if any, required. We
shall then consider to what extent the output of the existing firms
is likely to be reduced by the restricted demand for broad gauge
wagons and to what extent our recommendations require modifica-
tion to suit the existing circumstances.



CHAPTER
Fair Selling Price of Wagons.

29. In our report of September, 1925, (paragraph 102) we drew
attention to the difficulty in ascertaining what should be taken as

;
the reasonable cost of constructing a wagon

Costing system of in India. Although more accurate data are

?aTand
B
Mes8rs

nd
Jessop

available as the .result of the continu-

and Company. ous working of the wagon firms since we last

reported, the inherent difficulties in estimat-

ing the fair selling price still remain and it is necessary to explain
briefly what these difficulties are. Of the firms now engaged in

the Wagon industry, Messrs. Burn and Company and Messrs. Jessop
and Company, in addition to the manufacture of wagons, under*
take also structural work and the construction of underframes.
All general charges, power, indirect labour, supervision, overhead

charges, and the like, have to be allocated to the various forms of

manufacture. The system adopted by Messrs. Burn and Company,
of which that followed by Messrs. Jessop and Company is merely
a variant, is to allocate these charges according to a fixed ratio

on the direct wages when the plant is running to normal capacity.
The ratio adopted is that which the manufacturer's experience
extending over many years indicates as suitable and the figure
is not susceptible of check. If the plant is working below normal

capacity and loss is thereby incurred, the amount of the loss is

shewn as
"

loss on charges." But when the allocation of charges
between the different forms of manufacture is in accordance with a

rntio determined arbitrarily by the manufacturer and not susceptible
of check, it is clearly impossible to arrive with any degree of

certainty at the cost of production of one of the several kinds of

products manufactured in the same works.

30. A further difficulty arises from the fact that the cost figures
over a given period, cover not merely the wagons completed during

the period, but also a certain amount of
* work in progress. If the work in progress

at the commencement and end of the year
were the same, the accounts would present no difficulty; ,

But this

seldom happens and it is therefore necessary to .carry ,
forward

portion of the overhead and other charges in the value o ^e, ;woi k

in progress. We recognise that this system of job . costing is

necessary for this particular class of work and that the system of

process costing which is employed in industries such as the rolled

steel industry t
where the process of manufacture i$ coniimious,

would be entirely unsuitable for the engineering; i^H^ry-. /But
it is obvious that it renders the calculation of the .iiicidgitce pf tiny

given charge a matter of great difficulty. ; /,,. ;

*

.

31. The first difficulty does not arise in the Indian StatuJard

Wagon Works, where wagons only are manufactured, and. it is

( 23 )
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possible to assess depreciation, interest on working capital and
manufacturer 's profit with reasonable accu-

wi?on Company
8tandaVd

*>'- ,
A* &"* >rks costs, the cost of

material and direct wages can be readily as-

certained as these are directly allocated to the output. Other costs

above material, however, are not so easy to determine owing to th<

fact that the accounts include work in progress of which the amoun
catried over is not necessarily the same at the commencement am

Jend of the year. In this respect the costs of the Indian Standard

Wagon Company present to some extent the same difficulty as in

the case of the other two firms. But, as we shall explain later, the

figures which we have actually received from the Company rendei
this difficulty less formidable than it might appear.

32. The Indian Standard Wagon Company has certain definite

advantages in regard to fuel and power, being situated at Asansol,
in the middle of the Bengal coal field,

^ile
its plant is modern and comprises the

latest labour saving devices ; provided an
economic output is obtained it should be able to produce wagons
at least as cheaply as any other company in India. It would,
therefore, not result in any additional burden on the taxpayer if

we assess the measure of protection necessary for tlie Wagon-building
industry as a whole on a consideration of the works cost, overhead

charges, and manufacturer's profit, which appear reasonable for the

Indian Standard Wagon Company, taking that Company as typical

generally of Wagon-building firms in India. We would refer here

to the evidence given by the Indian Stores Department on page 34(5

of Volume VI of the Steel Report, 192(T, in which it is stated that

wagons noiistructed by the Indian Standard Wagon Company com-

pare very favourably with those manufactured in England, that

the works of this Company are reasonably well equipped and that

an examination of the costs of construction in their works could

be done with greater facility and accuracy than 111 the case of other

wagon-building works in India. This method assumes that the

C-2 wagon, which is the type almost exclusively manufactured

hj the Indian Standard Wagon Company in 1925-26, the latest

year for which costs have been furnished, may be regarded as a

representative type of wagon and that the protection calculated

on the cost of producing this class of wagon will be adequate for

firms producing other types also. This seems a reasonable assump-
tion since it has been found that of the other types manufactured

by Indian firms, the cost of an A-l orA-2 wagon is not much above

nor the cost of a C-3 much below that of a C-2 wagon. We are

aware that the designs of the main types of I. R. C. A. wagons
have been under revision, but the alterations proposed are not

such as will affect the general validity of our calculations. We
have explained to the applicants for protection our intention of

basing our recommendations on this method and they have agreed
to its adoption. It appears, therefore, that an examination of the

subject on these lines will be acceptable to the applicants for pro-
tection, not unfair to the general public, and likely to yield the most
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satisfactory results. Accordingly, in this portion of our report,
we have decided to confine our attention to ascertaining the fail-

selling price of wagons manufactured at the Indian Standard

Wagon Company's works.

33. When we held our last enquiry into the Wagon industry,
the Company had completed 230 wagons in 1924-25 but had worked

only for a portion of the year. It was

badTof c\kufa
b
ti

e
on.

aS * therefore impossible to arrive at any con-

elusion as regards costs. On this occasion

we are in a more fortunate position. The Company has supplied
us with figures relating to the completion of three sets of wagons,
viz., 230 in 1924-25, 1,020 in 1925-26 and a further 425 in the same

year. We have also figures for the total charges actually incurred
in 1925-26 as well as details of these charges. With these figures
before as, we are in a position to attempt to estimate the fair

selling price of wagons in India under normal circumstances. Our
fii*st step is to determine the probable level of works costs assuming
that an economic output is maintained. In their evidence before us,
the Managing Agents claimed that the present capacity of the workn

. was 2,500 wagons annually. In August, 1926, the Chief Controllei

of Stores estimated the capacity of the works at 2,400 C-2 wagom
but since then there has been some development. On the whole,

we consider that an output of 2,500 wagons a year will ensure

reasonably economic working and that this is within the presenl

capacity of the works. In 1924, we were informed by the Railwaj
Board that the total demand for wagons was somewhere betweer

4,000 and 4,500 and would rise in five years time to about 7,500
"We think, therefore, that if the demand were normal the Indiai

Standard Wagon Company might reasonably expect orders for 2,501

wagons annually.
34. We must first ascertain the cost of material per wagon

which clearly will remain at the same level whatever the output
In all, including the material required fo]

,naen-al.
f ^^ *****

fittings manufactured in the works, 7 ton
1 cwt. 20 Ibs. of steel structural, plates, am

bars of British standard specification steel are used in the construe
tion of one C-2 type wagon in the following quantities :

Cwts. Qrs. Lbs.
Structural*; 54 5
Plates 62 2 18
Bars 34 1 25

For the purpose of our calculation, we propose to adopt the price
set forth in Table XXVI, page 62, of Volume I of our Steel Report
1926, which are based on the c.i.f . prices of imported steel prevail

ing in the first three months of 1926, plus the duties introduced ii

1927. For convenience of reference these prices are set ou
below :

Rs. per ton.
Structurals 123
Plates . 135
Pars 134

We thus get a total cost of rolled steel material of Rs. 918-7.
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35. We base our estimate of the cose of material other than
dteel sections, bars, and plates, on the order for 425 wagons executed

in 1925 which gives us the latest available
as
!iSi*i

gs information regarding costs at the Indian
other material. __ e _ . _>

Standard Wagon Company's works. But
the castings purchased for this order averaged in price about

Es. 349 per wagon. These, however, 'were largely of British manu-
facture whereas at present the Company uses Continental castings.
The cost of castings for a C-2 wagon in 1926 is given by the Indian
Standard Wagon Company as Es. 241, which may be adopted for

the purpose of our estimate. Fittings will be manufactured entirely

by the Company with the exception of the vacuum brake, the cost

cf which is Es. 240. Messrs. Jessop and Company have recently
informed us that there has been a considerable rise in the price
of the vacuum brake. We have not, however, been able to obtain

a definite figure and since foreign makers' costs will be affected

equally by any rise, it appears unnecessary to make any alteration

iu the figure which has been accepted as recently as May of this

year by the Indian Standard Wagon Company. Other materials

consist mainly of bolts, nuts and rivets ;
these with stores amounted

to Bs. 121 per wagon in 1925, but in view of the reduction in the

price of steel since that year, they may safely be reduced to

Es. 110. Cost of material would therefore stand as follows:

Rs.
Steel including material for fittings .... 919

Castings 241
Vacuum brake ......... 240
Other materials and stores . . . . . .110

TOTAL . 1,510

36. Direct labour per wagon is not likely to vary to any great
extent and the 1925 figure of Rs. 337 may be adopted. To this

D'r t Labo r
^as * ^e a(^e^ -^ s - 17 > which appears to us
a reasonable estimate of the additional direct

labour cost of making all fittings except the vacuum brake, giving^
a total of Bs. 354.

37. We now come to the cost above
Cost above material for material. The total expenditure in 1925-26,,

1,800 wagons. as given by the Company in their charges-
account, ivS as follows:

Salaries: Rs.

European 1,21,420

Anglo-Indian and Indian , 91,280
Repairs and Maintenance

(a) Building* . . . 9,390
b) Plant and machinery
c) Furnace and flues

(d) Other plant
Non-productive wages
General shop supplies
Coal and tCoke .

Power

82,650
4,780

31,280
82,270
98,660
57,560
72,940

Sundries . 45,440

TOTAL . 6,97,670
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The charges account from which these items are taken (enclosure 3,

page 158, Volume IV, Steel Report, 1926) include all the charges
incurred during the year. The number of wagons completed in

1925-26 was 1,445, but it is clear from the fact that
" the loss on

charges
"

forms a substantial item in the cost accounts (page 155,
Volume IV, Steel Report, 1926) that the Company estimated that

considerably more than 1,445 wagons could have been completed
without any addition to the charges. We have been informed by
the representative of the Company that the normal number which
could have been completed at the same expenditure was 1,800 and
since in the autumn of 1925, the Chief Controller of Stores estimated
the capacity of this works at 1,750 wagons annually, an estimate of

Us. 6,97,670 as the cost above material (excluding direct labour)
in the manufacture of 1,800 wagons does not appear excessive.

We think some reduction must be made on account of the fall in

the cost of coal and of general supplies,
and consider Rs. 17,000

on this account a. reasonable reduction leaving a total expenditure,
in round figures, of Rs. 6,80,000.

38, Another matter which calls for attention is the expenditure
under the head "

Repairs and Maintenance." This amounts to

Rs. 1,28,100 and forms a much higher per-

?age
of the costs above material than we

find in the case 01 Messrs. Burn and Com-

pany or Messrs. Jessop and Company's costs. Both these firms

show expenditure on repairs and maintenance which on the average
are not above 8 per cent, of their costs above material. The reason
tor the additional cost on repairs is probably to be found in the fact

that the Indian Standard Wagon Company employ machinery to a

greater extent than the other firms. But it is necessary to point
cut that in our estimate of a reasonable charge for depreciation,
we have made full allowance for this and, as will be seen later,

have assessed depreciation at 6^ per cent, on a block value of

Rs. 57 lakhs. It does not appear, therefore, reasonable to allow a
niuch higher charge for repairs than is shown by the other firms.

We realize that minor repairs are usually charged against revenue,
but in the statement for 1925-26 the Indian Standard Wagon Com-
pany carried practically the full amount, as calculated by the

Board, to depreciation, while at the same time the whole cost of

repairs was charged in the works costs. We do not consider that
more than Rs. 68,000 or about 10 per cent, of the total cost above
material a higher percentage in fact than is shown by either

Messrs. Burn and Company or Messrs. Jessop and Company should
be included in the works costs. The balance we regard as a proper
charge against depreciation. The total cost above material (ex-

cluding direct labour) then becomes approximately Rs. 6,20,000.

39. A further adjustment is however necessary. In 1925-26,
two lots of wagons were constructed, one lot of 1,020 and another

Further adjustment.
of 425 wnjroiw. For the former most of

J the forgings were purchased, while for the

latter a large part of the fittings, but not all, were manufactured
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by the Company. We are now estimating the cost above material
for 1,800 wagons and it is necessary, therefore, to determine the
total charges if the same proportion of fittings were manufactured
for the whole output as were made for the 425 wagons. This addi-
tional cost of manufacturing fittings has been taken roughly at the
difference between the cost per wagon of constructing 1,020 and
425 wagons under the following heads: power, fuel, repairs, non-

productive labour, general shop supplies, and supervision. The
total additional charges on this account as given by the Company
(page 182, Volume IV, Steel Report, 1926) amount to Rs. 62 per
wagon. In this is included Rs. 12 on account of repairs, half of

which might be charged to depreciation, leaving a total of Rs. 56

per wagon. It may appear at first sight that the cost of manufac-

turing forgings (Rs. 5(5), should decline when the output increases
to 1,800 wagons. This, however, is not so, since even when manu-
facturing forgings for 425 wagons, the works were in continuous

operation and producing a full output. On 1,375 wagons (i.e.,

3,800 less 425) this would amount to Rs. 77,000. Adding this to

ihe cost above material as shown in the previous paragraph
(Rs. 6,20,000), the total becomes Rs. 6,97,000. This on an outturn
of 1,800 wagons gives an incidence of Rs. 387 per wagon.

40. If we suppose that this incidence remains unchanged for

an output of 2,000 wagons, we obtain a total charge of Rs. 7,74,000.
This would mean a total additional expendi-

wagons
'

t

ture ()f Bs - 77,000 for the construction of
200 wagons. This figure, however, appears

somewhat high. On page 184, Volume IV, Steel Report, 1926,
the Indian Standard Wagon Company places the additional cost

above material (excluding direct labour) required 1o increase the

output from 2,000 to 2,500 wagons at Rs. 1,43,000. We think,
therefore, that Rs. 60,000 should be sufficient for an increase from
1,800 to 2,000 wagons. The total cost above material of construct-

ing 2,000 wagons would then be Rs. 7,57,000 or Rs. 378-5 per
wagon.

41. It is proposed in future to manufacture all fittings for

vagons except the vacuum brake and it becomes necessary, there-

fore, to take into account the additional cost

acc
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* manufacturing such fitting as were still

facture of fittings. purchased when the order for 425 wagons
was executed in 1925-26. The Indian

Standard Wagon Company (pages 182 and 183, Volume IV of the
Steel Report, 1926) estimates the additional cost (excluding direct

labour) at Rs. 48 per wagon. We would reduce this by Rs. 4

lepresenting half 1he cost of repairs which might be charged against
depreciation. The additional cost on 2,000 wagons would then be
Rs. 88,000. Adding this to the total already obtained
(Rs. 7,57.000), we find the cost above material of constructing 2,000
wagons with all fittings, except the vacuum brake, manufactured!
in India is Rs. 8,45,000 or Rs. 422-5 per wagon.
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42. The next step is to determine the cost above material of

constructing 2,500 wagons. The Company estimates the additional

cost above material of increasing their

foi 2'soo w^ons.
matei>ial annual output from 2,000 to 2,500 wagons

(excluding direct labour) at Es. 1,43,000
Of this sum about Es. 10,000, on account of the cost of repairs r

might be charged to depreciation, leaving Es. 1,33,000 as the total

iulditional cost. For the construction of 2,000 wagons the cost

above material lias been found to be Es. 8,45,000. The cost of

constructing 2,500 wagons is, therefore, Es. 9,78,000 which give*
an incidence of Es. 391 per wagon.

w .1 , 43. The total works costs mav then be
WOIKS COSCS.

j j i /> n *

stated as follows:

Works cost 8.

Rs.
Materials

Steel <U9

Castings 241

Vacuum brake 240
Other materials and stores ...... 110

Above materials

Direct labour 354

Charges excluding overhead ..... 391

TOT\L . 2,255

44. It is now necessary to estimate the overhead charges and for
this purpose the ipplucement value of the plant must be determined.

t
. . _ The original subscribed capital of the Indian

pieeiHtilm
*** '' Standard Wagon Company consisted of

38,975 ordinary shares of Es. 100 each and
l'),665 seven per rent, cumulative preference shares of the same
denomination. In 1925-26, the capital was written down by a
i eduction of the ordinary shares to Es. 25 each. The block account

originally stood at Es. 73,19,188 which, with subsequent additions-
to the plant amounting- to Es. 8,50,369, would now stand at
Es. 81,69,557, had there been no re-organization. When the

capital was reduced in 1925-26, the block account was also written
down by Es. 24,80,424. If the reduction is taken against the

original valuation of the plant, we find that the value of machinery
has been taken at a figure 44 per cent, less than the valuation in
1921-22 while buildings and miscellaneous heads have been reduced
bv 18 per cent, and 31 per cent, respectively. We consider that
these figures adequately represent the reduced value of the plant
resulting from the fall in value of machinery, steel and other
material since the construction of the works, and we are satisfied

that a new works of this sixe and type could not now be erected at a
lower ?ost than Us. 57 lakhs in roxind figures. Adopting the rate
of 6 per cent., ^hioh we have taken in the case of the rolled steel

industry, the annual charge on account of depreciation would be
Es. 3,56,260 or on an output of 2,500 wagons Es. 142-5 per wagon.
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45. The Company has supplied us with a statement shewing
month by month the working capital actually required under each

head in the calendar year 1925 during which
the works were f

.

airly .*% employed in

each month. During this year, some 1,450

vagons were completed. The average sum required as working

capital was Us. I3'5 lakhs. On the assumption that the annual

output is 2,500 wagons, the working capital would need to be
raised in proportion allowing for reduction in cost above material
to about Us. 22 lakhs. This represents about 4i months works

costs, and since most of the material is now obtained in India, while

accounts are promptly settled by the Railway Companies this

estimate of working capital appears sufficient. At the same time,

normally both a portion of the profits made in the course of the

year and of the depreciation fund would be available to be utilized

as working capital; we consider an allowance of about Rs. 4 lakhs

should be made on this account leaving the working capital at

Rs. 18 lakhs. At the rate of 7 per cent, per annum, which was the

rate adopted in the rolled steel industry, the annual interest on

working capital would amount to Rs. 1,26,000 or Rs. 50*4 per

wagon.
46. According to the Articles of Association the Managing

Agents arc entitled to charge Rs. 1,44,000 per annum as their

commission. In practice they receive

*s - 72
'? r

hich T* cons
j
der

5
modrve

charge tor the services pertormed in wnicn
are included technical advice and supervision. Calcutta office

expenses amount to Rs. 24,870 and London office expenses to

Rs. 11,850, giving a total of Rs. 1,08,720 for 1925-26. We think
Ks. 1,10,000 should be sufficient for a works producing 2,500

wagons annually. The incidence of this is Rs. 44 per wagon.
47. The share capital of the Indian Standard Wagon Company

is now divided between preference and ordinary shares in the

., . . . proportion of 2 to 1, the preference shares
Manufacturer s profit.

r *
. . .

. , 4 r
,

carrying interest at 7 per cent, per annum.
We think, however, that the same rate of interest may be allowed
us for ihe Tata [ion and Steel Company, viz., an all round rate

of 8 per cent, per annum. This gives an incidence of Rs. 182-4

jper wagon.
48. The total of overhead and manufacturer's profit on a produc-

Fair selling price. ?
n of 2 >500 wag ns annuallJ is as

follows :

Total per wagon.
Rs.

Depreciation .... ... 142'5

Working capital 50'4

Managing Agents' commission and office expenses . 44

Manufacturer's profit 182*4

TOTAL . 419'8

or Rs. 419 in round figures.
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We have estimated the works cost on a production of 2,500

wagons to be Bs. 2,255 per wagon. Adding to this the charges for

overhead and manufacturer's profit (Rs. 419), the total becomes
Us. 2,674 which is our estimate of the fair average selling price of

a C-2 wagon manufactured in India.

49. The lowest approved tender received from abroad in

November, 1925, for a C-2 wagon was 191-16-8 c.i.f. which con-

verted into rupees at the rate of 1$. Qd. to
Price of imported wa- the rupee aniounts to Es. 2,557-7. A rebate

was allowed by the successful European
firm amounting to about 2\ per cent, on the f.o.b. value of the

order, which would reduce the c.i.f. price per wagon by about
Ks. 57 to Es. 2,500. Erection, landing, wharfage, and port charges
in India, amount to Es. 207, giving a final duty free price of

Es. 2,707.

50. We have now to consider whether there is any reason to

suppose that the price of imported wagons is likely to fall below
the present level. The price of a wagon in

1913 comparable with the A-l standard

wagons now used on Indian railways, has
been given to us by the Eailway Board as 186 f.o.b. and the
four years pre-war average as 155. The lowest tenders for an
A-l class wagon f.o.b. during the years 1921 to 1925 have been a*
follows :

s. d.

1921 241

1922 171

1923 181 0*

1924 179 10 Of

1925 ... 176 0:

It will be noticed that since 1921 the prices have been reasonably
stable and are in fact lower than in 1913. We see no reason to

vary the opinion expressed in our report of September, 1925

(paragraph 82), that the 1922 tender was a bed rock price rendered

possible by cutting down costs to the minimum. The price of steel

Las fallen heavily during the past four years and had it been

possible to produce wagons in England with a fair margin of profit

at 171 in 1922, one might reasonably expect a tender well below
that of 1925. It would certainly appear that uneconomic prices
have been quoted m ibe past and it is possible that a similar course

may commend itself to the foreign manufacturer in the future.

Against any systematic price cutting, special measures would be

necessarv. But for our present purpose this possibility need iot

be considered. We have no reason to suppose that there will be

*
Approximate estimate bv Board in September, 1925.

t Approximate estimate without allowing for lump reduction.

J Without allowing for lump reduction.
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any substantial decrease in labour charges in the enginee.iny
industry in Europe. In our report on rolled steel, we have found
that prices of British steel are comparatively stable and though
Continental prices may decline, the stabilization of exchange in most
countries during the past year, removes one cause of abnormally
low prices. In any case, the price at which Indian wagons can now
be produced renders it unlikely that foreign makers will be able to

sell at lower prices. We think, therefore, that for purposes of

comparison it is safe to take the lowest landed duty free tender
for a C-2 wagon in November, 1925, viz., Rs. 2,707 which includes

erection, landing, and other charges.

51. One modification, however, is necessary. We have framed
our estimate of the fair selling price of Indian wagons, on the

assumption that the price of steel will be
f imported

equal to the import price in the first three

months of 1926 plus the duties imposed by
the Steel Industry (Protection) Act, 1927. But the foreign tenders

received in November, 1925, must have been based on the price of

&1eel prevailing fcome months earlier. Between August, 1925, and

January, 1926, there was a fall of approximately 18 shillings or

Rs. 12 a ton in Ihe price of bars, structurals and plates. On the

material used in the construction of a C-2 wagon, this would amount
to about Rs. 84 and the lowest foreign tender received in November,
1&25, for purposes of ^comparison should be reduced by this amount.
The final landed price without duty of the imported wagon would
therefore be Rs. 2,623. We have found the fair selling price of

an Indian wagon to be Rs. 2,674. The difference between these

figures, viz., Rs. 51 represents the measure of the protection re-

quired. With the adjustment of Rs. 84 referred to above, and ex-

cluding erection, landing, and other charges, the c.i.f . price of the

foreign wagon 011 which Customs duty is leviable is Rs. 2,416 011

which the protection required, viz., Rs. 51 amounts to about 2 per
cent. A duty therefore of 2 per cent, would normally be sufficient

protection .

52. At the time of writing this report, we have not received the

costs of the Indian Standard Wagon Company for 1926-27 but it is

interesting to compare our estimate of a fair
The Indian Standard

ri f wagons manufactured in India on
Wagon Company s costs f . -mo* rw? J/L JT.
for 1926-27. the basis of the costs lor 1925-2o with the

Company's results as indicated in their latest

report. A profit of Rs. 10,44,675 is shown for that year on

trading account. We are aware that a portion of this is profit
realized on work carried over from the previous year and that

there may be other adjustments not apparent from the audited

balance sheet and profit and loss account. For our present purpose,

however, we assume that this profit has been realized on the order

lor 1,760 wagons which was executed in the year. From the profit
of Rs. 10,44,675 we deduct Rs. 78,905 the interest which has to be

paid on loan. The balance (Rs. 9,65,770) on an output of 1,750

wagons grives an incidence of profit per wagon of Rs. 551. The

nverage actual price received for these wagons taking C-2 and C-3
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wagons together was Bs. 3,135 per wagon. Excluding the year's

profit (Bs. 551) we find the cost of manufacture to be Bs. 2,584

per wagon. We compare this figure with our estimate in the

following table :

Board's estimate Actuals per

per wagon. wagon.

Es. Rs.

Fair selling price . . 2,674 Price received 3,135

Deduct

Profit. . . . 182-4 551

Cost of manufacture . 2,491-6 2,584
*

For the purpose of comparison however one adjustment has to

be made. In the Company's report, Bs. 1,80,560 has been taken
to depreciation, the amount being calculated on the capital as

written down and not on the replacement value of the plant. If

the full depreciation which we consider necessary on a plant valued
at Bs. 57 lakhs were provided, the cost of manufacture per wagon
Mould he increased by about Bs. 100. The difference between the
cost of manufacture as estimated by the Board and as arrived at

on a consideration of the Company's report of 1926-27, would then
be Bs. 192-4. The increase in output from 1,750 to 2,500 wagons
per annum would reduce the incidence of depreciation per wagon
by Bs. 61, leaving Bs. 131-4 to be covered by economies in works
costs on increased production ancj by the reduction in the duties

on raw material. The latter alone amounts to about Bs. 79-5 pel

wagon, and it would appear, therefore, that judged by the latest

results of this Company, there is nothing unreasonable in oui

estimate of the fair selling price of wagons manufactured in India

on an economic scale or of the measure of protection which the

industry requires.

53. Although we believe that a 2 per cent, ad ralorew duty
on imported wagons would be .sufficient to protect the industry

against foreign competition under normal
No increase in duty re- conditions, it is not within our province

iZniles^to'ceasT
116111 f

to Propose alterations in the revenue tarift.

It is claimed by the wagon building firm*

that they are entitled over and above the present revenue ditty oi

10 per cent, ad valorem on imported wagons, 1o compensation on

account of the enhanced price of steel resulting from the protec-
tive duties. Suoh compensation would amount to about 3 per cent.

ad valorem OH the adjusted c.i.f. price of imported wagons. Wf
do not, however, consider that this claim can be sustained. Thf
revenue duty is admittedly variable according to the financial

requirements of Government, and no claim to compensation lies

in respect of changes in the nett assistance afforded by the revenue

tariff unless it can be shewn that serious detriment is thereov

caused to the industry. Where it is *ound that the protection

necessary to give an industry a fair return on capital, is consider-
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ably less than the existing revenue duty, in our opinion no claim
for compensation can arise. There are circumstances in which an

industry may reasonably claim that compensation on account of

excess expenditure resulting from protective duties should be
awarded in addition to the revenue duty existing when the industry
was started. We do not, however, consider that any such circum-

stances exist in the case of the Wagon industry if the demand
for wagons is assumed to be normal. In any case, the revenue

duty in force on imported wagons when the latest company (the
Indian Standard Wagon Company) was floated was only 2\ per
cent, ad valorem. We are unable, therefore, to support this claim

of the companies and we have no recommendation to make for

an increase in the existing duty on wagons. It follows from our

estimate of the fair selling price and of the import price of wagons
that there is no case for the continuance of bounties, and we accord-

ingly recommend that the payment of bounties on wagons be

discontinued.

54. We have not thought it necessary to examine the case for

protection of underframes separately from thai of wagons. The
TT , , processes in both industries are the same,
Underframes. ii i 11 p <?

though the amount 01 lorgmgs in a wagon
is greater in relation to the cost than in an underframe. The

competition from abroad is less severe in the case of underframes,

partly because the freight and other charges are greater, but

largely because orders for underframes in the past have been for

comparatively small numbers, and have therefore offered less in-

ducement to the foreign manufacturer to tender. We find that, as

recently as April, 1926, Messrs. Jessop and Company secured orders

for 93 underframes without bounty and it has been admitted in evid-

ence that the protection required for underframes is less than that

required for wagons. On the other hand, if, as is possible, the

types of underframes are standardized and orders are placed for

larger numbers, foreign competition will tend to increase nnd to

this extent the position of underframes will approximate to that

of wagons. Our recommendations with regard to wagons will apply
also to underframes. We therefore recommend that normally the

duty on imported wagons and underframes should be fixed at the

present revenue duty.

55. Throughout our enquiry, we have assumed that the charges
for the erection of imported rolling stock and for landing, wharfage,

and port charges, as set forth in statements
Erection, landing, whar- yn and ym Qn 31 an(j 33 of Volume

fage, and port charges. y Qf^^^^ ^^ ^.^^^
accepted as reasonable by Indian manufacturers, remain un-

changed. It is, however, not impossible that *ome variations in

these charges may occur. It is only fair to Indian manufacturers
that they should know the basis on which their tenders are to be

compared with those of foreign makers. We therefore recommend
that if any substantial alteration in these charges occurs, a definite

announcement to that effect should be made when tenders are
called for and the extent of the alteration should be specified.



CHAPTER V.

Measure of immediate assistance required.

56. So far the position of the Wagon industry has been examined
on the assumption that orders are received sufficient to ensure con-

T ,. . vi tinuous working up to existing capacity.Immediate problem, TT^J. j. i i i i j
Untortunately, as has been explained in

Chapter III, it is unlikely that the demand of the railways for

wagons during the next three years will be adequate, and, though
increased orders for underframes may be placed, on the whole the

requirements of the railways will be considerably below the pro-
ductive capacity of the industry. It is obvious that if the output
of the companies is restricted, the fair selling price and conse-

quently the scale of protection must be increased, but the informa-
tion at our disposal is HO meagre that we cannot attempt to

estimate the amount of protection required save on the most general
lines. Even so, certain assumptions are necessary. Unless a cer-

tain minimum of work is placed with the firms, no scheme of

protection will be effective in maintaining the works in operation.

Though the figures for 1928-29, supplied by the Railway Board, are

stated to be fairly reliable, we have been definitely warned against

placing reliance on the figures for future years. In these circum-

stances, we assume for the purpose of our enquiry that the orders

for the next three years will be approximately the same as those

for 1927-28.

57. Further, the method of estimating the amount of protec-
tion required by the industry on a consideration of the costs of

, r , . . A , the Indian Standard Wagon Coinpauv on
Method adopted. , . ... *j. r r i.^ their existing capacity, which we nave

followed in the previous chapter, is no longer suitable. Such
orders as are placed are in the main for undei frames, metre gauge
wagons or special types of broad gauge wagons regarding the cost

of which we have no recent information, while, as we have seen
in an earlier chapter, the system of costing employed by the films

is such that it is impossible to separate the works costs and over-

head charges of underframes from those of wagons with any cer-

tainty. We have, therefore, adopted the following system. We
first determine the proportion which the orders for wagons and
underframes in 1927-28, translated into terms of C-2 wagons, bear
to the total capacity of the existing firms expressed in terms of

C-2 wagons. Reducing the output of the Indian Standard Wngon
Company (2,500 wagons annually) on which we have based our
fair selling price, in this proportion, we then consider what chance
in works cost and overhead charges are required and to what extent

the protection must be raised in consequence. The results attained

by this method are necessarily rough, but we think that a general
indication of the amount of protection required may be obtained,

( 35 )
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assuming that the orders available are distributed betwe9n the
firms concerned in proportion to their capacity.

58. It is not improbable that with the elimination of the
Peninsular Locomotive Company, competition will decline among

wagon builders, and the probability of some

consumer
^ Un* iO

|

dnd of understanding between the remain-

ing firms must be reckoned with. In this

event, it may be assumed that tenders will be made by the firms
in some proportion determined by mutual agreement according to

their respective capacity. If the output of the firms is distributed

on this basis, their costs will not be higher than we have estimated
foi the purpose of this chapter, for oui estimate assumes precisely
his method of distribution. On the other hand, so long as the

total demand for wagons during the next few years falls short

of the full capacity of the firms, some degree of competition may
still prevail. It niay then happen that one firm may secure suffi-

cient orders to keep its plant working to full capacity and 'r.o

costs may fall below the fair selling price proposed on the atovc
method. Competition among the remaining firms will consequently
result in a general reduction of the price of wagons to a level

below that justified by the duty and the level of foreign prices.
If this happens, the burden on the consumer will be correspond-

ingly reduced. In either event, the burden will not be greater
than the interests of the industry require.

59. In August, 1926, the Indian Stores Department furnished

us with the following estimates of the capacity of the wagon build-

Capacity of wagon works, mg firms :

Wagons.
The Indian Standard Wagon Company . . 2,400, C-2

Messrs. Burn and Company .... 1,200, A-2

Messrs. Jessop and Company .... 600, A-2

This estimate is based on the assumption that no underframes

are being built. The Stores Department considers that in point
of work 5 A-2 type wagons are equivalent to 6 C-2 type. In terms

of C-2 type wagons, the total capacity of the Indian industry as

given by the Stores Department would be 4,560 wagons annually.
Since then there has been considerable development, particularly
in the erection of plant at Messrs. Jessop and Company's Dum Dum
works. The capacity claimed by the companies is as follows :

C-2 Wagons. Underframes.

The Indian Standard Wagon
Company . . . 2,500

Messrs. Jessop and Company . 1,500 to 1,700

Messrs. Burn and Company . 1,500 200

Messrs. Jessop and Company's estimate of their capacity at their

Jamshedpur works is about 500 wagons annually and at Dum Dum
360 imderframes; taking one underframe as equivalent to

2| C-2

wagons, this amounts to about 1,400 C-2 wagons, This estimate

appears to us to be rather on the high side, and we think it would
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be safer to fix their capacity as not more than 1,200 wagons
which, in their latest application, they have stated to be the eco-

nomic unit of production of their works. Messrs. Burn and

Company completed in the last finanical year 67 urideri'rames and

1,000 A-2 wagons. This is equivalent to about 1,400 C-2 wagons.
On the whole, therefore, we consider that the present capacity of

the wagon firms is about 5,000 wagons annually.

60. Though the material in a metre gauge wagon io consider-

ably less than in a C-2 wagon, the work involved in its construc-

tion is nearly the ^ame. We think we
'

metre gauge tour-wheeled wagon as equi-
valent on the average to 4/5ths of a 0-2 wagon. Classing' all

bogie underframes together, metre gauge as well as broad gauge,
we consider that on the average a bogie underframe may be taken

as equivalent to 2| C-2 wagons and some ratio between 2}2 and

2J may be adopted for bogie wagons such as a rail or timber truck,
while a broad gauge four-wheeled underframe may be considered

as equal to 4/5ths of a C-2 wagon. On these estimates the orders

placed for 1927-28 would work out at about 3,000 or GO per cent.

of the capacity of all wagon works.

61. Assuming that the Indian Standard Wagon Company was

manufacturing 60 per cent, of its economic output (2,500 wagons)
T -ix i- e >> 1,500 wagons annuallv, the works costs
Increase in works cost. 111 ! i ^ 1-1 11 ,1 j-would be considerably higher than the esti-

mate which we have framed in the previous chapter. The cost of

materials, fittings and castings would, however, remain the same.
For convenience of reference these are set forth below:

Materials.

Steel ........
Castings ........
Vacuum brake .......
Other materials and stores ....

TOTAL 1,510

62. As regards charges other than overhead, the best basis for

our estimate appears to be the charges incurred in 1925-26, as set

A , . , , forth on page 158, Volume IV of the Steel

overbad
aten RePort > 1926. In that year, 1,445 wagons

were manufactured, but, as we have already
explained, these charges would not have altered materially had the

output been 1,800 wagons. Subject, therefore, to certain modifi-

cations we may reasonably assume that the charges above material

excluding overhead for 1,500 wagons will stand at about this level.

After making the reductions in the expenditure on repairs and
on fuel, as explained in Chapter IV, the total stands at

Rs. 6,20,000. This figure requires further adjustment for reasons

which we have already explained on arrount of the cost of making



additional forgings, which were previously purchased. Of
total of 1,445 wagons, these forgings were made for 425 and a&

we are now estimating the cost above material for 1,500 wagons,
it will be necessary to add the cost of making forgings for 1,075

(i.e., 1,500 less 425). We found the cost of making these forgings
to be Rs. 56 per wagon. The additional expenditure is therefore

Rs. 60,200 which, added to the total costs above material

(Rs. 6,20,000), gives a figure of Rs. 6,80,200. This 011 an outturn
of 1,500 wagons gives an incidence of Rs. 453 per wagon. More

forcings are however being manufactured now than in 1925 -20

and some further adjustment is therefore necessory On the

assumption that 2,000 wagons were being manufactured, the com-

pany estimated the additional charge on this account, excluding
direct labour charges, at Rs. 48 (page 182, Volume IV, Steel Report r

1926), but this included Rs. 1 per wagon on account of extra

staff which on a production of 1,500 wagons only, would not be

necessary. On the other hand, with the manufacture of various

types of wagons and with a reduction in output, it is not unlikely
that some increase in cost may occur. On the whole, we think

it safer to retain the figure at Rs. 48. The incidence of the cost

above materials excluding direct labour charges will then amount
to Rs. 501. To this has to be added the charges on account of

direct labour, viz., Rs. 354, giving a total above material cost of

Rs. 855.

63. But some allowance must be made on account of the fact

that orders placed will represent a greater variety in the types of

wagons manufactured and the economies
Increase in costs result-

resulting from standardization will not be
ing from non-standardiza- *i i A ru j A i

t i n possible to the same extent as previously.
In our capital account we make allowance

for additions to the plant necessitated by the construction of metre

gauge wagons. Other additional expenditure will be incurred

mainly under direct labour which at present stands at Rs. 854

per wagon. In the oral evidence, it was stated on behalf of the
Indian Standard Wagon Company that so far as the year 1927-28
is concerned, it would be possible to produce fairly economically
since the orders placed were for considerable numbers of metre

gauge wagons of the same standard types. It is possible, however,
that in the future orders will be for more numerous and varying
types as indicated by the orders approved for 1928-29 and by the
estimates of the railway companies for the next two years. We
observe on page 476 of Volume II of the Evidence recorded during
the first Steel Enquiry that in 1909, 715 wagons all of one type
were manufactured by Messrs. Jessop and Company. From the

tender dated April 1908, on page 440 of the same Volume, it

appears that the estimate of direct labour charges on this order
was exceptionally low, being Rs. 204 tfgainst Rs. 380 per wagon
for tenders made in July, 1904, and June, 1913. We realize that
considerable time elapsed between these three tenders, and that

it is not improbable that rates of wages may have changed, while
the tenders, though all for broad gauge four-wheeled wagons, are



for different sized wagons. At the same time, the figures afford

some indication of the economy which can be effected in direct

wages by standardization. It would also appear from the evidence

on page 472 of the same volume that where the types of wagons
manufactured are numerous, steel sections are purchased cut to a
dead length for each type and the favourable prices quoted for a

large order of a single length are not obtainable. Any estimate,

however, of the increase in cost which may result from manu-

facturing various classes of wagons instead of a single type must

necessarily be arbitrary. But taking into account the fact that

the increased expenditure on machinery will be allowed for in our

estimate of overhead and profit, we consider lhat an allowance
of Rs. 150 per wagon on this account is sufficient to cover all

eventualities.

Summary of works 64. The result of these modifications is

costs other than materials, as follows :
-

On a production
of 1,500 wagons.
Rs. per wagon.

Cost above materials excluding direct wages and
overhead ......... 501

Direct labour 354

Add on account of loss of economy resulting from
standardization 150

TOTAL . 1,005

The total works costs would, therefore, stand as follows:

Rs. per wagon.

Cost of material 1,510

Cost above material excluding overhead . . . 1,005

TOTAL . 2,515

G5. As regards overhead charges, we do not think we should

be justified in calculating these on our estimate of the cost of re-

- . _
, placement of the present plant. The task

Overhead charges. f > . 3 ,

r
.

r
, , , ,* before us is to determine not the amount ot

protection which would be sufficient for a new works erected for

the manufacture of wagons, but rather what measure of protection
will be sufficient to maintain the existing works in operation until

normal orders are forthcoming. Both Messrs. Jessop and Com-

pany and Messrs. Burn and Company undertake other engineering
work besides the manufacture of wagons ; they have been estab-

lished for many years and have accumulated reserves, while the

value of their plant has been written down. The Indian Standard

Wagon Company has written down its capital to Us. 30 lakhs, and
it is reasonable for our present purpose to calculate profit on this,
while the sum taken to depreciation by the Company for the year
1926-27 (Rs. 1,80,560) amounts to about 6 per cent, on the capital
of Rs. 30 lakhs. We think, therefore, that if depreciation charges
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and profit are estimated on a block valuation of E-s. 30 lakhs

sufficient provision will be made to enable the works of all three

companies to continue in operation. To this, however, has to be

added Rs. 70,000 for expenditure necessary to fit the works for the

manufacture of metre gauge wagons. We think also an addi-

tional Rs. 60,000 should be allowed for other capital expenditure

including the cost of new jigs and dies. We then obtain the follow-

ing figures:

Rs.

Depreciation at 6i per cent, on Rs. 31,30,000 . 1,95,625

Incidence per wagon on an output of 1,500 wagons 130*4

Profit at 8 per cent, on Rs. 31,30,000 . . . 2,50,400

Incidence per wagon on an output of 1,500 wagons 166*9

66. As regards working capital, assuming that this would
amount to four and a half months' production at works cost as

TTT , . .. . above estimated, the total required would
Working capital. be ^ 14) | 4>68r'. On referring to the Com-

pany's balance sheet, however, we find that the cash position is

very strong, liquid assets amounting to about Its. 7 lakhs. Liabi-
lities appear fully covered by stores, stocks, works in progress, and
book debts. Allowing for the use of profit and depreciation fund
accumulated during the year, it appears unlikely that working
capital in excess of Rs. 6^ lakhs will be required. Calculating
interest at 7 per cent, per annum, the incidence per wagon would
amount to Rs. 30*3 against Rs. 5(K4 with an output of 2,500 wagons.
The charges on account of managing agent's commission and for

the work performed by the Calcutta and London offices would
remain constant at Rs. 1,10,000 giving an incidence of Rs. 73*3

per wagon.

The overhead and profit per wagon on an output of 2,500 and

1,500 wagons respectively are compared in the table below:
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67. The fair selling price of Indian wagons, on tlie assumption
that the works are operating at 60 per cent, of capacity, is there-

4 , , . , fore :

Assistance required.

Rs.

Works cost per wagon 2,515

Overhead and profit 400-9

TOTAL . 2,915-9

We have found the final duty free landed price (including
erection charges) of an imported C-2 wagon to be Rs. 2,623. The
difference between these two figures, viz., Rs. 292*9 represents
the measure of protection required. On a c.i.f. import price of

Rs. 2,416 this would amount to over 12 per cent, ad valorem, and
on our calculation 12| per cent, would appear to be a fair mea-
sure of the protection necessary to maintain the industry until

the demand for wagons revives.

68. We have stated that on the figures available we estimate
that ]2| per cent, ad valorem on the c.i.f. price of imported wagons

is a fair measure of the protection required
Recommendation that by the industry. We desire to make it

India'oSy
P '"

c
l
u

!
te clear

> that we claim no exactitude for

this figure. The future demand for wagons
is so obscure and the factors affecting the estimate are so varied

that nothing more than a general indication of the requirements
of the industry can be attempted. Hut we believe that in our

estimate we have provided a sufficient margin to meet probable
variations in the number and types of Avagons ordered. We,
therefore, cannot agree to the proposal of Messrs. Burn and Com-

pany and the Indian Standard Wagon Company that a duty of

17 per cent, should be imposed so long as the demand for rolling
stock remains abnormal. What is required by the industry is,

not so much protection by tariff as a steady stream of orders for

rolling stock of standard types enabling the works to secure the

economy resulting from mass production and continuous work.

With the present restricted demand, we consider that it is of para-
mount importance to the industry that nil ordeis should be placed
in India. It may be thai to ensure that all orders are secured

by Indian firms in competition with foreign manufacturers, a

duty higher 'than the difference between the fair selling price and
the c.i.f. import price is required in the special circumstances

which we are considering. At the same time, it must be recog-
nized that if orders are placed by competitive tender received both

from India and abroad, exceptional circumstances may occur which

would result in orders being lost to Indian firms inspito of a

higher duty. Even if the orders so lost were few, the effect on

the Indian industry might be exceedingly unfortunate and in the

case of the Indian Standard Wagon Company, which manufac-

tures wagons only, might result in the closing of the works and
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all the hardship which unemployment entails for the Indian staff.

On the whole, therefore, we think it advisable to maintain the

existing revenue duty of 10 per cent, and to arrange that all

orders are placed in India.

69. The removal of all competition from abroad would naturally

place Indian manufacturers in a strong position and it is not im-

,_ . . possible that by combination, prices for
Maximum prices. rojling ^k may be forced ^^ a {air

level. It appears, therefore, desirable to give some indication of

the maximum price within which tenders should be accepted. For

wagons we consider that the lowest approved c.i.f. foreign tender
received in November, 1925, should serve as a general guide
subject to the additions which we explain later. For special types
of wagons adjustments will be necessaiy, but the level of prices
in 1926- should form the basis of any estimate framed. TTnder-

frames are not standardized in the same way as wagons and varia-

tions in the specifications of different railways and consequently
in price are considerable, while recent tenders from European
manufacturers are comparatively few. Wo think, however, that

the c.i.f. quotations fur imported underframes received in April,
1926, may be taken as the basis for calculating a maximum price
for Indian manufacturers, and that no real difficulty should be

experienced in determining a fair price for different classes of

underframes on the basis of these quotations. So far as wagon
prices are concerned, allowance must of course be made for the

lump sum reduction of .9,500 on the orders placed with the

Metropolitan Carriage Wagon and Finance Company and for the

adjustment on accojint of the fall in the price of steel in the

latter half of 1925-26 for which we have allowed in paragraph
51 of the previous chapter. But since the c.i.f. prices of imported
underframes on which we recommend that maximum prices should
be calculated, are for a later period, viz., April, 1926, no reduc-

tion on account of the fall in rolled steel prices will be necessary.
Sterling prices would be converted at the rate of Is. 6d. in the

rupee. We draw attention to this point because in Statement VII
on page 31, Volume V of the Steel Report, 1926, sterling ha.s been
converted at the rate of Is. 6

-/yd.
a rupee. Both for wagons and

underframes 12^ per- cent, should be added to the price so obtained

as representing the addition which we consider necessary to secure

on the average a reasonable price while orders for rolling stock

are restricted below the capacity of Indian manufacturers.

Further, our calculation has been based on the assumption that

wharfage, landing, erection charges, and port dues for imported
wagons and underframes, are as shown in statements VII and
VIII on pages 31 and 32 of the volume referred to above. These

charges must also be added and for the purpose of the calculation

should remain unchanged. Unless any unforeseen circumstances
occur which result in an appreciable increase in costs, the price
so obtained should be regarded as indicating approximately the

maximum price at which orders should be placed in India.
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70. We have considered whether orders should be placed by-

competitive tender between firms in India or whether prices should

be fixed by negotiation between Govern-

ordl?s
h
?n Indil.

pla in8 ment and e firms Concerned. A system of

fixed prices does not conduce to the develop-
ment of the industry, and it is undeniable that competition makes
for improvement in manufacture and for reduction of costs. It

has been admitted 'by the firms concerned that the measure of

assistance required for the manufacture of underframes is propor-

tionately less than for wagons and sine*} we have based our esti-

mate on the cost of constructing wagons, it would follow that com-

petition is desirable in the interests of the consumer. Even as

regards wagons it would appear that the orders likely to be placed
are sufficient to keep the works of the Indian Standard Wagon
Company in operation. The plant of this Company is specially

designed for the manufacture of wagons and cannot be adapted
to the economic manufacture of underframes. We realize that it

is of great importance that the Company should secure sufficient

orders to continue in operation. But on a consideration of the

costs of this Company, it would appear that it should have no

difficulty in securing such orders as are available and, in any case,

the Company cannot reasonably expect to be entirely immune
from the ordinary commercial risks which attend an undertaking
of this nature. We, therefore, consider that orders both for wagons
and underframes should be placed by competitive tender among
Indian manufacturers subject to the maximum prices which we
have indicated.

71. As regards the period within which these arrangements
should continue, it is impossible to specify any definite period

during which orders should be placed in
Period within which India only. The future demand of the rail-

ma^nlorte
008 t0 ** wa

.

vs for "rolling stock is so uncertain that

we are unable to place a time limit on our
recommendations. We accordingly recommend that until the

demand for underframes and wagons approximates to the equiva-
lent of 5,000 C-2 wagons a year, the special arrangements which
we have explained in this chapter should remain in force.

72. An impartial study of the present costs of the manufacture
of wagons and underframes in India and of the lesults which have

been achieved in the past three years, can-

^ but lea<> to the .o.dusion that the sole

obstacle to the successful establishment of

the Wagon industry is the lack of a stable market for its output.
Provided a steady stream of orders for rolling stock is forth-

coming, it should be possible in the course of a comparatively
short period not only to manufacture in India wagons
and underframes sufficient to meet all the requirements of

the railways, but to produce them at a price which will result

in substantial economy in railway expenditure. We cannot
too strongly emphasize the importance both from the point of view
oi the industry and of the future financial advantage of the rail*
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ways, of so regulating the demand for rolling stock as to ensure
that orders shall be placed with the wagon companies regularly
and continuously. We think the figures which we have set forth

in Chapter IV regarding the fair selling price of Indian wagons,
may present the problem raised by the restriction of railway de-

mand for rolling stock in a somewhat new light. By encouraging
the industry it should become possible within a comparatively
short period to secure wagons at a price considerably lower than
that of the imported article. It is obviously, therefore, a matter
of considerable national importance to maintain and develop this

industry. Even from the point of view of railway finance, it may
prove a sound proposition to anticipate as far as passible the future

requirements of railways in the matter of wagons and underframes
so as to enable the Indian industry to secure a sufficient and

steady output. Further, if lower prices can thereby be secured,
it may well prove economical to replace some of the older types
of rolling stock. We recommend that both these aspects of the

case should be carefully considered. It is not improbable that,

if the present position of uncertainty continues, the demand for

wagons, when it revives, may prove to be in excess of the produc-
tive capacity of Indian manufacturers. If it should then become

necessary to place orders abroad at prices not below or even above

those at which rolling stock could be manufactured in India, a

most unfortunate impression would be created, the effect of which

would not be confined to the Wagon industry.



CHAPTER VI.

Miscellaneous.

73. We now proceed to consider an application regarding the

import duty on railway material which we have received from the

Agent, Bombay, Baroda and Central India

B^sfia^tSta R*ilway- e p?rany ?PTen
?
s that

Railway Company. whereas a duty 01 10 per cent, ad valorem is

levied on imported railway wagons and
their component parts, and 2\ per cent, on locomotives and their

component parts, the Railway has to pay an average of 17 per cent,
on all material imported for the building of carriages and wagons
and 12 per cent, on material imported for the building of engines.
It is claimed that the Company should be allowed to import all

such material at the rate of 10 per cent, ad valorem if required for

wagon building, and 2\ per cent, if required for the construction of

locomotives.

74. It seems to us that as a manufacturer of wagons s
the Company

cannot claim to be put in a better position than the wagon building
companies. We have seen that including

thatTa mZuttlr of *** on raw material in the costs of pro-

wagons. duction, the present revenue duty is more
than sufficient to ensure that in normal cir-

cumstances wagon companies in India receive a fair price for theii

products. There appears, therefore, to be no reason why in the

matter of duty, the Bombay, Baroda and Central India Railway
should receive a concession which, under our recommendations,
would not be extended to other manufacturers.

75. As regards the claim for tariff equality
Claim for tariff equality the fiRUres on a -2 type wagOll which W6

for wagon building. , y , i r nhave taken as typical are as tollows :

Duty on steel materials :

Structural 2'7 tons at Rs. 19 a ton . . . Rs. 51'3

Plates 2-6 20 . 52
Bars 17 26 ... 44'2

Gross cost Estimated duty
Castings, vacuum bia- Rs. 591 Rs. 54

kes, other materials,

and stores. -

TOTAL . Rs. 201-5

Against a total duty on materials of Rs. 201*5, the duty on an

imported C-2 wagon at 10 per cent, ad valorem on our estimated c.i.f .

price without duty or erection charges, viz., Rs. 2,416, amounts to

Rs. 241-6. We have no reason to suppose that in regard to metre

gauge or other wagons, the situation would be substantially differ-

ent. We understand that all the castings required for its metre

gauge wagons are made in the Company's works, while the kind of

wagon manufactured in the Bombay, Baroda and Central India

Railway workshops does not require a vacuum brake. To this e.\-
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tent the Company would be in a better position than the figures for

our typical wagon would indicate. As a manufacturer, therefore,

the Company is at no disadvantage in the matter of Customs duty
and we are of opinion that no case has been made out for any
concession.

76. The application in regard to locomotive material stands on
a somewhat different footing. Owing ty> the purchase by Govern-

ment of the works of tne Peninsular Loco-
Application in regard to motive Company, our enquiry into this

mtttri.1 for locomotwes.
industry has^ dyoppe

d. W application
from the Bombay, Baroda and Central India Railway Company was
received too late for the Board to conduct a specific enquiry into the

claim. So far as material for locomotives is concerned, we prefer
therefore to express no opinion at this stage. If the Railway Com-

pany desires to press its claim, it will be for Government to consider

whether the matter should be referred specifically to the Board for

enquiry as a question affecting all railways which manufacture or

repair locomotives.

77. There is one other matter which we find it necessary to consi-

der. Messrs. Burn and Company suggest that the practice of

placing no orders in excess of the capacity of

No longer necessary to the works as certified by the Indian Stores

^^TSM^dS Department should cease We consider that

firm. this system oi certification was essential

under the bounty system, when the policy as

accepted by the Legislative Assembly and embodied in the Steel

Industry (Protection) Act enjoined on the executive the encourage-
ment and development of the Wagon industry. It would clearly not

have been in accordance with this policy if orders were placed in

excess of the capacity of one firm, while another firm received insuffi-

cient orders to permit of economical production. In normal circum-

stances, however, when the wagon companies can expect no further

assistance than is conferred by the revenue duty, it is undesirable to

take any step which may result in raising prices by restricting com-

petition. The Indian Standard Wagon Company brought to our
notice a case in which they tendered for the manufacture of 2,000

wagons at a price which they considered would be reasonable for

that number. They received an order for 1,750 wagons at the price
tendered for 2,000, the ground for the reduction in the order being
that the Indian Stores Department had certified their capacity of

production at 1,750 wagons. We do not propose to discuss the
merits of this case, but we desire to point out that if orders are

restricted to the certified capacity of a firm, tenders are likely to be
made at a higher figure than would be the case if orders are placed
with the lowest tenderer up to the limit of the tender. No further

measures are needed to ensure punctual delivery beyond penalties
for late delivery. If these are rigorously enforced, they should be
sufficient to deter firms from tendering beyond their capacity for

delivery.
Our conclusions regarding the "Wagon building industry in India

are summarized in paragraph 121.
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CHAPTER VII.

Component parts: Forgings, Steel Castings and Spring
Steel, Bolts and Ruts.

78. Having recorded our conclusions in regard to the protection

required for the manufacture of wagons and underframes, we now
turn to consider the question of component

Component parts. parts. These may be classified under three

heads, viz. :

(1) Porgings.

(2) Steel Castings and Spring Steel.

(3) Bolts and nuts.

/. Forgings.

79. In regard to the first, we have received applications from
Messrs. Burn and Company and the Indian Standard Wagon Com-

P1 , m . , paay claiming that the duty be enhanced
.

t

Claim for lanff equal- frQm 1Q per^ ^^^ ^^^We have also received a representation on
the same subject from the Angus Engineering Works which in some
respects is different from the other applications. While this Com-
pany supports the application of the wagon-building companies
for an enhancement of the duty on imported wagons, on the suppos-
ition that the duty on forgings and fittings will be enhanced to the
same level, it puts forward as its minimum demand a claim that
the duties paid on its raw material (rolled steel) should be so reduced
or in the alternative that the duty on imported forgings should be
so enhanced, as to leave the Indian manufacturer and his foreign
competitor on an equality in the amount of duty paid. As regards
the request for tariff equality, the position is now different from
that existing when the Angus Engineering Company submitted
their application. The steel from which forgings are manufac-
tured is in the form of bars of British standard specification on
which a specific duty of Rs. 40 per ton was then in force. Under
the Steel Industry (Protection) Act of 1927, this duty has been

reduced to Rs. 26 a ton. Referring to the schedule submitted by
the Company (page 488, Volume IV, Steel Report, 1926), it appears
that with a specific duty of Rs. 40 per ton on British bars, the duty

paid by the Indian manufacturer on the steel required to manu-
facture fittings for 100 wagons amounted to Rs. 643-10-3 while the

duty paid on the same quantity of imported finished articles at 10

per cent, ad valorem amounted to Rs. 472-6-1. The Indian manu-
facturer was thus at a disadvantage of Rs. 171-4-2 as compared with

the foreign manufacturer. With the present specific duty of

Rs. 26 per ton on British bars, this ground for complaint is removed.

The duty on imported raw material for the same quantity of fittings

becoines'Rs. 418-5-10, while, subject of course to changes in prices,

( 49 )
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that on imported finished goods remains the same, viz., Rs. 472-6-1.

On balance, therefore, the Indian manufacturer is left with an ad-

vantage of Bs. 54 in respect of Customs duty over his
foreign

competitor and one obstacle to the production of wagon fittings in

India has thus disappeared.
80. In investigating the cost of manufacture of wagon forgings,

we are confronted by difficulties similar to those which we experi-
enced in our examination of the cost of

substantive
production of wagons and underframes.
These have been set forth in detail in

Chapter IV of this report, and we need make but a brief reference
to them at this point. None of the firms from whom applications
have been received, is engaged in the manufacture of wagon forg-

ings only. Messrs. Burn and Company and the Indian Standard

Wagon Company undertake their manufacture mainly as a process

subsidiary to the production of wagons and underframes, while
the Angus Engineering Company undertake the manufacture
ol spare parts for jute machinery in the same works; indeed their

representative admitted in evidence that the production of wagon
forgings was commenced mainly in order to carry part of the over-

Us$d cnarges of the plant, which, on account of the restricted demand
for jute machinery, would otherwise remain idle. It has, therefore,

proved impossible to ascertain the replacement value of the plant
employed in connection with this branch of the engineering industry
or to assess reasonable depreciation or a fair measure of profit. The
allocation of general charges as between the manufacture of

forgings and other products, also presents great difficulty, while

complications arise, as we have already explained, in connection

with the carry over of work in progress from one year to another.
The production of forgings at the present stage is, in fact, merely a

process incidental to the manufacture of wagons and not a separate
industry. Even in the Angus Engineering Works, where wagons
are not constructed, the production of forgings is subsidiary to the
manufacture of jute machinery. It appears to us, therefore, im-

possible to enquire into this branch of manufacture as though it

were a separate industry, and any attempt to ascertain the costs of

production or the fair selling price of forgings would in our

opinion be fruitless.

81. We have, however, some reason to suppose that the manu-
facture of forgings requires no assistance by way of protection at

present. Messrs. Jessop and Company, who
Protection unnecessary up to present have not manufactured many

forgingl

manufacture f
forgings, have not applied for protection,
but the evidence which they have tendered.

in this matter (pages 350-352, Volume IV, Steel Report, 1926)
indicates that considered merely as a branch of the Wagon industry,
no separate protection for forgings is needed. Messrs. Burn and
Company have also stated (page 237, Volume IV, Steel Report, 1926)
that they consider that whatever measure of protection is suitable for

wagons would be approximately suitable for forgings also. It

feo us, therefore that at present the manufacture of wagon
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t

forcings should be regarded merely as a branch of the Wagon
industry and that the same duty should be imposed on imported
forgings as we have proposed in the case of wagons and underframes.

During the next few years, when the demand for broad gauge wagons
will be small, the market for wagon forgings also will be restricted,

We have not been able to obtain sufficient information on which to

base an accurate estimate of a reasonable price for forgings manu-
factured in India. We think it important, however, that orders for

forgings as spare parts should continue to be placed in India as far

as possible, and that in comparing Indian with foreign prices gn
allowance of

2-|- per cent, above the revenue duty should be made^

//. Steel Castings and Spring Steel.

82. We have received an application from the Hukumchand
Electric Steel Works claiming that protection should be granted to

the manufacture in India of spring steel and
Application for protec- steel castings. The firm is a private one

Heel castin
P
gs

ng
?
wned bv Sir Sarupchand Hukumchand and

is the only undertaking in India which at

present manufaetiires steel castings for sale by the electric process.

Spring steel has not as yet been produced on a commercial basis,
but we have been informed that exhaustive experiments have been
carried out as to the suitability of the steel produced by the Com-

pany for rolling into spring steel bars, that the results have been
found satisfactory and that a rolling mill is being erected and will

be started in the near future.

83. In the report on the grant of protection to the Steel industry
in 1924, the Board set forth in detail the process of manufacture of

a . Ot . steel castings adopted by the Hukumchand
Spring Steel. ^i , cu i TIT i i -j.r l^leetric Steel Works and it is unnecessary

therefore to explain it further. The claim for protection for spring
steel, however, is entirely new and a brief indication of its nature
and of the method of production as employed by the Hukumchand
Electric Steel Works appears desirable. Spring steel, as its name
implies, is steel of a special qxiality suitable for the making of

springs; it is also used for the manufacture of certain tools with a

special degree of hardness. The chief raw material used in its

manufacture is the same as for steel castings, viz., steel scrap.

Liquid steel of a quality suitable for the manufacture of spring steel

can be made in the same electric furnaces as are used for the produc-
tion of liquid steel for castings, and it is the intention of the Com-

pany to use the existing furnaces at any rate in part for this

purpose. The liquid steel from the furnaces is cast into steel ingots
which are then rolled in the rolling mills into spring bars of various

kinds and sizes.

84. Throughout this report it is necessary to bear in mind the

very close connection existing between the manufacture of steel

castings and of spring steel by the electrical

Manufacture of cast- process. We are not here concerned with
ings and spring steel inter- 1he alternative method of production by the
epen en ' "

converter
"

process, which is employed by
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the Bombay, Baroda and Central India Eailway at their workshops
at A]mere and we believe also by the Kumardhubi Engineering
Works. In this process the chief raw material used is pig iron ana
not steel scrap. Owing to the excess of phosphorus in Indian pig
iron, it is not suitable for this process and imported pig iron must be

used. It is clear that this process promises few natural advantages
for manufacture in India and a claim for protection could not be

substantiated. In the industry as at present organized and employ*
ing the electric process, the costs of producing both steel cuttings
diid spring steel are largely dependent on the cost of producing liquid

steel, and unless the melting furnaces are worked continuously and
to full capacity, it is impossible to keep the cost of liquid steel at

a reasonable level. As we shall show later, it is improbable that the

demand for castings at present will be sufficient to keep more than

one electric furnace fully employed. The Company's plant at

present comprises two furnaces and their equipment, having a total

capacity of 4,500 tons of castings a year. It would, therefore, be

apparently of great advantage for its future economical working that

the manufacture of spring steel should also be undertaken. Not

only will considerable economies be thereby effected, particularly in

the charges for electricity, but an appreciable reduction in overhead

charges will also be possible. The demand for steel castings and

spring steel in India, although larger now than when we made our

first enquiry into the Steel industry, is not sufficient for a new firm

to undertake the manufacture of either of these products by itself

on a commercial scale for some time to come. It appears desirable,

therefore, for the purpose of this enquiry to treat the manufacture
of steel castings and of spring steel together as a single industry,
and so far as possible to consider the claim for protection from this

point of view.

85. In these circumstances, it might not unreasonably be urged
that it is unnecessary to investigate separately the question whether

r . . , . the manufacture of spring steel satisfies the
apaci y or pro uc ion.

conjitions laid down by the Fiscal Commis-
sion for the grant of protection. On all material points, such as

the natural advantages of the industry and in particular the supply
and price of raw material, the case for the grant of protection to

the manufacture of spring steel and steel castings is the same.
As we have already explained, the same plant is employed for the

manufacture of both products up to the liquid steel stage. There-
after the manufacture of spring steel requires a rolling process ; but
this is not dissimilar fiom that employed in the Tata Iron and Steel

Company's works and there should be no insuperable difficulty in

obtaining or training the skilled labour required for the rolling
mills. So far as the question of national defence is concerned, the
fact that spring steel is manufactured at the Ishapore Government

Factory, indicates that the industry is of some importance from the

military point of view. Further, it appears that inasmuch as

spring steel as well as steel castings manufactured by the electric

process affords a market for steel scrap, it may be regarded in a
sense as complementary t) the rolled steel and engineering indus-
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tries and in consequence deserving of encouragement. Save in

regard to the question of the extent of the demand for steel cast-

ings, we found in our first report that the prospects of the industry
were not unfavourable, and in the course of the present enquiry
we have found no reason to depart from our previous conclusion
that in other respects the industry was suitable for protection/
Both in regard to the manufacture of steel castings and of spring
steel, therefore, we propose to confine our discussion to the single
issiie on which no conclusion was possible during our first enquiry,
namely, the extent of the demand for these products in India.

86. The most important change in the conditions affecting the
market for steel castings is the rapid development of the Wagon

building industry since 1924. Under the

for s^fcaftings
6 ""^ stimulus of the bounty system adopted by

Government, the firms engaged in the
manufacture of wagons have greatly increased their output and

though the demand for wagons for the next few years is uncertain,
the number of wagons and underframes normally required by the

railways will be considerably in excess of that anticipated by the

Board in 1924. If the orders for wagons and underframes which,
it has been announced, will be placed in India for delivery in the

year 1927-28 be taken as typical of the annual requirements of the

railways for the next few years, it may be expected that a total of

over 1,000 tons of castings will be required for their manufacture.
The replies received from the Railway Companies to our question-
naire indicate that their requirements for replacements of axle

boxes and other castings amount to at least 1,000 tons a year. Thus
the total effective demand for steel castings may be stated as

follows :

Annual demand.

Tons.

Steel castings for wagons and underframes
manufactured iu India ..... 1,000

Requirements of railways for replacements . . 1,000

General Engineering ...... 500

TOTAL . 2,500

This estimate assumes that the manufacture of castings required
for wagons in India will not be undertaken by the wagon builders

themselves. The assumption appears reasonable since we were

informed in the oral evidence by the representative of the Indian

Standard Wagon Company that the suggestion that they should

undertake the manufacture of castings had been considered and

rejected. No allowance has been made on account of the probable

replacements of cast iron axle boxes by cast steel or for the introduc-

tion of automatic centre buffer couplers. We think therefore it

would be safe to assume at present an annual demand of at least

2,500 tons of castings. The annual capacity of one of the Steel
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Company's electric furnaces and equipment is 2,250 tons a year
and our enquiries lead us to think that if the Company is able to

work even one furnace to its full capacity, it will be able to carry
on the manufacture of steel castings with little more assistance than
the revenue duty. It must not, however, be expected that the Elec-

ric Steel Works will be able to secure the whole of this market imme-

diately. From 1922 to 1925 when Continental competition became

exceptionally severe, the Company increased its market for steel

castings by approximately 250 tons a year. If protection were now

granted, the potential demand for Indian steel castings would be

.greatly increased, but time would be required for it to become effect-

ive. Further, increased output to meet the demand could only be

effected gradually as* trained labour became available. For these

reasons, we consider that some years must elapse before it would be

possible to operate even one melting furnace to its full capacity,
viz., 2,250 tons annually, and so secure an economical scale of

production.

87. In the meantime, the Company proposes to undertake the

manufacture of spring steel, and according to the statement in the

~ , . . . , Company's application for protection, the
Demand for spring steel. j i "1 i jr

required plant is already in process or erec-

tion. The market for this class of steel is considerable and the im-

ports disclose an expanding tendency having increased from 3,500
tons in 1923-24 to 5,600 tons in 1926-27. The immediate demand for

spring steel manufactured in India is not likely to be large. The
market must first be organized, trade connections built up and trade

prejudices overcome. It is impossible to forecast the rapidity with
which the market may develop and the consequent output and costs

of production of the steel works in the next few years. In the mean-
time, the production of spring steel will assist in securing that at

least one melting furnace works to full capacity and to this extent

will aid in reducing the cost of production of steel castings.

88. Our general conclusion, therefore, is that the demand for

steel castings is sufficient at present to provide for the continuous

working of at least one electric furnace if all

to Market.
conclusion as

orders are placed with the Steel Company
and on this output the Company would pro-

bably be able to dispense with assistance other than that afforded

by the revenue duty. But the Company cannot hope to secure the

whole of this business immediately and some time will be required
both to organize the market and to expand production. In the

meantime the manufacture of spring steel will reduce the works
costs of steel castings though it is impossible at present to forecast

the probable amount of the reduction. Taking a somewhat longer
view, we believe that with the increased requirements of the railway
companies for rolling stock, the substitution of steel for cast iron

axle boxes, the possible introduction of automatic centre buffer

couplers for railway wagons and the expansion of industry generally,
there should be in time a market for all the steel castings and

spring steel that the Company can produce, We have received
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evidence that although in point of appearance ana nmsn, tne cast-

ings manufactured by the Hukumchand Electric Steel Works have
not been entirely satisfactory , the number rejected as unserviceable
is comparatively small. The number of axle boxes ordered for the
State Railways and finally rejected amounts only to about 3 per
cent. We consider, therefore, that a case has been made out for the

grant of protection.

89. We think that on general grounds it may be held that the

protection granted to the rolled steel industry, may reasonably be

No estimate possible of extended to spring steel. At the same time,
protection required for as we have explained in the last paragraph,
spring steel. ^ j g impossible to foresee the probable out-

put of spring steel in the first years of production and no estimate
of future costs can be drawn up for which reasonable exactitude
could be claimed. Moreover, since the manufacture of spring steel

has not yet been commenced on a conynercial basis, information
as to existing costs is not forthcoming ; any attempt, therefore, to

determine the amount of protection which the industry needs would

manifestly be doomed to failure. It is true that the Company has
furnished us with a statement of the present cost of manufacture
but on examination it is evident that this is merely a conjectural
estimate. The two largest items in the cost of production are the
cost of liquid steel and rolling charges. The former has been taken

by the Company at the present figure for liquid steel on a produc-
tion of 700 tons of steel castings while tlie latter have been estimated
at the same figure as that charged for rolling spring steel at the
Government factory at Ishapore. It is obvious that with no

certainty as to the output of spring steel in the early years of pro-
duction, no estimate of the cost of liquid steel would be valid for

our purpose ;
nor can we accept the works costs at a Government

factory as a reliable indication of the level which should be consi-

dered reasonable for an industry worked on a commercial basis.

There is thus no secure foundation on which definite proposals
could be based, and we have no recommendation to make at present
for the protection of spring steel. We understand, however, that

in the Tariff Schedule spring steel bars are classed with other rolled

steel bars and are liable to a protective tariff of Rs. 26 per ton if of

British and Rs. 37 per ton if of foreign manufacture. Previously

spring steel of all kinds including bars was subject only to a

revenue duty of 10 per cent, ad valorem. Under the present

arrangement, the increase in the duty on spring steel gives the Com-

pany a small irieasure of assistance, which they did not receive at

the time their application was presented and to this extent their

position is improved.

90. The production of steel castings at the works of the Electric

Steel Company during 1925-26 was approximated 700 tons a year.

Basis of estimate of As we have already stated, until that year
future works costs of there was a steady increase in output of
steel castings. about 250 tons a year, and although during
the year 1926-27 the output fell to about 470 tons, the decrease was
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due to temporary causes in particular the depreciation in the French
and Belgian exchange. With the stimulus of some measure of

protection and comparative stability in the Continental exchanges,
it is not unreasonable to suppose that the demand for castings of

Indian manufacture will be sufficient to ensure on the average an

output of 1,500 tons annually during the next three years. We
base our estimate of future works costs on this assumption.

91. We have obtained from the Company their costs sheets for

the year 1926-27. For the first six months of that year the

demand for steel castings was poor, the out-

economy is'potble^
11 tuni being only 4,000 cwts or at the rate of

400 tons per year. In the previous year
1925-26, the output was 14,122 cwts. or about 700 tons. The effect

of the decrease in output is reflected very clearly in the costs and
a comparison of the cost sheets should afford an indication of the

possibility of economy in tjie future when an output of 1,500 tons

annually is obtained. The works costs in 1925-26 amounted to

Rs. 23-10-10 per cwt. of finished castings against Rs. 29-5-3 per
cwt. for the first six months of 1926-27. The difference, Rs. 5-10-5,
is accounted for mainly under the following heads

Electricity.

Labour.

Supervision.

Coal and coke.

Moulding composition.

It is to these items, therefore, that we must look in the main for a

reduction in future costs as compared with those for 1926-27.

92. At our request, the Company has drawn up an estimate of

the economies possible on the works costs of 1926-27 under various

, . . .. heads and these we now proceed to consider,
ec rici y. ^ regards electricity, with more continu-

ous heating of the furnaces, the number of units of electricity per
cwt. of liquid steel produced would necessarily fall, while under
the arrangements with the Calcutta Electric Supply Corporation
the rate per unit of electricity would also be less. On an output of

4,500 tons of steel castings the rate per unit of electricity would
amount to 46 of an anna. When it is remembered that in 1926

the rate worked out to about *91 of an anna, it is possible to obtain

some idea of the extent to which economy will be possible under this

head. The Company estimates that with an output of 1,500 tons

of castings per annum, the cost of electricity will be reduced by -2

of an anna per unit, giving a saving of Re. 1 per cwt. on the finished

casting. While this estimate would appear to be reasonable, it is

necessary to point out that the Company has made no allowance for

economy resulting from more continuous heating of the furnace.

We think a saving of at least Rs. 2 per cwt. may be expected under
this head, giving a total economy of Rs. 1-2 per cwt.
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93. .With a production of less than 9,500 cwts. in 1926-27; the

labour force was not fully employed. As explained by the Com-
T iL p&ny> the men employed on moulding, who

require special skill, could not be employed
on other work, while had the number been reduced, it might have

proved difficult to replace them later. As compared with the

present labour force, it is estimated that a 50 per cent, increase

would be necessary for the production of 1,500 tons of castings

annually. This would give a reduction in costs of approximately
Us. 5-8-0 per cwt. which appears to be a fair estimate of the probable

economy under this head.

94. On an output of 1,500 tons a year some increase in staff for

supervision is necessary. Allowing, as is claimed, an additional

Es. G,000 annually on this account, the inci-
General works : Super- jence per cwt ^ould amount to fts . j.Qg

against the 1926-27 incidence of Es. 2-8

giving a reduction of Es. 1-72 per cwt.*

95. With increased output, a reduction in the melting loss of

raw materials will result from more rapid melting and less oxida-

T.,. . tion of the metallic charge; a saving of
Minor savings. ^ .. fit in-6 2 annas per cwt. is estimated under this

head. A small saving of one anna per cwt. may also be accepted
under the head '

repairs and relining
'

since with continuous

working furnace linings have a longer life.

96. So far we have dealt with the Company's estimate of the
economies which may be anticipated if the production of castings

Further savings : Furi. j

8 raised
*?

1 '500 tons annually. There are,

however, two sources of saving which have
been overlooked. The incidence of steam coal and coke in 1926-27
was Us. 1-6 per cwt. These are used for heating the annealing
furnace and it is clear that with continuous working, a consider-
able economy in fuel is possible. The difference between the costs
under this head in 1925-26, when the incidence per cwt. was
Es. 1-3, and those in 1926-27 in spite of a fall in the price of
steam coal, proves conclusively that with an increase in production,
an appreciable saving can be effected. On the whole, we consider
that with an annual output of 1,500 tons, a reduction of Es. *6 on
the 1926-27 figure is possible.

97. In May 1926, it was stated in evidence (page 448, Volume
IV, Steel Eeport, 1926) that the charges for moulding composition

Moulding composition.
cou

!
d
J
e decreased, as there was considerable

waste by the workmen. Although, however,
the price of moulding composition has fallen from Es. 16 per ton
iff 1925-26 to Es. 15 per ton in 1926-27, the incidence per cwt. of
finished castings remains the same, viz., Us. 2*3. It will of course
take time to ensure sufficient care on the part of-the workmen to
secure the saving at which the works manager aims, viz., one third
of the charge, but .in view of the reduction in price we consider
ihat a decrease of at least Es. -6 is possible.
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98. We now sum up our conclusions as to works costs. The
works costs of 1926-27, as furnished by the Company, amount to

Q ,,, . Rs. 26-92 per cwt. of finished castings. On
Summary : Works costs. ,1 ji * 11 -iT

this the following savings are possible:

IU

Electricity 1-2

Labour .......... 5*5

Supervision . . . . . . . . . T72
Minor savings ..*...... '2

Coal and coke -6

Moulding composition ....... '6

TOTAL . 9'82

The works cost in the future on u production of 1,500 tons of

castings a year is, therefore, estimated at Rs. 1740 per cwt. We
have made no allowance on account of a reduction in the cost of

/iquid steel consequent on the utilization of the furnaces in con-
nection with the manufacture of spring steel. As we have already
stated, the output of spring steel is extremely uncertain and we
should find it difficult to estimate its effect on the cost of steel

castings. Further, we have not been able to recommend protection
IM' spring steel, and in the circumstances we think it not unreason-
able to allow the Company to retain the advantage of any reduction
in costs resulting from a rapid development in the manufacture of

spring steel.

99. Overhead charges fall under three heads:

Depreciation,

precTaUo^
**"****' De ~

Interest on working capital, and

Head Office expenses.

It was admitted in the course of the oral evidence that the present

replacement value of the fixed assets amounted to Rs. 6 lakhs.

This represents a reduction of about 40 per cent, on the total

book value, consequent on the fall in the cost of plant and equip-
ment since the establishment of the works. We consider this

valuation not unreasonable. But the present plant includes two
electric furnaces, whereas for a production of 1,500 tons of castings
one furriace only will be required. In estimating both depreciation
and profit, some allowance must be made on this account and we
consider that a reduction of Rs. 50,000 would not be excessive.

Taking depreciation at the usual rate of 6 per cent, on fixed

assets of Rs. 5,50,000, the incidence per cwt. falls at Us. 1-14.

100. Almost all the raw materials required for this industry
can be obtained locally and it is unnecessary therefore for large

stocks to be held. On the whole, we think

hJdoffic chafes*

1 that wo
?
king capital calculated at six months

production of castings at our estimate of
works cost should be sufficient. Working capital would then
amount to Rs. 2,56,500 which, with interest at the rate of 7 per
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cent, per annum, would give an incidence of Rs. "60 per cwt.

Head office expenses have been stated by the Company to be

Rs. 59,148 in 1925-26. This amount may appear excessive, but

the charge includes not only the salaries of the clerical staff,

advertising and other general expenses, but also the manager's
salary and other items such as rent, rates, and taxes. With the

increase in production to 1,500 tons annually, we think this charge

might stand. On this the incidence per cwt. would amount to

Rs. 1-97.

101. The remaining element in the fair selling price for steel

castings is the manufacturer's profit. The rate accepted by the

Board in the case of the rolled steel industry

f
propose any variation. On a capital or

Rs. 5,50,000 the incidence of profit would thus amount to Rs. 147
per cwt. The fair selling price for steel castings may thus be

stated as follows :

J.s. per cwt.

Works costs ......... 17-10

Depreciation ......... 1-14

Interest on working capital . . . . . . *60

Head Office expenses . . . . . . .1*97
Profit .......... 1-47

TOTAL . 22-28

102. Axle boxes are medium castings, neither very heavy nor

very light, and constitute the most numerous single product manu-
factured by the Electric Steel Works. Of

Price of imported cast-
tfae 7 cwts

~

of gteel castings re(lllired for the

manufacture of a railway wagon, about
o cwts. represent the weight of the axle boxes. We, therefore, take
this casting as typical of steel castings for railway rolling stock

and propose to base our scheme of protection on the import price
of axle boxes. Continental casting's are imported into India at a

price much below that of British castings, but so far as we have
been able to ascertain, the quality of both is the same although
British castings are of superior finish. In fact, the Indian wagon
builders now obtain practically the whole of their requirements of

steel castings from the Continent. The quality of imported steel

castings from all sources being the same, it is clear that the com-

petition will be almost entirely from the Continent and the Indian

industry will not be adequately safeguarded unless the scale of

protection is based on the import prices of Continental castings.
We have ascertained from the wagon building firms the c.i.f. price
of typical imported Continental Jixle boxes measuring 10" by o''

early in 1926, If allowance is made for the fact that Messrs. Jessop
and Company's quotation is for an axle box with lid only, but

including duty and landing charges, while that of Messrs. Burn
and Company is for axle boxes with all fittings except bearings but
without duty or landing charges, the price given by both firms is

practically tlxe same, viz., Rs. 18-78 c.i.f. for an axle box machined,
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complete with fittings but without brass bearings. To this has to

bo added landing charges, Rs. -2 per cwt., giving a total duty free

price of Rs. 18-98 per cwt. But while axle boxes are imported
machined with fittings, those supplied by the Electric Steel Works
are rough castings without fittings. To obtain an import price com-

parable with the cost of manufacture of castings in India, the
cost of machining and of the fittings, which is estimated at Rs. 5,
must be deducted. The comparable price of an imported axle box

weighing 86 Ibs. in castings only is, therefore, Rs. 13-98 or Rs. 18-20

per cwt. We have considered to what extent this price requires

adjustment in view of the later prices which we have received.

From the prices received from the Indian Stores Department (letter,
dated 31st May, 1927), it appears that throughout the latter half
of 1920 much lower prices prevailed. But at the commencement
of 1927 prices commenced to rise, and the February c.i.f . quotations
for a broad gauge I. R. C. A. goods wagon axle bosUlO" by 5" was
Rs. 16-11-7 corresponding to an f.o.b. price of 1-11-0 per cwt.

Since then the price of all castings has somewhat risen and prices
have reached again practically the same level as in the early part
of 1926. Since broad gauge wagons are not now being manufac~
tured in India, we have not been able to obtain quotations from

wagon building firms. But we were informed by the representative
of the Hukumchand Electric Steel Works in April, 1927, that the

price of underframe castings was the same as prevailed in January,
1926. We think, therefore, the price which we have taken, viz.,
Rs. 18-20 per cwt., represents a fair average landed duty free price
for imported steel castings. We have found the fair selling price
for Indian steel castings to be Rs. 22-28. The amount of protec-
tion required is, therefore, Rs. 4-08 per cwt.

103. If this conclusion is accepted, it will appear that in addition

to the existing revenue duty of 10 per cent, ad valorem on imported
, A . A A . castings, further assistance, whether by way

Extent of protection. .e -L x j x x xi, x x .c -n o rvkr
of bounty or duty, to the extent of Rs. 2-26

per cwt. of steel castings will be needed. We do not, however,
recommend that this assistance should be extended to the manufac-
ture of all steel castings. The output of the Company of castings
for general engineering purposes roughly represents about 25 per
cent, of the total production, and the orders received for such cast-

ings, though limited in number, are placed as a rule at a fairly
remunerative price as they are required generally for urgent
replacements. Further, there are serious administrative difficulties

in the way of assessing either a duty or a bounty on steel castings
manufactured for general engineering purposes. These are fre-

quently imported as parts of machinery and the task of distinguish-

ing and appraising such castings would throw a heavy task on the

Customs Department. We, therefore, think it advisable to assess the

protection required by the industry on the steel castings supplied
as component parts of rolling stock. In view of this restriction

and of the fact that on locomotive castings the duty is lower, we
would raise the measure of protection required in excess of the
revenue duty from Rs. 2-26 to Rs. 2-50 per cwt.
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104. It is now necessary to determine the form which the protec-

tion, which we have recommended, should take. In our report on
~ . rolled steel, we referred to the disadvantage
Jb orm of protection. * j/i , T ii *r

of a system of bounties where the prices of

imported articles are liable to frequent changes. Recently, how-
ever, the French and Belgian exchanges have become comparatively
stable and one cause of the violent fluctuations in the price of steel

castings in the past has thereby been removed. Though we do not

ignore the possibility of further variations in the price of imported
steel castings, we believe that even should such variations occur,
the industry is not likely to be so seriously affected as to render
immediate action by way of off-setting duties necessary. There

are, moreover, special circumstances which render a system of pro-
tective duties inappropriate to this particular industry. We have
recommended that the 10 per cent, ad valorem revenue duty on

wagons and underfranies should not be increased and it is obviously
convenient administratively that the duty on the component parts
of such rolling stock should be fixed at the same level.

105. We have received evidence that it will be possible for the

Customs Department to distinguish between castings imported us

replacements or spare parts for rolling stock

b
P
bou

e
nt

i0n t0 be giV6n and similar castings imported as componenty un
parts of a complete wagon. But consider-

able additional work would thereby be involved and the Collector

of Customs, Calcutta, has informed us that additional staff would
be required. The cost of such staff at the various ports in India
would probably amount to Us. 35,000 annually. Under our pro-

posals, the total assistance to the Electric Steel (Company would not

on the average exceed Us. 60,000 a year and the additional expendi-
ture involved by the imposition of duties is thus out of all propor-
tion to the benefit conferred. Further, the grant of a bounty in this

case is not open to objection on financial grounds as imposing an
excessive or indeterminate charge on public funds. We propose
that the period of protection should be comparatively short, while
the charge on Government revenues will be small. As we have

already stated, the Indian Stores Department in the ordinary course

of its duties inspects all steel castings supplied for the rolling
stock of State Railways and the Department should experience no

difficulty in arranging for the verification of sales for Company
managed railways also. On a consideration of every aspect of the

case, we are satisfied that the most economical and convenient

method of assisting the manufacture of steel castings is by the

grant of a bounty and we accordingly recommend that protection
should be extended in this form.

106. We have already indicated our view that the period of

protection should be comparatively short. If the Company works

Period of protection.
one electric furnace to full capacity, 2,250
tons of castings can be produced annually.

On this output the incidence of overhead and profit charges would
be decreased by at least Us. 1-53 per cwt. allowing for increase in

working capital. We have found that on an output of 1,500 tons
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of castings, protection of Its. 4-08 per cwt. is required. Allowing
for the revenue duty of 10 per cent, which amounts to Us. 1*82

per cwt in order to enable the industry to compete on equal terms
with imported castings on the basis of the revenue duty only, it will

be necessary to reduce works costs by under Rs, 1 per cwt. We
think it not improbable that this reduction can be effected in three

years, particularly in view of the fact that the cost of liquid steel,

according to the Company's statement, will by that time be lessened

or. account of the manufacture of spring steel. This is a possibility
which we do not feel justified in ignoring. Another point to which
attention must be drawn is the inadequate sales organization of the

Company. Prices appear to be fixed not on a competitive basis

so much as on a consideration of the present cost of production on

a very limited output. It is of the greatest importance for the

future of the Company that close touch should be established with
the Continental market for steel castings and the prices at which

import into India is possible should be accurately ascertained. On
the basis of this information, it will be possible to determine what

programme of manufacture must be undertaken, if competition is

to be met effectively. The industry at present works -in a circle;

prices are fixed on the basis of present costs and costs cannot be

reduced because prices
are too high to secure orders sufficient to

ensure an economic output. We believe that our proposals will en-

able the industry to escape from this vicious circle, and that with

reasonable efficiency and a progressive policy in the sales department,
it should be possible to establish the industry on a firm basis within

three years.

107. We have estimated the measure of the protection required

by the industry on the assumption that an average output of

_, , .. 1,500 tons of casting's will be attained duringRecommendation. , (_ , , t
& ^ , v j. -L

the next three years. Ot this amount, about

1,200 tons will probably be in the form of castings for railway
rolling stock and on our proposals the assistance to the industry
will be limited to a bounty of Us. 2-8-0 per cwt. on these. The

average annual bounty during the three years would thus be
Us. 60,000. We do not, however, recommend that the annual

payment should be restricted to this amount. It is not improbable
that by a rapid increase in output, rendered possible by utilization

of the bounty to the full extent and by an adequate sales organisa-
tion in the first two years, protection may be rendered unnecessary
sooner than we have anticipated. We, therefore, recommend that
*>n all steel castings manufactured by the Hukumchand Electric

Steel Works for railway wagons, underframes and locomotives

during the period October 1st, 1927, to September 30th, 1930, a

bounty of Bs. 2-8-0 per cwt. be paid to the Company, subject to a

maximum of Rs. 1,80,000 for the whole period.

HI. Bolts and Nuts.

108. We have received applications for protection for the manu-
facture of bolts and nuts from three firms, viz., Messrs. Henry
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Williams (India) Limited, the Baroda Bolt Manufacturing Company
A ,. 4

. . , and Messrs. Kirloskar Brothers. Limited,
Applications received. XT- i i j- mr. n . * ^ n

Kirloskarwadi. The nist ot those firms
has not yet commenced manufacture, but points out that whereas
Us. 40* duty per ton is charged on steel bars from which bolts and
nuts are manufactured, the duty on imported bolts and nuts is only
10 per CL-nt. ad valorem. The Company announces its intention of

erecting t\ factory for the manufacture of bolts and nuts, if this

anomaly in the tariff is removed. As regards the other two firms,
it is not very clear whether they apply for substantive protection.
The Baroda Bolt Manufacturing Company did not give evidence
before us, but from the oral evidence given on behalf of Messrs. Kir-
loskar Brothers it appears that the minimum demand of the firm is

that the handicap under which they suffer by reason of the duty on
their raw material being so much higher than the finished article,

should be removed.
109. Bolts and nuts being produced very largely in standard

sizes are obviously articles suitable for mass production and we
should not be justified in basing any scheme

Present output too of protection on the costs of production of a
small for grant of protec-

factory tlle output of which is not compar-
able to that of factories in other countries.

The manufacturing capacity of the two firms, who are now engaged
in the industry, is very small. Messrs. Kirloskar Brothers have a

plant capable of producing about 300 tons of bolts annually, and
tueir maximum output up to the present is only 87 tons. The
Baroda Bolt Manufacturing

1

Company have not given their capa-
city in weight, but from the fact that their daily output is

stated to be from 4,000 to 6,000 bolts a day, it is clear that their

production is small. Messrs. Kirloskar Brothers utilize a portion
of their output in connection, with the manufacture of ploughs.
We have received evidence from other engineering firms that they
find it worth their while to manufacture bolts for use in their

own works and there must always be a limited market for bolts of

special sizes for which accommodation prices are paid. To this

extent the manufacture of bolts and nuts can be undertaken without
the grant of substantive protection.

1 10. We think it would be unreasonable to expect the country
to incur any considerable burden on behalf of an industry organized
Case for granting tariff at present on so small a scale, while, as we

equality. have explained, present costs are no guide to

the amount of protection required if large scale production wero
undertaken. On the other hand, there appears to us to be a good
case for the removal of the inequality of tariff treatment as between
the Indian manufacturer and his foreign competitors which exists

under the present tariff schedule. There is a prospect also that
with the removal of this obstacle to development, the Indian manu-
facturer may increase his output to such an extent that, if protec-
tion were then required, the Board would have before it reliable
information as to costs.

* The application was made before the Steel Industry (Protection) Act, 1927,
came into force.
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ill. In estimating the amount of relief required, we cannot

proceed 01^ the basis of actual invoice prices for imported bolts

T ,
fi

and nuts as these include a great variety of
r *

sizes. It is safer, therefore, to take the

average c.i.f. price as given in the Trade Returns which we set out
below :

Imports from the United Kingdom represent mainly bolts and
nuts of special quality which are not manufactured in India, while

imports from Germany and Belgium are of practically the same

quality and represent the commoner kinds.

112. The position as regards tariff equality can best be ex-

Duty proposed, plained in tabular form:

In calculating the duty on bar for the manufacture of bolts and nuts,
we have allowed for a wastage of 10 per cent, of bar in the process
of manufacture which the evidence indicates to be approximately
correct as regards bolts. It would appear, therefore, that a specific

duty of Rs. 40 per ton or Rs. 2 per cwt. will place the Indian
manufacturer on an equality with the foreign producer. This re-

presents a maximum increase of Rs. 1 per cwt. over the present
revenue duty and would not seriously affect other industries using
bolts and nuts. In support of this contention, we set forth the
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weight of bolts and nuts in three branches of the engineering
industry :

113. We have received evidence from the Collector of Customs,

Calcutta, that bolts and nuts imported as spare parts of railway
^ , .. rolling stock and of machinery, not beingRecommendation.

Q{ ^^^e or^^ ag required under
Article 63-A and Article 51-A, will be liable to duty under Article 61
of the Statutory Tariff Schedule. We, therefore, confine our pro-
posal to bolts and nuts falling under Article 61, on which we
recommend that a specific duty of Its. 2 a cwt. bo levied in place
of an ad valorem duty of 10 per cent. Our attention has been drawn
to a recent interpretation, of Article 61 by the Central Board of

Revenue (Customs Buling No. 7 of 1927) with reference to tho

classification of certain special classes of bolts. We do not consider

that our recommendation is affected by this ruling.
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CHAPTER VIII.

Wire and Wire Nails.

114. When the application of the Indian Steel Wire Products,
Limited, was first considered in the course of our enquiry in 1924,

the claim for protection was based on the
f r Pr "

contention that the industry was subsidiary
to the main Steel industry in India. The

Board, in its report, found that the industry satisfied the conditions

laid down'in paragraph 97 of the Fiscal Commission's report, but
the primary condition, viz., the existence of a sufficient supply of

raw material, depended directly on the production of wire rod in

India. The Company stated that it had entered into contracts with
the Tata Iron and Steel Company under which the latter Company
had undertaken to supply it with all the wire rod required for the

manufacture of wire and nails. On the assumption that this state-

ment was correct, it appeared that an abundant supply of raw mate-
rial for the industry was available in India. Further, as in the case

of the engineering industry, it was clear that the production of wire
in India afforded a market for the sale of raw steel and thus tended
to encourage the rolled steel industry. On this aspect of the case

the question of protection for the two industries was closely con-

nected, and the grant of protection to rolled steel necessarily implied
that adequate assistance should be extended also to the manufacture
of wire and wire nails in India. It was on this view of the question
that we recommended in our first report that a duty of Us. 60 per
ton should be imposed on wire and wire nails imported into India.
Barbed wire and stranded fencing wire not being manufactured in

India were excluded from our proposals. These recommendations
were accepted by Government and were embodied in the Steel Indus-

try (Protection) Act, 1924.

115. Our second enquiry regarding the grant of protection to the

Wire and Wire Nail industry was held in the latter half of 1925 and
, .. the report was submitted in 1926. In the

Second enquiry results. 1
, , . . .

, ,

course ot this enquiry, it became apparent
that the Company's statement regarding the supply of wire rod by
Messrs. Tata Iron and Steel Company, on which the claim to protec-
tion largely rested, had proved incorrect. Not only had the Tata
Iron and Steel Company been unable to supply the Steel Wire Com-
pany with wire rod of their own manufacture, but it also appeared
that there was no definite undertaking by the Steel Company to

supply wire rod by any particular date. In these circumstances,
"

the
Board considered that the whole question of protection for the indus-

try was re-opened and that if protection was required after the 31st

March, 192?, it should be considered on the basis that the industry
was a separate one using imported material. Since, however, the

enquiry was limited to the question of supplementary protection, the

general question of the suitability of the industry for protection fell

( 69 )
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beyond the scope of the Board's investigations. At the same time,
it was held that until this question was decided, it was not desirable
that Government should incur further commitments and no recom-
mendation for supplementary protection was made. It was, how-
ever, proposed that the protective duties on wire rod, which had not
as yet been manufactured by the Steel Company, should be with-
drawn. This proposal was accepted by Government and in place of
a protective duty of Us. 40 per ton, the 10 per cent, dd valorem
revenue duty was re-imposed on wire rod.

116. Although in the course of their oral evidence in 1925, the
Tata Iron and Steel Company definitely stated that by August, 1926,

the Company would be in a position to supply

factrldbyVTataTo"
250 tons monthly of J inch wire rod to the

and Steel Company. Steel Wire Products Company, it appeared
in the course of our present enquiry that no

rod had as yet been delivered. It is not now intended to manufac-
ture wire rod at the Steel Company's works until the new hoop and

strip mill has been constructed. The latest estimate* of the time
wiihin which this mill will be in operation is approximately three

years, and it becomes necessary to consider whether during this

period it is desirable to continue protection to the industry on the
basis of the manufacture of wire from imported material.

117. We may state at once that, in our opinion, unless the rod
from which the wire is drawn is manufactured in India, no case can

be established for the protection of the indus-
"

the first condition laid down in the Fiscal

Commission's report. The fact that the industry depends for its

main raw material on imported rod must always place it at a serious

disadvantage. From the point of view of national defence also if

wire is to be manufactured from imported wire rod, the establish-

ment of the industry can be of little importance. Large quantities
of wire of all kinds are required in modern warfare, but with the

supply of the main raw material of the industry, namely wire rod,

liable to interruption, the national importance of the industry is

seriously diminished. We have, therefore, no hesitation in stat-

ing our opinion that the manufacture of wire and wire nails from
material imported from abroad is not a fit industry for the grant of

protection.

118. Our conclusion in the last paragraph might have required
some modification had the circumstances of the industry at the time

of our last enquiry remained unchanged.
P*rtl7 ?

8 a re8ult * the protection granted to

the industry, a debenture loan had been

advanced to the Steel Wire Products Company and it would have
been necessary to consider the effect which the discontinuance of pro-
tection might have had on the confidence of investors in the main-
tenance of the policy of protection. The situation is now, however,
different. The chief debenture-holders, namely the Bihar and

* Mr. Alexander's evidence of 28th April, 1927.
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Orissa Government and the Tata Iron and Steel Company, have

giviji notice of foreclosure under the trust deed and we understand
that inasmuch as the "Wire Company had defaulted in payment of

interest on the debenture loan, the trustees have no option but to

order foreclosure at the expiry of six months from the date of notice.

The future of the concern is entirely uncertain and no decision has
as yet been arrived at by the parties interested. It may be that a

new company will be formed to continue, under the management of

the Tata Iron and Steel Company, the manufacture of wire from

importe 1 rod
;
on the other hand, manufacture may be discontinued

until the Tata Iron and Steel Company are in a position to produce
wire rod. The only company in India which manufactures wire in

India at present is the Indian Steel Wire Products, Limited, and

though Messrs. Ganguli and Company of Calcutta have notified us
of their intention to establish a wire and wire nail factory, working
on imported material, provided protection is continued, no expendi-
ture on this scheme has yet been incurred. It appears to us, there-

fore, that the liquidation of the existing Company relieves Govern-
ment of any obligation to continue protection to the industry and we
do not consider that it would be right to impose any further burden
on the consumer, while the rod from which wire is manufactured is

not produced in India.

119. We have received an application from the Pioneer Wire
Nail Manufacturing Company renewing their previous request for a

higher protective duty on wire nails than on

wi^JTE'r'SSLnSf -

.

The Company produces wire nails

indu/try. irom imported wire and the considerations
which we have set forth above in connection

with the manufacture of wire from imported rod, apply also with

equal force to this industry. The Company's proposal that the
manufacture of nails from imported wire as a separate industry
should be granted protection was fully considered by us in the course
of our last enquiry and as late as April, 1926, we reported that no
case had been made out for protection and that we had no recom-
mendation to make in this respect. We have found no grounds for

reconsidering the opinion then expressed, which has been accepted
bv the Government of India in their resolution No. 362-T (3), dated
tne 17th July, 1926.

120. We, therefore, recommend that the protective duty on wire
and wire nails be discontinued. We think, however, that when the

manufacture of wire rod on a commercial
Recommendation. scale is established in India, the question

may be reconsidered.





Part I V. Summary of Conclusions

and Recommendations.





CHAPTER IX.

Summary of Conclusions and Recommendations.
121. Our conclusions and recommendations with regard to the

industries dealt with in Parts I, II and III of this report are sum-

Conclusions and Recom- marized below :

mendations.

/. Railway Wagons and Underframes.

(1) We find that under the stimulus of the bounty scheme which
has been in force during the last three years, the Wagon industry
(in which term we include also the construction of underframes) has
made great progress and is now able to meet a large proportion of the
normal demand for wagons and underframes in India.

(2) As a consequence partly of the reduction in the cost of mate-
rial but largely of the decrease in costs resulting from large orders
for a few standard types of wagons, the wagon manufacturers have
now reached a stage when they could normally withstand foreign
competition with no assistance other than the existing revenue duty.

(3) We, therefore, recommend that the system of bounties should
be abandoned and that no increase be made in the existing duty on
wagons and underframes.

(4) Owing to improvements in railway administration, it has

proved possible to reduce the requirements of the railways in respect
of new broad gauge wagons and it will probably be unnecessary to

place orders for this class of wagon for three years and possibly
longer.

(5) Orders for considerable numbers of wagons have been placed
abroad in recent years. In regard to such orders placed before
1925-26, the Indian Wagon industry has apparently no ground for

complaint. But in view of the rapid growth of the
industry in 1925

and the possibility of a large reduction in the demand for broad
gauge wagons as indicated by the figures of surplus wagons in -July,
1925, we consider that, in 'the interests of the Wagon industry in
India, the orders for about 1,450 broad gauge wagons which were
placed abroad in December, 1925, might well have been withheld
and placed later with Indian firms.

(6) It does not seem, however, that the present situation could
have been entirely averted even if no orders had been placed abroad
in 1925, though the position would have been considerably improved.

(7) Special measures have been taken temporarily to meet the
present situation. The Peninsular Locomotive Company's works
nave been acquired and sufficient orders for miscellaneous wagons
and underframes have been placed for 1927-28 with the remaining
firms to keep their works in operation.

( 75 )
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(8) The restriction in the demand for broad gauge wagons will
continue for some years and until normal conditions return, the

wagon companies will be in a difficult position. We consider that

during this period, steps should be taken to assist the industry.

(9) We recommend that until the demand for wagons and under-
frames in India reaches a total of 5,000 annually in terms of C-2

wagons, all orders should be placed in India by competitive tender
from Indian manufacturers.

(10) The absence of foreign competition and the fact that there
are now only three firms manufacturing wagons in India of which
two are under the same management make it desirable to fix maxi-
mum prices within which tenders will be accepted.

(11) We recommend that subject to minor adjustments, such
maximum prices be fixed at the level of the lowest approved c.i.f .

price as shewn in the tenders for wagons in November, 1925, and
for underframes in April, 1926. To these prices an addition of 12^
per cent, must be made and the appropriate charges for landing,

wharfage, etc. and erection as shewn in Statements VII and VIlI
on pages 31 and 32 of Volume V of the Steel Report, 1926, must
also be added.

(12) In view of the costs of wagon manufacture as shewn in this

report, it is desirable that the question of the extent to which it is

advisable to anticipate future requirements for wagons and under-
frames or to replace old rolling stock should be reconsidered.

(13) We are unable to support the claim of the Bombay, Baroda
and Central India Railway that they should be permitted to import
material for building wagons at a 10 per cent, ad valorem duty. As

regards the application of the same railway that material for the

construction of locomotives should be imported at a 2| per cent.

ad valorem duty, we are not in a position to make any recommenda-
tion.

(14) We consider that when the normal demand for rolling stock

revives, the system of restricting orders to the capacity of the firm

tendering, as certified by the Indian Stores Department, should

cease, but that adequate penalties should be provided and enforced

for late deliverv.

11. Component Parts : Forgings, Steel Castings and Spring Steel y

Bolts and Nuts.

(i) FORCINGS.

(15) We consider that the manufacture of forgings should be

regarded at present as merely a process incidental to the construction

of wagons and not as a separate industry. It follows that when the
demand for wagons is normal, the same duty should be imposed on

imported forgings as on wagons and underframes.

(16) We think it important, however, during the next few yeara
when the demand for broad gauge wagons will be small, and conse-
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quently the market for wagon forgings restricted, that orders for

torghigs as spare parts should continue to be placed in India as far

as possible, and that in comparing Indian with foreign prices an
allowance of 2 per cent, above the revenue duty should be made.

(ii) STEEL CASTINGS AND SPRING STEEL.

(17) In our first enquiry we were unable to determine the extent
of the market for steel castings and accordingly made no recom-
mendation for protection in respect of this industry. We now find

that the annual demand for steel castings is sufficient to permit of

an economic output. We consider, therefore, that a good case has
been made out for protection.

(18) In our opinion the best and most economical method of

extending help to the industry is by means of a bounty.

(19) We accordingly recommend that on all steel castings manu-
factured by the Hukumchand Electric Steel Works for railway
wagons, underframes and locomotives during the period October 1st,

1927, to September 30th, 1930, a bounty of Us. 2-8-0 per cwt. be

paid to the Company, subject to a maximum of Us. 1,80,000 for the

whole period.

(20) We recommend that subject to this maximum no restriction

be placed upon the amount to be paid in any one year.

(21) We have not proposed any bounty on the manufacture of

general engineering castings partly for administrative reasons but

mainly because the evidence indicates that a somewhat higher level

of prices is as a rule obtainable for these.

(22) Spring steel is as yet not manufactured on a commercial
basis and we have not been able to obtain information as to the cost

of production sufficiently reliable to justify an estimate of the pro-
tection necessary. We have therefore no recommendation to make
in respect of spring steel.

(Hi) BOLTS AND NUTS.

(23) Bolts and nuts are at present produced in comparatively
small quantities and we consider that present costs are no guide to

the amount of protection required if large scale production were
undertaken.

(24) There appears to us however to be good ground for the re-

moval of the inequality of tariff treatment as between the Indian
manufacturer and his foreign competitors which exists under the

present Tariff Schedule.

(25) We, therefore, recommend that on all bolts and nuts falling
under Article 61 of the Statutory Tariff Schedule a specific duty of

Us. 2 per cwt. be levied in place of an ad valorem duty of 10 per
cent.
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ill. Wire and Wire Nails.

(26) It appears that the main raw material for the manufacture
of wire and wire nails, namely wire rod, will not be produced in

India for at least three years, and consequently the industry fails to

qualify for protection.

(27) Further, the only company which at present manufactures
wire in India is the Indian Steel Wire Products, Limited, and the
debenture holders have applied to the Trustees that the Company
should be put into liquidation.

(28) We, therefore, recommend that the protective duty on wire
and wire nails be discontinued.

(29) We consider, however, that when the manufacture of wire

rod on a commercial scale is established in India, the question may
be reconsidered.

A. E. MATHIAS President.

J, MATTHAI Member.

C. B. B. CLEE Secretary.

27th June, 1927.
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I* The Indian Standard Wagon Company, Limited.

(1) Letter, dated 20th April 1027.

With reference to the. further evidence on the above which we have been
asked to submit, we write to inform you that we desire to withdraw our
request for an ad valorem duty of 27 per cent, on wagons and wagon parts.

The bounty scheme devised by the Board has been successful in keeping
our shops continuously employed for two years except for one short period
of slackness; and the result has been not only a reduction in incidence of

overhead charges which was foreseen, but also an increased efficiency of

labour to a degree quite unforeseen. Although our cost accounts for the
last contract are not yet complete, the financial accounts for the year ending
the 31st March 1927 clearly show that if we had the opportunity of obtaining
an order for delivery in one year of 2,500 broad gauge wagons of one or two
types we could face world competition with little if any assistance beyond
the existing revenue duty of 10 per cent, ad valorem. This rate of duty
appears to us to give less than that measure of compensatory protection
which all industries can in justice expect.

The unfortunate fact remains that so far from obtaining an order for a

large number of standard broad gauge vehicles, we are likely for an indefinite

period to have difficulty in obtaining enquiries for anything but metre gauge
wagons and a few broad gauge bogie vehicles

;
and we submit that when

one puts on one side the whole question of mass production, as we must
during this period, a wagon or underframe is hardly to be differentiated
from other forms of structural steelwork. It is true that the question of

forgings arises, but in many cases, e.g., a curved stanchion or a curb rail,
it is hard to say whether a wagon part is fabricated steel or a forging.

The Board has after mature consideration decided that certain import
duties should be imposed on fabricated steelwork, and we suggest that the
same duties may well be imposed on all parts of rolling stock other than
castings, vacuum brake cylinders and pipes, until such time as the Railway
Board are in a position to call for tenders for 4,000 broad gauge standard
wagons annually for two or three years. During the first year when tenders
for this number of wagons are called, we suggets that the duty remain at
17 per cent, ad valorem; that during the next year it be decreased to 15 per
<ient. ad valorem; and that from then onwards it remain at the rate of
12 per cent., representing countervailing duty only. Tn any year when the

Railway Board is unable to call for tenders for this number of broad gauge
wagons, we suggest that the duty revert at once to 17 per cent.

We think, however, that while the Railway Board's requirements are
less than the number of wagons mentioned it would be only fair that if

foreign makers offer rolling stock at lower prices than Indian manufacturers
the latter should be offered work at the import price in rotation starting
with the lowest Indian tenderer and proceeding to the others in the order
of their tendered prices, after allotting to each in turn the Amount of work
which he is willing to undertake. These arrangements will be workable

only if the Board lays down clearly the lines on which a comparison is to
be made between imported and Indian rolling stock prices. Our whole
case is based on certain methods of comparison already known to the Board,
and deviation from these would undermine the entire position.

We suggest also that the practice of certifying certain works for certain

outputs cease, as there is a penalty for late delivery, and this ought to be an
effective deterrent to firms making offers of deliveries which they are unable
to achieve.

If the quantity of work available in the near future is sufficiently email,
it would seem that even if the suggested import duty were imposed, without
a bounty in addition we should be unable to keep our works open without
loss. It is, however, premature to discuss this without some idea of the
amount of work to be offered.

F2
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A further point to which we would refer is the inherent weakness of this

industry in that it has but one large customer the Railway Board. Being
of opinion that we can on full output face all foreign competition for rolling
stock orders in this country, we naturally feel that the time is not far

off when we can hope to export rolling stock if not put at a disadvantage as

compared with European manufacturers by import duties on our raw
materials. We therefore submit that provision may be made for a rebate
on any exported wagon material whatsoever, of a sum equal to the import
duty paid or payable on the like material if imported into India.

(2) Letter, dated 29th April 1927.

As requested we enclose a list of orders for rolling stock received by us

within the last 5 weeks. With regard to the other points on which we were
asked to supply information, we write to inform you that we do not consider
it possible to operate our plant without loss on a turnover of less than Rs. 40
lakhs per annum at the level of prices maintaining November 1925. We
estimate that an expenditure of Rs. 70,000 on block will be necessitated by
the manufacture of metre gauge wagons. In addition it would have been

necessary to spend a further Rs. 60,000 in special drilling machines had
Burn <fe Co., Ld., not been willing to contract for work which necessitates

these machines. We estimate the cost of new jigs and dies for this year's
contract at approximately Rs. 55,000 but it is extremely difficult to assess

this figure accurately.

THE INDIAN STANDARD WAGON COMPANY. LIMITED.

1927-28.

List of wagon orders received.

Rs.

( 400 MA-2 at Rs. 2,453 . . 9,81,200
I 196 MC-2 at Rs. 2.354 . . 4,61,384

C 230 MA-2 at Rs. 2,663 . . 6,12,490

1 220 MC-1 at Rs. 2,478 , . 5,45,160

150 MC-3 at Rs. 2,137 . . 3,20,550

22 MC-3 at Rs. 2,137 . . 47,014
50 B. G. T. Trucks at Rs. 8,391 . 4,19,550

TOTAL . 33,87,348

S. I. Ry, .

M. & S. M. Ry.

B. & N. W. Ry.

R. & K. Ry. .

E. B. Ry.

BURN & CO., LIMITED.

1927-28.

UNDERFRAME ORDERS.

EAST INDIAN RAILWAY.

113 4-wheeled underframes

79 Bogie underframes .

113 Bogie rail trucks

Rs.

2,94,254

7,50,480

9,52,138
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NORTH WESTERN RAILWAY.

05 Bogie underframes 19,28,230

39,25,102

(3) Letter dated 2nd May 1927.

We have pleasure in furnishing hereunder answers to the questions raised

in your letter No. 380, dated 27th April 1927.

(1) fifed used in one f
1

-^ type wagon.
Cwts. Ib. oz.

Structural (Angles and Channels) . . . 54 5

Plates 52 2 18

Bars of all sections . . . . . . 34 1 25

Black Sheets

Galvanised sheets . . . . . . ...

141 20

The above includes 5 per cent, wastage.

(2) The only fitting for a C-2 wagons which cannot he made in India is

vacuum brakework, and the price is about Rs. 240 per set delivered our
Works.

Messrs. Burn and Company, Limited.

A. WRITTEN.

(1) Letter, dated the 2nd June 1927.

On behalf of the Indian Standard Wagon Company, Limited, and Burn
and Company, Limited, we have pleasure in forwarding herewith answers to

the questions raised at our oral examination.

Q. 1. Were the castings in the 425 wagons British or Belgian? If the

latter, give prices for the same castings ordered for 1,750 wagons.
A. 1. The Steel Castings for the 425 wagons contract were partly British

and partly Belgian. The prices of the castings for the 1,750 wagoii order
were as follows :

Es. A. P.

Axle-boxes 84 15 5 set.

Buffer Cases and Plungers 57 1 2 ,,

Solebar Stiffening Bracket . . . . 10 15 4

Brass Bearings 88

TOTAL . 240 15 11
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Q. #. Item. Repairs and Maintenance.

(a) Is the repair and maintenance cost included in the 1925-26 figures

to be considered as abnormal ?

(5) Assuming figures given for 1925-26 to represent the overhead charges
for 1,800 wagons (repairs and maintenance adjusted as above)
what would be the overhead charges per wagon for outputs of

2,000 and 2,500 wagons respectively?

A. 2. (a) Repair and maintenance cost included in 1925-26 cannot be

regarded as abnormal.

(6) For 2,000 wagons, Rs. 642 per wagon.

For 2,500 wagons, Rs. 563 per wagon.

Q. 8. How could the latest I. S. W. orders for metre gauge wagons L^d
timber trucks be converted into terms of C-2 type wagons?

Q. 4- How could Burn & Co., Ld.'s orders for 1926-27 be converted into

.terms of C-2 type wagons.

A. 3 and 4. We give below a statement showing roughly the amount of
work in the various vehicles recently ordered, the work of making a 2
wagon being represented by the figure 100.

*MA-2 73

*MC-2 70

MA-2 79

MC-1 ... 74

*MC-3 64

B. G. T. Trucks 259
4-Wheeled Underframe 80

Bogie Underframes 294

Bogie Rail Trucks 260

Q. 5. What is the usual penalty clause for late delivery of wagons.

A. 5. In the event of any wagons remaining undelivered on the 15th
March 1927, clause 7 of the Indian State Railways general conditions of con-
tract governing the construction, supply and delivery of Goods Wagons, etc.,
stated as follows shall be applied :

" In the event of Contractor's failure to deliver any of the vehicles,
specified in the accepted contract by the time or times, respec-
tively specified in the contract, the Buyer may deduct from any
moneys due to the Contractor under the contract or otherwise
recover from the Contractor as liquidated damages and not by
way of penalty, the sum of 1 per cent, on the contract price in
respect of each complete vehicle for each and every month or
part of a month, subject to. a maximum of 10 per cent, during
which the vehicle is not ready for delivery and the Contractor
shall also be liable for all costs of inspection which may be in-
curred after the date on which the vehicle ought to have been
ready as aforesaid. But if the delay in delivery shall have arisen
from any cause which the Buyers may admit as reasonable ground
for such delay, the Buyers will allow such additional time for
delivery as they may consider is required by the circumstances of
the case. Provided that default or delay of sub-contractors
though their employment may have been sanctioned under
clause 3 hereof shall not be reasonable ground for delay or for
exemption from payment of damages as above provided."

*Without Vacuum Brake.
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No unnecessary delay will be permitted to occur in taking delivery of the

completed wagons after they have been inspected by the said Inspecting
Officer of the Indian Stores Department and a certificate of completion issued

by him.

The wheels and axles required for the wagons will be supplied by the Buyer
and in the event of such wheels and axles not being available when the wagons
have been completed by the Sellers, there will be no objection to delivery of

the wagons being taken by the Buyer under arrangement with the Sellers

at their Workshops even though some delay may occur in the wagons being
removed from the Sellers* premises.

.Q. 6. What is the present-day imported cost of Axle boxes 9"x4J // or
10* X5".

A. 6. Axle-bbxes 9x4J (without bearings) f.o.b. 1-5-9 to 1-6-3 or deli-

vered Rs. 21-2-11 to Rs. 21-7-8 each.

Q. 7. (a) What weight of bolts is manufactured in the course of a year at

Howrah.

(6) What is the weight of bolts in C-2 type wagon and would the cost of

wagon be substantially affected by any change in the duty on bolts.

(c) Let us have current Home quotations for Bolts f", f'and %".

A. 7. (a) We find it impossible to give any reliable figures; but bolts made>
as separate contracts probably amount to about 100 tons per annum though
other bolts are made as parts of larger contracts without any record being
available of their weight.

(6) Approximately 30 Ibs. The cost of a Wagon would not be substantially
affected by a duty on bolts.

(c) Imported materials. (Prices as on 7th April 1927).

Q. 7. (e) What is the life of a die used for the purpose of making bolts.

A. 7. (e) 2 months' continuous work may be taken as being a reasonable

figure although the life is uncertain.
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(2) Letter dated the 3rd June 1927.

Further to our letter of yesterday's date we enclose herewith lists showing
the relative weights of i", i*, f", f" , V and 1" diameter holts and nuts which
we regret we omitted to enclose with the other statements.

1 cwt. of f
" diameter bolts and nuts.

1 cwt. of |
;/ diameter bolts and nuts.
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1 cwt. of f
" diameter bolts and nuts.

1 cwt. of \
n diameter bolts and nuts.



1 cwt. of $
fl diameter bolts and tints.

1 cwt. of I 11 diameter bolts and nuts.



MESSRS. BURN AND COMPANY, LIMITED.

B. ORAL.

Evidence of Messrs. A. V. NICOLLE and R. F. WALKER, recorded

at Calcutta on Wednesday, the 4th May, 1927.

Wagon building costs-castings.

President. Since our last examination of the Standard Wagon Com-
pany, at Mr, Ginwala's request you sent in an estimate of cost of 2,000

wagons per annum which is on page 182, Volume IV of the Statutory Steel

Report. We have not had an opportunity so far of examining you on this

estimate. We shall take this opportunity of running through this estimate

and of seeing to what extent it needs modification. Before we deal with these

figures there are just one or two questions that I would like to put to you on
the subject of the cost of material. This estimate is the cost above material.

On page 155, Volume IV of the Statutory Steel Report you give your cost

for 425 wagons in 1925-26. There your cost of castings comes to about
Rs. 1,48,000 on 425 wagons. For one wagon it would amount to Rs. 348. In
that year 1925-26 you were using English castings, were you not?

Mr. Nicolle. On the 425 wagons? I am not certain of that.

President. I think you stated that in your previous evidence.

Mr. Nicolle. I have no doubt that will be the fact.

President. Actually all your figures given for castings in 1925 were

English.
Mr. Nicolle. Certainly on the 1,250 wagons we used all English castings.

On the 425 wagons I am not certain.

Mr. Walker. I think it might possibly include iron castings.

President. The amount of iron castings used is small.

Mr. Nicolle. Yes.

President. So it would not really affect the calculation.

Mr. Nicolle. No.

President. Perhaps we could check that by the castings on 1,250 wagons
which comes to Rs. 4,52,000. As a matter of fact your cost of castings on
425 wagons is rather higher than the cost of castings on 1,250 wagons, so
that it is pretty obvious that you must have used British standard castings.

Mr. Nicolle. Yes.

President. At present you are using Belgian.

Mr. Nicolle. Almost entirely.

President. If we took the difference between British and Continental

castings that would be roughly about 30 to 33 per cent.

Mr. Nicolle. Yes. In the case of axle boxes it is about 23 per cent. It

is a varying percentage.
Dr. Matthai. On page 125 you have got the British and Belgian prices.

Mr. Nicolle. Yes.

President. These prices are the prices of British and Continental at.

any given time. What we are compairing is the price of British castings
for 1925 and the price of Belgian now. There has been a fall on the Belgian
prices.

Dr. Matthai. If you look at page 124 you get the British price of cast-

ings in 1925 and in page 125 you get the Belgian price for 1926.

Mr. Nicolle. Perhaps we have other figures which might help us to give
you the information. I don't quite follow you. Do you want to get the
reduction in the cost of castings.
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President* We have to come to some conclusion as to what is the fair

selling price of a wagon of a particular type. I am talking of a C-2 wagon
of which you would normally turn out most. On that it seems to me roughly
that we might allow somewhere about 33 per cent, reduction per wagon in

the cost of castings in the latter part of 1925.

Mr. Nicolle. That would be the difference between Belgian castings now
and British castings when 425 wagons were made. I think we could give
you the figures which would clear up that point.

President. Please do. That is subject to slight adjustment later on.

At present the figure which I have given would not be very far out 80 far
as you know. 33 per cent, reduction would not be very far out.

Mr. Nicolle* I should not care to make any further remark, because
I never really compared the two contracts from that particular angle.

Fittings.

President. Turning to the costs for 425 wagons we have got here a figure
for fittings, Indian and Imported. That works out at Us. 348 a wagon and
I understand among those fittings is included the vacuum brake.

Mr. Nicolle. Yes.

President.- Which costs Bs. 240.

Mr. Nicolle. Yes.

President. That you have always got to import, because you cannot
make it economically in India.

Mr. Nicolle. There is no vacuum brake made in India.

President. So that deducting the cost of the vacuum brake you get
about Rs. 110 as the amount per wagon for fittings that is to say forgings.

Mr. Nicolle. Yes.

President. If you turn to your estimate of cost of 2,000 wagons on page
182 you give there a further probable increase in cost due to making more

parts, that is to say making inore fittings.

Mr. Nicolle. Yes.

President. That amounts to Rs. 25 and Rs. 32 including the labour.

That is to say your labour and on costs amount to rather more than half of

the total value of the finished fittings.

Mr. Nicolle. I don't follow the figures 25 and 32.

President. Look at Column IV, further probable increase in your costs

due to making more parts. The total of the first heading is Rs. 32. Then

you get further down repairs and so on. The total amount per wagon is

Rs. 25. If you add these together, you get Rs. 57.

Mr. Nicolle. Yes.

President. Your direct labour and on costs will come to Rs. 57 out of

a total value of Rs. 110, rather over 50 per cent. Looking through the

figures you have given in the case of fabricated steel, I think the labour
and on cost came to exactly 50 per cent. Please see page 86 of the steel

Report of 1926.

Rs. per ton of

fabricated steel.

Material 1-1 ton

Duty on !! ton

Fabrication

110 on 248 comes to something like 44 per cent.

Mr. Nicolle. Yes.

248-6
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President. So that actually the on costs you have taken here for manu-
facturing more parts is rather above what is given as the on cost in fabri-

cated steel.

Mr. Nicolle. That would normally be the case with forgings.

President. -Why would that be?

Mr. Nicolle. One thing that one sees at once is the fuel used in forgings
which is not used in fabricating. That would clearly add to the overhead

charges.

President. Could you give us the amount?
Mr. Nicolle. It is not a very easy thing to give an average for. Itj

varies enormously according to the type of the forgings. I should put it

somewhere in the neighbourhood of Re. 1 per cwt. of materials forged. I

am afraid it is a very rough figure, but it is impossible to give an average.

President. Even if we took He. 1 for fuel, even so there is still some
discrepancy, isn't there? This charge of 57 on 110 would be rather on the

high side in the case of forgings.

Mr. Nicolle. It is undoubtedly a more expensive fabricating operation
than what we have hitherto called fabricated steel. If you take a bar, and
do various forging operations, cwt. for cwt. the overhead is higher, and
generally in addition, one has machining to do on the finished forgings. Take
the case of screw couplings which enter into the cost of these extra fittings
and possibly buffer heads and spindles, after you have finished the forging,

you have to screw them, drill holes and mill them. All that would increase
the overhead as compared with the cost of the raw material.

President. Exactly how is this increase calculated? Are they calculated

according to your on costs on the direct labour?

Mr. Walker. Not in that statement.

Economies result iny from ino eased output.

President. It seems to me that the ratio between the difference in mak-

ing more parts power and the difference in making more parts direct

labour was practically the same as the ratio between power and labour.

Mr. TT
r

u?/ver. That is because power and fuel go up in that proportion.

President. Do they go up in direct proportion?

Mr. Walker. Yes.

President. According to your 011 cost system they do, but it does not

necessarily tollow that you have to have more labour/

Mr. Nicolle. These figures were prepared from the Standard Wagon
Company's actual costs and the question of percentage of on cost and labour
would not arise in this. These are actual costs. They are not like the costs

of Messrs. Burn and Company, Limited.

President. This is an estimated cost of 2,000 wagons.

Mr. Walker. We adopted the Tariff Board's method. We took all these
factors into account and divided by the number of wagons. They are actuals
so far as they go but they are vitiated by work in progress which affects

these figures and spoils them from our point of view.

President. They represent really the position at the time when you were

making these 425 and 1,225 wagons.

Mr. Walker. They represent our effort in the matter of working out the

figures as required by the Board.

President. I recognise that and appreciate it. But it does seem to me
that this estimate is worked out on the figures of 1925-26 without making
allowance for any economies which might result from an increase in the out-

put from, say, 1,600 to 2,000 wagons. You will get certain economies, will

you not, if you turn out a larger number?

Mr. Nicolle. Yes, a lesser incidence per wagon in respect of fixed over-
head charges.



President. Not only in respect of overhead charges but also in other

directions. You will get economies elsewhere. Probably per wagon you will

use less power and fuel.

Power.

Mr. Nicolle.Very little. Take the question of power. We use a certain

amount of power for driving the line shafting, etc., and after that all the-

power* we use is entirely proportional to the work we are doing.

Non-productive labour.

President. What about your non-productive labour P

Mr. Nicolle. That is very nearly proportional to the output because a

great deal of it consists of carrying material about. If there is more
material, then there is more labour.

President. You have certain sanitary staff sweepers and so on which
would probably be the same.

Mr. Nicolle. I did not realise when you said non-productive labour that

you were referring to the sanitary staff. That would not come under non-

productive labour. It would come under sanitary service. The item ' Sun-
dries

' would probably cover that.

President. I take it that non-productive labour means simply cooly
labour.

Mr. Walker. Predominantly that.

Mr. Nicolle. I think you may take it that our non-productive labour is

entirely proportional to our output. I cannot think at once of any non-

proportional labour.

Dr. Mat thai. That means that if you increase your output you increase

correspondingly your iion-preductive labour.

Mr. Nicolle. Our overhead charges would divide themselves into two

categories, viz., the fixed ones and the proportional ones.

Dr. Malthai. I am trying to understand the position as regards non-

productive labour. For example this year you are turning out 1,500
wagons and next year you are increasing your output to 2,500 : that means
that next year you are going to employ more non-productive labour.

Mr. Nicolle. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. It is not a question of any fixed staff, with whom you can

make either 1,500 or 2,000 wagons.
Mr. Nicolle. No.

President. So that actually your costs above material do not vary very
much whatever the output is.

Mr. Nicolle. Supervision would not increase pro rata.

President. That would remain the same.

Mr. Nicolle. I would not say that it is constant but it would not increase

pro rata.

President. Also it would not decrease.

Mr. Nicolle. No, we could not cut down supervision.

President. If you were turning out only 1,000 wagons, you would still

have the same supervision.

Mr. Nicolle. If we were turning out so few as 1,000 wagons, we should

bo able to reduce it.

President. Would that be in proportion?

Mr. Nicolle. No.

President. Your supervision would be slightly higher for 1,000 than for

2,000.

Mr. Nicolle. Yes, per wagon.
President. Could you give us any idea?
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Mr. Nicolle. I should like to think it over. It is a question which we
have not considered.

President. Is there any other item on page 182?

General shop supplies.

Mr. Nicolle. Genera! shop supplies would not be entirely pro rata.

President. Would that decrease considerably with increased output?

Mr. Nicolle. It is a very difficult question to answer. It is highly hypo-
thetical. We have no statistics to guide us.

President. Could you give us a conservative opinion? Very much the
same point arose in connection with Tata's and they gave us a reply. Their

reply was on the safe side distinctly. Could you not give us any sort of

guide at all?

Mr, Nicolle. I should prefer to consider the matter and give you a
written reply, if you don't mind.

Repairs.

President. Is there any other head apart from overhead charges?

Mr. Nicolle. Repairs would not be entirely pro rata with production.

President. They would decrease as the output went up.

Mr. Nicolle. Yes, per wagon.
President. Power and fuel would be in strict proportion.

Mr. Nicolle. Not entirely but very nearly.

President. And direct labour would be.

Mr. Nicolle. That would be taken as entirely proportional.

President. Is your direct labour contract labour?

Mr. Nicolle. Contract or piece work.
* President. What about sundries?

Mr. Nicolle. I should imagine that it is partly proportional and partly
non-proportional. But I should like to look that up again.

President. You would be able to give us some sort of estimate as to the
reductions possible as compared with the costs of 425 wagons which are
actuals and the cost per wagon if you turned out 2,000 wagons. I think I

am correct in saying that that has not been taken into account in these
estimates. I mean that the question of decreased cost with the increased out-

put has not been taken into account in calculating these figures.

Mr. TFoZfeer. No.

President. The question is really one of some importance because apart
from estimating what your normal cost would be, we are also up against
the difficulty of less orders being placed with you than your capacity. In
that case from our point of view it is rather important to see if only half
the orders for which you have capacity were placed with you, whether your
cost above material would be increased considerably. Of course we know
that overhead charges would be increased. There is no doubt about that.
But as regards the cost above material, it would be a matter of some import-
ance. Now you were saying that as regards the estimate for 2,000 wagons
you would try and meet the wishes of the Board and submit an estimate for
the cost above material according to the method which the Board usually
adopts but that you had considerable difficulties because at the commence-
ment of the year you had a certain amount of work in progress. According
to the statement given on page 159, Volume IV, Steel Report of 1926, the
work in progress in April, 1925, amounted to Rs. 4,35,100 whereas it waa
Rs. 6,72,000 in March, 1926, so that there was a difference as regards the
amount of work in progress of roughly a couple of lakhs. This estimate of
costs of 2,000 wagons ignores that. It presumes that the amount of work in

progress is the same both at the commencement as well as the end of the year.
Mr. Walker. Yes.



Changes in 1925-26.

President. On page 168, Volume IV, Steel Report of 1926 you have the

Charges Account for the whole year 1925-26. On page 155 your charges for

t25 wagons wero allocated on Rs. 2,86,000. That Rs. 2,86,000 was allocated

3n the assumption that you were turning out a certain normal amount of

svagons. That is the way your on costs are worked out. You allot your
actual charges according to an average amount of wagons and then over and
above that, if you have any other charges, you enter that under the head
1

loss on charges '.

Mr. Nicolle. This figure, Rs. 2,86,000, is calculated as a certain per-

?entage of productive labour which is charged in the cost sheet irrespective
af actual facts. Then we keep a separate account of actual facts and the
lifference between the two gives the loss.

President. That hypothetical figure in the cost sheet assumes that you
are producing a normal number of wagons.

Mr. Nicolle. Yes.

President.- That normal number on which this charge of Rs. 2,86,000 is

entered, that is how much?
Mr. Nicolle. I could not say from memory.
Mr. Walker. About 1,800 wagons a year.

President. So that 1,800 wagons represents what in 1925-26 you thought
was the normal capacity of the works.

Mr. Walker. Yes.

President. If you were turning out 1,800 wagons your charges account
would be as shewn on page 158.

Dr. Matthai. That is to say a little over Rs. 12 lakhs.

Mr. Nicolle. I don't think that that is altogether a correct view to take
of what we are doing.

President. But you work out your cost sheets on those lines.

Mr. Nicolle. We do. But in the case of the Standard Wagon Company,
the percentage of productive wages is quite immaterial. We could, if we
wanted to, take 200 per cent, or 100 per cent. We get our adjustment
through the loss on charges. There you have actual facts.

President. In your charges account here for 1925-26 we have a definite

figure Rs. 12,24,220. For this sum, on your own cost accounting, you could
have turned out 1,800 wagons. As a matter of fact the Indian Stores De-

partment when stated in the autumn of 1925 that your capacity at that time
was 1,750 wagons.

Mr. Nicolle. Yes.

President. We would not really be very far wrong if we took your charges
account and divided them by 1,800 and said '

this is the cost above material
on each of these items '

?

Mr. Nicolle. No, I don't think that you would be far out. But I am
sorry I don't quite follow your point. Is it your point that if you calculated
the direct wages back from the actual charges account you ought to get what
we recommend for the direct labour that could reasonably be charged to the

shop?

President. I realise that this ratio which you fix between your charges
and your direct labour is a ratio which in the case of the Indian Standard

Wagon Company, you have-not been working long enough to fix with any
accuracy.

Mr. Nicolle. -It has no practical significance in the case of the Standard
Wagon Company. In the case of Burn and Company Limited, it has great
practical value. In the case of the Standard Wagon Company it is unixnport-
imt because we have got actual facts.

President. In any case it is a question of experience. Messrs. Burn and
Company's ratio has been fixed after many years' experience.
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Mr. Nicolle. Precisely.

President. And it has been tested for some years and you can say from

your experience that it is practically correct.

Mr. Nicolle. Yes.

President. You can hardly claim the same accuracy for the ratio in the
case of the Standard Wagon Company.

Mr. Nicolle. That ratio is practically useless for the Standard Wagon
Company.

President. It occurred to me that whereas the rest of our estimate of

the fair selling price might be drawn up in the way we usually adopt, as re-

gards this cost above material it would make matters perfectly clear and it

would be fair both to the Company and to the taxpayer if we took your
charges account and divided that by 1,8(K) wagons; we should then get it the
incidence of the costs above material per wagon in 1925-26. That would of

course be subject to some variations as regards an estimate for 2,000 wagons
first because you are going to make more fittings and your cost above material
wiH increase on that account and you have to add something for it, and,
secondly, because if you increase your output from 1,800 to 2,000 you would
under certain heads, as you have already admitted, get some variation per
wagon some decrease. These are the two factors. As regards the second
factor you say you will consider the figures and let us have a statement?

Mr. Nicolle. Yes. 1 only wanted to make sure on which of the two figures
you want us to make an estimate; Is it 2,0(30 against 1,800?

President. Yes.

Dr. Mat-thai. When you fixed your charges for the year at Rs. 12 lakhs

you fixed the output at 1,800 wagons on the basis more or less of Messrs.
Burn and Company's experience that is to say, you estimated, judging
irom the experience of Messrs. Burn and Company in the carriage and
wagon department if you had a normal output of 1,800 wagons, the expendi-
ture you would be likely to incur in respect of these charges would be some-
where about Rs. 12 lakhs. Then when you drew up your actual account you
saw that the charges you had to incur on 425 wagons was so much and there-
fore you estimated on the figures for 1,800 wagons a certain loss on charges.
That is how the whole of your accounting system is worked, is it not?

Mr. Walker. (Inaudible).

Dr. Matthai. You must have had some kind of evidence for arriving at
this figure of 1,800 wagons when you said against 1^00 wagons the charges
were likely to be Rs. 12 lakhs, or is that partly a hypothetical estimate?

Mr. Nicolle. When a manufacturer has to quote for work he looks at
the question from an entirely different angle ;

he has to quote according to

the market, not according to the cost.

Dr. Mat thai. That is your point of view. We have got to find from
your costs some kind of figure which would represent your fair selling price.

Mr. Nicolle. On 425 wagons the cost was so much and we said to our-

selves Rs. 12 lakhs would be what it would cost us in charges to make 1,800
wagons.

Dr. Matthai. All that I want to get at is the real meaning of your
charges here for 1925-26. That is what I am trying to understand.

Mr. Nicolle. These are actual facts.

Dr. Matthai. These are the actual charges that you incurred in respect
of the wagons you manufactured in 1925-26 which I find is 1,025. Am I

right?

Mr. Nicolle. No. The work in progress comes into the question; what
we delivered in 1925-26 was 1,445.

Dr. Matthai. If yon take the actual charges incurred by you on 1,445
wagons in 1925-26 and then make an allowance for the work in progress in

that year, then you must get this figure of Rs. 12 lakhs?
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Mr. Nicotte.YeB, that 12 lakhs of rupees is actually what we spent during
ihe year.

Dr. Matthai. If we want to get at your charges on the normal output
how do we get it? Here are these charges figures for 1925-26. Your actual

charges came to Rs. 12 lakhs in respect of 1,445 wagons, but there was

a certain amount of work in progress during the year. Assuming for argu-
ment's sake that that was about Rs. 2 lakhs, if I added Rs. 2 lakhs to that

do I get your charges for the normal output?

Mr. Nicolle. Looking at it from such a different point of view makes it a

very difficult question to answer. We cannot say what that work in pro-

gress was on that date nor what proportion of the value of the work in pro-

Egress would be added to this.

President. In any case these figures on page 158 of Volume TV of the

1926 Evidence are actuals, are they not?

Mr. Nicolle.Ves.

President. As regards your estimate that you can turn out 1,800 wagons
for this amount, we can check that by the fact that the Indian Stores De-

partment stated that your capacity at that time was 1,750 wagons, so that

your estimate of 1,800 wagons is not too low anyhow.

Mr. Nicolle. No. If we divided this by 1,800 we can get the incidence

per wagon which would be fair.

Dr. Matthai. What do you consider your normal capacity now?

Mr. Nicolle. 2,500 C-2.

Dr. Matthai. That more or less agrees I suppose with the estimate of

the Stores Department. We got some information from the Indian Stores

Department last year and I think they gave us 2,400 C-2 as the present

capacity of the Standard Wagon Company.
Mr. Walker. We consider 2,500 as the normal capacity.

Dr. Matthai. I gathered from you a little while ago that the total

;amount of non-productive wages would increase proportionately to the out-

put; am I right?

Mr. Walker. Yes, almost proportionately,

Dr. Matthai. In that case it would not be different from direct wages.

Mr. Nicolle. All labour should be productive. It is only a question of

.accountant's phraseology, this
"
productive

" and "
non-productive ". Non-

productive wages are indirect wages and the point of distinction between

direct and indirect wages is not that you find you are able to do a larger

amount of work without increasing in proportion the amount of indirect

labour employed. Our reason for calling this particular labour "
unpro-

ductive "
is simply because it is not susceptible of being booked as direct

labour. One such form of labour is moving the material in the yard. If you
jnove more material you need more labour, but it is very difficult to say what
each man is doing.

President. In what proportion "would you increase

Mr. Nicolle. I have very little doubt that the non-productive labour is

not exactly in proportion to the output but if you are considering the differ-

ence in an output of say 1,500 as opposed to 1,800 wagons I doubt very
much whether you would be able to notice the difference in the incidence per

wagon it would make.

President. Do you think in this year 1925-26 if we divided your non-

productive wages by 1,800 we would get the normal amount?

Mr. Nicolle. Really what I mean is this. In trying to get at at this figure

one has to make many assumptions, and if you divide by say, 1,800, it is no
more an assumption than in the case of so many other things in which we are

likely to be out. I am afraid we can't get a very accurate figure in this way.

President. It does seem to me tha't taking into account your capacity at

the.time it is not an unfair thing.

Mr. Nicolle. No. I think it is a reasonable thing to do.
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Repairs and Maintenance.

President. This repairs and maintenance, this is an accordance with

your general practice to charge such expenses to repairs and maintenance
instead of to depreciation?

Mr. Nicolle. Repairs are actual expenses; depreciation is really a book

entry. These represent actual expenses in material and labour used in lining
furnaces and so on. Our depreciation is merely a book entry.

President. If you keep your plant fully repaired and up-to-date depre-
ciation should be less.

Mr. Nicolle. Depreciation is merely a book entry that one makes. It

is keeping money from being spent against the day when you want to replace
obsolete machinery.

President. Then your depreciation represents obsolescence only?

Mr. Nicolle. As opposed to what?

President. As opposed to wear and tear?

Mr. N icolle. There is a kind of wear and tear which is always going on.

Take a motor car for instance of which the sparking plugs are wearing out

every now and then
;
one would not take money out of the depreciation fund

to replace them.

President. Exactly, but there are certain running repairs which are

properly charged to revenue. What I want to know is are these repairs

just ordinary running repairs?

Mr. Nicolle. I don't know what standard you are comparing there.

President. Will it be fair to take Rs. 82,000 as representative of the
normal expenditure 011 repairs and maintenance for plant and machinery?

Mr. NicoUc. I will look up more recent figures and let you know.

]*re*ident. Yes please do, because the figures do seem to indicate that

they are somewhat abnormal. It rather looks as if you closed down altogether
and you had to do a certain amount of extra repairs to get the works going
again.

Mr. Nicolle. That is quite possible. *

President. If you will look up your latest figures and let us know we
shall be obliged.

Additions to block.

Dr. Matthai. Since the end of 1924 have you put in any more machinery
a nd so on ?

Mr. Nicolle. Yes we .have made block additions.

Dr. Matthai. For the purpose of increasing the capacity, is it?

Mr. Nicolle. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. How much in your opinion have you increased the capacity
of the works by the additional block yon have put in?

Mr. Nicolle. Our capacity is now 2,500 wagons.
J)r. Matthai. Before these additions were introduced how much was that

roughly ?

Mr. Nicolle. I forget exactly how much. Perhaps this increase of out-

put is not altogether due to block addition, but to trained labour.

Dr. Matthai. When you got this order in 1925 for about 1,400 wagons
you thought it necessary to introduce a certain amount of additional equip-
ment?

Mr. Nicolle. We did not add to the block so much with a view to cope
with the orders we were getting but with a view to the future because we
saw cheap production must depend on increased output.

Dr. Matthai. Was there a considerable increase in the capacity by reason
of the additional equipjtnent?

Mr. Nicolle. I can't remember.



Dr. Mat thai. I think last year Mr. Balfour, when giving evidence before
the Board, said that some capital improvements were made in the course
of 1925-26 probably for the purpose of increasing the capacity of the works.
I was wondering whether there was any kind of estimate as to the increased

capacity on account of this additional equipment.
Mr. Nicolle. I cannot say from memory. I know what we aimed at

was turning out 2,500 wagons. What we reckoned as the starting point we
cannot say; it must be somewhere about 1,700 wagons.

Orders in terms of C-2 wagons.

President, You have given us a list of wagon orders received by the
Indian Standard Wagon Company. They are of various types.

Mr. Nicolle. Yes.

President. Is it possible to state what these orders would amount to

in terms of C-2 wagons?
Mr. Nicolle. Financially we examined the point. Those first four items

mentioned in the list which we have to deliver in the last four months of

this current year, September, October, November and December would be
eauivalent to delivering about 830 C-2 wagons in value.

President. Roughly 1,048 of these wagons are equivalent to how many
standard wagons.

Mr. Nicolle. $30 C-2 at 1925 prices.

Dr. Matthai. That is entirely judging by the prices.

Mr. Nicolle. That is entirely on the financial basis. C-2 prices are not a

very accurate basis of comparison. The price of steel has risen in the last

12 months.

Dr. Matthai. Do you think one would be approximately right if one
took the amount of steel material in a C-2 wagon and the steel material in

a metre gauge wagon and then worked out a proportion on that basis ?

Mr. Nicolle. I think not, speaking off hand. I have not considered that

point* One could see if you reduce one stage further and build a wagon ol a

diminutive size, the amount of labour used therein would be tar higher in

proportion.

Dr. Matthai. Generally last year wagon builders who. gave evidence be-

lore us last year told us that an underframe was 2j times a wagon. No\\ I

find looking at the weight of steel material in a A-l wagon and a 67 ft. bogie
underframe it is almost exactly 2J times. 1 was thinking therefore \\hether

we could proceed simply on the basis of materials.

Mr. Nicolle. I think that it would be rather dangerous to push the

analogy too far. Speaking off hand it appears to me that there must be

more labour, more overhead charges per ton of material in u metre gnugt
wagon than in a broad gauge wagon.

President. For the purpose of working out costs, would it be fair t(

consider that a metre gauge wagon is equal to 4/oth of your C-2 wagon?
That is in 'the proportion of 1,048 to 830.

Mr. Nicolle. You wish to arrive at the point that all wagons ought to bt

so much per ton fully fabricated?

President. It is comparatively an easy matter to work out your fail

selling price and what duty or bounty is necessary on the assumption thai

you are manufacturing C-2 wagons, but it is a very difficult matter to work
out any sort of scale if we are suddenly faced, with the fact that you art

manufacturing 8 different types of narrow gauge wagons each requiring a

different amount of labour and other expenditure, I was wondering whethei

during this difficult time it was possible in some way to correlate the cos
of a narrow gauge wagon and the cost of a C-2 wagon. Just as my colleague
was saying that one underframe is equal to 2 wagons, so you might sa;
one metre gauge wagon is equal to 4 /5th of a C-2 wagon.
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Mr. NicoUc. 4 /5th is based on the price, whereas I understood Dr.

Matthai wanted to compare them on the basis of materials.

Dr. Mat thai. It is arbitrary in both cases.

Mr. NicoUc. Yes.

Dr. Mat thai. Which is likely to be less arbitrary?

Mr. NicoUc. Vie have not got the weight of the metre gauge wagons.
There would be a considerable difference between the rates of weights and the

ratio of prices. T think you will find the metre gauge wagon costs more per
ton than the broad gauge wagon.

Z'/fA/'rff/if. The cost above material would naturally be higher, because

thought the amount of material is less, the cost of erection remains much the

same.

Mr. N it-oil e. I have not looked into the figures, but taking it to the

logical conclusion one might consider making the thing on a model scale.

The cost per ton of a smaller wagon is higher than the cost per ton of a big

wagon.
President. It yon take the relative prices and compare it in that way

one narrow gauge wagon is equal to 4/5th of a C-2.

Mr. Nitollc. I don't think that would be far wrong.
Prevalent. It you had 500 metre gauge wagons, would it be reasonable

to sav that the output oi 500 metre gauge would be equal to the output of

400 C-2.

Mr. S nolle. I think that is very reasonable.

President. What about these other types? The last one in the list is

50 B. G. timber trucks, are they bogies?

Mr. NicoUc. Yes, broad gauge timber trucks.

I* i evident. Are those bogies?

Mi. NicoUc. Yes, they are short bogies. It is something like the 67
feet imderframe, but instead of G7 feet, it is only 45 feet.

President. --Could you translate that in terms of C-2 wagon in the same

way ?

Mr. Nicollc. It is not far different from an ordinary 67' underframe.
You can take it as 2 times.

President. Do you think as regards these B. G. trucks each B. G. truck

equals 2 C-2 wagons?
Mi. NicoUc. Pretty nearly may be slightly less than that. If you will

allow me to go back to the metre gauge prices, as regards the ratio of 4/5th,
on thinking it over again 1 think that one would have to make it nearer

something below 4 as compared with 5, becau.se prices of this year are higher
than last year, steel being more expensive per ton. Therefore these prices
for meiie gauge wagons as compared with C-2 are a shade higher owing to
the material in them. Could we write and say after consideration? We
could give you the ratio between the metre gauge and broad gauge and show
the amount of work involved.

President. Those orders which Messrs. Burn and Company, Limited, had
for 113-4 wheeled underframes, are they same as B. G. T. trucks?

Mr. Nicollc. No, these are mounted on 4 wheels. Those are mounted
on two bogies, i.e., 8 wheels.

President. Can you translate these into C-2 wagons?
Mr. NicoUc. About $rds of C-2. That is a rough figure.

President. The bogie underframes.

Mr. NicoUc. Those are the ones turned into broad gauge 2J to 1. That
is exactly the thing discussed in previous years.

President. Then the bogie rail truck.

Mr. NicoUc. That is slightly smaller than the ordinary bogie under-
frame. That is like a timber truck, 2J to 1.
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President. 2J to 1.

Mr. Nicolle. I am giving these rough figures.

President. B. G. T. trucks are also in the same proportion as 2J to 1.

Mr. Nicolle. May we write on these points?

President. Yes. Then as regards the bogie underframes to the North
Western Railway, is there any difference between this and those for the
East Indian Railway?

Mr. Nicolle. Not substantially.

Capacity of Burn and Company.

President. You were saying that the capacity of the Indian Standard

Wagon is 2,500 wagons at the present moment. What is the capacity of

Messrs. Burn and Company stated in terms of C-2.

Mr. Nicolle. Assuming we would do no underframes?

President. Underframes and wagons. Perhaps the simplest way would
be to take the largest orders. What is the largest order?

Mr. Nicolle. We did a thousand wagons last year starting rather later

than usual and at the same time we delivered part of the order for 142
underframes.

President. They carried on -from it.

Mr. Nicolle. We started to deliver those underframes at the end of Janu-

ary last year. We delivered about 60 or 70 last year and 67 underframes
and 1,000 wagons during the last financial year.

President. That is delivered.

Mr. Nicolle. Made.

President. Made in the course of the year. That makes rather a differ,

ence. Could you give us the capacity of Messrs. Burn and Company for a year.

Mr. Nicolle. I should say we could do 1,500 wagons and at the same time
do a couple of hundred underframes a year.

President. You have increased your capacity.

Mr. Nicolle. We have re-organised the works a good deal.

President. Have you added any plant?

Mr. Nicolle. Yes.

President. My impression was that you stated the capacity as 1,000

wagons.

Mr. Nicolle. That was last year. We have put in new machinery since

then.

Dr. Matthai. How recent is thatP

Mr. Nicolle. This new machinery started to arrive about October,
November.

President. Your capacity is 1,500 wagons and 200 underframes at the
same time.

Mr. Nicolle. That would be about right.

President. This is a note from Mr. Pitkeathly, Controller of Stores. He
says: "T estimate this firm's present capacity per annum for building
wagons to be as follows: (a) 1,200 A-2 type wagons if no carriage under-
frames are in hand or (b) 800 A-2 type wagons, and 200 carriage under-
frames."

Mr. Nicotte. When did Mr. Pitkeathly say that?

President. This was in last September.

Mr. Nicolle. We had not got this new .machinery then.
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Amount of protection asked for.

President. You have put in a revised application in which you say that
if you had full orders, you would he able to carry on with little, if any,
assistance beyond the existing revenue duty of 10 per cent, ad valorem.
Then you go on to state that perhaps it would be better if we discussed your
application under two heads first what you consider the normal duty should
be on a normal output, that is to say if you get orders up to approximately
your capacity and then to consider the proposals you are making in regard
to this lean period. So far as we are informed at present it is anticipated
that you would be able to carry on with 10 per cent, but actually you claim

12$ per cent, because of the increase in the duty on steel, that is compensating
protection.

Mr. Nicolle. As a matter of fact this letter was written before we had

thoroughly gone into the matter of compensating protection. In the light
of our subsequent investigation, the duty need not be so much as 12$ per
cent, to give us compensatory protection. All that we want is compensation.

President. You say that with a duty of Rs. 26 on bars, it would be

slightly below 12$ per cent.

Mr. Nicolle. So far as we have calculated. It is a troublesome calcula-

tion in some respects.

President. This 17 per cent, ad valorem duty which you suggest.

Mr. Nicolle. Before leaving this question of compensatory duty we should
like to make it clear that that statement is based on what has been happening
in the past. If some sudden attempt were made by European makers to

dump in the country, of course we could not meet that and we presume the

Board would always be open to an application from us, if we could produce
evidence that dumping was going on.

President. I cannot commit the Government of India on a matter ol

that kind. But I should imagine that if there was any obvious attempt tc

suppress the wagon industry of India, action would be taken.

Mr. Nicolle. I mention the point because we had very good reason in th<

past to state that attempts were being made to put the Standard Wagor
Company out of business. We have no doubt in our minds. We have re

ceived the information from various sources. It is possible that once mor<
an even more determined effort would be made next time the Governmen
of India are in the market for a large number of wagons, to prevent ou 1

getting the work.

President. It is a point which of course has to be considered in connec
tion with both of your proposals.

Mr. Nicolle. Quite so.

President. Your proposal is that wagons should be placed in the sam
position as fabricated steel, that is to say, a duty of 17 per cent, should b

imposed. You base that on the argument that as you will not have th

advantage of mass production therefore the outturn of metre gauge wagon
may be considered as more or less a form of fabrication.

Mr. Nicolle. Precisely.

President. Therefore ipso facto 17 per cent, would apply.

Mr. Nicolle. Yes.

President. It is a somewhat abstract argument. Have you any othe
calculation? Do you propose to justify the exact figure of 17 per cent, i

any other way?
Mr. Nicolle. I think that it is impossible because we have no experienc

of building odds and ends of rolling stock. Our argument is merely th
from what evidence it was possible to collect the Board came to the conch
sion that it was fair to give us 17 per cent, by way of protection on tl

fabrication of odd lots of structures. Now we are going to manufactui
slightly different kinds of structures. We have no additional evidenc
Whatever evidence we had for one applies equally to the other.
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President. There is another thing. Mass production is of course very
much easier than undertaking so many types.

Mr. Nicolle. This has introduced a new factor.

President. Apart from that, this figure of 17 per cent, is really an arbi-

trary figure which you don't attempt to justify.

Mr. Nicolle. We have made no hypothetical estimate for odds and ends
of rolling stock.

Dr. Mattkai. You have got five different types in 1,300 and when the

output is divided amongst these five types, your point is that it really makes

th^e work scarcely different from ordinary fabrication.

Mr. Nicolle. We do not make that suggestion on the basis of actual
orders on hand. We make that point for the future. The present orders
I should describe as a sort of half way house. Of some kinds of wagons there

are a decent number. Those we should produce pretty economically. When
you come to 50 timber trucks, you are no better or worse off than when you
are making 50 small bridge spans.

President. You say
" These arrangements will be workable only if the

Board lays down clearly the lines on which a comparison is to be made
between imported and Indian rolling stock prices. Our whole case is based
on certain methods of comparison already known to the Board, and deviation
from these would undermine the entire position." Would you explain the
methods of comparison?

Mr. Nicolle. I think that the Railway Board gives them. I think I have
noticed that they have cut down the allowance for erection but even on the
basis of comparison that was made on page 31, we are prepared to meet
world competition.

Hate of Conversion of English tenders.

President. There is one point here. I do not know whether you have
noticed it. The Railway Board on this page converted the English tenders

at Is. 6 s\rf.

Mr. Nicolle. We noticed that.

President. Presumably you would base the conversion at l.s*. 6(7. You
take some risk if you take the actual rate at the time the tender is made.

Mr. Nicolle. We would prefer to have the thing on a purely business
basis. With the actual offer they get from home Government have the ex-

change risk to face. With us, they have not. We prefer not to have any
unnatural condition introduced which would give the Railway Board reason
to say that they were being forced to show us special consideration in com-

paring our prices.

President. That is to say you would prefer the current rate of exchange
at the time being taken for the purpose of comparison.

Mr. Nicolle. Yes.

Erection charges.

Dr. Matthai. The obvious difficulty is that the Railway Board may
assume an arbitrary rat for erection charges. There is another point. The
wagons come from the United Kingdom. They might come in one stage of

erection and you might be delivering things here in a more advanced stage
of erection. There might be more rivetting done on your wagon than on the

imported wagon ? If a comparison is made both the Indian and the imported
wagons must be in the same stage of erection.

Mr. Nicolle. Normally I don't think that gives rise to any difficulty.

Dr. Matthai. You don't make a special point as to the particular stage of

erection.

Mr. Nicolle. 1 don't think that it arises.

Dr. Matthai. I remember this point was raised before us by one of your
representatives in 1925.
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Mr. Nicolle. I don't quite see the point.

Dr. Matthai. You have really done more erection than they have. That
was in 1925.

President. If we were to go into the question of erection charges in any
very great detail, difficulties would arise.

Mr. Nicolle. It is impossible because the Railway Board do not know
their costs.

President. If we take the figure given by the Railway Board, you would

accept that. For C-2, they have given erection charges as Rs. 207-7-0. Of
course it varies for different types.

Mr. Nicolle. We would accept that. Of course new types may give rise

to difficulties. I think in that case the Railway Board might let us know
before we tender what allowance they propose to make.

President. If there was any considerable variation in the erection

charges I am.not speaking of Rs. 5 or Rs. 10 because under the Stores Rules

Government Departments tire entitled to ignore small differences in placing
contracts in India you would wish the Railway Board to give you informa-
tion before tenders were asked for.

Mr. Nicolle. The erection charges according to these figures are some-
where in the neighbourhood of 8 per cent, of the value landed. Therefore
10 per cent, on that would be 1 per cent, on the price and one per cent, on
the price is very often enough to make us lose the order. When new types
come up for tender, I think that the Railway Board ought to discuss the
matter with us.

President. You wish to be given an opportunity to protest if the erec-

tion charges seemed to you to be unreasonably low.

Mr. Nicolle. Yes.

President. If we base our proposals on the supposition that for C-2

wagons the erection charges are Rs. 207-7-0, the only variation you suggest
is that our recommendations should include a clause stating that in the
event of any new types any considerable variation in the percentage of costs

should be brought to the notice of the wagon companies before tenders are
railed for.

Mr. Nicolle. The Railway Board seem to vary their erection charges
extraordinarily for different types of wagons.

Dr. Matthai. Part of your point is that if tenders are called for, at the
time when tenders are called for, there must be a statement of the allowance
that would be made for erection charges.

Mr. Nicolle. Yes. We should like the Railway Board to state what allow-
ance they are making.

J)r. Matthai. When do you want them to state it?

Mr. Nicolle. When they call for tenders earlier if possible so as to give
us an opportunity, if we find that they are underestimating the case, of

pointing out to them that there is a bigger job in the erection than they
imagine.

Fixing the output of the various works.

President. You state another proposition here. You suggest that the

practice of certifying certain works for certain outputs cease as there is a

penalty for late delivery, and this ought to be an effective deterrent to firms

making offers of deliveries which they are unable to achieve. What is the

penalty for late delivery?
*

Mr. Nicolle. We do not know from memory. We will let you have that
if you want.

President. We should like to know that. There must be some reason for

certifying the capacity of the works. It occurs to me possibly the reason is

that the penalty for late delivery is not sufficiently deterrent. Have you
any information whether it is enforced or not?
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Mr. Nicolle. We believe certain firms have complained of having to pay
penalties.

President. If the practice of certifying ceases, it seems to me reasonable

that the penalty should be rigorously enforced in every case unless the default

is due to some accident.

Mr. Nicolle. That is all we have asked for. Supposing one has a strike,
no firm in the world can promise delivery.

*

President. But usually ?

Mr. Nicolle. We will always give delivery up to time unless some act of

God prevents us.

President. Have you any knowledge how long this practice of certifica-

tion worked?

Mr. Nicolle. Since the Indian Standard Wagon Company re-opened, cer-

tainly since the bounty system was in operation. Ever since then we have
had this system of certification.

President. That was in connection with the bounty system, but with the
abolition of the bounty system there would not be any necessity for it, would
there?

Mr. Nicolle. I don't think so.

Dr. Matthai. Supposing next year you are going to have total orders for

about 3,000 wagons in this country and you are able to produce 2,500 and
Messrs. Burn and Company gets the rest, then the third man may be knocked
out altogether. The whole point of the certification system is that there

should be some basis on which works could be distributed amongst the wagon
building firms, so that if it was found that one of them was unable to get
orders ill a particular year, which would be a very serious blow to the whole

industry because there are only few people in it,

Mr. Nicolle. I don't quite follow why it is a blow to the industry.

Dr. Matthai. Because in an industry which caters for public requirements,
it is a great danger that a single firm should get all the orders.

Mr. Nicolle. The Railway Board would not complain if Burns and Stand-
ard Wagon combined and arranged the price if they have other competition
to face.

Dr. Matthai. If the policy of certification ceased all the orders would
come to you; nobody else would get them. If the total demand in a year was

3,000, you would state your capacity to be 3,000 and Government would
have to accept that estimate.

Mr. Nicolle. I don't quite see the exact point that you wish me to meet.

Dr. Matthai. The point is that if the Railway Board's requirements
are less than the number of wagons mentioned in your concluding paragraph
there is an element of danger if we do away with the policy of certification

because the distribution of orders amongst the tenderers must be made on
some basis. Supposing you quote the lowest tender and you say your capa-
city is 3,000 then in that case no other wagon builder in the country would
get any order.

Mr. Nicolle. That might happen whether certification is enforced or not.

Supposing the number of wagons available is only 1,000 the order must come,
to one firm,

Dr. Matthai. If you estimate the demand at 1,000 certainly that difficulty
would arise but if you assume a normSl number like 3,000 then if we distri-

bute in the proportion of say 1,600 to Standard, 1,000 to Burns and 500 to

Jessops all would get a reasonably economic distribution of work.

Mr. Nicolle. Surely it is open to the Railway Board to do that.

Dr. Matthai. They must have some basis and I suggest to you that the
reasonable basis is the basis of output.
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Mr. Nicolle. A great objection to this certification system is that it pre-
vents manufacturers from getting the economies which a business man should

be able to effect.

Dr. Matthai. The whole point is this. During this period when you are

depending so much upon assistance some kind of manipulation of that kind
is unavoidable.

Mr. Nicolle. The Bailway Board do not bind themselves to accept the
lowest tender. They know really what our works can do and if there is any
doubt they can consult the Stores Department but the actual distribution
of orders is purely an arbitrary matter in the hands of the Bailway Board, is it

not?

Dr. Matthai. Of course, the Railway Board has got to use its discretion.

Mr. Nicolle. That is a thing of which we make no grievance. We cannot
fetter the Railway Board in the ordinary purchase of their materials but we
don't like the Stores Department to certify that we can only make 2,000
when we know perfectly well that we can make 2,500 wagons.

Minimum orders necessary to keep works open.

President. In the next paragraph you say
"

If the quantity of work avail-*

able in the near future is sufficiently small, it would seem that even if the

suggested import duty were imposed, without a bounty in addition we should
be unable to keep our works open without loss." Can you give us any idea

as to the minimum number of wagons for which, if orders were placed with

you, it would be worth while keeping your works open without loss?

Mr. Nicolle. We have mentioned in our letter of the 29th April that
Rs. 40 lakhs would be the least turnover on which we should incur no loss.

I say at the level of prices maintaining when we got the last orders for

1.750 wagons, that is November 1925, we could just make both ends meet
if we turned out about Rs. 40 lakhs worth of wagons.

President. The phrasing of your letter is a little doubtful. If you did
not get Rs. 40 lakhs worth of orders per annum would you eventually close

down your works?

Mr. Nicolle. I should not like to bind the directors by any offhand state-

ment here but I think it would be a very doubtful proposition if it was less

than that.

President. Could you give us the minimum which would be essential to

keep it open?

Mr. Nicolle. I think when one gets near the marginal figure it becomes
so much a matter of exercising judgment that it is impossible to state in

advance what it would be, and one would have to put a question like that
to the directors. It is a big matter to close the whole works. One might
show on paper that Rs. 30 lakhs worth of orders would eventually mean a
loss of, say, Rs. 10,000 a year but the majority of the directors might be of such

mentality that they might say
** Let us keep our works open although we

rnay lose Rs. 10,000."

Foreign competition.

President. As regards foreign competition you say
"

while the Railway
Board's requirements are less than the number of wagons mentioned it would
be only fair that if foreign makers offer rolling stock at lower prices than
Indian manufacturers the latter should be offered work at the import price.

"

I take it that you do not mean to imply that in every case you should be

given the option of accepting orders at the lowest foreign price. This state-

ment is made only to save you in case there is a definite effort to compel
you to close your works by dumping foreign wagons. Is that correct?
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Mr. Nicolle. Not altogether. It contemplated that during this difficult

feriod
the Railway Board should extend a little move consideration to us.

think you discussed this point with the Railway Board last year and they
pointed out the obvious difficulty. Mr. Parsons in giving evidence said

'* Our
name would be mud in all the markets of the world if we called for tenders

abroad and then gave the orders to the Indian firms." There is that difficulty
and we recognize that. But I think that might be met by a proviso that the

original Indian tender should be a reasonable one. The Railway Board can tell

at once if the Indian prices are unreasonable.

President. You do not desire that it should be laid down definitely that
even if the import prices are below the Indian companies prices the order

should be placed at that price with the Indian companies?
Mr. Nicolle. I ask that they should be given the refusal of the work on

the import price.

President. You mean this should be placed on record, that is to say it

should be definitely laid down in every case that this should be done.

Mr. Nicolle. No. I do not suppose you can do that. It will place the

Railway Board in an awkward position in the markets of the world because
the foreign manufacturers will say what is the good of quoting if the work
is going to be offered to somebody else.

President. But it would also enable the rival companies out here to quote
'a higher price in the knowledge that whatever they quote they would still

get the order?

Mr. Nicolle. I say a proviso could be easily introduced that provided the

original Indian tender be a reasonable one they would get the order. If we
went and quoted Rs. 5,000 per wagon knowing that* we are going to get the

refusal of the import price, the Railway Board would say Rs. 5,000 fa not a

reasonable price and we are not going to offer you the order at all.

President. That is to say all you surest is that no definite rules should

be laid down but that Government should recognize that you are in a diffi-

cult position and whatever be the cause of that, a^ your sole customer they
should exercise discretion in the matter?

Mr. Nicolle. Exactly.

President. Not that in every case they should place the orders in fndia?

Mr. Nicolle. No. I do not think it would be reasonable to expect the

Railway Board to tie their hands in that way.

Costs of the Indian Standard Wagon Company to be taken as typical.

President. In the course of the previous examination the President,
Mr. Ginwala, suggested that as the Indian Standard Wagon Company's costs

appeared to be lower than the costs of the other companies, it. would be
reasonable to take their costs and base our proposals on them.

Mr. Nicolle. Yes.

President. And he pointed out that there was some difficulty in estimating
the cost of Messrs. Jessop and Company find Messrs. Burn and Company,
and that the Indian Standard Wagon Company's costs were the most suitable

to our purpose. At that time Mr. Balfour did not give us any definite reply
I think. We would like you to consider it and let us have a reply.

Mr. Nicolle. Messrs. Burn and Company would be prepared to stand by
whatever the Indian Standard Wagon Company says.

President. Do I understand that Burn and Company would be prepared to

consider any proposals made on the supposition that whatever protection
was required for the Standard Wagon Company would also be reasonable for

Burns and you won't object to our proposals being ba&ed both for Burn and

Company and the Indian Standard Company on the Standard Wagon Com-
pany's costs?

Ifr. Nicotte. Yes. We would have no objection.
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Extra expenditure required to' deal with the narrow gauge orders.

President. You estimate an expenditure of Ks. 75,000 on block would be

necessary in the manufacture of metre gauge wagons. What does that mean?
What is that mainly for?

Mr. Nicolle. As J mentioned earlier, a metre gauge wagon is very much
like a broad gauge wagon in miniature and when you come to larger numbers
of metre gauge wagons that you turn out, you need more erecting room and
\ve have to spend money in increasing our erection space not actually erecting
ne\\ buildings but for equipping them for work in connection with the erec-

tion of metre gauge wagons. They have to be erected and then dismantled;

they are not just erected and pushed away on their own wheels. That means
extra space under electric cranes and some special device on which one can
erect the wagons; you have no wheels to work on and one has to build benches.
Then conies the question of painting these after dismantling; we have to

buy another electric overhead crane to give us more space in which to handle

heavy \\eights. These are the principal items of block expenditure.

/)r. Matthai. As regards cranes and so on could you not use all "those

broad gauge things? You had cranes and so on for broad gauge?

Mr. AVcof/e. We want additional ones to get the same turn over in

rupees out of metre gauge wagons. That means handling a larger number
ot heavy weights and one must have a larger aiea served by overhead cranes.

Dr. Matthai. Do I understand then that this fresh expenditure which is

required for metre gauge wagons would actually be necessary if you have

enough output in metre gauge wagons in your works? This year you have
^>t l.'MKJ wagons; you are not going to take any other work except this

order for 1,300 wagons and I don't understand why you want any additional

space or any additional lift or transport machinery. Can you not use

your broad gauge machinery for this 1,300 metre gauge wagons?

Mr. \icolle. No, because we have promised delivery of the first 1,046
metre gauge wagons over a building period of four months. I mentioned that
so far as rupee turnover is considered that is equivalent to going on full

capacity. That is equivalent to a rate of 2,500 broad gauge wagons a year.
But the metre gauge wagon means more heavy lifts per rupee turned-over.

President. You will be working up to capacity then?

Mr. Nicolle. We had to promise early delivery. This 1,0-16 wagons are

for two company owned railways who for some reason want them delivered

in December.

President. That is working 9 months full capacity.

Mr. Xicolle. No, 4 months only.

President. Is that not from August onwards?

Mr. \icoUe. T doubt whether we should deliver in Vugust. In Septem-
ber, October, November and December we have to deliver 1,046 metre gauge
wagons. Those in price are the equivalent of going at the rate of 2,500

wagons a year. In the case of metre gauge wagons there are more heavy
lifts per rupee of turnover.

President. You would be working full capacity from when?

Afr. Nicolle. We are very slack now. We shall not be anything like

approaching busy until about July. We should begin to turn-out wagons in

September and be busy delivering up to the end of December. We should

be fairly busy in January and February and spin it out until March in the

hope of getting more orders in the next financial year. If we do not get them
we will finish everything in February.

President. You will finish it in three quarters of a year.

Mr. Nicolle. Say 8 months.
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Cost of jigs and dies required.

President. Now the cost of new jigs and new dies for this year's contract

is Approximately Bs. 55,000. Would you not require new jigs and dies?

Mr. Nicolle. Yes.

President. In any case your jigs and dies, won't they wear out?

Mr. Nicolle. Not to any extent. The chief expenditure in making a jig
is the expensive labour and expensive supervision you have got to put in

it to make sure that it is of the exact size.

President. So that this extra Us. 55,000 is really an additional expenditure
which you would not have incurred otherwise.

Mr. Nicolle. It would not have been incurred had we gone on with C-2
or C-3.

President. What about this Us. 60,000?

Mr. NicoUe
t
. It would have been necessary to spend that amount in special

drilling machines had Burn and Company, Limited, not been willing to con-

tract for work which necessitates these machines.

President. I asked you to frame an estimate for 1,800 to 2,000 wagons.
Gould you also give us exactly similar estimates for 2,500 wagons which is

your capacity.
'

Mr. Walker. Yes.

President. It is no use asking you to give us an estimate of the cost of

a narrow gauge wagon.
Mr. Nicolle. As regards the metre gauge wagon, we have an idea of what

it costs. It is all hypothetical.

Orders for spar parts.

Dr. Matthai. In the Assembly Session in February I noticed Sir Charles
Innes referring to conversations between the Railway Board and the wagon
manufacturers as to the number of miscellaneous wagons and underframes
and so on, that would be placed in India as a sort of compensation to wagon
manufacturers. There was a reference made to spare parts that all the orders

for spare parts which can't be done in the railway workshops would be placed
in India. Has any share of the work come your way?

Mr. Nicolle. No.

Dr. Matthai. None at all so far.

Mr. Nicolle. No. The Gr. I. P. has invited tenders for certain spare

parts but the tender has not yet been submitted. It is not a large enquiry.

President. What are those spare parts?
Mr. Nicolle. Various things.

President. Forgings.

Mr. Nicolle. One or two springs and largely forgings.

Dr. Matthai. You have not had any kind of estimate given to you by the

Bailway Board about possible orders for 1928-29.

Mr. Nicolle. No.

President. Am I to understand that you have no orders of any kind from
the Bailway Board for 1928-29?

Mr. Nicolle. No.

Castings.

President. We asked you last year for quotations in regard to the cast-

ings in connection with our enquiry into the Steel Castings Industry. Can
you give' us any later quotations for axle boxes?

Mr. Nicolle. Yes.

President. Would you mind sending us a statement?

Mr. Nicolle. No.
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President. Would you state whether they are wrought iron axle boxes
or steel? We had evidence the other day that a large number of axle boxes

imported were made of wrought iron.

Mr. Nicolle. They are semi-steel or malleable iron axle boxes. They won't

compare with your previous price, because they are of the metre gauge stock

and for carriage underframes they are of different size from I. R. C. A. type.

President. You cannot send us any recent comparable prices.

Mr. Nicolle. I am afraid not.

Dr. Matthai. For the metre gauge wagons what size of axle box do yom
require?

Mr. Nicolle. 7x4.
Dr. Matthai. You cannot give us any quotation for 9x4J.
Mr. Nicolle. That is a carriage underframe, I think.

Dr. Matthai. Can you give us any quotation for 10x5?
Mr. Nicolle. I shall look that up.

Dr. Matthai. If you cannot give us for 10x5, please see if you can give
for 9x4J. You might be ordering axle boxes for these metre gauge wagons.
Have you formed any impression as to whether prices of steel castings on the-

Continent have arisen since about a year ago?
Mr. Nicolle. No. I cannot say that I have formed any impression. Most

of the things are not directly comparable this year with those purchased last

year and it was really not a thing we had to consider in the ordinary course
of business.

Dr. Matthai. Have you placed any orders with the Hukumchand Electric

Steel Works for any axle boxes or any castings that you require in connection
with your present orders?

Mr. Nicolle. No. They gave us a price. We told them that it was about
50 per cent, in excess of the price offered by Continental manufacturers and
that we presumed that this business would not interest them. We had no

reply to that. The Manager has not been to see us again. Presumably they
are not interested.

'

Dr. Matthai. How long ago was this?

Mr. Nicolle. A month ago. He came in and saw me about the question
of quoting for this rolling stock. He wanted me to put in a special price
to the Railway Board for vehicles fitted with British steel castings as opposed
to Continental. I told him that I would put in any figures which he chose-

to supply, but that my business was merely to submit the lowest tender to

the Railway Board. If he gave me the price for his steel castings, I would
tell the Railway Board in the accompanying letter that if they adopted Indian-

steel castings, they could have the vehicles at such and such a price, but

he never gave me the price and the matter dropped.

Dolts and Nuts.

President. Do you manufacture nuts and bolts in your shop?
Mr. Nicolle. Not nuts, but we do make bolts.

President. For sale?

Mr. Nicolle. -Yes.

President. What is the amount you manufacture in a year approximately?
1

Mr. Nicolle. I am afraid I have not got any figures for that.

President. You could not even give us an approximate estimate, say 5 or
10 tons. .

Mr. Nicolle. We could give you a figure, but not a very accurate one, I
am afraid.

President. You say you manufacture them for sale. Do you compete witb
the standard sizes imported or do you merely manufacture for accommodation
orders?
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Aft. Nicolle. Generally they are orders for odd size bolts that we compete
lor. We have occasionally in special circumstances supplied bolts of a more
or less ordinary size, simply because the railways found themselves short
and had to get them in a hurry as they could not get them from the bazaar,

President. Is it a profitable business to sell bolts and nuts or are you
merely working to carry overhead?

Mr. Nicolle. We almost always make a profit on any actual order that we
get.

President. I suppose you have no separate accounts for bolts and nuts.

Mr. Nicolle. I am afraid not.

President. In a C-2 wagon could you give me any idea of the amount of

bolts used?

Mr. Nicolle. Something very small.

President. Supposing for argument the duty on nuts was increased say
from the existing 10 per cent, to 20 per cent., would it make any appreciable
difference in your cost?

Mr. Nicolle. Speaking offhand I don't think it would affect the price by
more than a few annas. I would look that up for you.

President. Have you got^any quotation lor bolts?

Mr. Nicolle. Yes.'

President. Which is the standard?

Mr. Nicolle. |, f and ^ are mostly imported.
President. I understand that the prices do not vary according to length

at all. It is entirely according to diameter.

Mr. Nicolle. That is so.

President. Would you let us have quotations for those 3 sizes?

Mr. Nicolle. Yea.

President. You would not put in any application in respect of bolts and
nuts asking for compensating protection or tariff equality.

Mr. Nicolle. No, we didn't make any application.

President. I presume that it is because your output is comparatively
small and any variation of duty would not affect you much.

Mr. Nicolle. We could not produce costs to substantiate any application.

Dr. Matthai. How is it that you make bolts without nuts? Do they not

go together?

Mr. Nicolle. We buy the nuts separately. The machine that we use for

making bolts is not the same as that for making nuts.

Dr. Matthai. Why don't you attempt to make your nuts as well?

Mr. Nicolle. I couldn't tell you. It is a very small thing. We nevei

bothered ourselves much about nuts.

Dr. Matthai. It was not that it was not worth while to make your own
nuts.

Mr. Nicolle. It is a very small thing. We never really considered that

as a business proposition. We have had an instinct that there is not very much
in the Bolt and Nut trade. We have never gone into the economic side

carefully because it is only a small branch of a big work.

Dr. Matthai. I find from the trade figures that about 10,000 tons of

bolts and nuts come into this country. It is a fairly big proposition for a

big engineering firm like you. I should have thought that it was an attractive

line of development. Why is it that the idea never occurred to you.

Mr. Nicolle. Perhaps because we have got a lot of other things to attend

to. One is faced with all sorts of possibilities of business venture inventigav
tion of which is limited by the amount of time at one's disposal. We have

developed our trade in other directions. We have considered it in a vague
sort of way, but not seriously.
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Dr. Matthai. May I ask another very small question. If you take a
cwt. of bolts and nuts, could you tell me roughly how much is the weight
of nuts and how much is the weight of bolts?

Mr. Nicolle. I have got a table worked out.

Dr. Matthai. I should like to see it very much.
Mr. Nicolle. Yes.

President. Could you give us any information as to the life of dies in bolt

making?
Mr. Nicolle. Yes, we could probably tell you that, but it won't be accurate

information. Any information on the life of a die is very untrustworthy.
Dr. Matthai. We were told the other day that it could not exceed two

months. Do you consider that a correct statement?

Mr. Nicolle. I suppose he was not talking of fish bolts. For ordinary bolts

I should think probably it was quite a reasonable figure. They are pretty

cheap dies.

Dr. Matthai. You know the way the item Railway Plant and Rolling
Stock is worded in the Tariff Schedule. It has an ad valorem duty of 10

per cent, and that applies to component parts too. Supposing we raised the

duty on bolts and nuts, would bolts and nuts imported along with wagons
come under this item or not? I do not see any difference between bolts

and nuts that you use for a railway wagon and those that will be used for

any other purpose. I take it that they will come under the general category.

Mr. Nicolle. Yes.
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III. Messrs. Jessop and Company, Limited.

A. WRITTEN.

(1) Letter dated 29th April 1927.

Referring to our informal discussion with the Board on the 22nd instant.

vVe wish to make it clear that the support in the form of bounties we havef

received during the past three years has enabled us to consolidate our

position as wagon builders, and were it not for the uncertainty of the demand,
the adverse incidence of the Steel Tariff and the secret subsidy extended
to the foreign manufacturers by the Shipping Companies through the Govern-
ment of India, we should feel that our future was secure.

We suggest therefore to overcome the temporary uncertain demand, the

procedure recently adopted of calling tenders in India only for miscellaneous

requirements be continued until such time as the Government are in the

market for standard wagons to the number of 6,000 per annum.

The adverse influence of the Steel Tariffs can be removed by an increase

of 2 per cent, on the present revenue tariff of 10 per cent, on wagons*
and underframes, making the duty 12 per cent.

The freight subsidy extended to foreign manufacturers can be rescinded

by the abolition of sterling f.o.b. tenders.

We also think as the Railways in India are practically speaking our

only buyers that should Indian tenders in any one year be higher than

prices offered by manufacturers abroad, the Indian tenderers should be given
an opportunity of accepting orders at the rupee price tendered for foreign-
made wagons.

The output at which we can manufacture most efficiently, that is at the
lowest conversion cost per unit, is from 1,000 to 1,200 broad gauge wagons
per annum or their equivalent in carriage underframes and bogies represent-
ing in Rupees approximately 40 lakhs. To merely keep our labour together
and work to cover some of our charges only an order for 500 wagons annually
would meet the case, provided some consideration were allowed as to price.

We regret we can give no figures of actual up-to-date costs as our existing
contracts owing to the coal strike are barely complete nor have we any
metre gauge costs for the year 1926 as we had no orders in hand.

The following orders were received during March 1927:

O. 1. P. Eailiray.

123 carriage underframes with bogies. Average price Rs. 9,571 each.

13 carriage underframes (four-wheeled). Average price Rs. 2,792 each.

E. 7. Railway.

39 carriage underframes (four-wheeled). Average price Rs. 2,732 each.

E. B. Raihvay-

54 carriage underframes and bogies. Average price Rs. 10,055 each.

12 carriage underframes but only 10 bogies instead of 12. Lump sum
Rs. 1,18,148.

43 carriage underframes (four-wheeled). Average price Rs. 2,479 each.

The total value of the orders being Rs. 20,87,792.

We would mention before closing that we are anxious to see the necessity
for comparing Sterling and Rupee tenders disappear by the introduction of
the Rupee tender for all Government requirements.
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(2) Letter dated 7th May 1927.

At our oral examination on the 6th instant the Board requested us to
furnish the latest prices for imported

* * * * cast steel axle-boxes. We
have pleasure in enclosing

* * * *
copies of two cables between ourselves

and our London Office on the question of axle-boxes and other fittings.
We trust this is the information you required.

Copy of Cable No. 990, dated Calcutta, 5th March 1927.

Referring to Indent No. 28-G. at what percentage up or down can you
repeat it but for 123 units instead of 93 as last reply by wire before Thursday.

Copy of Cable No. 466, dated London, 9th March 1927.

Ee your Cable No. 990 re Indent No. 28-G. prices unchanged excepting
following increases Vacuum Brake Gear 40 per cent. Steel castings 30 per cent
Check Springs 15 per cent. Buffers Axle-Boxes 3 per cent. Bogie Sole Plates 7\

per cent. Axle-guard Stiffeners 10 per cent.

(3) Letter dated 7th May 1927.

At our oral examination on the 6th instant the Board requested us ix

furnish the latest prices for imported bolts and nuts * *
. We have pleasur<

in enclosing a sheet tabulating the cost for bolts and nuts since January thi

year.

We trust this is the information you required.

BOLTS AND NUTS.

Cost per cwt. landed at our Works.

G 2
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MESSRS. JESSOP AND COMPANY, LIMITED.

B. OEJUO.

Evidence of Mr. C. I. RODDICK, recorded at Calcutta on

Wednesday the llth May, 1927.

Order* received.

President. In your letter of the 29th April 1927, you have given us {

lint of orders placed by Government with you for about 284 underframes o

different types.

Mr. Roddick. Yes.

President. The orders were received by you in March 1927.

Mr. Roddick. They were received before the 31st of March 1927.

President. And your works are still occupied on your previous wagor
orders.

Mr. Roddick. The Duni Dum works are occupied on underframe orders

Wo also do, say, about 200 wagons a year at Jamshedpur. They have run ou1

of work.

President. These underframe orders are being at present undertaken at

the Jamshedpur works.

Mr. Roddick. Do you mean this new lot?

President. Yes.

Mr. Roddick. Some are. The small four-wheeled underframes we put up
at Jamshedpur.

President. That is what I am asking.

Mr. Roddick. Only the four-wheeled underframes.

Dr. Matthai. All the four-wheeled underframes are done at Jamshedpur.
Mr. Roddick. Yes.

President. For how long will that occupy your works at Jamshedpur?
Mr. Roddick. Since we started on this particular wagon order which we

are now completing, that is 351 A-l wagons, they have averaged 38 wagons a

month. There are only about 93 four-wheeled underframes among these.

President. At present the only wagon work you are carrying out a1

Jamshedpur is in connection with these 93 four-wheelers.

Mr. Roddick. We are going to carry it out.

President. You have not started yet.

Mr. Roddick. No. We have not got the material. Another serious thing
with these four-wheeled underframes is that we cannot get the drawings.

President. At present your Jamshedpur works are not working at all.

Mr. Roddick. Not on wagons.
President. Or underframes ?

Mr. Roddick. They have never done long underframes.

President. When do you think you will be able to start on these four-

rheeled underframes ?

Mr. Roddick. Our promised dates of delivery commence in October thit

year. We are now getting on to May and yet we have not been able to
order the materials because of the delay in getting the drawings.

President. You have received no drawings.
Mr. Roddick. We have received drawings, but they are all inaccurate.

President. Is there any reason for that?

Mr. Roddick. The usual desk work.
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Dr. Matthai. There is nothing new about these drawings,.

Mr. Roddick. There is nothing new. But they are not of the I. R. C. A.
standard type.

Dr. Matthai. There is no I. R. C. A. standard for underframes.

Mr. Roddick. Yes there is. In this case they have departed from that.

J)r. Matthai. That might account for the inaccuracy of the drawings.

Mr. Roddick. It might be accounted for in this way. You have heard of

the talk about centre buffers. They are trying to make these new wagons the
four-wheelers I am talking about now adaptable for the centre buffer. That
means they have altered the draw gear on the 'wagon but we get a drawing
saying that the draw gear should be like so and so. That means the whole of

that drawing is of no use. Tt will have to be redrawn.

])r. Matthai. The purpose of the new design is to introduce the centre
buffers.

Mr. Roddick. Yes. We quoted to proper drawings. We have not yet
received the drawings. We cannot get them. We have brought in the
Indian Stores Department that is the Inspection Department to assist us

in the matter of getting the drawings. We are under penalty for these

underframes and unless we get the drawings and order the materials now,
it is impossible to do anything.

President. You say you are prevented from completing the order in time
because of the inaccuracy of the drawings supplied. Would the penalty be

enforced in that case?

Mr. Roddick. It cannot be enforced. We have not signed the contract

yet. Invariably these contracts do not come in for six months. Tt takes so

much time to prepare these contracts. Before we sign the contract there will

have to be some correspondence showing how we have been delayed, etc.

President. What is the capacity of the Jamshedpur works in terms of

wagons ?

Mr. Roddick. 40 a month.

President. 1 should like, if possible, to get it in terms of C-2 wagons.
Would it be 40 C-2 wagons?

Mr. Roddick. Probably 45 C-2.

President. You manufacture only A-l wagons.

Mr. Roddick. A-l and A-2, i.e., covered goods.

President. You say 45 C-2 a month.

Mr. Roddick. That is at Jamshedpur.
President. Can you translate these four-wheeled underframes in terms of

C-2 wagons?
Mr. Roddick. Yes. If you look at the details of these underframes you

will find that they are not all of one type. In the case of the East Indian

Railway order for 39 underframes there are two types and the same is the
case with regard to the Eastern Bengal Railway.

President. When you are carrying out orders for various types 1 mean
email orders for each type it is a more expensive business than repetition
>\ork. In the case of these various types, our position is also rather
difficult. We could not possibly estimate the fair-selling price of 7 or 8 types.

Mr. Roddick. It is impossible.

President. For that reason we want to reduce everything to terms of one
common type.

Mr. Roddick. Yes. Formerly the Tariff Board based their figures on A-2.

As far as C-2 is concerned, the whole of that is almost exactly the same as A-2,
except that the latter are covered wagons.

President. Any calculations in terms of C-2 would be merely a rough
guide.

Mr. Roddick. Yes.
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President. Would you say that these four-wheeled underframes are equal
to so many C-2 wagons?

Mr Roddick. No, they are less than C-2.

President. Would a four-wheeled underframe be equal to 4/5ths of a C-2

wagon ?

Mr. Roddick.?**.

Dr. Matthai.It may be a little more than 4/6ths. There is not such a big
difference as -th.

Mr. Roddick. Between ths and unity.

President. Therefore these orders which you have for Jamshedpur, if they
were for C-2 wagons instead of underframes, would only keep the works

employed for a month?

Mr. Roddick. There are 93 of them.

President. Say two or three months?

Mr. Roddick. If they were all of one kind and if we had an order.

President. This order for 93 four-wheeled underframes will not keep you
occupied for more than two or three months.

Mr. Roddick. This particular order will keep us employed for a longer

period. It is difficult to get output in such small quantities. On this parti-
cular lot we extended the delivery in order to keep the works employed till

the 31st March. Knowing that we could not get any orders for wagons w
simply spread out at 10 a month.

President. Supposing your Jamshedpur works worked at full capacity,
and you had to execute this order for 93 underframes ....

Mr. Roddick. Then we would do at the rate of 43 a month.

President. It would take a little over two months.

Mr. Roddick. Yes.

President. Your Jamshedpur works would be fully employed for two
months on wagons or underframes.

Mr. Roddick. Quite so.

President. As regards your Dum Dum works, the balance of underframes
will be executed there.

Mr. Roddick. Yes.

President. What is the capacity of the Dum Dum works?

Mr. Roddick. 30 underframes per month.

President. On an average you consider that an underframe excluding
for the . moment the four-wheeled underframes is equal to how many C-2
wagons ?

Mr. Roddick. Fully three; perhaps a shade over three.

President. All these underframes are broad gauge?
Mr. Roddick. Yes.

President. The narrow gauge underframes would be equal to how many
C-2 wagons?

Mr. Roddick. -21.

Dr. Matthai. At the rate of 30 underframes a month, in terms of wagons
it gives a capacity of 1,000 a year.

Mr. Roddick. 1,000 to 1,200 a year.
President. The balance of very nearly 200 underframes is equal to about

half your capacity.
'

Mr. 'Roddick. Exactly.
President. So that neither of your works would be fully employed.
Mr. Roddick. Our works from now to the 31st March will be fully em-

ployed.

President. That is because you have a balance of orders.
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Mr. "Roddick. Because we have already 93 in addition to those which
were booked last month.

President. 93 carried over?

Mr. Eoddick. Yes, from April last year.

President. You have also some wagons. You have not delivered all your

wagons, have you?
Mr. Roddick. The Garden Reach lot has all gone. As regards the other

lot, at the last moment a point was raised. The North Western Railway
suddenly asked us to transfer the balance of 50 to the South Indian Railway
and it took us three weeks to get clear instructions.

President. So far as the Dum Dum works are concerned, you have got a
balance of orders for underframes.

Mr. Roddick. Yes.

President. And no balance of orders for wagons?
Mr. Eoddick. No.

President. You have roughly something under 200 underframes this year.

Mr. Eoddick. The actual number is 189.

President. How long will that keep you going?
Mr. Eoddick. Fully up to 31st March.

President. Fully employed?
Mr. Eoddick. As hard as we can go.

President. The position is that the Jamshedpur works and also the Dum
Dum works will be fully employed?

Mr. Eoddick. Yes, up to the 31st of March.

President. In your Jamshedpur works, do you manufacture anything in

the way of spare fittings?

Mr. Eoddick. The Jamshedpur works manufacture all the angles, forg-

ings, etc., required for the wagon.
President. The Government of India stated that they placed orders for

spares, fittings and so on in the country.

Mr. Eoddick. We cannot do that in Jamshedpur. We can make these

fittings at Howrah.

Dr. Matthai. Under your contract when were these 93 underframes for

the Great Indian Peninsula Railway expected to be delivered?

Mr. Eoddick. Under the original contract they had to be delivered in

June this year. On this particular order also we were delayed on account of

the drawings. WT
hen I came out I saw the Agent and he gave us tour months'

extension because of the coal strike. Under the new terms we have to com-
mence delivery in April.

Dr. Matthai. These underframes that you have shewn in the list plus the
old G. I. P. 93 underframes will keep your works at Dum Dum fully occupied
until 31st March 1928.

Mr. Eoddick. Exactly.
President. What about your Calcutta works?

Mr. Eoddick. As far as wagons are concerned?

President. As far as structural steel is concerned you have at Garden
Reach.

Mr. Eoddick. We have it here.

President. We don't want to reopen the question of structural steel. Am
I right in considering the placing of orders so far as is possible in India for

structural material during the current year will compensate the firm to a
considerable extent for the reduction in the number of wagon or underframe
orders.

Mr. Eoddick. To some extent; but not to a considerable extent.



President. On the whole so far as they have it in their power Government
have treated the wagon firms well.

Mr. Roddick. We appreciate that they have done all they can to assist us.

President. It is a very difficult situation.

Mr. Roddick. Ve*.

Capacity of works.

Dr. Matthai. The opening of the l)um Bum works has increased your
total capacity hy how much?

Mr. Roddick. By fully 50 per cent.

Dr. Matthai. Your present capacity taking Jamshedpur and Dum J)um

together, you estimate at what?

Mr. Roddick. 1,500 to 1,700 wagons per annum.

Dr. Matthai. So that it is increased by about 500.

Mr. Roddick. Approximately 500 to 700, say between 50 and 60 per cent.

Dr. Matthai. Before the Dum Dum works were opened, your estimate
was about 1,000.

Mr. Roddick. Yes, in the two places.

Dr. Matthai. Ts it your plan to concentrate on wagons in Jamshedpur ?

Mr. Roddick. We can only do wagons at Jamshedpur. We cannot do
underfranies there.

Dr. Matthai. In Dum Dum you can do both underframes and wagoiib.

Mr. Roddick. Yes.

The, firm's application.

President. Turning now to your application, there are three difficulties.

The first is the uncertainty of demand, the second is the adverse incidence of

the steel tariff and the third is the secret subsidy extended to the foreign
manufacturers by the Shipping Companies. The first two circumstances are

fairly plain and we need not go into them further. What exactly do you
mean by secret subsidy?

Mr. Roddick.- They get the Government freight advantage.
President. You say that the freight subsidy can be rescinded by the aboli-

tion of f.o.b. tenders. What exactly do you mean?
Mr. Roddick. If they are made to quote in rupees c.i.f. they would have

to arrange their own freight.

President. Why?
Mr. Roddick. They should do it if it is made that way. Of course on the

other hand if the Government so arrange that they can still use the freight
advantage, we are no better off. Our idea is that if we get a rupee tender

they must go to the open market for freight. They cannot make use of the
Government, freight advantage.

President. It does not follow necessarily, does it?

Mr. Roddick. We have not been able to use the Government freight
advantage. Although the contract is for Government, yet we cannot get it.

President. Your point is really this, in comparing the cost of the im-

ported foreign wagon with the Indian made wagon. Government should take
into account the ordinary commercial rates.

Mr. Roddick. That is the real point.

Dr. Matthai. If it is a sterling tender, the Government of India takes

delivery at a British port and if it is a rupee tender the Government takes

delivery here that is your point.

Mr. Roddick. That is my point and a great point. It is not merely the

freight that we are up against. It is the f.o.b. payment as against payment
on a complete wagon here. We do not get any payment whatsoever 011 the
wagons till we deliver them. In the old dnya, before the new regulations
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were issued by the Railway Board, they paid for the materials as they arrived.

They have abolished that. They use to always pay, say, 60 per cent, advance
for the raw material and the balance when the wagon was complete.

Dr. Matthai. You mean you have to bear your interest on the whole cost

for four months:'

Mr. Roddick. More than that; we have to bear an extra four months

owing to the coal strike.

President. Your proposal is that you should obtain compensatory protec-
tion against the steel tariff which you estimate would be covered by a duty
of 12 per cent., that is in reference to what T may call equalization when the
normal position is restored. As regards the intervening period T am not

quite clear from your application what it is you want. You say
" As the

railways in India are practically our only buyers, should Indian tenders in

any one year be higher than prices offered by manufacturers abroad, the

Indian tenderers should be given an opportunity of accepting orders at the

rupee price tendered for foreign made wagons.
1 ' That is to say if the foreign

tenderer can quote a lower price after allowing for 12$ per cent, than you
can quote, in that case the work should be offered to the Indian tenderer

during the intervening period at that price?

Mr. Roddick. Not in the intervening period but always.

President. Do you think in that case you will get many tenders from

foreign firms once they find that in each case orders are placed in India

although they tender at a lower price?

Mr. Roddick. But the point is if the wagon demand is going up over 6,000

wagons there will always be something left for the foreign firms.

President. It is possible that other wagon building firms may he estab-

lished, but even if they are not in the interim period the position would be
that the .Railway Board would call tor tenders; tenders from abroad would be
received and they might be lower than the Indian tenders but the orders will

he placed with Indian firms?

Mr. Roddick. For the interim period yon call lor tenders in India only.
What we say in our representation is this.

'* We suggest therefore to over-
come the temporary uncertain demand, the procedure recently adopted of

calling tenders in India only for miscellaneous requirements be continued
until such time as the Government are in the market for standard wagom
to the number of 6,000 per annum."

President. " In India only for miscellaneous requirements
"

T took that
as meaning fittings.

Mr. Roddick. No, miscellaneous wagon requirements as well, just the
same as they have done this year where we could not compete against the
British manufacturer in these miscellaneous requirements because the British
manufacturer can lump these miscellaneous requirements in several big orders,
for Africa, South America and so on, whereas we have nothing except these
few miscellaneous items.

President. You see, there are only two wagon building firms in India ;

would not that place the Railway Board at the mercy of the wagon builders

supposing we recommended and Government gave you a guarantee that, as

you suggest, until the number of wagons ordered reached 6,000 per annum
all the orders should be placed in India?

Mr. Roddick. The guarantee that was issued for this one year contained
the following clause in the finishing paragraph that ( the price must be reason-
able.'

President. What would be a reasonable price, that is what I want to
know? If we were to recommend that all orders should be placed in India

provided the price was reasonable, the obvious thing to know is what is a
reasonable price ? The Tariff Board may well be asked to suggest a reasonable

price during the next three years?

11 r. Roddick. I should say within 15 per <?ent.
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President. That is to say if a 15 per cent, duty was levied. . .

Mr. Roddick. Assuming that the same calculations have been made be-

tween the sterling and the rupee tender for wagons which we have been

accustomed to for the past three years, our price for these miscellaneous re-

quirements would be higher by 15 per cent, and on that basis orders should

be placed in India.

President. That is to say, in effect it would be tHe same thing as if we put
on a compensatory duty of 12$ per cent, plus 15 per cent. ?

Mr. Roddick. That is it.

President. Actually what you suggest is that if in the interval a 27$ per
cent, duty was put on, then you consider you would be in a position to meet

competition and you would not press then that orders should be definitely

placed in India?

Mr. Roddick. No. Such temporary period may be one or two years.
What I, say is Government should take up a reasonable attitude as they have
done during this year in order that we may be able to carry on. We say we
ask for nothing more. If we are covered for this steel tariff we are prepared
to compete with all the world.

Dr. Matthai. Supposing last year the price that you got for a C-2 wagon
was Rs. 3,000, now this year on account of the uncertain demand and the

miscellaneous character of the demand, what do you consider should be taken
as a fair price for you?

Mr. Roddick. Rs. 3,450.

Dr. Matthai. That would be an increase of 15 per cent. ?

Mr. Roddick. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. Supposing we looked at it from the point of view of a duty,
that is to say, the problem before us was to fix a duty on wagons that would
fetch the Indian manufacturer a fair price, then the suggestion that you have
made of a 15 per cent, increase over last year would mean practically a 25 per
cent, duty?

Mr. Roddick. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. You would suggest a duty of somewhere about 25 per cent. ?

Mr. Roddick. That would be true if it were a question of duty. With this

extra 2$ per cent, under normal conditions 12$ per cent, should be the duty,
but I would rather not put it in words as 27$ per cent. duty.

Dr. Matthai. We wish to ascertain what you would consider a reasonable

duty.
Mr. Roddick. We would not like the idea of your putting it as a 27$ per

<;ent. duty. We are not suggesting a 27$ per cent, duty, that is the point we
want to make clear.

President. You are asking what in effect comes to the same thing, that
is to say you are asking for either 27$ per cent, duty or in the alternative

12$ per cent, duty plus 15 per cent, bounty.
Mr. Roddick. Yes, it actually comes to that; the financial result is that

anyhow.
Dr. Matthai. Supposing the Railway Board decided to place all the orders

here in India and in deciding on a fair price they got a quotation by cable
from the Director General of Stores in London?

Mr. Roddick. That is no use; we don't trust any quotation like that for
the simple reason that what happens is that the Director General asks them
"Will you quote for these wagons"? The man thinks to himself " He
wants only quotations, perhaps it is not going to be an economical proposi-
tion " and he quotes a fancy price.

Dr. Matthai. You wpn't attach any importance to a hypothetical quota-
tion

; that is what you mean. Then the only thing to do is to call for tenders
in which case the foreign manufacturers quote and the Railway Board take
the lowest tender and tell the Indian firm " This is the lowest tender that we
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'are able to get from Home, are you prepared to take the order at that rate
"

?

Mr. Eoddick. Yes, plus some consideration,

Dr. Matthai. I am thinking of the usual commercial way in which the

thing can be done.

Mr. "Roddick. If the circumstances are normal I agree. The whole thing
is that you must remember the situation here, that we have no other market
and we cannot give any figures for heterogenous wagon orders.

Dr. Matthai. As far as you are concerned you would like us to tell Gov-
ernment that we consider, on an examination of the probable costs of the

miscellaneous requirements, that the Indian firms are likely to incur extra

cost of 15 per cent, plus 12$ per cent, compensatory duty and that the Rail-

way Board in fixing the fair price at which to place orders ought to add 27$

per cent, to the lowest tender that they got from abroad, that is 17$ per cent.

plus a revenue duty of 10 per cent. Supposing we fixed a duty of 27$ per

cent., then if the Railway Board called for tenders, necessarily to the lowest

tender they got, they would have to add this 27$ per cent, to enable you to

get a higher price. Have you any considered objection to a duty system?
As the President has pointed out to you in practice it makes no difference at

all from your point of view.

Mr. Eoddick. We would rather prefer a duty system to any bounty system.

Dr. Matthai. Instead of leaving to the Railway Board or any other per-
son to say what is a fair price, we fix a tariff and necessarily whoever is the

purchasing authority has to take the duty into account and automatically
therefore you get the benefit of the fair price.

Mr. Eoddick. Thai is an ideal condition up to a point, but I don't like

Government to give us 27$ per cent, duty although it amounts to that I

admit.

Fittings.

President. Besides wagons you manufacture fittings, do you not?

Mr. Eoddick. Yes.

President. Do you manufacture these for sale?

Mr. Roddick. Tea.

President. Taking your proposal as it stands that orders should be placed
in India at a reasonable price do you consider that the same 15 per cent,

should apply to these?

Mr. Eoddick. No, because fittings are a different thing altogether. Only
to-day we got an enquiry for 3,000 drawbar hooks. That in itself in bad
times is an economic enquiry. We do not want to say on the face of an enquiry
of this kind that we want 15 per cent. We shall be prepared to take 12$
for fittings. The compensatory of 2$ per cent, is on the fittings just in the

same way as it is on the wagons. As a matter of fact it is slightly more
because it is Rs. 26 a ton for the fittings against Rs. 19.

President. You consider then that you can turn out fittings cheaper than

you can turn out fabricated steel ?

Mr. Eoddick. Thrown in with wagons. If there were no wagons in the

pool we could not do fittings at that price. There is more money spent in

rupees in converting fittings on the average than converting structural work.

Take an order like 3,000 fittings. We shall have to pool that up.

President. Have you any guarantee that you will get an order for 3,000

fittings ?

Mr. Eoddick. We shall certainly get orders for fittings to that amount if

Government adopts a policy of ordering fittings in India. They order enor-

mous quantities. I know of enquiries for fittings that have gone home for

which we were not asked to quote.

President. You stated in your previous evidence that you agree that it

is almost impossible to dissociate fittings from the manufacture of wagons,

and that whatever duty was applicable to wagons should be applicable to
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fittings, but now in your statement regarding the protection that would be

necessary for wagons in the interim period some allowance should be made for

the manufacture of fittings which should bear a somewhat lower duty? You
say 12 per cent, for fittings should serve your purpose?

Mr. Roddick. I do not quite follow what you mean.

President. You were saying just now that if orders were placed in India
for fittings you would not press for a duty of more than 12^ per cent.

Mr. Roddick. If we received the orders with wagons too.

President. On the assumption that you were getting orders for wagons
and also assuming that the question of protection of wagons could not be
dissociated from fittings, in estimating the duty which should be imposed both
on wagons and fittings some allowance should be made for the fact that the
duty on fittings considered separately would be somewhat lower than the duty
on wagons. Let me give it to you in figures. You stated just now in fact
that during the difficult period a 27$ per cent, duty would "be fair to take as
the protection so far as wagons are concerned. If you consider also that
orders for fittings should be placed in the country during that period, could
we reasonably reduce that 27J per cent, by a certain amount?

Mr. Roddick. Certainly.
President. Can you give us some idea of what that amount would be.

Mr. Roddick. Assuming for a moment that we have no wagons at all and
that we are simply dealing in fittings I should say a fair tariff for fittings
would be in the neighbourhood of 17$ per cent.

President. Assuming that you are getting such orders as there are for

wagons and that you are also getting such orders as there are for fittings in

exactly the same way as Government is doing this year, on the two combined
what would you consider a fair amount of duty?

Mr. Roddick. If we get next year the same amount of order as we have
got this year you see in the case of this particular order for 3,000 drawbar
hooks that I mentioned jxist now it so happened that we could get the material
quickly and we have furnace and the steam hammer lying idle at the moment
so that we can polish off that 3,000 before the wagon materials come out tor
us to take up the new orders.

President. Assuming that you may get orders for fittings could we say
that ii instead of a 27J per cent, a duty of 22 per cent, were placed on wagons
and fittings, you would be able to compete?

Mr. Roddick. No. In the case of fittings you must remember that we
have got only fittings and no wagons. We are not handling the same amount
of money and therefore we are not able to spread our charges over large
sums of money.

President. I don't think you have got quite what I meant. Supposing
that Government places such orders as it has for wagons in India a restricted
number it also places such orders as it has for fittings, what duty do you
consider (taking both together) would be sufficient to enable you to quote as
compared with the foreign manufacturer? You have stated that for wagons
alone you want 27* per cent. Now taking fittings also, that 27* per cent.
would reasonably come down, would it not, because you say for manufactur-
ing fittings a lower duty would be sufficient. Do you see what I am after

Mr. Roddick. \es.

President. M you get the orders for fittings it might pay you to quote a
price at n little less than 27 per rent, duty in order to get "the orders for
wagons.

Mr. Roddick No. The amount invested in the smith shop part of the
plant would be not more than a third and those other plants will be lying
ict le .

President. I am looking at it from the point of view of the firm when it

i V W*
l
*
Ut

it
*" way< We wil1 8Ul>pose that you already have

tor fittings for the year and that owing to the fact we will say that
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the duty on fittings Juts been put at 20 per cent. you are getting 7 per cent,

better price than you could reasonably expect. You only wanted a duty of

12J per cent, on fittings. If the duty is 20 per cent., you would be getting
7 per cent, more than you could reasonably expect to get. Now you come
to tender for wagons. If your tender is within 27 per cent, of the c.i.f.

price with the erection charges of the imported wagons, your tender would be

accepted. In view of the fact that you are making a small additional profit
on fittings, would not the firm be in a position in order to get all the wagon
orders to quote at a price of 25 per cent. ?

Mr. Roddick. What would the duty on fittings be?

President. For the sake of argument we will say it is 20 per cent.

Mr. "Roddick. If the duty is 20 per cent, on fittings, we will be able to

reduce it to 25 per cent.

President. Some reduction at any rate.

Mr. Roddick. Undoubtedly.
Dr. Matthai. In addition to the amount of forgings that you have to

make for wagons made in your works, supposing the Railway Board gives you,
an order for spare fittings an extra order sufficient to utilise the whole of

your capacity for making forgings in your Dum Duin works, that necessarily
means that the whole of your overhead on forgings would be covered because
the forgings capacity would be utilised to the fullest extent.

Mr. Roddick. Provided the fittings offered were suitable for our forging
shop.

Dr. Matthai. On the forgings side assuming that you get extra orders to
utilise the whole of your forging capacity, you could estimate some reduction
in the cost of forgings per wagon.

Mr. Roddick. T admit that.

Orders in terms of C-2 wagons.

. President. You have told us that an underframe would be equal to 3 C-2
wagons.

Mr. Roddick. Perhaps even a little more.

President. The metre gauge underframe would be equal to about 2$.

Mr. Roddick. Yes.

President- And the four-wheeled underframe would be between 4/5ths and
one C-2.

Mr. Roddick. Yes.

President. How would you say that an average complete metre gauge
wagon compares with C-2?

Mr. Roddick. In value or in weight.

President. If we were trying to reduce the metre gauge into C-2, what
proportion of C-2 wagon is equal to one metre gauge wagon.

Mr. Roddick. There is another aspect to that as regards value or as

regards quantity.

J>r. Matthai: Do you mean the quantity of material?

Mr. Roddick. Yes, as regards output there is no comparison at all. We
can turn out C-2 as we are at present situated much quicker than metre
gauge. The main reason is that very often the railway Companies want metre
gauge wagons as a whole. For instance in 1922-23 it had always been our
practice in the past to ship the parts in a closed wagon and assemble them
at the railway Company's site. The Madras, Southern Mahratta Railway
could not give us accommodation. We had to ship those wagons as a whole
with the wheels and axles. We have to get special trucks from the Bengal
Nagpur Railway. The total number of those trucks is about 16 for the whole
line and we had fo wait for two months for the trucks t% come back.
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President. Supposing your capacity is 1,000 for C-2 wagons, what number
of narrow gauge wagon would be sufficient if you take any one particular type
of metre gauge wagon to keep your works fully employed throughout the year ?

Mr. Roddick. Given despatching facilities practicaly the same number I

should say. It might be 10 per cent, more given despatching facilities, but
as a matter of fact we cannot get despatching facilities.

President. Without despatching facilities?

Mr. Eoddick. We can turn out half the number.

President. You have not got despatching facilities.

Mr. Eoddick. Then the number will be reduced to half. Another thing
is that we can turn out this metre gauge wagon as fast as the C-2 type if the

railway Company can get us a plot of ground to erect them on their railway.
We can despatch knocked down wagons to a metre gauge centre or a railhead

and erect them there. Then we can get them out as fast as C-2.

President. What I am trying to get at is this. Supposing we take an
overhead of a lakh of rupees on an outturn of 500 C-2 wagons these figures
are merely for the sake of argument that will give you Rs. 200 for overhead

charges for C-2. Now metre gauge wagons are ordered instead of C-2. What
number of metre gauge wagons would carry the same overhead?

Mr. Roddick. 10 per cent, more than C-2,

President. If we took 550 metre gauge wagons that would be equal to

500 C-2.

Mr. Roddick. I should say so provided we have despatching facilities.

That is absolutely essential. Without despatching facilities we can do only
half the number.

President. Without facilities you would have to have an order for 1,000

wagons.
Mr. Roddick. Quite.

President. There is no prospect of your getting any facilities for despatch.

Mr. Roddick. The prospects are quite good. If we can get from the

railway Company a tsite to erect them on we can make the wagons and
assemble them at the Company's site. We can make the various units of

wagons, put them into a broad gauge wagon and send them to Santahar.

President. You erect them on the metre gauge line.

Mr. lloddick. Yes. We send ont the necessary plant and men and they
erect them there.

President. If you are simply making your narrow gauge wagon and ship
them off in a broad gauge truck ....

Mr. Roddick. It is a hopeless proposition.
President. That is what is being done at the present moment.
Mr. Roddick. I don't know. Originally we were asked to quote one price

for erecting in our works and despatching from our works and another for

erecting on the railway site.

Dr. Matthai. Santahar is not very far from here. Supposing you got an
order tor the South Indian Railway, you don't have a metre gauge line clos&

by.

Mr. Roddick. We send it to Bezwada.
Dr. Matthai. You don't have to have shops.
Mr. Roddick. We do it in the open.
Dr. Matthai. You have to send a special staff there.

Mr. Eoddick. An European Assistant and a few men.
Dr. Matthai. Would that not be expensive?
Mr. Roddick. Not a great deal. You have got also to remember that we

are not paying any rent while we are erecting. We are able to clear our own.

yard rapidly and get more wagons down.
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Dr. Matthai. Do you know what is done at the present moment?

Mr. Roddick. I don't know what the practice is.

Dr. Matthai. You want 10 per cent, more than C-2 if the erection is made
OH the metre gauge line.

Mr. Roddick. Yes.

President. Could we take these other types of miscellaneous broad gauge
wagons as being practically eqnai to C-2 or not?

Mr. Roddick. What do yon mean by broad gauge wagon? Do you mean
underframes ?

President. Not underframes. The Railway Board does not mention the

type of wagons, but merely refers to covered wagons
Mr. Roddick. I suppose when they mentioned covered wagons, I think

they mean I. R. C. A. Standard A-l or A-2.

President. Could you say on a rough calculation whether A-l or A-2 cor-

responds approximately to C-2?

Mr. Roddick. There is more work on A-l and A-2 at least 10 per cent,

more.

Dr. Matthai. If you look at these foreign tenders during the past four
or five years you find C-2 tenders and A-l tenders are practically the same.

Mr. Roddick. Yes, that could be easily accounted for in this way. Where
the trouble comes in is largely in the erection of these wagons.

Dr. Matthai. It is mainly in the erection.

Mr. Roddick. Yes. As a matter of fact I think the Railway Board makes
a difference of about Rs. 100 in comparing the prices about Rs. 225 as

against Rs. 325. There is a lot more work in turning out A-l.

Miscellaneous types of wagons.

President. We have here some statements as to the possibilities of orders

in the near future. It is somewhat difficult to know whether they could be
made in India. For instance take the case of horse bores.

Mr. Roddick. They can be made in India.

President. How would the horse boxes compare wjfch C-2?

Mr. Roddick. The quantity is so small that we can't do at any reasonable

price.

President. What are tourist cars?

Mr. Roddick. They are the cars in which thfi cold weather tourists go
round India. There will be no more difficulty in making tourist car under-
frames than in making a carriage underframe, but the total number required
is so small.

President. Wagons 4-wheeled petrol vans Number Two. Wagons 4-

wheeled Liquid fuel wagons Number Four.

Mr. Roddick. If they ask us to quote for two, we can't quote for two at

any price. Our first wagon on any contract requires an enormous *

bandobast.'

Particularly the Indian workmen is not so intelligent aa the British fellow.

He doesn't thoroughly understand the drawing till he sees the first wagon.
Our output improves at least 100 per cent, when they are able to see the
iirst product.

President. Exactly what is a rail or timber truck?

Mr. Roddick. These trucks are long bogies. They are very heavy, 45
feet long.

President. It is not an underframe.

Mr. Roddick. It is a bogie underframe.

President. It is called a wagon.
Mr. Roddick. It is an underframe. It is entirely open.
President. Ton nsay that it is a bogie underframe?
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Mr. Roddick. It is only the underframe they are talking about. I will

tell you why it is called a wagon. When the timber or rail truck is completed
as an underframe, it is a complete wagon, whereas an underframe for a car-

riage has to have the cariage put on it. That is the only explanation.

President. We may take it that timber trucks are really bogies.

Mr. lioddick.Ves.

Dr. Matthai. What about four-wheeled salt wagons? Supposing you had
an order for 20 or 30 four-wheeled salt wagons would you consider that a

good order?

Mr. Roddick. No.

Dr. Matthai. Have you any facilities for erecting a salt wagon?
Mr. Roddick. I don't think that there sbould be any difficulty.

President. There are other various kinds of wagons. Take the' case of

sheep vans.

Mr. Roddick. Is that an underframe?

President. The statement shows underframes four-wheeled on the one
side and wagons four-wheeled on the other side.

Mr. Roddick. It is an underframe.

Dr. Matthai. It is described as a four-wheeled wagon.

Mr. Roddick. How many are there?

Dr. Matthai. 17.

Mr. Roddick. It is very small.

President. The number of ballast trucks required is 20.

Mr. Roddick. The same remark applies to these too.

President. The length is the same.

Mr. Roddick. Yes, whether you put sheep or anything else on it. T don't

*ee why these should not be standardised.

President. Will there be any difficulty in building 17 sheep vans?

Mr. Roddick. We could do then at a price.

President. The design for a sheep van will be different from that of the-

ballast truck.

Mr. Roddick. Yes.

7)rl Matthai. Apart from the question of there being sufficient orders for
each of these types, is there any inherent difficulty in making a particular
design, say a petrol tank van?

Mr. Roddick. There is no difficulty. Everything can be made.

President. Can you tell me exactly what is a four-wheeled bogie wagon?
Mr. Roddick. The bogie wagon is the bogie underframe.

President. Please see this statement. It is divided into two parts under-
frames and wagons. Again underframes aro divided into bogies and four-
wheeled. Now we come to wagons. There also wagons are divided into bogies
and four-wheeled.

Mr. Roddick. There are such things as covered goods bogie wagons. We
have made them in the past.

President. That is what they mean.

Mr t Roddick. Is that metre gauge?
President. 5' 6" gauge. Could those be undertaken by you?
Afr. Roddick. Yes. How many are there?

President. Two.

Mr. Roddick. We could not do at any price.

Dr. Matthai. Even if you get that with various other things.

Mr. Roddick^ This year we were asked to quote for petrol tanks. The-
price we had to put in was a ridiculous figure.
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Dr. Matthai. 15 petrol tanks would not be an economic proposition.

Mr. Roddick. -No. If there is nothing else, we have to put up the price

and take it.

President. The sulphuric acid tank wagon can be made here.

Mr. Roddick. Yes.

President. Can it be made at any reasonable price?

Mr. Roddick No.

Dr. Matthai. Can you make four-wheeled salt wagons?

Mr. Roddick. We can make them.

President. What would be an economic proposal?

Mr. Roddick. A couple of hundreds.

President. 50 salt wagons for the Assam Bengal "Railway would be eco-

nomical.

Mr. Roddick. No, it would not be. Still we should quote for 50. We
could not make them at any commercial price.

President. The reason why T was asking you these questions is this.

There are some orders placed in England for wagons of these various types.
We really wanted to know whether there was any possibility of the firms out

here making these at anything like a reasonable price. The total number
placed comes to 60 or 70.

Mr. Roddick. No. The ordinary workman at home is far more adaptable
to the odds and ends than the Tiidian labourer.

Material required for a narrow gauge irauon.

President. As compared with C-2 wagon, how much material goes into a
narrow gauge wagon? Take a typical wagon.

'Mr. Roddick. We have got a figure for A-l wagon.
President. Have you got any figures for a metre gauge wagon?
Mr. Roddick. I could not give you a guess for that,

President. According to the statement given on pnge 298, Kvidence,
Volume IV, 1926, it comes to about four tons.

Mr . Roddick. Yes .

President. The cost above material on a metre gauge wagon would be
much loss than on a C-2 wagon?

Mr. Roddick. It would be somewhere about the same.

President. The difference between the costs of a metre gauge wagon and
those of a broad gauge wagon comes in largely in the cost of material.

Mr. Roddick. Almost entirely.

Dr. Matthai. Supposing a wagon works is making 2,000 C-2 wagons and
another works is making 2,000 metre gauge wagons, the proportion of the
weight of materials is 7 to 4. In that case the cost of a metre gauge wagon
would be -Jth of the cost of a C-2 wagon.

Mr. Roddick. No, because the difference is owing to the steel in the

wagon.
Dr. Matthai. Is it special quality steel?

Mr. Roddick. No, ordinary steel. You have got a certain amount com-
mon. Certain forgings are common. Forgings are very expensive items.
The difference that you get in the over all price is due to the difference in the

sections, 1 tons as against 2 tons.

Dr. Matthai. Supposing you had an attractive proposition for metre gauge
wgaons, what would you quote for a metre gauge wagon if the price of a C-2
wagon were Rs. 3,000?

Mr. Roddick. T would not like to say off-hand.

/>/ Matthai. I don't want to commit you to any figure.
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Mr. Eoddick. Our price tor a C-2 wagon was Rs. 3,491.

Dr. Matthai. That was when?

Mr. Eoddick. That was in the tender dated November 10th, 1925. Our
price for C-2 was Rs. 3,491. We also quoted for M. G. A-l type in that

particular instance at Rs. 2,704. Actually the order for C-2 wagons was
placed with the Standard Wagon Company at Rs. 3,110. There again when
you get a whole stream of wagons to quote for in one tender in which you
specialise you can always quote a particular price. We don't specialise in C-2.

So we got the A-l and A-2. This last order was absurd. They gave us only
a fortnight in which to tender; usually they gave us eight weeks but even
in 8 weeks it is an enormous amount of work to get figures out for each type.

Charges.

Dr. Matthai. I want to get some idea of the way in which you estimate

your charges because you have got your own system of estimating the over-

head expenses. I understood from what you told us last time when you were
there that you got your actual expenditure on raw material and your actual

^expenditure on direct labour and then you applied a certain proportion, so

much per cent, of material and so much per cent, of the direct labour charges
and that constituted your trade charges. You do not keep any detailed state-

ment with regard to these trade expenses?

Mr. Eoddick. We have already supplied them to the Board. We keep a
detailed statement of the trade expenses; we can allocate it in two or three

ways. The first way is this. We say 5 or 10 per cent, on material, 200 per
cent, of 100 per cent, on labour and we get two figures which come to a cer-

tain amount. These two figures are taken from the actual figures that have
.been debited to that department, that you get under the heads unproductive
charges, European and Indian establishment, coal, power and so on. They
total up to so much non-productive charges. Against that you have the

productive labour bill so much and there is a ratio between the two.

Dr. Matthai. From your experience you find that these particular percen-
tages are justified?

Mr. Eoddick. The percentage of productive labour would vary as much
as between 80 to 100 per cent, to 300 per cent.

Dr. Matthai. Have you got the on-cost system?
Mr. Eoddick. We have.

President. The system of on-cost is to ascertain by experience what is

i-he ratio between the charges and direct labour.

Mr. Eoddick. We ascertain that for six months.

President. You then allocate on a normal output the charges in propor-
tion to direct labour on this ratio ?

Mr. Eoddick. Yes.

President. Anything above that you charge as "
loss on charges "P

Mr. Eoddick. We have not got that system.

President. That is to say supposing you are turning out normally, your
charges will be a fixed ratio on direct labour.

Mr. Eoddick. We do not simply put that under the heading
" Loss on

charges." We don't have a separate item like that. We go even further.
We have a revenue statement in which we put all our charges against pro-
ductive and non-productive. In addition to that we have got three or four big
orders going and we get the productive costs of each of those orders and
allocate the ratio of these non-productive charges against each order.

President. In the same way of course you allocate the expenses on works
in progress?

Mr. Eoddick. Yes and also the labour ratio for wagons are lumped to-

gether, but you will find that labour which is not using machines really
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oarries a different overhead ratio to the labour working in the blacksmith shop
for instance.

Dr. Matthai. Last year your representative told us that in wagons your
charges amount to 5 per cent, on material and 80 per cent, on direct labour.

Mr. Roddick. I can show you the figures this year; that shows a perfectly
ridiculous figure.

Dr. Matthai. I gathered from your evidence in previous years that if you
took 5 per cent, tor material on wagons and 80 per cent, on direct labour on

wagons, in estimating your trade expense on fabricated steel you would take

roughly 10 per cent, on materials and about 250 per cent, on labour?

Mr. Roddick. That is about the average.

Dr. Matthai. I should like to know clearly how you account for thi&
difference. There are two ways in which you can explain the difference in

charges. The first is, it may be the same overhead in both cases taking each
unit of output. But in wagons some of the materials are more expensive and
the labour also may be perhaps more expensive so that a lower percentage on
them would give the same overhead as on fabricated steel. That is one ex-

planation. Another explanation is that the overhead per unit of wagon is

actually less than on fabricated steel : Generally in regard to wagons in past
years you could do mass production, you had certain standard types and there-
fore within a given period your output would be bigger because there was
standardized production. Necessarily the overhead would be lower per unit
and therefore you could take a lower percentage on wagons. You have to
take a higher percentage for fabricated steel because it is not standardized
production.

Mr. Roddick. That is also true up to a point. But the simplest way I
can explain it is this: First of all ignore the question of material; simply
let us say we spent Rs. 10 lakhs in buying certain material. In the first

instance before we turn it into percentages it costs us a lump of so much
to order the material and to do this, that and the other. No^ to operate this
10 lakhs of rupees you require certain staff and you say that staff would re-

present 5 per cent. The same thing happens with labour. You have so much
productive labour and say you have spent a lakhs of rupees a year on pro-
ductive labour but it would cost you in a structural establishment 2 lakhs
of rupees to supervise the spending of that 1 lakh, and to provide the
necessary power so that it can be spent. You have got to provide power,
light, you have got to allow for depreciation and this that and the other.
The moment the labour bill drops to half a lakh owing to a coal strike, for

instance, this charge goes up to 500 per cent.

Dr. Matthai. From your explanation T take it the difference is accounted
for partly on one ground and partly on the other ?

Mr. Roddick. As compared with structural work wagons take less super-
vision, less power to turn out a wagon but for the hand labour that the man
does he gets the same because for wagons we don't give them electric cranes
but for structural work we have to provide electric cranes and we have got to
strike an average and that average varies amazingly. Actually during the
last four months it has gone up nearly by 100 per cent.

Bolts and Nuts.

President. Do you manufacture bolts and nuts?

Mr. Roddick. Yes.

President. Can you give us any idea of the amount you turn out in the
year?

Mr. Roddick. Probably 200 tons a year. We use these ourselves. We
have tried making bolts and nuts for railway companies, such as fishbolts and
nuts, but in these continental and home prices are so cheap that we cannot
compete.

Dr. Matthai. Are fishbolts different from other bolts?
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Mr. Roddick. Yes, they are very hard to make. You must have very
powerful machines and you require a tremendous amount of power.

President. Can you give us any quotation as to the import price for bolts

and nuts? .

Mr. Roddick. We will do that.

Dr. Matthai. Do you make your own nutsP

Mr. Roddick. No. We can't compete with people who are making millions.

President. You are at a disadvantage because of the protective duty on
steel?

'

Mr. Roddick. Yes. The protective duty on all this steel is Rs. 26 a ton.

President. Have you ever considered the extent of the disadvantage so
far as bolts and nuts are concerned?

Mr. Roddick. No. My view has always been that if we have to compete
with the Continent we would require a prohibitive duty, and therefore it was
no use asking for it. We have the machines and there are men to work them
in India. At present of the only two companies I think one is going to be
sold next week and the other went into liquidation. But the manufacture
of dogspikes is quite a good proposition.

Steel castings.

President. Have you any recent quotations for castings, let us say for
axle boxes, 10" x 5".

Mr. Roddick. We have them on the wagons. We are importing them
irom Germany; they are arriving this week.

President. Can you send us the most recent quotations?
Mr. Roddick. I think we gave you that.

Dr. Matthai.You gave us for April 1924. Could you give us anything
later than

Mr. Roddick. These are the same that are arriving now. On these wagon
orders we simply got notice of the percentages up and down. We had no time
to get the details. We merely cabled "

Referring your quotation of April 1926
state if our prices are up or down under the following headings

" and we were
informed that Continentals are stiffening to the tune of 15 per cent.

President. Can you amend your statement of April 1926 on the basis of
that reply?

Mr. Roddick. Yes. When we put the enquiry out we were told that the
prices were stiffening daily. There was an increase in the price of axle boxes
and since we had that order we got wires twice from our London office saying
for Heavens sake place these orders at once because prices are stiffening every-
day. We can't place them because we have not got the drawings right.

President. Since a year there has been a considerable increase in the price
of castings?

Mr. Roddick. I should like to reply to that later.
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JV. Letter from the Tariff Board, to the Hallway Board, Simla, dated
22nd April 1927.

I am directed to inform you that the Tariff Board has now to proceed
with its report on the railway wagon and underframe building industry
and to ask that information may kindly be supplied on the following points

I. What orders have been placed by the Railway Board for the construc-
tion of broad gauge and metre gauge railway wagons and carriage under-
frames for delivery in 1927-28.

(a) in India,

(6) abroad!-'

The names of the firms with whom the orders have been placed may
please be given.

II. At what prices were the various orders placed?
III. What orders for the construction of broad gauge and metre gauge

railway wagons and carriage uriderframes are likely to be placed for delivery
in each of the years 1928-29, 1029-30 and 1930-31 ?

'

TV. What orders have up to the present been placed in India for wagon
and underframe forgings and castings and with what firms?

V. At what prices have such orders, if any, been placed?
VI. What are the probable requirements of the railways under the control

of the Railway Board tor wagon and underframe forgings and castings as

spare parts, etc., during the years 1927-28, 1928-29, 1929-30 and 1930-31?

VII. It is understood that tl.e Peninsular Locomotive Works, which have
recently been acquired by Government, are being converted for the manufac-
ture of underframes. The Board would be glad to know by what date it is

estimated that the alterations \\ill be completed and what output of under-
frames per annum is likely to be attained.

2. I am to add that f-he Tariif Board would be grateful if this information
could be supplied a* quickly as is convenient.

V. Railway Board.

Letter dated 2nd May 1927.

The Railway Board understand that the Tariff Board are anxious to have

by the 4th May a* much of the information asked for in your letter No. 348
of the 22nd April 1927 as can be collected by that date. The information
which they have been able to collect at such short notice is given below.

2. Paragraph (i) (a) of your letter. Statement A gives those orders placed
by State-owned railways with Indian firms for wagons and uiiderfrjimes to be
delivered in 1927-28, of which the Railway Board are aware. Of these orders
those for 29 bogie underframes and 113 four-wheeled underframes (given to
Burn & Co.) for the East Indian Railway were placed last January; and that
for 93 bogie underframes (given to Jessop & Co.) for the Great Indian Penin-
sula Railway was placed in June 1926, but delivery is not likely to commence
until October or November next. The remaining orders were placed as the
result of calls for tenders issued last March in India only.

In addition Messrs. Jessop <Sr Co. have still to deliver 61 A-l wagons
ordered from them for the North Western Railway for delivery in 1926-27 at
a price of Rs. 3,485 apiece, und 30 A-2 wagons ordered from them for the East
Indian Railway for delivery in 1926-27 at a price of Rs. 3,573 apiece; and
the Peninsular Locomotive Company have still to deliver 129 A-2 wagons
ordered from them by the East Indian Railway for delivery in 1926-27 at a
price of Rs. 3,898 apiece.

Further (a) the Eastern Bengal Railway have called for tenders in India
only for 25 metre gauge bogie timber trucks and 1 metre gauge boiler truck.
The results are not yet known.
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(b) The Bengal Nagpur Railway require 15 petrol tank wagons, 15 coal tar

wagons and 56 coaching underframes. It is understood that they are about
to call for tenders in India only for this stock.

(c) The East Indian Railway may possibly, but not very probably, be in
the market for 115 4-wheeled brake-van underframes.

(d) The Assam-Bengal Railway require 30 bogie coaching underframes for

supply commencing in October next.

Paragraph (i) (b) of your letter. The Railway Board's information is as
follows :

(a) The Assam-Bengal Railway have been authorised* to place orders
abroad for 50 four-wheeled salt wagons.

(b) The East Indian Railway have been authorised to place orders
abroad for 15 petrol tank wagons, 1 sulphuric acid tank wagon,
and 3 powder vans.

(c) The Bombay, Baroda and Central India Railway have been author-
ised to place orders abroad for 5 petrol tank wagons.

No information is available with regard to other State-owned railways.
It is unlikely that orders for this stock have yet been placed abroad by the
three railways concerned.

3. Paragraph (ii) of your letter. The prices at which the various orders
have been placed in India are given in Statement A and in the previous
paragraph; they are exclusive of wheels and axles. The Tariff Board will

observe that in certain instances different prices are quoted for different

parts of the same order. This is due to minor variations in the types of

wagons and underframes ordered. The Railway Board suggest that if in-

formation as to these differences is required, the Tariff Board should obtain
it from the railways concerned.

No information is available as to the prices of imported wagons and
underframes to be delivered in 1927-28, or as to the names of the firms from
whom they will be obtained. As has been explained it is unlikely that orders
have yet been placed abroad for 127-28 deliveries.

4. Paragraph (Hi) of your letter. Statements B are appended showing for

each railway the wagons and underframes likely to be ordered for delivery in
1928-29. The figures have not yet been finally settled by the Railway Board,
but can be taken to be reasonably accurate except for the Madras and
Southern Mahratta and Bengal Nagpur Railways. Revised figures will be
furnished to the Tariff Board as soon as they have been settled by the Railway
Board. Similar Statements C and D are attached showing the demands for

wagons and underframes at present entered by railways for the years 1929-30

and 1930-31 in their quinquennial programmes. The Railway Board must
warn the Tariff Board against placing any great reliance on the figures in

Statements C and D, though they contain the only information likely to be
available in the near future. Judging from past experience, these figures
will be materially modified by railways themselves when their next revision of

the quinquennial programme is made about February 1928. The Railway
Board have not themselves examined the figures at all; they are not in fact

ih a position to do so effectively until much nearer the time when the wagons
and underframes are likely to be required.

4. Paragraphs (ii;), (v) and (vi) of your letter. The Railway Board do not

get this information, since the ordering of wagon and underframe forgings
and castings is left to individual railways. It is suggested that a reference

should be made to them. The Railway Board are doubtful if much reliance

can be placed on any estimates for orders after 1927-28.

5. Paragraph (vii) of your letter. The Railway Board's plans for utilising
the Peninsular Locomotive Company's works for the manufacture of under-
frames are only now being worked out. They hope it will be possible to

complete such alterations, and additions to equipment, as are necessary jn

about a ~oar or eighteen months' time so as to manufacture about 200, under-
frames in the year 1928-29. Subsequently the works should have an output
of about 500 underframes per annum.
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STATEMENT A."

Orders placed with Indian firms for del'very of Wagons ana Coaching Underframe*
during the year 1927-28,

Names of Firms.

Indian Standard

Wagon Company

Orders placed.

50 B. G. Bogie timber tracks for the

E. B. E.

172 M G. 4-wheeled wagons for the

B. & N. W.
nd R. & K.

Railways.

450

586

do M. & S. M.

Railway.

do S. I. Railway

Contract price per unit.

Rs.

8,391

2,137

230 at 2,663
220 at 2,478

400 at 2,453
196 at 2,354

Burn & Company 113 B. G. Bogie rail trucks for E. I. R.

50 B. G. Bogie underfraines for E. I.R

29 Bogie underframes for E. I. R.

113 4- wheeled underfraines for E. I. R

205 B. G. bogie underframes for

N. W.R.

8,426

19 at 9,679
31 at 9,56S

10 at 9,118
9 at 9,229
10 at 9,573

71 at 2,612
40 at 2,578
2 at 1,841

9,406

Jessop & Company 123 bogie umlerframes for G. I. P. Rly.

13 4-wheeled underframes for G. 1. P.

Rly.

93 Bogie underframes for G. I. P. Rly.

66 do E. B. Rly.

43 4-wheeled underframes for E. B. B

39 do E.I.R. .

14 at 9,590
82 at 9,533
27 at 9,677

4 at 2,873
9 at 2,756

11 at 9,607
60 at 9,550
22 at 9,694

14 at 10,092
37 at 10,035
12 at 9,846
3 at 10,179

2,479

2,732
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STATEMENT "R"

Wagon* and Underframes likely to be noticed for delivery in 1928-29. (Not definite.)

KASTBBN BENGAL RAILWAY.

5' 6" Gauge.

Underframes.

MADBAS AND SOUTHERN MAHBATTA RAILWAY.

5' 6" Gauge.
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STATEMENT " B."

BOMBAY, NABODA AND CEXTBAL INDIA RAILWAY.

5' 6V
Gauge.

Underfmines.

NORTH WBSTKBN RAILWAY.

6' 6" Gauge.
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STATEMENT " B."

SOUTH INDIAN RAILWAY.

5' 6'' Gauge.

Underframes.

GREAT INDIAN PENINSULA RAILWAY.

5' 6" Gauge.

ITnderframes.

EAST INDIAN RAILWAY.

5' ft" Gauge.
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STATEMENT " B."

EAST INDIAN RAILWAY contd.

& 6" Gauge cottfcJ,

ROHILKTTND KUMAON RAILWAY.

Metre Gauge.

Wagons.

Bogies. 4-Whee^ed.
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STATEMENT "B."

EASTERN BENGAL RAILWAY.

Metre Gauge.

* 6-wheeled.

ASSAM BENGAL UAHWAY.

Metre Gauge.

Undorframes.

BENGAL AND NORTH-WESTKBN RAILWAY.

Metre Gauge.

Wagons.

Bogies.

No.

10

Description.

Timber trucks.

No.

200

4-Wheeled.

Description.

C. G. Wagons.
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STATEMENT B."

SOUTH INDIAN RAILWAY.

Metre Gauge.

Underfranies.

Wagons.

MADRAS AND SOUTHERN MAHRATTA RAILWVY.

Metre Gauge.

Underframe?.
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STATEMENT " B.

MADRAS AND SOUTHERN MAHBATIA RAILWAY contd.

Metre Gauge contd.

Wagons.

Bogies. 4-Wheeled.

STATEMENT C.

EASTEBN BENGAL RAILWAY.

5 ft. 6 inch Gauge.

Statement showing demands for Wagons and Underframes at present entered by Sail

waysfor the year l c*29*30 in their quinquennial programme.

Underframes.
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STATEMENT "C."

BOMBAY, BABODA AND CENTRAL INDIA RAILWAY,

6' 6" 3a

EAST INDIAN RAILWAY.

BroadGaae^e.
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MADEA 9 AND SOUTHERN MAHRAXTI RAILWAY.

ft' 6" Gauge.

GBBAT IVDIAN PKNIKSULA RAILWAY.

Broad Gauge.
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STATEMENT " C ".

BENGAL NAGPUB RAILWAY.

Broad Gauge.

Underframes.

NORTH-WESTERN RAILWAY.

Broad Gauge.

Underframes.

H
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.STATEMENT " C ".

NOBTH-WBSTBRK RAILWAY contd.

Broad G&age >contd.

Wagons.

SOUTH INDIAN RAILWAY.

Broad Gauge.

Wpgont.
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STATEMENT "C".

BENGAL AND NORTH-WESTERN RAILWAY.

Metre Gauge.

Wagons.

ASSAM BENGAL RAILWAY.

Metre Gange.

H2
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STATEMENT "C'\

BOMBAT, BABODA ATO CEKTEIL INDIA RAILWAY.

Metre Gauge.

Underfraines.

Wagons.

MADRAS AND SOUTHEBN MAHJIATTA R \JLWAY.

Metre Gauge.

U mlcrframes. Wagons.
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STATEMENT C."

SOUTH INDIA* RAILWAY,

Metre Gauge.
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STATEMENT " B.

BOMBAY, BARODA AND CENTRAL INDIA RAILWAY.

5'-6" Gauge.

Statement showing the demand*for wagons and underframes at present entered by
railwaysfor the year 1930-31 in their quinquennial programmes*

31

II

SOUTH INDIAN RAILWAY.

Broad Gauge.

Steel C. G. Wagouu.

Steel G. Wagons,
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STATEMENT D."

GEEAT INDIAN PENINSULA RAILWAY.

Broad Gauge.

EASTEEN BENGAL RAILWAY.

5'-6'' Gauge.

Undet frames.

Bogies. 4 -Wheeled.
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STATEMENT D."

NOBTH WESTERN RAILWAY.

Broad Gauge.

Underframes.

Wagons.
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STATEMENT D."

M ABBAS \ND SOUTHEBN MAHBATTY RAILWAY.

5' 6" Gauge.

BENGAL NAOPUE RAILWAY.

Broad Gauge.
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STATEMENT " D."

EAST INDIAN RAILWAY.

Broad Gauge.

ASSAM-BENGAL RAILWAY.

Metre Gauge.
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STATEMENT "D."

EASTBBX BENGAL RAILWAY.

Metre Gauge.

Underframrs.

BURMA RAILWAY.

Metre Gauge.

Underfrallies.

Bogies.
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STATEMENT " D."

BENGAL AD NORTH-WBSTEBN KAILWAY.

Metre Gauge.

Wagons.

4-Wheeled.

No. Description.

200 C. G. Wagopg.

MADRAS AND SOUTHERN MAHKATTA RAILWAY.

Metre Gauge.
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STATEMENT "D."

BOMBAY, BOBODA AND CENTRAL INDIA RAILWAY.

Metre Gauge.

Wagons.
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STATEMENT D."

SotrtH INDIAN RAILWAT.

Metre G*nge.

VI, Indian Stores Department.

(1) Letter dated the Uthjieth May 1927.

In the course of the conversation Gahari and I had with you on the 9th

instant I undertook to give you approximate figures of the value of orders

placed by the E. B. Railway against their requirements for Locomotive and

Carnage and Wagon parts (local manufacture) 1926-27.

I enclose a statement giving the values of the orders for 49 out of the 5!

items for which tenders were invited in India. Orders for items 47 and 48
were not passed to my office for inspection so I do not know the value or the
name of the successful tenderer, if any. They are probably being imported,
All the orders were placed with firms in India but those shewn in column II

are being imported, not made in the country.

The percentage being locally made, viz., 52 per cent, is higher than I

thought. I was misled by the fact that most of the more important items
are being imported.
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<2) Letter No. M.-5, dated the 31st May 1927, from Mr. H. Y. Davy, to the

President, Tariff Board.

In continuation of my D. 0. No. M.-5, dated 16th May 1927, I enclose

herewith particulars obtained from the Intelligence Branch, Headquarters
Office, for 10" x 5" axle-boxes * * *

I regret the delay, caused by the fact that

belting is delivered to the India Store Depdt and the Director General, India
Store Department's lists did not contain the transit charges from the depdt
to the Indian Port. I have worked them out and the c.i.f. price I have

given is, I believe, correct within a rupees.
* * * As regards the axle-boxes,

although the ones shown are all 10" x 5" for Broad Gauge Vehicles, items 1

(b) and 3 should be excluded from comparison with the others. Item 1 (b)

is a larger and obsolescent type. This by itself would account for a high

price and the price would be still further enhanced because the number
required was so small. Item 3 is for the axle-box complete with expensive
bearing brass.

I regret I am unable to communicate the dates of the orders. Copy con-

tracts are not received in the Intelligence Branch of the Indian Stores Depart-
ment.
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VII. Bombay, Baroda and Central India Railway Company,
Bombay.

Letter No. 8. 48/25, dated 18tk A^ril 1927.

Under instructions of the Government of India (Railway Board) vide

their letter No. 61/8, dated 8th instant, copy enclosed I forward herewith,
for the consideration of the Tariff Board, a copy of my letter No. S. 48/25,
dated 10th February 1927, to the Secretary, Railway Board, in connection
with the above.

Copy of the Raihvay Board's letter No. 61-ti., dated the 8th April 1927, to

the Agent, B., B. & C. I. Railway.

Import duty on railway material.

With reference to your letter No. S. 48/25, dated 10th March 1927, 1 am
directed to state that the Tariff Board are at present enquiring into, inter

alia, the question of import duty on railway material and I am to suggest
that you should address them in the first instance.

Copy of letter No. S. 48/25, dated the 10th February 1987, from the Agent ,

B., B. cfc C. I. Railway, Bombay, to the Secretary, Railway Board, Delhi.

Import duty on railway material.

1 beg to inform you that under the Tariff Schedule now in force. Railway
material for making rolling stock is assessed as under :

Serial IS os.

101 and 102.
, Carriages, wagons, etc., and component parts

thereof as defined therein.

87 and 88. Locomotive engines and component parts
thereof s defined therein,

JO per cent.

ad valorem.

2-i per cent.

ad valorcm*

2. Whilst assessing for duty the component parts of carriages and wagons
or loco engines the Customs Authorities insist (notwithstanding the provisos
of Serial Nos. 102 and 88) that in order to bring them within the 10 per cent.

or 2$ per cent, ad valorem duty, as the case may be, it is not only necessary
to prove that the component parts imported are essential for the working of

the Railway but that they have been given for that purpose some special

shape or quality which would not be essential for their use for any other

purpose. As, however, this Railway imports most of the material required
for the building of rolling stock unfabricated and in more or less commer-
cial lengths and unshaped, duty is levied according to the ordinary tariff

rate fixed for such materials in spite of the fact that they are genuinely
imported as a part or portion of an article to be used for railway purposes
only, and is essential for such an article, as will be seen from the Collector
of Customs, Bombay's order in Appeal No. RSR. 5767 of 4th January 1927,
a copy of which is herewith enclosed for information.

3. As a result of a recent analysis, it is found that this Railway has to

pay an average of 17 per cent, on all material imported for the building of

carriages and wagons and 12 per cent, on material imported for the building
of engines against the Tariff Schedule rates of 10 per cent, and 2 per
cent, respectively. The average has been taken from the actual customs
duties paid against the value of the goods imported, as will be seen from
the following instance :

Duty is now paid by this Railway on wheels and axles at the rate of

2J per cent, j
on vacuum brake material 2} per cent. ; on steel

sections and plates between 14 per cent, to 26 per cent.; on
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copper rods, tubes, plates 15 per cent. ;
and on injectors, lubrica-

tors, etc., 2J per cent. when these are imported for locomotives,
and on wheels and axles at the rate of 10 per cent. ;

on vacuum
brake 10 per cent.

;
steel sections about 28 per cent. ;

on bolts

10 per cent.
;
on panels 15 per cent.

;
when these are imported

for carriages and wagons.

If the materials were imported fabricated and fashioned ready for erec-

tion or fully erected, the duty payable would be at the rate of 10 per cent, in

the case of carriages and wagons and at 2 per cent, in the case of engines.

4. The value of the material imported this year amounts to

Carriages, Broad Gauge . . . 36,218 \
Including 9,900 for

Wagons, Metre 49,589 v wheels and axles on

Engines, Metre . . . .17,688) indent B-9.

The above excludes the cost of 375 steel covered wagons to be supplied
by Messrs. Burn and Company, Limited.

5. If this material was assessed at 10 per cent, for carriages and wagons
and 2 per cent, for engines the saving would amount to 6,006 in the case
oi carriages and wagons and 1,680 in the case of engines or 7,686 or over

Rs. 1,00,000 in the year.

6. My contention is that tariffs are generally framed to encourage local

industry and employment and that in the present reading of the rules, it

might pay the Company to practically scrap its manufacturing shops and to

import all its rolling stock erected or fashioned ready for erecting thus

throwing out of employment a very large number of Indian workmen.

7. Against the saving mentioned in paragraph 5, it would be necessary
to deduct the extra customs duty charged on the enhanced value of fabri-

cated material against the raw material and the small excess in freight in

some cases where the material is so shaped that it occupies more space in the

ship's hold.

8. Our indents for material required for our rolling stock building pro-
gramme are definite indents for a particular work and are certified by 4

competent railway officers and countei -signed by the Government Examiner.
Tim material is definitely required for building a particular type of rolling
stock and will be used for that work only, or is definitely required for that
work. Thus I think it should come under the clause for rolling stock or

machinery as the case may be.

9. Under the circumstances stated, 1 shall be glad if you will kindly
move the Finance Department to alter the wording of the Tariff Schedule to
read that provided it can be shewn that certain material is genuinely import-
ed as a part or portion of an article to be used for the purposes of the Rail-

way, the duties fixed for the principal articles, viz., 10 per cent, ad valorem
for carriages and wagons and 2 per cent, for loco engines should only be

charged whether the material is given a particular shape, size, quality, or
not.

IN THE OFFICE OF THE COLLECTOR OF CUSTOMS, BOMBAY.

RSR. No. 5767 of 1927.

NEW CUSTOM HOUSE,

Bombay, 27th January 1927.

N. B. (1) This copy is granted free of charge for the private use of the

person to whom it is issued.

(2) No appeal lies against this order, but an application for re-
vision may be made to the Governor General in Council. Any
such application should be addressed to the Government of India,
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Finance Department (Central Revenues) and need not itself bear a
Court fee stamp; it must, however, be accompanied by a certified

copy of this order, bearing the Court fee stamp prescribed under
Schedule I, item 6, of the Court Fees Act of 1870.

Copper steam tubes Assessment.

READ Appeal contained in letter No. S-48, dated 25th October 1926,
from the Agent, B. B. & C. I. Railway Company against a deci-

sion of the Assistant Collector, Appraising Department, assessing
certain copper tubes to duty at 15 per cent, and imposing a
penalty of Rs. 100.

READ Subsequent correspondence.

READ Mr. Slade, Controller of Stores, on behalf of the Railway Company.

ORDER.

The B., B. & C. I. Railway Company imported certain copper tubes for

leading steam from locomotive boilers to various operative parts. The Rail-

way declared the goods to be component parts of railway locomotives dutiable
at 2J per cent. The Assistant Collector called 011 the Railway to show cause-

why a penalty should not be imposed for misdeclaration on the ground that
the tubes were not component parts of machinery as denned by item 51-A of

the Statutory Schedule. After some correspondence he ordered the tubes
to be assessed at 15 per cent., and as he considered that the misdeclaration

might have involved a loss of Rs. 529-10-0 in duty, he imposed a penalty of

Rs. 100. Against this decision the Railway have appealed.

2. The Railway have produced a copy of the home indent. The tubes
are shown therein as "

solid drawn " and of varying outside diameters, bores,
and lengths. The indent also requires that the copper tubes should

comply with a British standard specification for seamless copper tubes, and
that they should be tested internally by hydraulic pressure to 250 Ibs. per
square inch and show no defect during or after this test.

3. It is admitted on both sides that the tubes cannot be fitted to loco-

motives in the lengths imported, and that they thus have no special shape.
It appears to me, however, that they have a special quality which would not
be essential for their use for any purpose other than that of working steam

machinery. The appraiser concerned admits that the tubes can only
reasonably be used for leading steam at high pressure, and for all practical

purposes I consider that this is tantamount to admitting that the tubes
have a special quality as contemplated by item 51-A corresponding to item
88 of the Tariff Valuation Schedule. The appeal must therefore succeed,
though not on the exact grounds put forward by the appellant. The tubes
should be re-assessed at 2J per cent, as being component parts of machinery,
and both the duty charged in excess and the penalty refunded.

(Sd). A. M. GREEN,
Collector of Customs.

The 28th January 1927.

RSR. No. 5767.

NEW CUSTOM HOUSE,
Bombay, 28th January 1927.

Copy forwarded for information to the Agent, B., B. & C. I. Railway
Company, Bombay, in continuation of RSR. No. 5767, dated 4th January
1927. The necessary refund orders will issue in due course.

(Sd), A. M, GREEN,
Collector of Customs.

The 28th January 1927.
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VIH.-Hukumchand Electric Steel Works.

A. WRITTEN.

(1) Letter dated the 20 April 1927.

As requested we have pleasure in submitting herewith our production cost

accounts for steel castings and spring steel manufactured during the half-year

ending September 30th, 1926. The account submitted is the latest we are able

to produce at this date but the cost accounts for the second half of the year
are being prepared as quickly as possible and will be forwarded for the Board's
information at a later date.

It will be noted that approximately one half the output of liquid steel

from our melting furnaces was utilised for the manufacture of steel castings
and one half in the production of spring steel.

It has been necessary therefore to split up our accounts into two parts, one
for spring steel and one for steel castings.

As explained in our representation to the Board, dated April 19th, 1926,
the establishment of spring steel manufacture in our works has an important
effect on the cost of our steel castings in reducing the cost of our liquid steel.

We have, therefore, determined the cost per cwt. of our liquid steel, ex-

cluding overhead charges, and have charged this rate for the steel transferred
to both the steel castings and spring steel departments. From this point the
accounts have been divided and separate statements are submitted for castings
and spring steel.

All overhead charges have been levied on the steel castings produced as in

previous accounts submitted. The production cost per cwt. of castings is consi-

derably higher than in the corresponding period of 1925 and this is due to the
comparatively small output with corresponding increase in overhead charges
per unit of output.

Any further information the Board may desire will be gladly supplied.
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SPEING STEEL.

Total Ingot produced 5,289 cwt*.

cwts. owt.

Ingot stock on 30th September 1926 .... 1,631

31st March 1926 .... 543

/.Added to stock , 1,098

Spring steel stock on 30th September 192 . . J,782

Less 31st March 1926 ... 127

1,098

/.Added to stock 1,555
1,555

Spring steel sold %3
" 962

TOTAL . 3,615

Add scrap and rolling loss . 1,674

Production cost Finished spring s'eel.

Rs. A. P.

Liquid eteel . 59 2 as per statement " A

30 per cent, for scrap and rolling loss . . 1 10 6

Ingot moulds .... ..020
Ishapore rolling charges 340
freight and handling charges , . . . 030

TOTAL . 1012 8

Less scrap recovered

Net cost per cwt.
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(2) Letter dated the 3rd May

We have pleasure in submitting herewith our production costs for steel

castings and spring steel for the half-year ending March 31st, 1927, together
with a statement showing the quantities of steel castings sold during the

years 1925-26 and 1926-27. As requested by the President, we have shown

"Castings sold to Railways
" and "

Castings sold to General Engineering
Firms "

separately, with the average price per cwt. realised in the case of

each class of castings.

The further information asked for at the oral enquiry is nearing comple-
tion and will be forwarded in a few days.

We trust the statements submitted herewith are quite clear and contain
all the. information you require.
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STATEMENT D.

HUKUMCHAND ELECTRIC STEEL WORKS.

Production Cost Sheet. Half-yeir ending March 1927.

SPRING STEEL DEPARTMENT.

Cwts. q. Ibs.

Total Ingot Produced 782

Ingot Stock on 31st March 1927 . . . .3,578

30th September 1926 . , , 1,631

Cwte. q. Ibp.

Drawn from Stock 53

Spring Steel Stock on 31st March 1927 , . 1,382

30th September 1926 . 1,782

.-. Drawn from Stock 400

Spring Steel Sold 1,057

Total Ingot Rolled . 835

Total Spring Steel Produced . . 657

Scrap and Rolling Loss .... 178

P reduction Cost Finished Spring Steel.

Rs. A. p.

Liquid Steel 5 13 6

30% for Scrap and Rolling Loss . . . 1 12

Ingot Moulds. ...... o 2

Ishapore Rolling Charges .... 340
Freight and Moulding Charges ... 030

11 2 6

Less Scrap recovered .... 040

Total . 10 14 6
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STATEMENT E.

HUKUMCHAND ELECTRIC STEEL WORKS.

Statement *hiwinq the quantity of casti g$ sold and prices realised during the ye.ir

^1925-26 and 1926-27.

1925-26. 1926-27.

Cwts. Cwts.

Total Castings sold 9,381 9,167

Rs. A. p. Rs. A. p.

Amount realised .... 3,60,787 3,51,961

Average rate per Cwt 88 7 4 38 6 3

Cwts. Cwfs.

Ousting* s ijd to Railway* .... 5,773 5,777

Rs. A. p. Rs. A. p.

Amount realised . . . . . 2,14,747 2,14,190

Rate per cwt.
" ~

\ . . . . 37 3 2 37 1 2

Cwte. Cwts.

Castings sold for General Engineering Purposes 3,608 3,390

Rs. A. p. Rs. A. P.

Amount realised 1,46,039 1,87,770

Rate per cwt 40 7 7 40 1

(8) Letter dated the 6th May 1027.

We have pleasure in submitting herewith a statement giving an estimate
of the reduction possible in our production costs if output could be increased

up to 1,000 tons and 1,500 tons respectively. The figures given under the
various heads show the extent to which our costs for the year 1926-27 could be
reduced with the* increased output suggested.

Wo trust the statement sent herewith gives all the information required
by the Board on this subject, but if any further details are required, we shall

be pleased to furnish them.

'Reduction possible in production cost if output is increased to 1,000 tons and
1,500 tons respectively.

(a) Raw materials (Metallic). It is estimated that a reduction in the

melting loss' will be possible with increased output on account of more rapid
melting and less oxidation of the metallic charge. The amount of reduction

possible, is difficult to estimate but would not be less than 5 per cent.
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6) Slagging materials. ") Vr ^ j .- -1.1

MuceBaLw* raw materials, j

Xo aPPr^iable reduction possible.

u) Refractory matcntii* and electrodes. No appreciable reduction possible.

(d) Electric current. A considerable reduction would be made under this
head. With an output of 1.000 tons of castings the cost per unit of electricity
would be reduced by -10 of anna, representing a gross saving of Rs. 10,000
equal to As. 8 per cwt. of castings.

With an output of 1,500 tons of castings the cost per unit would be re-

duced by '2 of an anna, representing a gross saving of approximately
Rs. 28,750, equal to approximately Re. 1 per cwt.

(e) Repairs and relining. Considerable saving is possible under this head
ior it is a matter of fact that steel furnace linings, roofs, etc., give a much
better and longer

"
life

" when worked continuously than when worked in-

termittently. A saving of 10 per cent, in the cost of furnace repairs may
be looked for with an output of 1,000 tons and 15 per cent, with 1,500 tons.

(/} Workers wages. An increase in the present labour force of 33 per cent,

approximately would be required for an output of 1,000 tons per year. On
this output therefore* we should expect _our cost under this head to come down
to approximately Rs. 6-12-0 per cwt. a saving of Rs. 4-2-0 per cwt. when
compared with our 1926-27 cost.

With an output of 1,500 tons per year an increase of 50 per cent, in the

present labour force would be required and our cost per cwt. should be ap-
proximately Rs. 4-12-0 per cwt. a further saving of Rs. 1-6-0 per cwt.

(g) General works supervision. No extra supervision would be required
for an output of 1,000 tons per year. With this output we should expect a

saving of Re. 1-2-0 per cwt.

For an output of 1,500 tons per year the supervision in the Moulding
Pepartment would require to be strengthened to the extent of Hs. >,000 per
year. The saving possible under his head would then be Re. 1-10-0 per cwt.

i A) Overhead charges. These would remain the same for both 1,000 toni
and 1,500 tons output per year and a saving would be possible of Rs. 7-3-0

in the case of 1,000 tons output of Rs. 9-5-0 in the case of 1,500 tons.

The possible savings may therefore be summed up as follows :
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(4) Letter dated the 17th May 1927.

We have now received a cable from our Home Agent giving present prices
for British and Continental Steel Castings as follows:

Miscellaneous Castings for Eailway Boiling Stock.

British . 1-9-6 per cwt. f.o.b. British port.

Continental . 0-16-0 per cwt. f.o.b. Continental port.

Axle-box Castings

Continental . . 0-15-3 each f.o.b.

The quotation tor Axle-boxes is not' of much value, as the Cable does not state

if the castings are machined or unmachined. We now await our Agent's
letter tor further information regarding this.

We have not yet received prices for British Axle-box Castings but will

forward these &n receipt.

We still await information from England regarding present prices ot

spring steel and these will be forwarded to you immediately on receipt. We
note from the Indian Trade Journal that the North Western Railway have

just placed a large order for spring steel flats 4 // x // at Rs. 11-7-0 per cwt.

f.o.r. Bombay,

Assuring jou of our best attention at all times.

(5) Letter dated 27th May 1927 .

We have received the following information from Messrs. Burn & Co.,

Howrah, regarding the present price of imported spring steel as follows:

"
Spring steel flat 3 ;/ xV7

supplied by Messrs. Colville and Company,
Sheffield Price Rs. 10-8-0 (Rupees Ten and Annas eight only)
delivered free in their yard, Howrah. "

Messrs. Burn & Co. offered to place an order for this material with us at
the lowest imported British price, which is as quoted above, and which we
have accepted.

You will note from our Cost Sheets that this rate represents our bare
cost of production. We still await our Agent's letter giving detailed informa-
tion regarding imported prices of axle box** and will forward this to you
immediately on receipt.

Assuring you of our best services.

(6) Letter dated 31st May, 1927.

We have received the following information from our Home Agent regard-
ing prices of Continental steel castings which we forward for your informa-
tion.

Bogie Underframe Castings (unmachined).
Per cwt.

s. d.

Bolster side wearing blocks 14 11

Side bearers 15 9

Top bolster spring bearings 14 5

Bottom bolster spring bearings . . . . 16 1

Queen posts 16 9
Hook buffers .... . 16 *

Delivered f.o.b. Antwerp.
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Axle 'Boxes.

J. d.
9" x 4|* machined, but without

bearings or any other fittings . 16 3 per box f.o.b. Antwerp.

We regret we have no rates to hand for bearings and fittings but as the rate

quoted above is for boxes in exactly the condition in which we sell them to

railways, it may be taken as a fair comparison with our own rates.

The rates for underframe castings are for rough castings only which is the
condition in which we normally supply them to railways and wagon building
firms.

We have now sent you all the information at our disposal regarding British
and Continental castings and spring steel and shall be glad to know if the*

details are sufficient for your requirements.
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THE HUKUMCHAND ELECTRIC STEEL WORKS.

B. OBAL.

Evidence of Messrs. F. G* WILLIAMS and S. K. BHATTAR, recorded

at Calcutta on Friday, the 22nd April, 1927.

Introductory.

President. We have asked you to come and give evidence before us

to-day because owing to circumstances over which the Tariff Board had no

control, our report on the allied subject
'

wagons
' has been greatly delayed.

It is just about a year since we took your evidence and therefore it seem*
possible that in the course of the year the figures which your working has
revealed might be such as to lead to some modifications in the figures we
already have. You have been good enough to produce your works costs for
the last six months April to September, 1926.

Works costs.

Mr. Williams. The works costs for the latter half of the year 1 can
give you within probably 4 or 5 days.

President. Judging by the figures for April to September I doivt think
that even the later figures will really help us.

Mr. Williams. It will help you in this way. In the first half of the

year nearly half the output was manufactured into .spring steel whereas in

the latter half of the year only a small quantity went into spring fteel and
the rest was absorbed in the manufacture of steel castings.

President. Then it would probably make some difference in the matter of

works costs.

Dr. Matthai. It might mean twice as much steel castings as in this half.

Mr. Williams. Yes. We were very short of orders in the first half of

the year and we tried to make up by producing a much larger quantity f

springs and putting it into stock so as to reduce the cost of our liquid steel.

President. Actually it appears from the cost sheets that the result ot

making this additional spring steel has been to increase your works costs.

Mr. Williams. Yes, but before you go into these figures in detail, I

should like to point out a rather serious error and that is on sheet No. 3.

There is an item on that page
" Machine shop stores and cost of machining

in outside shops
" and it shows the amount of money paid to firms like

Burn's or Jessop's for finished machining.

Dr. Matthai. For machining your rough castings?

Mr. Williams. Yes. Ordinarily our castings are sold as rough casting*.
This item has never been included before and it should not have been in-

cluded here. It is an extra charge for an extra operation. We were selling

much more higher finished castings than we ordinarily would. It makes a

very considerable difference. The actual amount spent on machining in

outside shops is Rs. 18,726, making a difference of Rs. 4-2-9 in the works
costs per cwt. This should not have been included there and I am sorry
for tm's.

Dr. Matthai. Do you remember the costs that you sent us for 1925-26?

Mr. WiWiama. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. If you look up page 395 of \
rolume IV of our latest

Report on Steel, you will find that there is an entry somewhat corresponding
to this, viz.,

" work in outside shop ". Is not that the same thing?
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Mr. Williams. No, not necessarily. \Ve put out p lot of work during
that year which should have been done in our skops but which we could

not do.

Dr. Matthai.ls it different?

Mr. Williams. It is different from the finished machining. I should

like to verify the point.

President. Perhaps you would let us know later.

Mr. Williams. Yes, but I know this much that we were very short of

feawing machines and I should like an opportunity of confirming that.

President. As regards these cost sheets which you have submitted, your
costs have gone up from Rs. 23-10-0 per cwt. to Bs. 34. This amount of

Rs. 34 may be reduced on account of the item pointed out just now by you.

Mr. Williams. Yes.

President. So that actually you have been progressing backwards. Of

course there is good reason for that. But really the costs that you have

given just now cannot be taken as typical for our purposes.

Mr. Williams. f think that the costs which you have already got up to

the end of March, 1926, are a much better criterion of what we are doing than

these are. These figures are for a half year and that a bad half year. There-

fore it would be better if you compared the costs of this year with the

previous year after having got complete accounts for the full year.

President. We do not really propose to go into these costs in any detail

because as I have just said they are not so typical as the costs we already

have,

Mr. William*. They are not.

President. There are just one or two items I should like to ask you about.

Your production of liquid steel is approximately the same as in the previous

year.

Mr. Williams. Yes.

President. See page 394 of Volume TV. There the amount of liquid

-'teel produced is shewn as 21,181 cwts. and for the six months April to

September 1926, it is shewn as 11,000 cwts. which will be equal to 22,000 cwts.

ior the full year.

Mr. WiMianw. Yes,

President. So that the output really is a little more than it was in the

previous year.

Mr. Williams. Yes.

President. 'But your liquid steel costs have gone up slightly although

there is a bigger production. The cost is now Rs. 5*6 whereas it was

Rs. 5-34 per cwt.

Mr. Williams. Az a matter of fact we have always found the lower the

output the higher the costs.
"

President. Actually this year, your costs are slightly higher.

, Mr. Williams. Yes.

President. So far as I can see there is a decrease in the cost of electri-

city this yoar under liquid steel.

Mr. WiUiams.Vey little.

President. Your labour charges are practically the same.

Mr. Williams. Yes.

President. The reason for this increase 10 I suppose due to the item

repairs
*

which was not there before.

Mr. WiHtonw. Yes, as a matter of fact repairs were included in general

works costs and not in the liquid steel.

F res ident. -There are two items for repairs in your cost account for April

1925 to March 1926. There is no entry against the first item '

repairs
'

(see
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page 394) but further on you will find (see page 395) an entry of Us. 11,301

against another item '

repairs
'

Mr. Williams. It conies in the general works costs, and not in the liquid
eteel.

President. Your liquid steel charges are practically the sasae.

Mr. Williams. Yes.

President. So that the whole of this difference of Rs. 10 comes under
the cost above metal.

Mr. Williams. Yes.

President. What are the items which account for that increase?

Mr. Williams. One very important item is moulding composition. The
quantity of composition used varies very considerably according to the
class of work turned out. We were doing a lot of heavy work in the previous
year, and so it was very much less. But in this particular half year we had
a lot of miscellaneous stuff which required a much higher proportion of the

moulding composition than the heavy stuff. Then another item is fuel.

Our furnaces are designed to take 20 tons at a time and if we do less than

that, even then we require the same quantity of fuel.

President. On the other hand your cost of fuel has gone down.

Mr. Williams. Very slightly.

Dr. Matthai. From Rs. 11 it has gone down to Rs. 10.

Mr. Williams. Yes.

President. Where does fuel come in? Is it included under stores?

There is no separate entry for fuel in the statement given on pages 394
and 395?

Mr, Williams. That is given on page 398 in the preceding half yearly
statement.

President. On an output of 4,000 cwts. you have incurred an expendi-
ture of Rs. 7,110-5-0 under steam coal in the half year from April to

September 1926 whereas in the preceding half year the expenditure on steam
coal is Rs. 10,107-5-6, the output being 7,615 cwts. There is not a big
increase under this head. It is only about Re. '45 (Rs. 1-77 minus Rs. 1-32).

Mr. Williams. Yes.

President. The increase under moulding composition is about '02 per cwt.

Mr. Williams. Yes.

President. Hard coke and gas coke would not account for much. The
increase under these two heads would be very small.

'Mr. Williams. Yes.

President. That does not go very far to cover your extra ten rupees.

Mr. Williams. No.

President. Have you any other item, labour for instance?

Mr. Williams. There will probably be increase under this head because
we have a very much larger labour force than we require. Even if we
don't have full days work for them, we have to retain them because they are

very valuable men. We cannot dispense with their services.

President. That is really the result of your making less castings and more
spring steel.

Mr, Williams. Yes.

President. You cannot utilise your moulders on the spring steel section?

Mr. Wittiam*. -No.

Dr. Matthai. During this half year, on the castings section you had
practically the same number. of staffsmoulders and so on as you had in
the preceding year.

Mr. William*. Yes. As I said before we could not dispense with thir
services.
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Dr. Matthai. In 1924-25 your cost of labour per cwt. was about Rs. 8-12-0
and it came down to Rs. 8 the next year. Now it has gone up to Rs. 11.

Mr. Williams. Yes, that is the principal reason for that.

President. Then, the cost of your electricity has gone up.

Mr. William*. That is due to the fact that spring steel heats take more
current than the heats for castings. One reason that may account for the
increase in the castings shop is the installation of an air compressor for

operating pneumatic hammers and moulding machines. That is not
apparent here because of the reason we have just given, namely that we
had to maintain a bigger labour force.

President. I get a difference of about a rupee per cwt. for electricity.
Is that probably about correct?

Mr. William*. Yes.

President. That would account for about Rs. 5 out of Rs. 10 and the
balance you say is due to this outside machining. Is that correct?

Mr. William?. I am almost certain that is the case, but as I said, I

should like to confirm it before I commit myself to this statement. That
brings it down to approximately what it was before.

Dr. Matthai. If you look at this statement "
Liquid Steel production

costs ", and compare your metallic cost for this half year with that of the

preceding half year October to March 1926 you will see that the output
of liquid steel was practically the same. Last half year your total metallic

cost was Rs. 13,599, and it is Rs. 12,181 now. I take it that the reduction you
have been able to get mainly as a result of using a larger proportion of

borings and turnings?

Mr. Williams. That is so.

Dr. Matthai, Would it be possible for you hereafter to use a larger

proportion of borings and turnings?

Mr. Williams. Certainly.

Dr. Matthai. Is there much difficulty in getting them?

Mr. Williams. The main difficulty in getting it is that it has to come from
such long distances.

Dr. Matthai. Wttere do you get it from?

Mr. Williams. From Kharagpur, and we have been offered borings and

turnings from the Great Indian Peninsula Railway workshops, Parel, but
the freight is so high that it makes the price prohibitive

Dr. Matthai. This rate of Rs. 13 a ton that you have given, is that

delivered at your factory?

Mr. William?. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. You have been getting at that rate for a considerable

time, have yon not?

Mr. Williams. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. If it were possible for you to get borings, you would

concentrate on that?

Mr. Williams. Yes.

President. Can't yon get borings in Calcutta?

Mr. William*. We cannot get enough, but we do buy some from Messrs.

Uurn & Co., and the Gun and Shell Factory, Cossipore. Angus also supply

oorings, but they have very little.

Dr. Matthai. -You were saying just a little while ago that the latten half

year is a much more satisfactory test' of your costs. Why do you say .thai? ,
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Mr. WillHI ins. Because we produced very much larger quantities of

castings.

Dr. Matthai. Ordinarily, apart from this question of spring steel, would
the latter half year show better results than the earlier half year from
your point of view?

Mr. Williams. 1 think they would be better.

Dr. Matthai. You got better orders?

Mr. Bhattar. It was due to the fact that we had better orders for the
latter half of the year. The Great Indian Peninsula Railway placed suffi-

cient orders during the last half year, and we were in a better position
during the latter half year.

President. Is that the reason why you reduced the amount of castings
and increased the production of spring steel?

Mr. William*. Yes. The only reason for creating a big stock of spring
steel was in order to keep our steel furnace going although we had no very
big orders for spring steel.

Dr. Matthqi. On this question of electricity have you been paying to
the Electric Supply Corporation the same rate for the latter half year as

for the previous half year?
Mr. Williams. I am sorry I have not got the file with me at present, but

I think there is not a very marked difference.

Dr. Matthai. What rate do you expect to get?
Mr. Williams. $ to 10 pies, T- think.
Dr. Matthai. On what output do you expect to get that?

Mr. Williams. On the maximum output of 4,500 tons the co?>t of electri-

city would come down to *46 anna. To get our cost of electricity down to half

an anna we must work both the furnaces to full output.
President. Have you not got a hiding scale?

Mr. WiHiaro*. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. If you work only one furnace, that is to say, 2oO tons,

what reduction would you expect as compared with the rate that you are

paying now?

Mr. Williams. 1 would expect it to come do\ui to *6o or *7 of an anna,

probably rather less than that. 1 think it quite likely that if we were

working one furnace for 24 hours the Electric Supply Corporation would

give us a special rate for the time we were working during the night.

They have said that if we work at night, they would give us a better scale

quite apart from the sliding scale in force.

Dr. Matthai. According to the figures that you have given us just now
the cost of machining in outside shops would work out to somewhere about
Rs. 4-10-9 per cwt. Is that correct?

Mr. Williams. That is the actual cost of machining certain steel castings.

Dr. Matthai. Last year you told us, if j
rou took a typical casting like

an axle box, you took the rough casting to Messrs. Burn and Company for

machining and you had to pay Rs. 2 per box. Does that figure still hold

good?

Mr. Williams. Practically the same.

Dr. Matthai. There was just one other figure which you gave us last

year, and I want to ask you whether that also still holds good. You told us

that you supplied your castings without bearings or fittings and that bearings
would cost about Rs. 18. Is that the rate now?

Mr. Williams. Yes.

Dr. Motthai. And the fittings would be about Rs. 8?

Mr. William*. Cost of machining and supplying a set of fittings would
be Rs. 6. That includes cost of machining the box.
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Dr. Matthai. i take it machining cost Rs. 2 and Rs. 3 for fitting the

box; is that roughly correct?

Mr Williams--Yes

Dr. Mattkai. This proportionate increase in the moulder's composition
charges, has that anything to do with inefficient labour H

Mr. Williams. T think it has to a certain extent and it is also governed
largely hy the supervision. If the supervision is bad there is wastage because
the men are generally very careless and very liberal in the use of this

material, and if the supervision is good we manage to keep it down to a
more reasonable figure. Last year unfortunately we lost our foreman
moulder and we had to run the shop without a foreman and I think during
that time owing to lack of proper supervision probably there was a good
deal of wastage which would never have occurred if we had an efficient

foreman.

Dr. Matthai. Was thore any deterioration in quality.

Mr. Bhattar. There was none.

President. We had a complaint from Messrs. Burn and Company when
they gave evidence in July 1926 that your castings were very rough and I

think they put it down partly to the defect in the moulders composition.
Did this happen at the time there was lack of supervision?

Mr. Williams. I was away at the time and the foreman moulder died, and
there was lack of supervision.

President. Possibly that accounts for the rough nature of the castings.

Dr. Matthai. That 1 .suppose accounts also for the fairly considerable

reduction in the European supervision. Take steel castings for instance.

European supervision there is 2,400; in the preceding half year it was
7,049. How do you account for this?

Mr. Williams. In the preceding half year we had a European foreman

moulder, and this half year the foreman moulder is a Bengalee ,nd his

wages come under Indian supervision.

Dr. Matthai. But 1 find the Indian supervision remains more or less

the same.

Mr. Williams. Because we still had this man who \vas subsequently
promoted to foreman moulder. He moved up from the Indian establishment
and we took on another assistant to replace him in the Indian establishment.

Dr. Matthai. Would we be justified in accepting this figure of 2,400
hereafter as the cost of European supervision?

Mr. Williams. No. We have already, raised it by engaging a foreman
moulder when I was in Sheffield during my leave so that the previous year's

figure would be the better one to take because we pay this man the same
wages that we were paying to the previous European foreman moulder.

Dr. Matthai. Do you save anything in the consumption of electricity by
a larger output, T mean as far as consumption is concerned apart from
rates ?

Mr. Williams. Do you mean right through the factory?

Dr. Matthai. I am still on steel castings.

Mr. Williams. It would make no difference whatever except in the steel

melting shop.

President. Generally, on these costs the obvious deduction is that a
decrease in output will very much increase your costs?

Mr. Williams. Yes.

President. The output has decreased from 700 to 400 tons; the output or

finished steel is 8,000 cwts against 14,000, that is 400 against 700 tons. A
decrease from 700 to 400 tons has resulted in a possible increase in the oosfcs

of Rs. 10 a cwt., or perhaps it may be Rs. 5 or Rs. 6 a cwl., it depend*
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what amount you take for cost of machining. So that we may reasonably put
it to you that on these costs an increase in the output of 1,000 to 1,600 tons-

would reduce your costs very considerably.

Mr. Williams. Exactly.

Dr. Matthai. Could you give us two estimates, one on an increased out-

put of 1,000 and another on 1,500 tons as to what your costs would be-

reduced by?
Mr. Williams.' The main effect will be on the overhead charges.

Dr. Matthai. Apart from the overhead charges.

Mr. Williams. Yes, I could frame that for you.*
Dr. Matttiai. Would it make any difference to your metallic costs?

Mr. Williams. No, except in this respect that with a much larger output
and the furnaces working much faster the melting cost is less.

President. You mean continuous working would result in saving in?

electricity?

Mr. Williams. Yes. It would also result in saving in the metallic charge
because if a furnace is working slowly there is more wastage of metal due
to oxidation.

President. The main heads under which reduction will be possible with
increased output would be electricity, fuel and stores I suppose?

Mr. Williams. Yes. There won't be very much difference in stores.

President. I think you bought your stores at fairly high rates in 1925:
I think in your last evidence you said so.

Mr. Williams. I think generally speaking we paid rather more, but the-

general tendency of prices is rather to come down than to go up.

President. Will increased output reduce the consumption of moulder

composition ?

M? %

. Williams. An increase in certain classes of castings for general
engineering purposes would result in reduction, but an increase in the output
of articles like axle boxes which require a very large quantity of moulding
composition and would result in increased consumption.

President. But the smaller castings for wagons would mean a decrease?

Mr. Williams. Yes, but generally speaking heavier the castings an-i

larger the castings less composition is required per ton.

President. In giving your estimates on an increased output of 1,000
and 1,500 tons respectively would you give the main heads under which
reduction may be made?

Mr. Williams. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. On this question of wages most of your labour charges are

incurred in connection with moulding.

Mr. Williams. Yes, this is the biggest item.

Dr. Matthai. You have a permanent nucleus of staff which you want ta

keep together. The total capacity of the staff that you have now, I take

it, is for 700 tons a year.

Mr. Williams. Are you speaking only of labour force?

Dr. Matthai. The labour force that you want to keep together.

Mr. Williams. To produce 700 to 800 tons a year.

Dr. Matthai. Therefore if the output fell below 700 or 800 tons a year,

you will find a very considerable increase in the cost of labour.

Mr. Williams. That is so.

Dr. Matthai. When it goes above that, there must be a reduction.

Mr. Williams. We should expect a reduction.

* See letter dated 6th May 1927.
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Import prices.

President. The next point on which we want your evidence is as regards
import price. In the last year there is a possibility of that being changed
very considerably. For the purpose of calculating import price, we might
take an axle-box as an average typical casting.

Mr. Williams* I think a "better thing than that would be to take a set of

underframe castings which cover a very large variety including axle boxes.
Those castings are typical of our general output.

President. Have you any reliable figures as regards that?

Mi. WiTliams. I have an absolute figure for Continental prices.

President. I take it that Continental prices are still much lower than
British.

Mr. Williams. T should like to say something about that. As you know,
various firms have been inviting tenders for a very large number of bogey
underframes. I think the actual amount comes to something like Rs. 135
lakhs worth of underframes. We asked the wagon building firms if they
would give us an opportunity of quoting for castings. We also asked them
if they would be willing to quote three prices in their tenders:

1. a tender including British manufactured castings.

2. a tender including Indian manufactured castings.

3. and a tender including the castings of Continental origin.

One wagon building firm declined to include British prices at all and th*
other agreed to do so, but received a cable from their home office to say
that the British price was so enormously in advance of the Continental

prices that they did not think it was worth while including at all and the
result was that the tenders went in without any reference being made to

British prices. That meant that our prices compared very unfavourably in-

deed with the Continental, the only price quoted. What we offered to do
was to supply the whole of the castings required at the lowest British pries
available and we did that with a view to convincing the railways that our

prices were reasonable, but we didn't succeed in getting a reliable British

price and the wagon building firms themselves didn't get a British price at all.

President. So that I take it your competition is entirely with the

Continental. We eliminated British prices as far as castings are concerned.

Mr. Williams. Only as regards this particular class of castings.

President. Railway castings.

Mr. Williams. No, castings used by wagon building firms,

President. That is to say wagons and underframes.

Mr. Williams. Yes, but not for railway castings required by the railways
themselves.

Dr. Matthai. Do you mean for replacements?

Mr. Williams. Yes, and for any building work that the railways do in

their own shops.

President. Do they use British?

Mr. Williams. They use either British or Indian. It has been our ex-

perience in the past that they have only asked us to quote against British

prices.

President. But actually we had evidence that Burn and Company until

1925 were using British castings.

Mr. Williams. They were.

President. And they have now switched over to Continental. That being

so, one may reasonably expect that in course of time the railways would
also either switch over to the Continental castings or would base their

prices for Indian castings on Continental.

Mr. Williams. li is possible.
-
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President. It is a contingency.

Mr. Williams. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. You are not making a complaint of this.

Mr. Williams. No, I am merely stating this as a fact.

Dr. Matthai. As long as wagon building firms get their castings inspected
at home, there is very little risk of the rejection of castings and they would
be in a safe position.

Mr. Williams. Yes, but I don't suggest for a moment that the Conti-

nental castings are in any way inferior to the British.

Dr. Matthai. My point is, as the President pointed out to you, that

your competition is really against Continental castings.

Mr. Williams. Yes, our most severe competition.

President. You are saying that typical import prices would be tha price
for a set of castings. What would be the set of castings?

Mr. Williams. T don't know whether the names will convey anything to

you at all.

President. They may or may not, but we will try to learn.

Mr. Williams. The heaviest would be top bolster spring bearings. There
are also bottom bolster spring bearings and spring hanger brackets.

Dr. Matthai. If you look at page 128, Evidence of Volume IV of the statu-

tory steel enquiry, 1926, you will find there a list.

Mr. Williams. Yes, we have made a very large number of these for

Messrs. Burn and Company.

President. Is this a complete list?

Mr t Williams.- Complete except for axle boxes.

President. There are no other small castings besides these.

Mr. Williams. Yes, there is one (sole bar stiffening brackets).

President. This is only for underframes.

Mr. Williams. Yes.

President. It would be a little difficult if we take uiiderframe castings a&

typical.

Mr. Williams. But the point is as far as we are concerned the quantity
of castings required for an ordinary four wheeled wagon apart from the
axle box is practically negligible.

President. What we should like to take is some castings or set of castings
which would be typical both for wagons and underframes.

Mr. WiUiams. In that case the only thing is sole bar stiffening brackets
and the axle boxes.

President. Do you think if we take these two and average the two, that
*'ould be typical of all railway castings for wagons and underframes?

Mr. Williams. I should prefer to include the sole bar stiffening brackets
in this list and take the average of that lot.

Dr. Matthai. I don't follow you. What is it you are asking us TO doP
Do you want us to take sole bar stiffening brackets out of the list?

Mr. Williams. To include it as it is not included here.

Dr. Matthai. What are these Queen posts for? Are they intended to be

t
the posts for the sole bar?

Mr. Williams. No, they have nothing to do with the sole bar.

Dr. Matthai. If you had a list of miscellaneous set of castings of this

kind, it would be very difficult to get the c.i.f. quotations for them. One
quotation may be in respect of a certain number of these castings and
another quotation in respect of others. We shall never be able to get a

satisfactory basis of comparison. Do you think it would be far out if we
took an axle box as a typical casting?
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Mr. Williams. Yes, but the point is all quotations received from the

Continent and Great Britain for underframe castings are inclusive prices per
cwt. for the whole lot. That is to say they agreed to supply so many sets

of underframe castings at so much per cwt. irrespective of the size and
weight. The only actual figure I have got for a Continental price is a figure
of so much per cwt. for so many sets.

President. That price of so much per cwt., how far will that differ from
the price say of axle boxes and sole bar stiffening brackets for wagons?

Mr. Williams. As far as the sole bar stiffening brackets are concerned,
it would be the same.

President. And the axle box.

Mr. Williams. The axle box is not strictly comparable, because almost

invariably the axle boxes that are sent out are not cast steel boxes. They
arc made of malleable iron. I don't think the axle boxes usually imported
for incorporation for these underframes would be strictly comparable with the

cast steel axle boxes that we make.

President. As far as wagons are concerned.

Mr. Williams. The same thing applies.

President. If, for example we propose to put a duty on steel casting*
for wagons, we should have to specify malleable iron.

Mr. Williams. In order to give us an advantage in the manufacture of

axle boxes, it would be necessary for you to specify malleable iron and
semi-steel castings, because the majority of the axle boxes that are imported
in this country are either made of semi-steel or malleable iron.

President. As regards these malleable iron axle boxes, how would the

prices per cwt. compare with the price per cwt. for full set of castings for

underframes? Would it be above or below?

Mr. Willinms. -It would be rather lower.

Dr. Matthai. You are not concerned with malleable imp..

Mr. Williams. No.

Dr. Matthai. Supposing we got definite c.i.f. quotations for axle boxes
made of steel castings, then it would be quite all right.

Mr. Williams. That would be quite satisfactory. What I mean to say
is that if you asked any of the wagon building firms their price for axle

boxes, they might give you the price for steel axle boxes which are really
made of semi-steel or malleable iron.

President. The most important thing from your point of view I am not

speaking of this year or next year is to obtain orders for castings for under-

frames.

Mr. Williams.Yes.
President. So that for the purpose of comparing your fair selling price

with the import price, would you prefer that price per cwt. for a set of

underframe castings should be taken?

Mr. Williams. I think that would be much fairer and much more repre-

sentative than any other set of castings.

President. Can you give us the quotations?

Mr. Williams. I can give you the Continental quotations.

President. You might give us the quotations per cwt. for sets of castings
and also for Continental cast steel axle boxes.*

Mr. William*.- Yes.

Dr. Matthai. What are the quotations that you are talking of? Are they
trade quotations?

Mr. Williams. Actual quotations quoted to Messrs. Burn and Company
and Jessop and Company within the last three weeks.

*
Letters dated 17th May, 1927, and 31st May, 1927.
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Dr. Maithai. You may send it on to us.

Mr. Williams. Bs. 14 per cwt. for the underframe castings which IF

the price quoted a year ago.

Dr. Matthai. That would be Be. 14 per cwt. for uninachined castings.

Mr. Williams. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. Without any fittings whatsoever.

Mr. Williams. Yes. That is just the rough castings.

Dr. Matthai. Practically the same quotations as we had last year.

Mr. Williams. It has not altered at all.

Dr. Matthai. Will you please look at enclosure IV on page 125 of evidence
volume IV of the Statutory Enquiry into the Steel Industry, 1926? There

you have a quotation for a Belgian axle box. Now supposing we took this

quotation and made allowance for machining, for fittings and so forth and
then we tried to compare it with your price, we should be on a safe basis.

Mr. Williams. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. Similarly with regard to the solo bar stiffening brackets
and since as you say the quotation is Bs. 14, it is practically identical with
this.

Mr. Williams. Yes, but that quotation of Bs. 14 does not include axle

boxes.

Dr. Matthai. That is for what?

Mr. Williams. For underframe castings excluding axle boxes. Axle boxes
are treated quite separately.

Dr. Matthai. I think it would be better if you could send in a statement

showing the -quotations.

Mr. Williams. Yes.

President. For the purpose of comparing you would have to add practi-

cally Bs. 5 to that.

Mr. Williams. Yes. I am not speaking of axle boxes. I am speaking
of underframe castings.

President. Haven't they got to be machined?

Mr. Williams. Yes, but then that price is strictly comparable with OUTS,

the castings they import are exactly in the same condition as we supply.

President. Has there been a drop in the cost of these castings?

Mr. Williams. The lowest price I had quoted against me was Bs. 18-15-6

for 9x4* axle box.

Dr. Matthai. How long ago was that?

Mr. Williams About last December.

Dr. Matthai. Is that Continental?

Mr. Williams. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. Last April when we met at Shillong the figure that we got
was Bs. 18-12-0 for an axle box of 10x5, whereas this shows an increase in

price.

Mr. Williams. This is 9x4.
Dr. Matthai. If in April 1926, the price of an axle box of 10x5 was

Bs. 18-12-0 and if in December 1926, the price of an axle box which is 9x
4 is Bs. 18-15-6, it indicates an increase in prices.

Mr. Williams. That is so.

President. The gist of your contention is for the purpose of comparing
prices, we should not take Bs. 18-15-0, but we should take Ks. 14.

Mr. Williams. No, not at all. Bs. 18-15-6 refers only to an axle box.
Bs. 14 refers only to sets of underframe castings excluding the axle box.

President. We have to take the price for imported castings which we
-can compare with your fair selling price. It was suggested a year ago for
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that purpose that we should take the price of axle boxes. Now your conten-
tion is that we should take the average price per cwfc. of sets of castings
for underframes. Why do you say that the underframe castings are typical
of all railway castings? What is the reason for that?

Mr. Williams. I said that they are typical .of the class of work that vre

do most of.

Dr. Matthai. Just now?
Mr. Williams. Not only now but all along.

Dr. Matthai. Since wagon builders are taking large orders now for under-

frames, obviously the kind of work that you would get just now would be

mostly underframe castings and therefore the castings that enter into an
underframe would be more typical of your work now than, say, axle boxes
That is what you are suggesting.

Mr. Williams. Not altogether. I am looking back to the year 1925-26,
which was one of our good years, when we had very large orders from bjth
Burn's and Jessop's and they formed the major part of our output during
that period.

President. Take the question of renewals. I think that if you could get
orders for renewals, by far the most important orders would be those for

renewals for" wagons, especially for axle boxes.

Mr. Williams. Undoubtedly.

President. I want to make this point quite clear to you. You must have
seen in the papers and the Legislative Assembly discussions about the restric-

tion of orders for wagons and so on. That constitutes an entirely abnormal

position. In putting questions to you now we are considering the normal

position of the castings industry. If the normal output of wagons is beiac'

ordered and if more particularly you are able to obtain the spare part
orders for railways which I take it is much more important than orders for

new wagons or underframes for that purpose would you consider the price
of axle boxes as fairly typical?

Mr. Williams. I should say so.

President. Could you give us any definite quotations for axle boxes more-
recent than those which we have received so far?

Mr. Williams. Yes.

President. Would you send that in?

Mr. Williams. Yes. I shall also give you the price on which we secured

part of the order.

Dr. Matthai. According to the quotations that you gave us just now,
for an ordinary set of castings in an underframe, the quotation is Rs. 14

per cwt. Now as regards the axle box, the cost is about Rs. 18-12-0. The

weight would be somewhere about 70 Ibs. Could you give me a figure on
that basis per cwt. for an axle box?

Mr. Williams. If you deduct from Rs 18-12-0 Rs. 1-14-0 which is the

cost of machining, the balance would be the cost of the castings.

Dr. Matthai. Roughly it would be Rs. 17 for 70 Ibs.

Mr. Williams. 'Yes.

President. What about the top covers and so on which yoa don't supply?

Mr. Williams. This quotation is without covers.

Dr. Matthai. You will make all that clear in your statement, won't you?

Mr. Williams. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. Assuming for the sake of argument that the cost of cast-

ings in axle boxes is about Rs. 24 per cwt. and the price of other castings
is Rs. 14, that may be taken approximately as the difference between the-

cost of manufacture of two types of castings?

Mr. Williams. Yes.
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Bounty upon steel castings.

President. J have one other question to ask you in regard 10 casnngs.
Suppose merely for the purpose of argument that the Board is to recommend
a bounty for 6teel castings. Would it be possible to check your output?
The Audit Department would require some sort of certificate if all your output
is inspected by the Stores Department.

Mr. Williams. As a matter of fact all our output is not inspected.
Certain railways only insist upon inspection at the place of manufacture.
Others prefer not to do so.

President. They do their own inspection.
Mr. William 8. Yes, when the material is delivered to them. We keep a

careful account of everything that is sold to railways. We know what
is exactly delivered to the railways and what is exactly delivered to the engineer,

ing firms.

President. The Audit Department might not feel incline<] to take your
accounts as correct.

Mr. Williams. Would they not accept the accounts kept oy the lailwa^s?
President. That I am not prepared to offer an opinion on. It would meau

a considerable amount of work.

Mr. Williams. If we sold so much to the East Indian Railway and then

they wrote to the Railway Board and asked for confirmation, it would not
be a difficult matter for them to say, yes or no.

President. It would not be a difficult matter, but the correspondence with
the railways would take some time.

Dr. Matthai. What proportion of your castings are inspected by tlie Stores

Department?
Mr. Williams. I should put it at 60 to 65 per cent.

Dr. Matthai. With regard to the others what happens?
Mr. Williams. As regards others, the inspection is not done at this end.

Dr. Matthai. Are the East Indian Railway things inspected?

Mr. Williams. Yes. It is only quite recently that they have insisted upon
inspection and that is since they have become a State Railway.

Dr. Matthai. Where the inspection is not done on the spot, could you
give me some idea as to what the procedure is?

Mr. WilUams. Certainly. The procedure is that we manutactore an
article according to the drawing and despatch it to the destination and when
it arrives there, the railway officials inspect it at their factory and if they
are not satisfied with it, they return it to us.

Mr. Bhattar. The Great Indian Peninsula Railway is practically the onty

railway which does not carry out the inspection in our workshop, whereas
most of the others do the inspection in our works through the Controller ot

Inspection, Indian Stores Department.

Mr. Williams. As the various railways are taken over by the State it

becomes compulsory for them to utilise the Indian Stores and the inspection
is done in our workshops before the goods are despatched. But ihe corn-

pany lines are under no such compulsion in the matter of inspection.

Spring steel.

President. We have no more questions to ask you on castings. When do

you anticipate that your rolling mill for spring steel will be erected?

Mr. Williams. We should probably hold off until we are quite satisfied

that the railways are really going to accept our steel in preference to imported
steel.

President. How long will that be?
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Mr. Williams. It should not be very long because most of the trial orderg
that we got from the big railways were executed a year ago. The wagons
and underframes in which our springs had been used are being brought
in periodically for the springs to be examined. We can expect to get a report
from the railways during the next few months.

President. Can you give us a definite assurance that the mills would be
erected within a reasonable time, say, within two years?

Mr. Williams. Yes, provided our steel is accepted by the railways. We
have got the machinery already in our possession. We are quite prepared
to erect the mills provided the railways say

*

yes/
President. You have not yet heard from the railways that they will

accept your steel.

Mr. Williams. The Eastern Bengal Kailway for instance have given us
orders for the whole of their requirements of spring steel. They ate per-

fectly satisfied with our springs. The Bengal Nagpur Bailway also have
started now placing orders with us. They gave us a trial order about a

year ago. We are perfectly confident of getting similar favourable reports
from other railways when they have tried our springs for some time.

President. I understand from the latest tariff schedule that imported spring
steel has a duty of Ks. 26 British and Rs. 37 Continental. Is that correct?

Mr. Williams. The only spring steel importer I had occasion to speak
to said that he was paying only 10 per cent.

Dr. Matthai. Have you seen the latest Tariff Schedule?

Mr. Williams. I am not sure that I have.

President. Your spring steel is imported in the shape '.>f rolled bar^.

Mr. Williams. I am not sure that spring steel is imported in any othei

form.

Dr. Matthai. -It you look at the Tariff Schedule, you \vill find the differ-

ence. In the old Schedule it was <l
steel for springs and for cutting tools

made by any process." In the new Schedule it is
"

Steel (other than bare)
made for springs and cutting tools by any process.

1 '

Mr. Williams. I shall make enquiries from a few spring steel importers
and find out what they are paying, say, during the la<*t fortnight.

Import prices.

President. What is the cost of imported spring steel bars?

Mr. Williams. In Calcutta?

President. I mean the c.i.f. price.

Mr. Williams. I can't give you the c.i.f. price. 1 can only give you
the price at which they are selling in Calcutta. They are selling on -a very
narrow margin of say, 5 per cent. The last price we had quoted against if?

was Rs. 12.

President. That is Rs. 240 per ton.

Mr. Williams. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. That is British.

Mr. Williams. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. Does not a good deal come from the Continent?

Mr. Williams. I don't think so. The only big exporters of Continental

spring steel are the Poldi Steel Works and their prices are higher than the

British.

Dr. Matthai. That was my impression too. If you look at page 126 of

Evidence, Volume IV, you will find that last year Messrs. Burn and Com-
pany gave us quotations for spring steel. In 1923, 1924 and 1925, appa-
rently these things came from England. Look at page 127 where figures aiv
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-given for 1926. You will find that they are Continental. There is a big
difference in price.

Mr. Williams. Yes. The point is that a great DOany of the railways
won't accept Continental steel for the manufacture of springs.

Dr. Matthai. Is that so?

Mr. Williams. That is a fact and railway engineers generally are very
conservative in making any change in the quality and the origin of spring
steel. It is most important that it should be of the best quality and they
insist upon the British standard specification.

President. There is not really much difference I
u ^en your price and

the imported price. The imported price is Bs. 215 per ton and your works
cost is Bs. 10-8-0 per cwt.

Mr. Williams. But that carries no overhead. We expect that if we are

to establish the industry, it should carry a proportion of overhead both as

regards steel melting furnaces and the rolling mill.

President. What would be the amount?

Mr. Williams. I think that we worked out depreciation at one rapee per
cwt.

President. -That would be Be. 20 per ton.

Mr. WiMi'aw*. Yes.

President. Supposing the c.i.f. price of imported steel is Bs. 215 and for

the sake of argument you have a protection of about Bs. 26 per ton, that

would give you Bs. 241. But your works cost is Bs. 10-3-0
per

ewt. at

present which will probably be reduced. At the present rate, it comes to

Bs. 210 per ton. If you add to that another twenty rupees on account
of overhead, that makes a total of Bs. 230.

Mr. Williams. That one rupee per cwt. allows only for depreciation. It

does not include the interest on working capital and other overhead charges.

President. The whole of your overhead charges and profit would amount
fco.

Mr. Williams. Bs. 2.

President. That would bring it up to Bs. 250 against Bs. 241. Suppos-
ing the Bs. 26 per ton duty was imposed against British i<,teel you would
not be so badly off, would you?

Mr. Williams. We ought to be in a position to compete with Continental

suppliers of spring steel because I have reason to believe that wagon builders

are importing springs from the Continent and they are able to get it at about

Bs. 9 a cwt.

President. That is Bs. 180 a ton. If you deduct 1/llth from that, that

is Bs. 17, that makes it Bs. 163 c.i.f. To that you have to arid Bs. 87

for the duty because the Continental duty is higher than that duty on British

steel. That makes it Bs. 200 against Bs. 250.

Mr. Williams. It seems to me that we should be in the same position
with regard to Continental competition as we are with Continental castings.

President. Did you say that generally at present railways do not *,ake

Continental spring steel?

Mr. Williams. There is just a possibility that they may, provided they
are satisfied with the specification. There is no reason why they should uot

accept Continental castings.

Dr. Maithai. Is there any reason why the railways should adopt a
different attitude as regards spring steel?

Mr. Williams. The difficulty in regard to spring steel is greater than is

the case with castings, because it would be much more serious if a spring
breaks than if a steel casting breaks.

Dr. Matthai. From what I have found by an examination of the trade

figures, the average price of spring steel during the past 11 months was
somewhere about Ks. 150 a ton and for the corresponding; 11 months in
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1925-26 it was about Rs. 30 above that, and it seems to me, that has to
be accounted for by the fact that large quantities are coming from the
Continent. I should like you to make enquiries on the point and let ns know.

Mr. Williams. Yes, I will.

President. Even so, if spring steel is landed with a duly of Us. 37 at
Rs. 200, and with a production of nearly 150 tons of spring steel your present
uost of production is Rs. 10-8-0 and overhead charges Rs. ?., it should bo

possible for you to get down to somewhere near Rs. 200?

Mr. Williams. Yes.

Polling costs.

President. Of course it is a matter of considerable uncertainty, because

you have had your rolling done at the Government Factory at Ishapore and
we have no figures to show what would be your rolling charges.

Dr. Matthai. Are you in a position, to say that in about three years from
no^v you will be able to give definite cost? with regard to the whole process
of manufacture of spring steel?

Mr. Williams. I should think in rather less than that, say, in two years
we should be in a position to give figures with regard to the commercial pro-
duction of spring steel.

Dr. Matthai. The spring steel that you have been trying to sell recently,
have they been sold for repairs and urgent replacements?

Mr. Williams. That is the only purpose for which the railways them-
selves buy spring steel from us. They don't buy spring steel to incorporate
in new \\agons; they make these themselves.

Dr. Matthai. If you had a spring steel factory in India, as far a* possible
the requirements of the railways would generally be met from locel iactories

so far as repairs and urgent replacements are concerned and therefore you
will be in some position of advantage.

Mr. Williams. That is so.

Mr. Mathias. Could you give us an estimate of the demand for spring
steel in India which you are likely to experience? Supposing the railway

accept your spring steel as satisfactory, what demand would you reasonably

expect?

Mr. Williams. I cannot tell you now. It would involve asking each indi-

vidual railway to state what their annual requirement of spring steel is likely
to be.

President. When you thought of starting a spring steel factory you must
have framed some estimates?

Mr. Williams. We framed our estimate on the trade returns, on the quan-
tities of imports into the country. Certainly the rolling mill which we have
is capable of producing more than that.

President. Could it be all sold? In the more distant markets there must

always be an advantage for the importer.

Mr. Williams. But we should be prepared to cut our profit down to the

lowest limit in the case of more distant customers in order to get their

orders and so reduce the general cost as well.

President. Do you think you have a reasonable chance of securing the

whole market?

Mr. Williams. I think we have a very good chance if a vigorous sales

organization is started.

Dr. Matthai. How many rolling mills have you got?

Mr. Williams. There are three; we are going to erect only one. It will

roll all except the very smallest.

Dr. Matthai. Could you give us the size of the mill in terms of inches?

Mr. Williams. 20" is the biggest and B ff is the smallest.
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Dr. Matthai. Which is the one you are thinking of setting up?
Mr. Williams. 20 " because the range of sizes of spring stee* demanded

by the railways is very narrow and they are of all odd sizes, 5" width down
to about 8|". I suppose 90 per cent, of the spring steel imported into this

country consists of these particular sizes so one 20" mill will ao all that we
require.

Dr. Matthai. Supposing you set up a 20" mill next year, on \v!:at sort of

output can you run it economically?
Mr. WiUiams. That is very difficult for me to say off-han<l, I would li*e

to think it over.

President. It would depend, would it not, very largely on th-3 l
;

quid steel

charges which in turn would depend on the amount of castings you turn out?

Mr. WilUams. They would react one on the other.

President. So that am I right in concluding that your cost ot spring steel
is very largely dependent on the market for your castings?

Mr. Williams. To a certain extent they are, but the present melting
capacity will not be sufficient to supply all the spring steel required.

President. Would it be about two-thirds?

Mr. Williams. That would be about correct.

Dr. Matthai. What is supposed to be the total capacity of the 20" irill?

Mr. Williams. -The total capacity would not be less than 20,000 a year.
Dr. Matthai. On that single rolling mill you can roll five times t*ie total

consumption of the country?
Mr. Williams. The total demand is less than half of that.

President. That would not be very economical to work? You bought it

at practically scrap value.

Mr. Williams. Yes. It is not like paying Bs. 10 lakhs for mill. Our
overhead charges will be practically nil; so also with depreciation and interest

charges. Also it has this advantage in the case of spring steel you can roll

it and keep a stock. You can run your mill continuously for short periods,
say, two periods of three months each and build up big stocks and close your
mill down for the rest of the year.

President. Would that be a good proposition, closing your mill down?

Mr. Williams. No. I should not call it a good proposition. It is better
to run a mill 8 hours a day throughout the year.

President. Would you not have difficulty as regards labour. People would
not like to be employed for three months and then paid off and then re-

employed.

Mr. Williams. The Ishapore people do it without very much trouble.

They send their men away after two or three months and bring them back
again.

Prices realized for spring steel.

President. This quantity of 962 cwts. which you show in your statement
of spring steel, what price did you realize for it?

Mr. Williams. We realized a price averaging from Ks. 11 to Us. 11-8-0.

President. Practically the same as the imported price.
Mr. Williams. We have sold small quantities at Rs. 10.12-0 but the

average price is Bs. 11 to Bs. 11-4-0.

President. Under the present conditions, on the assumption tlmt these
spring steel bars are liable to a protective duty of Bs. 26 and Bs. 37, your
position as regards spring steel is fairly satisfactory, is it not? It would
give you roughly about Bs. 5 extra per ton so far as British spring steel is
concerned and about Bs. 19 so far as Continental steel is concerned.

Air. Williams. Yes.
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President. Could you give us some quotations as regards the prfre of

British spring steel and Continental spring steel?*

Mr. Williams. We will make a note of it and let you know.

President. When will you be able to let us have all this additional infor-

mation? We can give you up to the 10th May. We will rnovo our office

on the 14th and we should complete all our evidence as we propose to com-
mence writing our report then.

Mr. Williams. I hope we shall be able to give the information by the

10th May.

*
See letter dated 27th May, 1927.
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No. 188, dated the 5th February 1927, from the Tariff Board,
to the Collector of Customs, Calcutta.

I am directed to address ypu on the subject of the assessment of duty
on steel castings for locomotives, railway wagons and underframes.

2. The question of the grant of protection to the manufacture of steel

castings is now before the Board and it is necessary to ascertain whether

any difficulties would be experienced by the Customs Department in assess-

ing a protective duty on such castings.

3. A list of the principal steel castings for rolling stock (locomotives,
wagons and carriage underframes) is attached to this letter. I am to enquire
whether any difficulty would be experienced in assessing a protective duty
different in amount from the present duty on railway wagons and fittings,

(a) on such castings when imported separately from the rolling stock
as spares or for replacement;

(b) when imported together with and as parts of the complete wagon,
locomotive or underframe.

4. I am also to enquire whether the assessment of a protective duty on
such castings would necessitate any increase of staff and, if so, what you
would consider a fair estimate of the annual additional cost

(a) in Calcutta Customs office;

(&) in Customs offices at the other ports in India.

Schedule of Steel Castings for Locomotive and Tender.

1 Fire Door.

1 Frame Hind Drag Casting.

1 Frame Stretcher (Leading and Inter).

1 Frame Stretcher (Inter).

8 Horn Plate Clips.

1 Frame Stretcher (Front of Firebox).

2 Slide Bar Brackets.

4 Platform Supports.
2 Piston Body.
2 B. H. and 2 L. H. Reversing Link Carriers.

2 Wheel Centres (Driving).

4 Wheel Centras (Leading and Trailing).

2 Wheel Centres (Intermediate).

6 Axle-boxes (? L. 2 D. and 2 T.).

2 R. H. and L. H. Hornblocks.

8 Axle-box guides.

2 Spring Beam Carriers.

6 Brackets for Springs.
1 Cross Stretcher between Frames of Track.

2 Bogie Wheel Centres.

1 Pony Truck Axle-box.

1 Pivot of Radial Arm (Pony Truck).

1 Front Drag box Casting.

6 Tender Wheel Centres.

4 Tank Supports.

4 Fuel Pack Supports.

1 Drawhook guide.
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Schedule of Steel Castings for Wagons.

.Axle-boxes.

Buffer cases and Plungers.

Holebar Stiffening Brackets.

Side Truss Beam-brackets.

End Body Brackets Inner and Outer.

Top and Bottom Centre Pivots.

Wearing Brackets for Swing Links.

S-'ide Truss-beam Brackets Right and Left

Brake Block Hanger Brackets.

Top Spring Castings.

Brake Block Hanger Brackets Kight and Left.

Friction Block Bottom Outside.

Hottoin Spring Castings.

Swing Beam Saddles.

X. Collector of Customs, Calcutta.

A. WRITTEN.

Letter dated the 26th February 1927.

With reference to your letter No. 138 of the 5th instant, I have the honour
to inform you that no difficulty is anticipated in assessing a protective duty
on steel castings for locomotives, railway wagons and underfranies, provided
sufficient appraisers are available for the work. I estimate that two addi-

tional appraisers will be required at the Calcutta Custom House. The average
pay of the post of appraiser is Us. 452-4-0 per mensem. Judging by the
amount of railway plant and rolling stock imported at Calcutta and other

ports in India I estimate the requirements of Bombay at two appraisers and
the requirements of Rangoon, Madras and Karachi at one each.

It will be necessary before such protective duties come into for^e that each
Custom House should be supplied with a complete set of standard drawings
and also a register showing the net weight of each casting. This latter would
have to be prepared beforehand by the Government of India.
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COLLECTOR OF CUSTOMS, CALCUTTA.

B. ORAL.

Oral evidence of Mr. W. W. NIND, Offg. Collector of Customs,

Calcutta, and Mr. K. K. MENON, recorded at Calcutta

on Tuesday, the 10th May 1927.

Refund of import duties in raw materials.

President. Could you refer the Tariff Board to any case in which the

import duty on raw materials is refunded on the export of the articles in the
manufacture of which such materials have been used? As a matter of fact

this request which is practically for a refund of duty on exports seems to me
to go somewhat beyond any protective scheme. Two firms have applied
for this one a belting firm and the other one of the wagon building firms.

They hope to do export business. As regards wagons, they want to have
a refund of duty on steel which is used in building wagons when they export
them.

Mr. Nind. There is a case now in Madras relating to an Aluminum fac-

tory. I have got the rules here. They import the raw material and on export-
ing the manufactured articles, they are granted a drawback as a special case.

President. Was there any particular reason for that?

Mr. Nind. I do not know. I have never been in Madras. T have only
got these rules. I see that it was in November, 1923, that the Government
of India sanctioned them.

President. That is the only case you know of.

Mr. Nind. The Maghadi Soda Company used to have it, but they have
closed down. That again was granted as a special case.

Dr. Matthai. When you give a drawback, do you give a complete draw-
back?

Mr. Nind. It is always seven-eights.

President. That is very much the same as in the case of re-export of

manufactured articles, is it not?

Mr. Nind. Yes, that of course is allowed for in the Sea Customs Act.

President. Any general system of rebates on raw materials when the
manufactured articles are exported, would be a new departure under the

present fiscal policy of the Government of India, would it not?

Mr. Nind. Yes.

Castings and forgings.

President. The next point is the question of separating the duty on cast-

ings and forgings from those on wagons. You have given us a written state-

ment on that, in which you say that this would involve extra expense.

Mr. Nind. I think that we will have to keep two more appraisers who
know something about these articles.

President. I take it that from the administrative point of view it would
be simpler if we have the same duty on wagons, castings and forgings, that is

to say, wagon parts, whether they are imported separately or whether they
come in as parts of wagons.

Mr. Nind. Certainly.
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President. Supposing the figures justified 15 per cent, on wagons, and we
said 15 per cent, also on castings and forcings, that would be the simplest
method from your point of view.

Mr. Nind. Yes, it would be exactly the same as it is at present.

Dr. Matthai. What would happen if you had castings imported for repairs

by railways not along with wagons?
Mr. Nind. It would be just the same as we have at present a duty of 10

per cent, on wagons and component parts thereof.

Dr. Matthai. It is not necessary that they should come in with a consign-
ment. They can come in separately.

Mr. Menon. Yes, component parts of waggons are mentioned there.

Mr. Nind. If it is a case of specific duty by weight, that would mean
examination and recognition of these castings. For that we would require
extra staff. But if you continue it as merely an ad valorem duty, the pro-
blem is exactly the same as it is at present.

Spring Ntecl.

Dr. Matthai. I want to ask you about spring steel. The item ' bars '

has been revised by the recent Steel Protection Act and there was a point that
came up for consideration. Supposing spring steel is imported as bars, will

they be dutiable as bars or as spring steel?

Mr. Menon. Item spring steel comes under " Steel (other than bars) made
for springs and cutting tools by any process."

"Dr. Matthai. Spring steel is imported as bars and the duty is either

Rs. 26 or Rs. 37?

Mr. Menon. Except if it falls under any one of the items specified under
"Bar and rod."

Dr. Matthai. Unless it came under one of the exceptional cases it is liable

to this protective duty of Rs. 26 or Rs. 37.

Mr. Menon. Yes.

Nuts and "Bolts.

President. As regards nuts and bolts we have been told that these bolts

are manufactured in this country and nuts are not. Suppose that we put a

specific duty on nuts and bolts, the duty would have to be applicable to both
of them because the nuts come with the bolts.

Mr. Nind. They do always come together.

President. You do not get nuts imported entirely separately?

Mr. Menon. As a commercial article nuts and bolts are always imported
together.

President. So it would not be possible to say that we recommend a speci-
fic duty on bolts but not on nuts?

Mr. Nind. If you want to have a protective duty on bolts the simplest
way would be to put a duty on bolts and nuts and then exempt nuts imported
separately. It will be possible, I suppose.

President. Supposing we recommend a specific duty of Rs. 40 a ton,

actually the incidence of that on nuts will be very small. I mean to say you
do not sell nuts by the ton but perhaps by the Ib.

Mr. Nind. On the other hand if the protective duty is going to be against
bolts then you would begin to get large consignments of nuts by themselves

presumably. They will manufacture bolts in India and import the nuts.

Dr. Matthai. At present they do not make any nuts because they find it

expensive but if we leave out nuts there is less inducement for them to attempt
the manufacture of nuts.
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Mr. Nind. I do not think it would make much difference to the consumer
if you put a protective duty on nuts.

President. There would be difficulty so long as the present practice con-

tinues because it is almost impossible to differentiate between the two.

Mr. Nind.--That is so.

Dr. Matthai. Supposing bolts and nuts were imported as part of a wagon,
would there be any difference in duty?

Mr. Menon. There is no difference in duty.
Dr. Matthai. Supposing we decided to raise the general duty on bolts and

nuts then bolts and nuts coming in with wagons would be subject to the rail-

way rate.

Mr. Menon. I do not know whether they are coming as ordinary bolts

and nuts.

Dr. Matthai. There is nothing special about it?

Mr. Menon. No. When complete wagons are imported as at present, or

if they are imported as parts of wagons there is 110 difference on nuts and
bolts. It is all 10 per cent.

President. Supposing there is a 10 per cent, duty on wagons and a 40

per cent, specific duty on nuts?

Mr. Menon. We will have to take the weight of the bolts separately and
make the assessment.

Dr. Matthai. If for example there is a consignment of bolts and nuts

imported by the railways for repair purposes, would it come under the gene-
ral rate or under the railway rate?

Mr. Menon. It would come under the general rate because they are ordin-

ary bolts and nuts.

President. On bolts and nuts imported actually fixed on to a wagon you
say that if there is a specific duty of Us. 40 a ton you will have to estimate
the weight of those nuts and apply the specific duty.

Mr. Menon. Generally when they import wagons they are separately
shown. Weight of the bolts and nuts are given separately as in the case of

rivets. They are separately packed.

Dr. Matthai. Then you would consider that the quantity sent is the quan-
tity required for a wagon?

Mr. Menon. Yes, 110 extra quantity is sent out.

President. With a specific duty on you would assess that at the specific

duty?
Mr. Nind. Yes, we would have to take them out and assess them at the

specific duty even if they are part of a wagon. There is a proviso to the
section as follows: " Provided that articles which do not satisfy this condi-

tion shall also be deemed to be component parts of the railway material to

which they belong, if they are essential to its operation and are imported
with it in such quantities as may appear to the Collector of Customs to be
reasonable.'' If you impose a protective duty on bolts and nuts, it is a ques-
tion whether these should come under the railway rate or the specific rate.

.
Dr. Matthai. Obviously if you import bolts and nuts in quantities that

are reasonable for a wagon, they would come under the railway rate, would
they not?

Mr. Nind. Yes.

President. Which is the article that will cover this?

Mr. Nind. Proviso to article 102.

President. That proviso will have to be repeated in any fresh section

which you put in in dealing with wagons?

Mr. Menon. Yes, otherwise you would have to take them out and separ-

ately assess to duty.
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President, Let us take the first part of section 102 "
Component parts of

railway material, as defined in No. 101 namely such parts only as are essen-

tial for the working of railways and have been given for that purpose some

special shape or quality which would not be essential for their use for any
other purpose." Nut or a bolt which was of a particular size to fit a wagon,
will that come under this clause?

Mr. Menon. At present they are using only standard kinds of bolts and
nuts; there are no special kinds of bolts and nuts which are used only in

wagons and they come under 10 per cent, as railway material.

President. If we put a specific duty on bolts and nuts, that would not

apply to fishbolts and nuts unless we made a specific mention of it?

Mr. Nind.No.
Dr. Matthai. What about bolts and nuts imported with machinery would

they come under the provision of section 88?

Mr. Nind. We consider the whole (including the bolts and nuts) as one

complete machine though for the purpose of export it may have been dis-

mantled.

Dr. Matthai. The position will be precisely the same as in the case of

wagons ?

Mr. Menon. Yes, exactly the same.

Dr. Matthai. We have been trying to find the figures for Government
stores for wire and nails. There is a figure given in the trade returns which

apparently refers only to wire and not nails. That does not include wires

nails. That is other kinds of nails.

Mr. Nind. I can find out under what heading wire nails imported by
Government are registered.

Dr. Matthai. If you could give us figures for Bengal, we should be

obliged.

Mr. Nind. Yes.
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Messrs. Henry Williams (India), Limited, Calcutta.

A. WRITTEN.

Letter No. G.M.A.ID./8896I171, dated the 22nd October 1926.

We beg to confirm our Director's conversation with you this morning and
to point out an anomaly in the tariff as at present charged in that bar iron

or steel such as would be used for the manufacture of bolts and nuts, duty is

charged at Rs. 40 per ton, whereas on the manufactured bolts and nuts duty
is charged at 10 per cent, ad valorem. This method of charging dut?
amounts to roughly 10 per cent, tariff in favour of imported bolts and nuts.

We are about to erect a bolt and nut manufactory in Calcutta and in the

face of this adverse tariff are afraid it will be impossible to compete against

imported bolts and nuts for any but that the highest quality and most ex

pensive type, for which, of course, there is only a limited demand.

It would suit us best as manufacturers if on round and flat bars of irtiM

steel suitable for the manufacture of bolts and nuts the tariff were reduced
to an ad valorem duty of 2$ per cent, to approved makers, who would guar-
ai tee to use such steel only for the manufacture of bolts and nuts.
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HENRY WILLIAMS (INDIA) LIMITED.

B. OBAL.

Evidence of Messrs. O. R. WILLIAMS and C. M. ATKINSON
recorded in Calcutta on Wednesday, the 12th January, 1927.

Introductory.

President. You are* the Managing Director of Messrs. Henry William*

(India) Limited.

Mr. Williams. -Yes.

President. Is it an engineering firm?

Mr. Williams. It is an engineering firm specialising in manufactures
for railways permanent way material, signalling material and general

requirements for railways in engineering.

President. What sort of railway material do you manufacture chiefly?

Mr. Williams. Permanent way material and signalling material.

Mr. Mather. You manufacture special types of fishplates for the Bengal
Nagpur Railway.

Mr. Williams. We do. We also manufacture sleepers, switches and cross-

ings, fishplates, fishbolts, hearing plates, tic bars and generally all permanent
way materials except rails.

President. Some of these are manufactured by other firms also.

Mr. Williams. Yes. We are not the sole manufacturers of these things.

President. How long has your firm been in existence in India?

Mr. Williams. It has worked in India for about 4 years. It has been

represented in India since 1911. The English firm is about 50 years old.

President. Have you got special machinery here for manufacturing bolts

and nuts?

Mr. Williams. We have got it in Calcutta now. It is being assembled.
We will start manufacturing in quite a short time. We can give you all

details.

President. I should like to know in some detail the scale on which you
propose to manufacture, the kind of material you use and the way in which
you are at a disadvantage as compared with the foreign manufacturer?

Mr. Williams. May I put certain facts before you for yourselves only
certain facts which I should not like to be given out publicly to all our

competitors? I don't mind telling you gentlemen. I will only be too glad
to give you full particulars.

President. We are rather in this position that ordinarily we don't treat
the information as confidential in the case of applicants because you see our

proceedings are supposed to be public and we report on materials placed
before us. We submit the report to Government and Government has to

place it before the Legislative Assembly.
Mr. Atkinson. We can give you facts as to how the local manufacturer

is disadvantaged. Mr. Glee mentioned something about the size and that
sort of thing. We don't like to say how big we are going to be. Supposing
we say that we propose to make all sorts of bolts and nuts, our competitors
may say

" These people want to increase their works. We will increase our
works before they get ready."

President. We can take any information down in confidence but it may
prevent us from making any recommendation. Supposing we were satisfied
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that a case had been made out for the duty to be remitted, we have got to

point out to Government what it is going to cost in revenue. How can we
do it, if you don't tell us on what scale you are going to manufacture?

Mr. Williams. We will be only too glad to give you any information in

confidence but not for publication. Further, we don't think it is good
business to make public beforehand what we are going to do.

President. It is for you to consider. I cannot advise you on that point.
The practice of this Board has been to treat everything as public unless for

special reasons a particular firm has made out a case for the evidence being
treated as confidential.

The Company's case.

Mr. Williams. May we first of all make out our case for launching into

the business of bolts, nuts and rivets. Rivets come really under the same
type of manufacture and are treated in the same way as bolts and nuts.

Bolts and nuts and rivets are charged 10 per cent, ad valorem. [ have got
information here (showed a statement) which will show that the bazar price
of bolts and nuts is about Rs. 12-8-0 a ewt. which means, allowing tor profit
and allowing for landing and clearing, there is the import duty of about a

rupee per cwt. Here is a trade journal (showed it to the Board) which shows
that the East Indian Railway purchased fishbolts at Rs. 11-7-0 a mt. on
which they will pay about fourteen annas. The import duty on bolts and
nuts is anything between a mpee and fourteen annas. The import duty on
rivets is 10 per cent, and there is the Tariff Valuation of Rs. 10 per cwt. in

certain cases so that the import duty on rivets is one rupee per cwt. Now
when we want to manufacture these, we have to import bars on which we
pay Rs. 40 per ton

;
that is about two rupees per cwt. In the manufacture

of bolts, nuts and rivets, there is 25 per cent, and 15 per cent, wastage.

Mr. Mathias. Would you tell us what steel you are going to use?

Mr. Williams. Whether it is British or Continental, the duty is Rs. 40
a ton.

Mr. Mather. That is perfectly true, but what quality of steel do you
use? Is it British or Continental steel or steel manufactured by Tata's?

Mr. Williams. It all depends on what the purchaser requires. At present,
ii is nearly all Continental steel.

President. What would be the corresponding British price?

Mr. Williams. 20 or 25 per cent. more. There is another trade journal
(showed to the President) showing the placing of orders for Rs. 10 lakhs
worth of fishbolts at about the same price. The Indian State Railways,
Director General of Stores and the ba/ar are, all buying Continental mate-
rial and we have to follow that which is being bought. If people specify
British material and pay for that, we will be very glad to supply. If we are

Oto supply in competition, we cannot supply British in competition with
nental material.

President. We will say one rupee duty per cwt. on an average.

Mr. Williams. It will be Rs. 2-8-0 Rs. 2 per cwt. and there is 25 per
cent, wastage.

Mr. Williams. The duty on the raw material which is required to make
one cwt. of finished material will amount Rs. 2-8-0 Rs. 2 per cwt. and
then 25 per cent, wastage.

Mr. Mather. That would not apply to rivets?

Mr. Williams. The wastage in rivets is 10 or 16 per cent, and not as

high as 25 per cent. We waste in heating alone nearly 5 per cent.

Mr. Mather. For bolts and nuts, Is it as high as 25 per cent.?

Mr. William*. Yes, there is tremendous wastage in bolts and nuts. That
makes an adverse balance of Rs. 1-8-0 per cwt. to the manufacturer of bolts
And nuts in India.
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Kinds of steel used.

President. What is the kind of bar that you use for bolts and nuts?

Mr. Williams. Bolts are made from round bars and nuts are made from
flat bars. Nuts of fishbolts may be made from special sections. It is one of
the difficulties of the nut trade that the sizes involved are odd sizes.

President. I take it that most of these bars are the kinds of bars manu-
factured in this country and happen to be protected. If an article is pro-
tected, we cannot very well say that the duty on that should be removed.

Mr. Williams. We wanted to ask you for a bounty of Rs. 2 per cwt. to
the local manufacturers or conversely to increase the import duty up to
Rs. 60 per ton on finished bolts, nuts and rivets.

President. In either case unless we have all the figures made availably
to the Government and public, it is very difficult to make any recommend-
ation.

Mr. Atkinson. The^e figures are absolutely confidential.

President. If you are asking for increased protection, we have to find

out your works cost, your fair selling price and so on. If you ask for a
bounty we have got to do the same thing and then we have to tell Govern-
ment that this is going to be the bill which they will have to foot if the

bounty is to be paid.

Mr. Atkinson. It is absolutely clear that the protected tariff against our
trade of bolt and nut making, amounts to Rs. 1-8-0 per cwt.

President. If it is merely a question of imported material, it may be

possible to give you a rebate.

Mr. Atkinson. It is the same for manufacturers who make bolts and
nuts out of materials made by Tata's.

President. Quite true. For that reason we cannot recommend any rebate
because Tata's steel is protected.

Mr. Atkinson. Ubing Tata's steel is the same as using imported steel.

For that reason, we don't ask for a rebate. We want an enhanced duty
on the manufactured article.

President. For that, you must show what your costs are and what

ought to be your fair selling price. You are not prepared to give us that
information.

Mr. Williams. We are pointing out that the trade is at a disadvantage
duo to inequality of treatment in the matter of tariff.

President. There may be other advantages that we do not know of.

Mr. Williams. There are very few bolts manufactured in this country.
It is a trade which could employ a good many thousands. If all the bolts

and nuts are made in India, it would employ tens of thousands. You could

not possibly employ them, because there is always an adverse balance of

Rs. 1-8-0 per cwt. against the manufacturer in this country. In the matter
of a few things, any manufacturer here will be at a disadvantage for some
time to come in competition with the Continent. There you have got an

organised trade. You have got men who have been at it for generations
and whose fathers, grand-fathers and great grand-fathers have been bolt

makers, nut makers and tool makers. You have got a big supply of trained

labour available to be had at any time. You have got raw material avail-

able not from one source but from half a dozen sources. You have no

necessity for stocking. You have also low exchange and low cost. The
-difficulties you have got in India are that the productive labour has got to

be taught. There is some productive labour. It is not yet efficiently taught.
But it is decidedly a trade which could be taught to Indian labour. You
have got to have tool makers who have got to be taught the necessary

degree of accuracy. You probably have got to have additional .process and
additional checking to make the quality sufficient to pass tests. You have

K2
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got the difficulty of obtaining the material because you have to import special
material or you have got to induce Tata's to roll special material. The
increasing trade in India would be a decided factor in inducing Messrs. Tata's
to roll the necessary sizes and the necessary material because it does not

correspond to the ordinary quality.^ Then, you have got the cost of stocking
the material. You have got the interest and stocking charges. For some
time to come, the Indian manufacturer is bound to be at a disadvantage
(which can be ultimately overcome) in competition with the Continental
manufacturer. At the same time there is the disadvantage of Bs. 1-8-0 in
the purchase of raw material.

President. If the country wishes to have the Steel industry, all these

points have to be taken into account. The same arguments will apply to
rolled steel or fabricated steel.

Mr. Williams. You have got a duty of 25 per cent, on fabricated steel

which has stopped practically the importation of all fabricated steel except
bridgework.

President. They established their case before us by giving us all the
materials and placing them before the Government and the Legislative
Assembly. You say that this car could not be done by you.

Mr. Williams. We have not got costs.

President. I am trying to point out that unless that is done, we should
find it very difficult to make any recommendation on general grounds. If

you read our proceedings, you will find that there is no information that is

not available to the public.

Mr. Williams. We cannot give you our costs because we have not made
them. But we can give you our capacity.

Mr. Atkinson. If you want to buy bolts and nuts of special sizes in India,
which we hope to manufacture, instead of Us. 10 or Bs. 11 which we just
quoted, it would be about Bs. 18 per cwt. It points to the one fact that
the manufacture of bolts has got a big field in India.

The market for bolts and nuts in India.

Mr. Mathias. Is there a market for a fair amount of special bolts and
nuts?

Mr. Atkinson. There is a big market now. Take the case of
Messrs. Burn and Company. They are the biggest people in the trade.

They manufacture their own specials and I think they import stock sizes.

Mr. Williams. Under present conditions, we have got to manufacture
only specials. It would not pay us to manufacture stock sizes. A big part
of the industry is not done in the country due to adverse conditions.

Mr. Mather. If you study the Trade Beturns you will find that during
the eight months of the current year bolts and nufcs have been imported on a
substantial scale from the United Kingdom, Germany and Belgium. If you
compare the tonnage imported with the value at the place of import, you
will find that British bolts and nuts work out at about Bs. 400 a ton, German
bolts and nuts at Bs. 300 and Belgian at Bs. 200 a ton. Also there has been
an import of a few hundred tons of American bolts and nuts at an average
ralue of Bs. 500 per ton. That indicates that in the ordinary course of
business the Indian purchaser is prepared to pay prices for at any rate cer-
tain kinds of bolts and nuts substantially above the prices that you have
quoted to us.

Mr. Atkinson. The prices quoted by us are those which the State Bail-

ways are purchasing at.

Mr. Mather. In the first 8 months of the current year, 2,300 tons of
German bolts and nuts have been imported at an average price of a trifle
over Bs. 300 a ton. British bolts and nuts imported totalled about 1,650
tons the price being in the neighbourhood of Bs. 400 a ton.
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Mr. Williams. That is very high.

Mr. Mather. Yet it is perfectly clear that the Indian purchaser is paying
that

Mr. Williams. The railways, the Director General of Stores and others,

are going to the Continent
; they are not paying it.

Mr. Mather. I am simply saying that somehody in India is paying it.

Mr. Williams. In November and December orders for 70 lakhs of dog-
spikes and 10 lakhs of fishbolts were placed. None of these dogspikes were
locally manufactured and no orders were placed in Great Britain.

Mr. Mather. You are perfectly aware that in November and December
it was practically impossible to get steel from Great Britain owing to the

shortage of coal.

Mr. Williams. We personally bought a good many bolts and nuts in those

months, but Indian manufacturers cannot obtain orders here.

President. Have you been using any Indian steel?

Mr. Williams. Yes, in our other manufactures.

President. What I wish to know is, is there any steel that you are likely
tD use which is not manufactured in India now?

Mr. Williams. The only source of manufacture in India is Tatas and it

can be produced there, but whether the quantities would be sufficient to
induce them to roll we cannot say. We don't use much of the ordinary
sections.

Mr. Mather. What size do you ordinarily want?

Mr. Williams. We use y or &" rounds for the bolts not the ordinary
quality but good screwing quality of steel, either mild steel or high tensile

steel.

Mr. Mather. What size do you use for a J" nut?

Mr. Williams. We deal with very odd sizes there
;
as a matter of fact it

will probably be 1 " x /;
. There is a great deal of wastage in nutb. We

have about 16 cwts. of wastage in 20 cwts. of nuts that we produce. There
is no difficulty in rolling but Messrs. Tatas would not have the rolls ordinarily.

Mr. Mather. If there isn't sufficient quantity it would not be economical
for the Indian manufacturer to roll these sections. But in so far as you are

applying for protection if you are always dependent on foreign bar you
may not fulfil the conditions laid down by the Fiscal Commission.

Mr. Atkinson. The more bolts and nuts are manufactured in India the
more it would be to the Tata Company's advantage to roll the sections re-

quired. Supposing we wanted, say, 40 tons of these sections, the question
would be whether it would pay them to get new rolls to roll 40 tons.

President. Are there any other people here who actually manufacture
bolts and nuts in large quantities?

Mr. Atkinson. There are several Indians who have "small bolt and nut
works. Burn and Company of course make fairly large quantities,*
Messrs. Jessop and Company make a fair quantity, mostly for their own
consumption. We asked them to make some special bolts the other day;
they said they could not deliver within 10 weeks which show that they do
not have much large outside output.

Mr. Mathias. Do they manufacture standard sizes?

Mr. Atkinson. I think they import them.

!

Capacity of the proposed works.

President. What is the capacity of your works?

Mr. Williams. 30 to 40 lakhs annually taking one bolt and nut as a unit,
dogspikes about 20 lakhs, rivets about 40 lakhs.
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Mr. Mather. What would be the approximate weight?

Mr. Atkinson. 1,500 tons roughly. If we can make money on 1,500 tons

a, year we can make 3,000 tons, that is what it comes to.

Rebate on raw materials or duty on imported bolts and nuts.

President. If we were satisfied that there is no steel manufactured in

this country of the kind that you use, we may be able to say there was a case

for exempting that steel from the protective duty or for a rebate on the nuts.

But so long as there is protected steel which is going to be manufactured,
you can only ask for protection of bolts and nuts and I do not think you have
reached that stage according to the usual procedure of this Board.

Mr. Atkinson. We know what the position of the Indian Steel Wire
Products is from the newspaper reports; they expected to get their bars

from the Tata Iron and Steel Company but they never got any. There is

just this difficulty; we know Tatas can manufacture but we do not know
whether they will. If we can offer them sufficient quantity 1 believe they
would.

President. That would mean a more formal and a much more elaborate

enquiry. We cannot deal with a proposition like this at this stage.

Mr. Williams. But the point is that even if they do manufacture we are

titill at a disadvantage of Rs. 1-8-0.

President. What we do is this; if any one applies for protection first of

all we want to know his costs; then we say he is entitled to so much profit

per ton, so much depreciation and other charges, and his fair selling price
is such and such. Then we say this is the price at which the foreign article

enters the country and then if we are satisfied, we say that the article should
be protected provided it fulfils the other conditions laid down by the Fiscal

Commission. But in doing that we may find that you are at a disadvantage
as regards the raw material of Be. 1 per cwt. but you may have some local

advantage which neutralizes that disadvantage.

Mr. Williams. Even supposing we can do that why should you benefit

the foreigner to the extent of Rs. 1-8-0 against the home industry?

President. The policy of the country is one of discriminating protection
which implies that certain conditions should be fulfilled. A definite policy
has been laid down by the Government and we here merely make proposals
to administer that policy as far as it lies in our power. We cannot take a

single circumstance and say that is an advantage or a disadvantage and
make a recommendation. We have got to take all the circumstances into

consideration.

Mr. Williams. You are taking a single trade.

President. We can take a single trade but we must take all the ad'

vantages and disadvantages into account and balance them and then if we
find that the local industry is at a disadvantage as compared with the foreign
manufacturer, then we may make proposals accordingly. But here you
simply mention this single circumstance and say there is this difference. We
do not dispute that there may be this difference. But if we are to make our
recommendations merely pointing out this disadvantage, Government may
say that we had not examined the question fully.

Mr. Williams. If you remove that disadvantage we stand a chance of

manufacturing bolts and nuts in this country and employing many thousand
men.

President. If it was merely a question of imported steel being used
because you could not get any indigenous steel, then the question would have
been different.

Mr. Atkinson. We cannot say that. Tatas have been rolling a certain
amount of steel but that we dicl not find quite satisfactory for screw cutting.
There has been difficulty in cutting threads.
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Mr. Mather. You prepared a scheme for an industry in India; you have
)ought your machinery and brought it into this country and I should expect
jhat when you were preparing that scheme for working on a scale of 1,500'
tons a year you would consider the source of supply of your raw material and
ror the natural source of supply. If you expected to come before the Tariff

Board for protection, I should have anticipated that you would go to Tatas
and say

" we want 1,500 tons of this particular section of a particular
quality; are you prepared to roll them "? Have you done that?

Mr. Williams. The point is this. Tatas may say that we will supply r

but our experience so far of buying steel for bolts and nuts from Tatas is

that we could not make screws and cut threads

Mr. Mather. That is not exactly relevant to my point, because somebody
may come along and order 10 tons or so of a particular size and for a small

order Tatas may find it uneconomical to make a special quality. But if

Tatas had been told beforehand that there was some reasonable prospect of

good trade in this particular quality of steel they might have taken steps to

produce this screwing quality. Have you approached them in that way?

Mr. Williams. No. We made our plans on imported supply and then
to purchase Tatas' steel if they could supply it.

Mr. Mather. In connection with the imported bolt steel and nut steel

do you know how the price you have to pay compare with the price of common
bar of the same size? How much would you pay extra for this screwing
quality?

Mr. Williams. We pay Rs. 7 to Rs. 10 extra per ton. If it was high
tensile steel for fish bolts we should pay about Rs. 20 extra. It is a common
commodity in Great Britain and the Continent and we have not got to pay
a big extra.

Mr. Mathias. Do you use any special kinds of steel which are not subject
to the protective duty at present?

Mr. Williams. No. They all come in as bar.

Mr. Atkinson. There are certain sections which they let in under 10

per cent, for example, fittings for sleepers, etc.

President. I am just trying to point out that so far as steel is concerned,
we cannot, assuming that Tatas' steel is protected, make a recommendation
to reduce the duty. You can understand that.

Mr. Williams Yes. Can you not increase the duty on bolts and nuts?

President. We can increase the duty on bolts and nuts if you followed
our ordinary procedure and that, as I pointed out to you, would depend upon
actual results.

Mr. Williams. That is just the complaint. If the trade is not going to

be encouraged, until the money has been put down and been lost, of course
we cannot manufacture. We can give you our estimates, but they will not
be accepted.

Mr. Mathias. May I ask if this machinery which you have is suitable for

manufacturing special nuts.

Mr. Williams. It is only a question of making tools for it.

Mr. Mather. When did you decide to start the manufacture?

Mr. Williams. 12 to 18 months ago.

Mr. Mather. Since the protective duty was introduced.

Mr. Williams. Yes. Owing to the great difficulty of getting bolts and
nuts in India, we decided to do this.

President. Didn't you have a representative here who is in charge of

these matters? We issued several communiques.
Mr. Williams. Our staff was fully occupied with our own manufacture.

Mr. Mather. This seems to be a fundamental part of your scheme. You
evolved a scheme at the time when the duty on bars is Rs. 40 and when tho
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duty on bolts is 10 per cent. After 18 months you come along and ask for

a change. Would it not have been a wiser policy to bring this matter before

the Board before you committed yourself to that extent if you thought that

it was a vital question?

President. The first communique was issued by the Government of India

on the 3rd April and our own communique* was issued on the 16th April,

1926 asking for applications and so on. When we were considering this main

application, if any application had been made by industries which were likely

to be adversely affected by any proposals we might make, we would have

considered them. It is rather late now for us to deal with this application
in this form. Of course you can apply again after you have started when

you will have some figures which you can place before the Board, and say
"

this is how the present system of tariff affects us. Our costs have been

increased by so much, and we want relief.'
1

Then we can go into the ques-
tion and see whether you fulfil the conditions laid down by the Fiscal Com-
mission. After tha* we may be in a position to make some proposals.

Mr. Williams. There is an adverse balance of Rs. 1-8-0 due to an anomaly
in the import duty.

President. That can be rectified as I say, if a case is made out for pro-
tection. For that wo must have all the materials.

Mr. Atkinson. You want to know costs and selling prices of stock sizes,

British, Continental and Indian and then you would want the same details

for specials, British, Continental and Indian. Our own manufacturing costs

cannot be ascertained until we have actually started working.

President. This Board is constituted specially to assist industries on a

proper case being made out.

Mr. Atkinson. Is it not inflexible?

President. It is not inflexible. But we don't deviate from the general
principles unless for very good reasons.

Mr. Williams. Take the bolts and nuts industry. It should be carried

out in the country, but it is at a disadvantage.

President. But we must have some facts to estimate all the advantages
and disadvantages. You yourselves have no material.

Mr. Williams. At the moment bolts and nuts and dogspikes are all im-

ported.

President. There are many other things, e.g., castings which are im-

ported. We cannot make any recommendation merely on that statement.
We want facts based on some little experience.

Mr. Williams. That means any manufacturer has got to put down his

works and lose first before he can receive equality of treatment.

President. I don't say that that is an inflexible rule. Here in this case,
as I say, the position is complicated by the kind of steel that you propose
to use being protected.

Mr. Atkinson. We are manufacturers and consumers, and so we are
free traders.

President. We cannot look upon you apart from the main industry itself.

We have to see how that industry is likely to be affected.

Mr. Williams. The bolts and nuts industry is a pretty large industry
which is worth looking into. It should not be sacrificed.

President. We don't say that it should be.

Mr. FtMiaws. -That is what the present tariff does. The manufacturers
have got to make up by other factors. They have to overcome the disad-

vantage in the country.
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XII. Letter from the Tariff Board, to Messrs. Kirloskar Brothers,

Limited, dated the 19th April 1927.

I am directed to refer to your letter No. 307, dated the 15th instant and
to say that the Tariff Board has fixed 10-30 A.M. on the 2nd May 1927, for the-

hearing of your oral evidence at the Board's office in Calcutta.

I am also to ask you to send written replies (with six spare copies) to the

following questions so as to reach the Board on or if possible before the 29th
instant and to say that your examination will, in the main, deal with th&

points raised therein :

1. (a) What is the total bolt and nut making capacity of your works P

(b) What was your actual output in

1926-26?

1926-27?

2. What was the average cost of the imported bars used by you in 1925-26

and in 1926-27 under the heads

(a) c.i.f. port of entry,

(6) landing charges,

(c) import duty,

(d) transport charges to factory?

8. What were your works costs per ton of bolts and nuts in 1925-26 and in
1926-27 under the heads

(a) steel bars (without duty),

(6) import duty on bars,

(c) other materials,

(d) labour,

(e) power and fuel,

(/) miscellaneous.

4. (a) What were the average monthly prices of imported nuts and bolts in
1925-26 and in 1926-27 the c.i.f. price, Customs duty and landing charges are
to be given separately?

(6) What were the average monthly prices realized by you for your bolts
and nuts in 1925-26 and in 1926-27?

Messrs. Kirloskar Brothers, Limited.

A. WRITTEN.

(1) Letter dated the 25th April 1927.

With reference to your letter No. 321 of 19th instant, we have pleasure
to enclose herewith copies of replies to the questions asked by you.

While replying your questions, we have tried to give you all the informa-
tion we could get in so short a time and as the working of the bolts and nuts
in the year 1924 was found to be uneconomic, we were required to keep the

factory closed completely and we were occasionally using the machinery when-
ever we got orders of odd sizes.

It is therefore not possible to give monthly prices realized by us neither
is it possible to give the monthly output.

As we are not the importers of nuts and bolts, we have not got the reply
of question No. IV (a) ready and the information of same is called for and as
soon as we get the information, we shall either forward it to you or send it

with our representative.
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Reply to question No. 1 (a).

Manufacturing capacity of bolts per day.

Size of bolts. Quantity.

Cwts.

f'xli* 4

f"x3" 6}

f"x6" 11J

}"xlj" 7*

i"x3" 12

i"x6" 22

"xli" 13J

S"x3" 20

f"x6" 29

i"xli" 22

3"x3" 27}

J"x6" 35

Question No. 1 (&).

Actual output in 1925-26 . . 85 tons 5 cwts. 34 Ibs.

Actual output in 1926-27 . . 57 tons 4 cwts. 26 Ibs.

Reply to question No. 2.

Average cost of imported bars in 1924-85 under the following heads.

Us. A.

(a) c.i.f. Port of entry 118 15

(6) Landing charges 6 10

(c) Import duty 40

(d) Transport charges to factory .... 18

In 1925-26 and 1926-27, we did not import our steel bars from foreign
country, but we purchased them from Bombay at an average rate of Us. 150

per ton f.o.r. Bombay and paying Es. 18 per ton as railway freight from

Bombay to our godown.
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Reply to question No. 4 (6).

The average selling price of bolts.

Rs. A.

The average- selling price of Hexagon and Square
head bolts in 1925-2C . . . . . . 12 4 per cwt.

The average selling price of Countersunk bolts in

1926-27 . 16 12

N.B. We made in 1925 and 1926 the Hexagon and Square bolts only. In
1826 and 1927 the Countersunk head bolts only.

(2) Statement handed by Messrs. Kirloskar Brothers.

Begarding the Bolt and Niit Department.

Rs. A. P.

Cost of machinery 1,21,125 11 2

Cost of building 10,000 (about)

Floating capital

Cost of buildings for workmen

Number of workmen and their pay per month.
Rs.

1 Superintendent 150
1 Foreman 32

1 Supervisor 5O
1 Clerk 2&

25T

3 Fitters 120-

34 Workmen for making bolts, nuts and assembling
them 428

10 Workmen for making tools, etc 277

Total pay per month . 1,082

Bates of nuts and bolts in 1925.

c.i.f.

s. d.

*" 19

i* 16 3

V 14 6

I" 13

1926.

Bombay.
** 18 6 R8.i7.
** 15 Rs.12.
*" 12 9 Bs.li-8..
*' *... 11 9 Rs.11-8.
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1927.

c.i.f.,

s. d.

|* 18 6

J 14

I" 13

|// 12

Import prices of bars in 1925 were 6.

1926 were 5-17-5.

1927 were 6-6-5.

Bombay
Rs. 16.

He. 11-8.

Rs. 10-8.

Rs. 10.

(3) Letter dated 12th May 1927.

We are enclosing herewith statements which our representative promised
to forward to you at the time of the oral examination at Calcutta.

The oral evidence, however, requires one correction namely that in reply
to a question, our representative said that item No. " D n of our statement
referred to " Tools " whereas it referred to " labour " and the evidence should
therefore be corrected accordingly.

Tn addition to what we have already represented to the Board, we may
add here that if the Board thinks that there would crop up administrative
difficulties with regard to the granting of rebate, then as an alternative we
may suggest that the duty on imported bolts and nuts be raised from 10 per
cent, to 30 per cent.

This will not only remove the anomaly of taxing the raw material at Rs. 37
a ton and allowing finished products to enter at 10 per cent, duty but it will

also enable our industry to stand on its own legs.

As already all figures of cost production, etc., are given to the Board to
the minutest detail, we feel certain that the Board will give its very careful
consideration to our representation.

Question No. 5, Item No.

1.

F "
(Miscellaneous).

MISCELLANEOUS COST PBB TON OF BOLTS.

II. The average cost of bolts per ton is Rs. 288-9-4.

III. The average wastage in nuts is 40 per cent.
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MESSRS. KIRLOSKAR BROTHERS, LIMITED,

B. OKAL.

Evidence of Mr. N. W. GURJAR, recorded at Calcutta on Monday,
the 2nd May 1927.

Introductory.

President. Mr. Gurjar, you are representing Messrs. Kirloskar Brothers,

Limited.

Mr. Gurjar. Yes.

President. What is your exact position in the firm?

Mr. Gurjar. I am the Assistant Manager and Secretary of the firm.

President. Are you responsible for the superintendence of the work?

Mr. Gurjar. That is done by another gentleman who is called the Superin-
tendent.

President. Your application is in regard to bolts and nuts.

Mr. Gurjar. Yes.

President. In addition to bolts and nuts, you also manufacture ploughs,

sugarcane mills, etc.

Mr. Gurjar. Yes.

President. Do you manufacture pumps?
Mr. Gurjar. Yes.

President. It is not a question of assembling the parts. You actually
manufacture them.

Mr. Gurjar. Yes.

President. That is something new in addition to your other products.

Mr. Gurjar. Yes.

President. In regard to pumps, ploughs and sugarcane presses you are
not putting forward any application, are you ?

Mr. Gurjar. For the present we are not putting up any because for pumps
we do not require as much iron as we require for bolts and nuts. Though at

present we are feeling competition in the case of pumps, a representation will

be made later on separately because that has nothing to do with the protection
of the Steel Industry.

President. I take it that in so far as the manufacture of any of these three
kinds of agricultural implements is concerned you are not putting in any
application.

Mr. Gurjar. No, we are not.

President. That is to say, you are making these with satisfactory profits
at present.

Mr. Gurjar. Yes.

President. When you last came before us, you had, I think, a nut and bolt-

making machine, had you not?

Mr. Gurjar. On a very small scale we were manufacturing and that for
our own purpose. But at present the prices are very high.

President. What was the capacity of the old machine?

Mr. Gurjar. A couple of cwts. a day.
President. About 30 or 40 tons a year.

Mr. Gurjar. Yes, that was practically consumed by ourselves.

President. You had some difficulty with regard to that machine. There
was some difficulty in obtaining rods of the correct size.
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Mr. Gurjar. That is still there. We are required to pay something more-
for the correct size of bars.

President. Is that machine still working?
Mr. Ourjar. Yes. Ordinary bolts and nuts sold in the market do not

require a correct size. But when we supply to the Railways they do insist

upon the correct size and shape.
President. That is for the old nut and bolt machine.

Mr. Gurjar. Yes, and even for the new. Unless it is of the correct size, we
cannot make correct threads.

President. You have to pay a higher price for that.

Mr. Gurjar. About 5 or 6 shillings a ton more.

President. For getting the correct size.

Mr. Gurjar. Yes, otherwise the Continental bars are not correct to the
size.

Dr. Matthai. Do you sell bolts and nuts to the railways?
Mr. Gurjar. Yes, through the contractors.

Dr. Matthai. You sell in the first instance to the contractors.

Mr. Gurjar. Yes, because so long our firm was not on the approved con-
tractors' list.

President. Your capacity on the new nut and bolt machinery is 300 tons
a year.

Mr. Gurjar. It varies for various sizes and I think I have already sub-
mitted a statement on that.

Dr. Matthai. It works out roughly to about 300 tons a year.
Mr. Gurjar. Yes.

President. We can take the output of the new bolt and nut machinery as

roughly 300 tons a year.

Mr. Gurjar. That is for the whole set, both old and new.

President. 300 tons for both the old and new combined?
Mr. Gurjar. Yes.

President . Of that, how much do you use in your ploughs and other agri-
cultural implements?

Mr. Gurjar. About 40 tons.

President. Are the nuts and bolts for your implements of a very special'
kind?

Mr. Gurjar. They are not. Since we have got the machinery we do not
want to purchase.

President. Why I asked that question is that it seems rather curious that
you have gone in for manufacturing instead of purchasing.

Mr. Gurjar. That is true. During the war time bolts and nuts could not
be had in the market. Even after the war, during 1922-23, 1923-24 and 1924-
25, the prices of bolts and nuts went up to something like Rs. 25 per cwt. At
that time we thought that it would be safe to manufacture bolts and nuts
ourselves.

Dr. Matthai. You consider bolts and nuts as a sort of key product. Both
bolts and nuts are essential for your agricultural implements and you could
not get them during the war.

Mr. Gurjar. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. Therefore in order to assure yourselves with regard to sup-
plies, you started making bolts and nuts.

Mr. Gurjar. That was so then. Thereafter during the years when prices
were soaring high we purchased some set of new machines to manufacture bolts
and nuts separately.

Dr. Matthai. For the purpose of making a general business?
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Mr. Gurjar. Yes.

President. "When did you actually order your new machine?

Mr. Gurjar. Our Superintendent went to Germany in 1922 with instruc-

tions to purchase machines and he was there in Germany throughout the year
1923.

President. When did he place the order ?

Mr. Gurjar. Ahout March 1923.

President. When was it installed?

Mr. Gurjar. The new machine actually began to work in 1924.

President.What part of 1924?

Mr. Gurjar. From about June.

President. You had no outturn for 1925.

Mr. Gurjar. We have given you the outturn for 1925-26.

President. Then you started working in 1925.

Mr. Gurjar. We started in June 1924.

Dr. Matthai. You say in one of your representations that you actually
started manufacturing bolts and nuts on your new machinery early in 1925.

Mr. Gurjar. We started working at the end of 1924 or about the beginning
of 1925.

President. You paid a somewhat high price for your machinery, Rs. 1}
riakhs.

Mr. Gurjar. I don't think so. That is not the cost of only the machi-

nery. The cost of machinery comes to only Rs. 1,20,000.

President. Even if you took the cost at Rs. 1,20,000, if you expect to get,

say, 10 per cent, return on your plant, it would mean about Rs. 12,000 a year,
-which on an outturn of 300 tons would come to something like Rs. 40 a ton.

Mr. Gurjar. Yes.

President. If you take depreciation at 6J per cent, of your capital, it

'will come to another Rs. 25.

Mr. Gurjar. That is what we should expect.

President. Then you have working capital.

Mr. Gurjar. Rs. 1,50,000 includes the working capital.

President. Roughly you would have to sell your bolts and nuts at such a

price as to bring in Rs. 65 per ton to cover depreciation and profit only.

Mr. Gurjar. That is the idea< with which we started making these in our
works.

Dr. Matthai. This machinery that you bought, is it used exclusively for
nuts and bolts?

Mr. Gurjar. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. Is it used for any other purpose?
Mr. Gurjar. No, it cannot be used for any other purpose. Otherwise we

^would not have kept the machinery idle.

Market for bolts and nuts.

President. Out of your output of 300 tons, you use about 40 tons your-
selves.

Mr. Gurjar. Yes.

President. The rest you sell in Bombay.
Mr. Gurjar. Yes.

President. At present you are actually selling only about 10 tons in
Bombay.

Mr. Gurjar. Yes, because we are not manufacturing.
President. But you are actually selling a little in Bombay.
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Mr. Gurjar. Yes.

President. You have no local market.

Mr. Gurjar. No.

Dr. Matthai. Do you mean that there is no local market near Kirloskar-

wadi for nuts and bolts?

Mr. Gurjar. There is no local market near Kirloskarwadi.

Dr. Matthai. You have to take your bolts and nuts to Bombay.
Mr. Gurjar. Yes.

President. Is it possible that you would ever be able to run this factory
at a profit? According to your application your steel costs you one rupee a

cwt. extra at Kirloskarwadi and one rupee more to go back, that is two rupees
a cwt. You are asking in your application for a rebate of Us. 20 a ton which
is equal to one rupee per cwt.

Mr. Gurjar. We are asking for one rupee in railway freight.

President. You are asking for one rupee in railway freight. I don't think
that we are competent to deal with such railway matters.

Mr. Gurjar. You can give us the whole rebate if you cannot suggest any
concession in railway freight.

President. You wish to modify your application.

Mr. Gurjar. Yes. I think that if the whole rebate is given, we can suc-

cessfully manufacture and at least capture some of the southern markets.

Dr. Matthai. If you don't get any concession in railway freight, then you
would ask for a rebate of Rs. 40 per ton.

Mr. Gurjar. Yes. Then alone it is possible to manufacture nuts and bolts

in India.

Dr. Matthai. The proper solution will be for you to take the railway pro-
position to the proper authority.

Mr. Gurjar. Supposing they don't give, then I cannot come back again
and say that the railway people did not give. I have put it quite definitely
that the whole duty should be given as a rebate to the bond fide manufacturers
of nuts and bolts. I think that it is very reasonable.

Dr. Matthai. Supposing we gave you a rebate of Rs. 40 and the railways
gave you also a concession, you would get more than you have bargained for.

Is not there that possibility?

Mr. Gurjar. I think that the Government can reconsider then the whole-

question of tariff.

President. On this application, considering it merely as a question of pro-
tection, you could hardly expect the country to reimburse you for disadvan-

tages in regard to your situation.

Mr. Gurjar. I may tell you that even if I am to take my factory to
Bombay, the cost of production will go up because the cost of labour in Bombay
is more and there will be extra supervision. As a matter of fact just because
we are near the bolt manufacturing factory we are supervising it and no
charges are added on that account. Otherwise we shall have to keep an extra
supervisor and the cost of production will go up. I am quite sure that if a

factory were to be started in Calcutta or Bombay, the cost of bolts and nuta
would not be much cheaper than what they are at Kirloskarwadi.

Agricultural Implements.

Dr. Matthai. Your point conies to this that the business in agricultural
implements that you are doing has been in Kirloskarwadi now for about 30 or
40 years. Now if you take your bolts and nuts factory to Bombay, it would
mean that you would have to keep two establishments.

Mr. Gurjar. Yes, it means additional cost.
N

President. The wages would be high.

Mr. Gurjar. Yes, also supervision would be high.
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The Company's Claim.

President. Let us be quite clear as to what it is that you ask.

Mr. Gurjar. We want Rs, 40 as rebate.

President . What you want is a rebate. It depends on what figures you

indicate as reasonable. On a question of principle you are not applying for

substantive protection in your application.

Mr. Gurjar. No.

President. Your application amounts to this that so far as the duty is

concerned you wish to be placed on an equality with the foreign importers. Ts

that what you wish to say ?

Mr. Gurjar. That is the least we can expect from you.

Dr. Matthai. What you say in your representation that you sent us last

year seems to me quite clear on the point that what you want is really tariff

equality. What you say here is
" Our main contention then was that while

duty is levied on raw materials, the finished products are allowed to enter duty

free in the country."

Mr. Gurjar. I have submitted to you the cost of production and every-

thing. It is quite clear that unless the whole duty is given as rebate it will not

be possible to continue the manufacture in India.

Dr. Matthai. The point which the President has raised has nothing to do

with the measure of assistance. We are really on the question of principle.

We want to be quite clear as to the kind of assistance that you want. Gene-

rally industries come to us and ask for protection.

Mr. Gurjar. We do not want protection but if we are to be given pro-

tection, as our manufacturing capacity is very small, it will be penalising the

consumers. The best way to help us is to give us a rebate, unless you think

otherwise.

President. On the question of protection do you really consider that you
are entitled to protection, as you are not using Indian steel P Your position

is such that you cannot use Indian steel. You are using foreign steel on the

ground of cheapness.

Mr. Gurjar. We are situated at a very long distance from Tatanagar.
The railway freight from Tatanagar to our place is Rs. 68 per ton.

Dr. Matthai. Tata's can get materials sent to Bombay at a lower rate.

Mr. Gurjar. By special rates.

Dr. Matthai. If you get your materials from Tata's they might be ^ble

to send them at special rates.

Mr. Gurjar. Do you think that they would give us at Rs. 18?

Dr. Matthai. Something more than Rs. 18 but less than Rs. 68.

Mr. Gurjar. Don't you think that it would be cheaper for us to purchase
from Bombay?

Dr. Matthai. You have not bought any materials from Tata's and there-

fore you do not know what is the actual freight that may be charged ?

Mr. Gurjar. Tata's gave us to understand that if we purchased in large

quantities, we might get it at Rs. 35.

President. Whether it is profitable or unprofitable the fact remains that

.you are manufacturing out of imported material and therefore you have so

much less claim for protection. One of the main objects in regard to the

subsidiary steel industries is that they should ensure an outlet for the steel

rolled in India.

Mr. Gurjar. At the time protection to Tatas was given it was considered
that as the freight to our place was very high it was impossible for them to
-capture the markets in Bombay and Madras.
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President. That question may have to be reconsidered. Even supposing
that Tatas cannot deliver at an economic price at your works, the fact still

remains that you are using imported steel and thus your claim to pro-

tection is not so great.

Mr. Gurjar. It is quite natural that people who are using Tatas steel

should be given better protection, but at the same time as a separate identity
and a separate industry manufacturing bolts and nuts even though we are

using foreign steel we have got a claim for a rebate. You are protecting the

raw material of the industry charging a higher price.

President. That may be a case for compensatory protection or for tariff

equality. It appears to me that there are three questions raised and it seems

to me that you are not quite distinct in your mind what particular principle

you are supporting in your application. You may apply for substantive pro-

tection, you may apply for compensatory protection on account of increase in

the price of steel or you may. apply for tariff equality, and in answer to my
colleague's question just now you said you are not limiting it to the one point
of tariff equality but applying for substantive protection because the industry
deserves substantive protection.

Mr. Gurjar. I have told you that Rs. 40 a ton should be given as rebate

and if the whole of the duty is given as rebate our claim will be substantive.

President. On what ground do you support this Rs. 40 a ton.

Mr. Gurjar. The first ground is that the raw material is made costliei

owing to the duty on imported steel.

President. By how much?
Mr. Gurjar. Formerly it was 10 per cent, but now it is Rs. 37 a ton and

the imported steel comes at present at Rs. 86 a ton c.i.f. roughly.
President. A duty of 10 per cent, would be Rs. 9 and the present duty is

Rs, 37 a ton, so that the difference is Rs. 28 a ton. How do you get Rs. 40?

Mr. Gurjar. That is the additional protection I have asked for on the

ground that it is an Indian industry and if a bolt and nut industry is to
be established in India then that is the least we could expect. I can't see

why we should not be given protection simpyl because we are using foreign

Dr. Matthai. How many workmen have you now altogether?
Mr. Gurjar. About 500.

steel.

Market.

Dr. Matthai. You sell your implements in the neighbourhood of Kirloskar-
wadi ?

Mr. Gurjar. Except Bengal, Bihar and Orissa we sell in the whole of
India.

Dr. Matthai. What is the total production of agricultural implements?
Mr. Gurjar. About 3,000 tons.

Dr. Matthai. Is your bolt and nut machine German?
Mr. Gurjar. Yes,

President. You are at a distinct disadvantage as regards your home
market ?

Mr. Gurjar. We have a large home market. Something like 2,000 tons
are imported into Bombay,

President. But actually you are at a disadvantage.
Mr. Gurjar. The Fiscal Commission pointed out that there must be a

large home market.

President. Do you say that your claim for protection is based on the
.ground that there is a big home market in Bombay?

Mr. Gurjar. Yes.

President. Are there any oher grounds?
Mr. Gurjar. This inequality.
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President. That we should consider separately, but your main contention

is that you have got a big home market?

Mr. Gurjar. That is so.

President. But apart from that you consider that you should be placed
on a footing of absolute equality with the imported material so far as the tariff

is concerned?

Mr. Gurjar. Yes.

Costs.

Dr. Matthai. May I put the question in a slightly different way. At
present your bolt and nut factory must have been working for two years and

during these two years your average production has not been above, say, 60
tons a year, 80 in the first year, 50 in the second year. The practical difficulty
that I want to suggest to you is this : if we are to consider the question of

granting substantive protection then we ought to have a fairly clear idea of

what your costs on a reasonable output would be.

Mr. Gurjar. I have not based my costs on that. We have based our costs

on the basis that we would get orders for the full capacity.

Dr. Matthai. If you look at your answer to question No. 3 you will see

that you have given us certain figures of costs under various heads. You told
me just now that these costs were actual costs incurred by you at a time when
you were working to full capacity.

Mr. Gurjar. I said that because as a matter of fact we worked for two
months to full capacity.

Dr. Matthai. To what months do these figures relate?

Mr. Gurjar. October 1925 when we worked to full capacity.
Dr. Matthai. In October 1925 you produced these various sizes of bolts

up to the fullest quantity of which your machinery is capable and then you
slackened off?

Mr. Gurjar. Yes, We worked to the fullest capacity for two months to
see whether it would reduce our cost of production to the fullest extent.

Dr. Matthai. Supposing you worked a fairly big machinery like this to
full capacity for a month, would you be justified in taking these data as your
normal data?

Mr. Gurjar. That was not in the very beginning of the term when we
found there was no market to sell our goods at a price.

Dr. Matthai.--Would it not be a more reasonable thing to say
" We have

just made a beginning with what we claim to be an important industry; we
have been working at it for about 2 years and we have reached a capacity of,
say, 60 tons a year. At present we are subjected to this handicap, the duty on
raw materials being so much higher than the duty on the finished product.
Since we are a new industry we are entitled to ask you to remove this
handicap." When this Handicap has been removed and as a result of that
you have been able to raise your output, working up to something like an
economic output, then you will be able to get a cost which might be reliable
and which we might take as your normal cost. Then you can raise the ques-
tion of substantive protection if you require it. Otherwise we would be under
the obligation of telling the Legislature that Messrs. Kirloskars have worked
this factory to full capacity only for a month

;
their labour was not sufficiently

trained, their machinery was new for the workmen
;
and we could not accept

these costs as normal.

Mr. Gurjar. We have worked this factory for a year and a half; do youmean to say that the labour is not trained ?

Dr. Matthai. In a very spasmodic way.
Mr. Gurjar. At least this handicap should be removed.

Presidents-Do I take it that in this answer to question 1 (a) the quantitvthat you give is the quantity turned out in one month working at full capacity P
Mr. Gurjar. No.
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President. I thought you said that your costs were based on that. I do
not follow you when you say your answer to question 3 is based on the capacity
worked in October 1925.

Mr. Gurjar. This production is based on that.

President. This is the amount which you could produce in one month
working at full capacity, that is to say, about 10 tons. You say your costs are

not based on that?

Mr. Gurjar. No.

President. So that although in answer to question 1 you have given the

amount you actually turned out in one particular month working to full capa-

city, in answer to question 3 your costs are based on figures working well

below that. Take the answers to (b), (c), (d), (e) and (f) in question 3. Those
are based on your actual figures of working for the whole year, are they not?

Mr. Gurjar. They are not based on the whole year because for nearly half

the year they were closed.

President. Then for that portion of the year in which you were working?
Mr. Gurjar. They are not the average of the year, but the average of

the days on which we were working. Supposing we worked in one month
ten days and in another five days, yet another 20 days and so on, these

number of days have been taken into consideration.

President. That is exactly the point my colleague was making. These
costs you have given do not show what you would be able to produce if you
were working to full capacity, so that these figures will be a very unsafe basis

on which to make any recommendation.

Mr. Gurjar. If we worked to the full capacity these figures would not vary
to a great extent perhaps only to an extent of 5 per cent., because the costs

of production given here are worked out from monthly sheets and we can
show you that if we worked even up to 300 tons the costs would not be reduced

by more than 5 per cent.

President. If you go through these various heads you must admit that the

larger the output the smaller your charges for power and fuel and so on.

Mr. Gurjar. In what way will it be reduced ?

President. By working continuously.

Mr. Gurjar. The production given is per day and the cost of production is

taken on that and if we were to work for 300 days the proportionate cost of

power would go up.

Dr. Matthai. Look at your statement on question 3. The charge for

power and fuel against $ size is Rs. 2-8-0. I understand that is the size in

respect of which your capacity is the largest, and therefore your charges for

power and fuel are lower on that.

Mr. Gurjar. Naturally because we turn out more per day.

Dr. Matthai. The more you turn out the less your charges will be ?

Mr. Gurjar. I don't understand how they can.

President. You raise per day your capacity.

Mr. Gurjar. In the case of %" the tonnage is greater. The weight is

greater. We manufacture 6,000 bolts of j*x6".

President. That is exactly the point. If you increase your output still

further, you will have still lower charges. This is not peculiar to your works.

Mr. Gurjar. I quite understand that that is the general theory.

President. In the same way your labour charges would go down, other
material charges would go down. I don't know exactly what your miscella-
neous charges are.

Dr. Matthai. What are your miscellaneous charges?

Mr. Gurjar. Depreciation, tools and overhead.
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President. Obviously your overhead charges would come down very much.

The bigger your output the smaller is the amount per ton. Therefore we

might reasonably expect a very considerable reduction.

Mr. Gurjar. I may tell you that these miscellaneous charges are only

Rs. 20 for I".

Dr. Matthai. It is about Rs. 170 for the first size and Rs. 20 for the last

size.

Mr. Ourjar. I have told you that there would be a variation of 5 per cent.

That is my idea because they are varying from Rs. 170 to Rs. 20.

President. We have found that in the case of other industries any increase

in output has resulted in a very considerable reduction.

Mr. Ourjar. I don't think so far as we are concerned there will be more
than 5 per cent, variation even if we are to produce 300 tons throughout the

year.

President. That is not our experience.

Dr. Matthai. Obviously if you increase your output from 50 to 300 tons
r

there must be a considerable reduction in your overhead charges, because the
overhead instead of being divided by 50 tons would Eave to be divided by 300
tons and it must make a considerable reduction.

Mr. Gurjar. There is one anomaly in connection with these figures and
that is the overhead of the whole year is not charged on this, but only the
overhead of those working days is charged.

President. In these particular statements that you have sent us.

Mr. Gurjar. Yes. That is why there is mistake between my thinking and

your thinking.

President. Even so on those particular days if you* are producing at
one-fifth of your capacity ....

Mr. Gurjar. When we get orders we work to the fullest extent.

President. You didn't have orders to enable you to work to full capacity.

Mr. Gurjar. Whenever we had orders we used to work 10 or 15 daya
continuously.

President. Do you work 3 shifts?

Mr. Gurjar. No.

President. You work one shift.

Mr. Gurjar. Yes.

President. Could you not work three shifts, supposing there was enough
market?

Mr. Gurjar. Yes, we could work if there was a market.

President. In that case theoretically your full capacity will be how much P

Mr. Gurjar. It will come to 1,000 tons.

President. If you are producing 1,000 tons a year these figures would be
subject to considerable alterations.

Mr. Gurjar. I have not worked even for a single shift to the extent of
300 tons.

President. I am not asking you whether you have worked. I am asking
you whether if you turned out 1,000 tons your figures would not show consi-
derable variation.

Mr. Gurjar. Yes, ultimately.

President. In these figures we are puzzled by the price of steel. In 1925
it was Rs. 150 and in 1926 it was Rs. 150.

Mr. Gurjar. That is the average price. We were not importing then?
since we had no regular market for these things.

President. Is that Rs. 150 landed?

Mr. Gurjar. Rs. 150 plus Rs. 18.
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President. In our steel enquiry into the question of protection of rolled

steel, when we examined the prices there, we found the Calcutta price was

very considerably below that. The highest price in November, 1926, was

Rs. 140. For two months it was Rs. 140.

Mr. Ourjar. It was not so low as that in Bombay.
President. For the remainder of the year it was Rs. 135. In 1926 the

highest price was Rs. 137-8-0 and the lowest price was Rs. 125, so that your

prices were considerably above the price ruling on this side of India.

Mr. Gurjar. May I know whether they are the Bombay figures.

President. Bombay figures are considerably higher than the Calcutta

figures. In October 1925 the price was as high as Rs. 150. That was the

only month in which it touched Rs. 150. In September it was Rs. 135, in

August Rs. 140, in July Rs. 145 and in June Rs. 140. In the year 1926 it

rose in January to Rs. 155 and it dropped steadily throughout the year until

in August and September 1926, it was Rs. 125. These are Bombay Iron Mer-
chants' Association's market prices.

Dr. Matthai. When did you buy last in the Bombay market?

Mr. Gurjar. In October 1926.

Dr. Matthai. You paid Rs. 150.

Mr. Gurjar. It comes to Rs. 146 or Rs. 147. That is the actual price we
paid. There are other charges such as the commission to the agent, carting,

etc., which come to Rs. 150 on an average.

President. Do you buy in small lots?

Mr. Gurjar. In small lots as we get orders t
%

or nuts and bolts.

President. What is the size of lots?

Mr. Gurjar. Something like 5 or 10 tons.

President. For that reason are you charged higher rates, because your
lots are so small.

Mr. Gurjar. I don't think they are charging higher rates. Other charges
such as carting, etc., added to that come to Rs. 150 nearly. In 'Bombay
carting is very high. They are required to be taken over from the Bombay
bazaar to the railway station and then booked to Kirloskarvadi.

President. Even on the Bombay Iron Merchants' Association's prices here
it seems to me that you pay for your steel considerably above the prices which
the Association supplied us with.

Mr. Gurjar. They have given the figure as Rs. 125, but I have never

purchased at that price.

President. We realise that you have never purchased at that particular
price. What we are trying to get at is why you had to pay a high price.

Mr. Gurjar. This is the first time I am coming across such a cheap price
as that. I don't know under what circumstances that is given. If I am to go
into market I don't think I would get it at Rs. 125.

President. It seems to me a matter which you might look into.

Mr. Gurjar. We shall look into that.

President. The effect of the new duty is to reduce your price by Rs. 3 a

ton, is it not?

Mr. Gurjar. 1 don't think the Bombay merchants have lowered the price.
The present import rate is 6-7-0 c.i.f. Bombay.

Dr. Matthai. That is equal to about Rs. 84.

Mr. Gurjar. Yes.

President. Plus Rs. 37.

Mr. Gurjar. Yes, plu* Rs. 6 for landing charges.

President. It comes to Rs. 127. Are you getting it at that price?
Mr. Gurjar. We are not importing simply because we are not sure of the

market. In case we are given that much assurance there will be scope.
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President. I am just coming to that point. In what amounts at a time

would it be worth your while to import ?

Mr. Gurjar. We are prepared to import supposing we are assured that

the factory will go on.

President. How many tons would it be worth your while to import at a

time?

Mr. Gurjar. 10 to 20 tons and 30 tons. If we find that our factory is

doing well, we can order in one lot even 100 tons.

President. Would it not be better to import even now?

Mr. Gurjar. In that case our capital will be locked up till we get orders,

because the orders that we get are not of the particular sizes that we are

making.
President. 10 tons would not mean locking up a considerable amount of

capital. You use 30 tons for your own farm implements.

Mr. Gurjar. We have already got a large stock of unsold bolts and nuts

and that is why we are not importing.

President. Is your normal procedure to import steel?

Mr. Gurjar. When we started the work in June 1924 we imported 30 tons,

but thereafter we never imported.

President. In considering your costs, it would be reasonable to take the

imported price and not the retail price.

Mr. Gurjar. I have no objection to that.

President. In this statement (c) what other materials do you use ?

Mr. Gurjar. We include the steel that we require for manufacturing dies.

President. Anything else.

Mr. Gurjar. No.

Dr. Matthai. You mean these dies are part of your plant.

Mr. Gurjar. For every size we are using special dies. After some time
these will go out of use.

President. Do they wear out ?

Mr. Gurjar. Yes. They cannot thread out.

Dr. Matthai. This is really a sort of depreciation on dies.

Mr. Gurjar. That is the cost of steel that we use.

Dr. Matthai. What I mean is this. This year you are making a certain

quantity of f'xlj". Do you get a die for it?

Mr. Gurjar. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. If you make the die, it will last for some time.

Mr. Gurjar. It will last only for a couple of months.

President. Why is that?

Mr. Gurjar. The threading will go out of use. We shall have to prepare
another die. It cannot last for years.

President. Do you make your own dies?

Mr. Gurjar. Yes.

President. Would imported dies last longer ?

Mr. Gurjar. It depends upon what kind of steel we use.

President. If you use the hardest kind of steel

Mr. Gurjar. We are using the best kind of steel for preparing dies. A,s a
matter of fact before we began manufacturing, we used to import. We found
that we could manufacture cheaper than what we could import and further

impbrting means that we require a larger stock. Supposing a die breaks
away by a misfitting, etc., we cannot depend on foreign countries.

Dr. Matthai. You make all your dies yourself.

Mr. Gurjar. Yes.
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President. There are no other materials except the cost of dies, (d) re-

presents labour. What labour have you exactly on the machinery?

Mr. Gurjar. The total pay per month is Us. 1,082.

President. How many workmen are there?

Mr. Gurjar. 51 in all.

President. Among these are there any foremen ?

Mr. Gurjar. (Handed in a list.)

Dr. Matthai. Are they all paid on a monthly basis?

Mr. Gurjar. Yes, we can't get men at the piece rate.

President. What do you do with them when you are not working? You
said that you only work on certain days.

Mr. Gurjar. We ask them to work somewhere else for some hours.

President. In that case if you are able to work for the whole month with
the same amount of labour, you will be able to turn out considerably more bolts

and nuts.

Mr. Gurjar. The capacity of manufacturing bolts and nuts will be the

same and the machinery cannot turn out more than what it is turning out.

President. At present it is lying idle for part of the time and during that
time your labour is employed elsewhere. Now if you utilise the machinery for

the whole of the month with the same amount of labour you would be able

to produce more.

Mr. Gurjar. They cannot turn out more bolts and nuts.

President. At present we will say that you are turning out 5 tons a day
and you are working 3 days a month. It comes to 15 tons. In order to turn
out 15 tons you will have to pay Rs. 1,082 for your labour. Now if you work
30 days in a month at the rate of 5 tons a day, you will be still paying Rs. 1,082
for your workmen. Therefore there will be a reduction per ton in the cost of

labour.

Mr. Gurjar. That is natural.

President. What power do you use?

Mr. Gurjar. At present we are using a gas engine.

President. What fuel?

Mr. Gurjar. We use ordinary coke.

President. Where do you get your coke from?

Mr. Gurjar. From Jheria.

President. That is very expensive, is it not? What does it cost you per
ton?

Mr. Gurjar. Rs. 27 at Kirloskarwadi.

President. Then there is
"
miscellaneous." There is the overhead and

what else?

Mr. Gurjar. Depreciation, overhead, etc.

President. Does that include profit?

Mr. Gurjar. Depreciation does not include profit.

President. Does miscellaneous include profit?

Mr. Gurjar. No.

President. What is included under overhead?

Mr. Gurjar. Overhead is only supervision.

President. Exactly what supervision does that include?

Mr. Gurjar. Office expenses, welfare work, etc.

President. Could you inform us what is the amount of office expenses
charged P

Mr. Gurjar. I can send you the figure if you want me to further sub-
stantiate it.
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Dr. Matthai. Could you give us a statement showing the details ol tlu*

miscellaneous charges?

Mr. Gurjar. An analysis of the whole thing, if you like.

Dr. Matthai. Particularly the item " Miscellaneous charges/' how much
under what?

Mr. Gurjar. Yes.

President. What is the size of the nut and bolt which may be considered

typical or standard?

Mr. Gurjar. The bazar people at present ask for \'
f to 1J" ;

thread 1$" to

f". There are bolts of various sizes from f"xl$" to f"x6".
President. You have shewn the sizes in answer to question No. 1 (a).

"Which particular size do you turn out?

Mr. Gurjar. At present according to the market we turn out.

President.^-'-fxl^" is very expensive. You don't turn out very many
bolts of this size?

Mr. Gurjar. No. V is the most that we produce because we require that
size for our own purposes,

n and f" come next.

President. What about the length?
Mr. Gurjar. 1*" to 6".

President. That is given already in the statement. If one looks at the
outturn of works it is possible to say which is the typical size. Can you tell

us that in regard to your own works?

Mr. Gurjar. Since we are working to orders, I cannot say what size would
be typical.

Dr. Matthai. It can be judged by the orders received by you so far.

Mr, Gurjar. lj"x
"

Recently we had an order for %" x2" and 3" .

President. I suppose it would not be possible for you to give the cost of

production separately for these?

Mr. Gurjar. I have already given you.

Prices of imported bolts and nuts.

President. Would it not be possible for you to give us any information
as regards the import price of nuts and bolts?

Mr. Gurjar. I have brought these figures for you (handed in a list). It is

19 shillings for f ".

President. It does not show the length.
Mr. Gurjar. They don't make any variation in length.
President. Do you mean to say that the prices of short and long bolts are

the same?

Mr. Gurjar. Yes, that is what I could gather from the Bombay market.
When you raised that point in your letter, I went to the Bombay market and
enquired and that was the information I got.

President. So far as you are concerned, the cost of materials must vary
considerably according to the length of the bolt.

Mr. Gurjar. Yes.

President. If that is the custom of the import market, it would be profit-
able for you to manufacture shorter kinds of bolts.

Mr. Gurjar. It would be profitable to manufacture longer kinds.

President. Shorter kinds because you will have to use less steel.

Dr, Matthai. That depends on the demand, I suppose.
Mr. Gurjar. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. If you take the 1927 prices given in the statement sub-
mitted just now, the price of f

" is 18s. Qd. and the price of J" is 12 shillingsWould there be such a big difference?
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Mr. Gurjar. Yes. If you look at our cost, you will find the same differ-

ence. The shorter sizes require more labour. Then the weight will vary

iccording to the number of bolts.

Dr. Matthai. None of these are countersunk bolts?

Mr. Gurjar. They are ordinary bolts.

President. What is exactly a countersunk bolt?

Mr. Gurjar. That has a round head.

Dr. Matthai. The other thing is flat.

Mr. Gurjar. No, it is hexagonal. The hexagonal head requires only one

operation whereas the other requires a double operation.
President. Those are more expensive.

Mr. Gurjar. Yes.

President. You say that it would cost you Rs. 60 extra per ton to make
countersunk bolts.

Mr. Gurjar. Yes.

President. You are now actually getting Rs. 85 extra in the market.

Mr. Gurjar. Yes, we get more money.
President. The average selling price of hexagon and square head bolts

in 1925-26 was Rs. 12-4 per cwt. The average selling price of countersunk
bolts in 1926-27 was Rs. 16-12-0 per cwt. From the above, it will appear that

it pays you more to manufacture countersunk bolts.

Mr. Gurjar. They are exclusively required by the railways.

President. In 1926-27 you have been manufacturing entirely for the rail-

ways.

Mr. Gurjar. Yes. But I may say that the orders from the railways were
not directly received by us.

Dr. Matthai. I suppose that you got the orders through contractors.

Mr. Gurjar. Yes.

President. As regards hexagonal heads, you have large stocks.

Mr.. Gurjar. Yes.

President. You don't therefore manufacture them because you have

already more than you can sell.

Mr. Gurjar. No.

President. You say in your application
" But since we began to manu-

facture nuts and bolts, there has been a considerable change in prices of nuts
and bolts and those of mild steel bars. While the prices of mild steel bars
have practically remained the same,

" That is not quite accurate,
is it? You gave the price in your last examination in 1924 of mild steel as
Rs. 180.

Mr. Gurjar. It must be Rs. 160.

President. It was Rs. 180 delivered at your works. That would be Rs. 162

per ton.

Mr. Gurjar. At present it comes to Rs. 168.

President. In 1924 you gave us the import price and not the market price.
So, there has been a considerable reduction in mild steel since you last gave
evidence.

Mr. .Gurjar. Yes, to a certain extent.

President. We have questioned you on the subject of reduction in railway
freight on raw material and finished product to the extent of 75 per cent.
There is a separate Board which deals with the question of railway rates. An
application to the Railway Board to have your case put before them will be
the proper procedure.

Mr. Gurjar. We have placed our case before them and they are not pre-
pared to give us any rebate.
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The Company's Claim.

President. Your second request is that the Government and State Bail-

ways should place their orders with us to the extent of our capacity and this

stuff should be purchased leaving a margin of 15 per cent, clear profit to the

company. It seems hardly a practical proposition to ask the Railway Com-

panies to estimate exactly what margin would be left to you on each order.

Mr. Ourjar. That is why we have given you the cost of production.

President. It is possible to ascertain 15 per cent, from your cost of pro-
duction on any one day or one month. But when the Railway Company places
an order with you, it is almost impossible for the railway concerned on each

occasion to calculate the percentage. The second suggestion of yours is not

really within the realm of practical politics. Au/

Mr. Ourjar. That can be made a general policy. \

President. The last suggestion is that a rebate of Us. 40 per ton in Customs

duty should be given on the material purchased by you for the manufacture
of nuts and bolts.

Mr. Ourjar. The least that we expect is that we should be given back the

duty at least.

President. Is it your suggestion that the rebate should be made appli-
cable to all who manufacture bolts and nuts?

Mr. Ourjar. Yes, to all people. In Calcutta there is one firm Messrs.

Henry Williams, Ltd., who intend to manufacture bolts and nuts. They have

got the machinery and if they go on manufacturing bolts and nuts, they
should also get the rebate. In short, every manufacturer ought to get.

President. That, of course, would affect the Tata Iron and Steel Company
rather seriously would it not? if Messrs. Henry Williams started manufac-

turing 4,000 tons of bolts and nuts and if we gave them a rebate of Rs. 40

per ton on imported steel? That will encourage them to use imported rod. I

am merely putting these difficulties before you.

Mr. Gurjar. As you will see it is impossible for us to purchase Tatas*
material. I should say for the people from the Bombay side.

President. That is exactly the reason why I am asking you whether your
proposals are peculiar to Kirloskars or whether it is a general proposal which
should be applicable to other firms too.

Mr. Gurjar. So far as we are concerned my proposition is correct.

President. You said that this question of rebate should be made applicable
to Kirloskars because of exceptional circumstances in which they stand?

Mr. Gurjar. That is so, but if it is extended to other manufacturers we
have absolutely no objection.

President. What I am trying to point out to you is that there would be
serious difficulties in extending it to other firms.

Mr. Gurjar. I am afraid I can't reply to what the difficulties might be in
the case of other firms.

President. In answer to question 3 you have given us the total cost per
ton of bolts for various sizes. Can you average that out?

Mr. Gurjar. It varies according to the sizes and I have given it to you for
various sizes. It will be such a laborious statement to average it out.

President. Would it be impossible for you to give the average cost per
ton?

Mr. Gurjar. That will not be quite impossible but to make matters quite
clear I have given you the figures in detail.

President. Can you give us the average cost per ton?

Mr. Gurjar. If required I can give you.
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Bolts used in a plough.

Dr. Matthai. Give us the weighted average, that is to say, take your out-

put of each size and- multiply the cost of each size by that output. Do that

in each case and then give a general average.

Mr. Gurjar. I will do that.

Dr. Matthai. Can you give us some idea of the weight of bolts and nuts

in one of your typical ploughs. Your typical plough is No. 9 and you told

us last time, I believe, that the total weight of steel in No. 9 plough is 100 Ibs,

Out of that how much would be the weight of the bolts and nuts?

Mr. Gurjar. About 2 Ibs.

Dr. Matthai. What is the price at which your No. 9 plough is selling now?

Mr. Gurjar. Rs. 33 each
;
some discount has to be given on that.

Dr. Matthai. Supposing we gave you this relief that you are asking for r

not in the shape of a rebate but in the form of a duty of Rs. 40 a ton. That
would work out to Rs. 2 a cwt. Supposing the duty went up by Rs. 2 a cwt.

how much would that raise the price of your No. 9 plough ?

Mr. Gurjar. It would be something inconsiderable.

Other makers.

Dr. Matthai. Are bolts and nuts made by bazar smiths? I have been told

that they get waste materials, sometimes steel scrap and make bolts and nuts.

Mr. Gurjar. That may be so but not to a very considerable extent.

Dr. Matthai. I think every engineering firm makes their own bolts and
nuts?

Mr. Gurjar. Yes, for their own purposes but they do not manufacture for

sale.

Dr. Matthai. And I suppose the railway workshops do the same?

Mr. Gurjar. Yes, and in spite of that they import large quantities.

Dr. Matthai. I put that point to you because the President was explaining
to you that if we gave you the relief in the form of a rebate everybody who
makes bolts and nuts would apply for a rebate and there will be difficulty.

Mr. Gurjar. What 1 say is that only those who put them on the market
for sale should get it.

Dr. Matthai. There is the practical difficulty of finding out people who
manufacture for sale and those who do not.

Mr. Gurjar. I see your point.

Dr. Matthai. Have you seen the latest tariff schedule? If you look up
the item bar and rod you will find there are various kinds of bar which are

exempted from duty. Can you make bolts and nuts out of these exempted
sizes ?

Mr. Gurjar. We can make bolts out of f bar.

Dr. Matthai. What about squares under inch? You can make nuts out
of squares, can you not?

Mr. Gurjar. Nut making is not such a profitable business and even if I

get a rebate I don't think I shall be manufacturing nuts.

Dr. Matthai. As far as bolts are concerned squares under H won't do.
What about flats?

Mr. Gurjar. It is impossible to manufacture nuts by themselves. Even if

I am given the whole of the rebate I cannot make nuts by themselves.

Dr. Matthai. If you are making nuts along with bolts, then for the pur-
pose of making nuts you can use flats which are exempted here?

Mr. Gurjar. Squares under $ inch will only be suitable for f inch nuts.

Dr. Matthai. What about the ovals?

Mr. Gurjar. They are not useful at all.
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President. What quantity of f" bolts in the year do you turn out?

Mr. Gurjar. That would depend upon the demand.

President. Can you give us an estimate? Supposing you are turning out

50 tons a year how much of that would be f
" ?

Mr. Gurjar. I should say i, } and J" are more in the market; f" is not

much in the market.

President. What percentage of your output is in the form of f
"
judging

"by your past experience?

Mr. Gurjar. About 12 per cent.

Dr. Matthai. Sometimes you can get these nuts made out of cuttings.

Supposing, for example, you got a bar 1 foot in length ?

Mr. Gurjar. Our view is this that unless there is a regular demand for

these cuttings and there is a regular supply you can't think of that. Cuttings
oannot be had except from Tatas, and there is the question of freight.

Dr. Matthai. It may be worth your while paying a higher freight if you
can get the cuttings at a very much lower price than bars.

Mr. Gurjar. Tatas quoted Rs. 90 per ton delivered Tatanagar. They
have given the whole contract to Mr. Trivedi, and I made enquiries from him.

The German companies are able to supply bolts so cheaply because they make
them out of cuttings.

Dr. Matthai. Up to what length do you require? Can you use 1 foot

length? Supposing, for example, you were using cuttings of bars for your

business, what would be the average length of the cuttings you would use?

Mr. Gurjar. Any size, from 3 ;/ to any length.

Dr. Matthai. Generally in the market what length is known as a cutting?

Mr. Gurjar. 3 feet but for 3 feet there is 4 times wastage.

Dr. Matthai. What is the length you require for economical manufacture?

Mr. Gurjar. The best is 15 to 17 feet.

Dr. Matthai. If it is a cutting you incur larger expenditure on it?

Mr. Gurjar. Larger expenditure in handling; then there would be more

wastage than in the longer ones.

Dr. Matthai. Does the wastage really matter?

Mr. Gurjar. It does. At one time we actually tried these but we found
it was not worth while handling the cuttings.

Dr. Matthai. So that it is just as well to get bars rather than cuttings ?

Mr, Gurjar. That is so.

Dr. Matthai. In 1925-26 you produced 85 tons, that means I suppose, that

you sold in the open market 45 tons and you sold that to the railways prin-

cipally ?

Mr. Gurjar. I think so.

President. These were hexagonal, were they not?

Mr. Gurjar. Yes, but railways require all sizes and all kinds and it is

better to manufacture countersunk because you get a better price for that, and
even to the contractor who purchased these from us it was not worth while

getting orders for hexagon als.

Dr. Matthai. If the railways wanted bolts and nuts it would be for repairs
mainly.

Mr. Gurjar. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. When they come to you for these things, they come for small

quantities?

Mr. Gurjar. They come to us only when there is a scarcity and the rail-

ways themselves do not come to us; they have contractors with whom they
have contracts and they in their turn come to us when they cannot get in the
market.
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Dr. Matthai. What about nuts? Supposing we proceeded on the general
principle that these costs that you have given us for bolts apply generally also
to nuts, would that be wrong?

Mr. Gurjar. In the nuts there is 50 per cent, wastage and at once the cost

goes up enormously and we are not able to manufacture. Even if we are

given rebates we shall have to ask 50 per cent, duty on imported goods, nuts
are sold so very cheap.

President. So far as nuts are concerned you are not putting in any appli-
cation at all?

Mr. Gurjar. No.

Dr. Matthai. Do you suggest that this rebate should be given to you
entirely in respect of bolts?

Mr. Gurjar. Yes, and in case we manufacture nuts it should be given on
nuts also.

Dr. Matthai. It is very difficult to separate the two, I mean bolts and nuts
are manufactured and sold together.

Mr. Gurjar. It will be difficult for you to distinguish, of course.

President. Bolts and nuts are imported in the same consignment, are they
not?

Mr. Gurjar. Yes.

President. They do not import them in separate cases?

Mr. Gurjar. Sometimes they do, but generally the bolts they import come
with the nuts.

Dr. Matthai. Except in respect of wastage, as far as the other items are
concerned do you think there is anything else in which they would be far out?

Mr. Gurjar. No.

Dr. Matthai. You have given us some figures for wastage on bolts. Sup-
posing I say generally the wastage on bolts and nuts taking the general
average is 10 per cent., would that be about right?

Mr. Gurjar. No.

Dr. Matthai. Look at your statement in answer to question 3; there you
give us the margin for wastage. I added all these percentages up and then
divided that by the number of items here and then arrived at the average of
11. I find that the last two sizes on which the wastage is very small form
your largest capacity and therefore I estimated 10 per cent, would be the
average wastage. Is that somewhere about right?

Mr. Gurjar. Not in nuts; for bolts it is correct.

Dr. Matthai. Do you think if we are going to include nuts we have to
allow a very large margin ? You would put it at 50 per cent. ?

Mr. Gurjar. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. You have had no experience of nuts?

Mr. Gurjar. We have got a machine but we stopped manufacture. If

you require it we will give you the exact figure of wastage on nuts.

Selling price of bolts and nuts.

Dr. Matthai. If you could do it, it would be very useful to us. In answer
to question 4 (b) you give us the average selling price in 1925-26 of hexagonal
and square head bolts at Jts. 12-4-0 a cwt. Is that the wholesale price in the

Bombay market?

Mr. Gurjar. That is the actual price at which we sold.

Dr. Matthai. Is that price determined by the import price?

Mr. Gurjar. The price would be determined by the necessity of the person
who buys it.
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Dr. Matthai. In bolts and nuts you will agree that there is a considerable

quantity of imports and in a big market like Bombay the import price wouM

very largely determine the price. This Rs. 124-0 works out to Rs. 245 a ton

and that I take is the c.i.f. price plus landing charges plus duty plies dealers*

profit. Am I right?

Mr. Gurjar. That is so.

Dr. Matthai. You are familiar with the conditions in the Bombay market.

Supposing I put it to you that on these iron and steel products somewhere

about Rs. 15 to 20 a ton is the dealer's profit, would that be correct?

Mr. Gurjar. The conditions in Bombay are so peculiar that we cannot put

any figure.

Dr. Matthai. It is impossible for you to give any sort of general figure as

regards the dealers' profit in the Bombay market on steel products.

Mr. Gurjar. It is impossible.

Imports.

T)r. Matthai. You have examined the trade returns with regard to the

imports of bolts and nuts?

Mr. Gurjar. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. I find the total quantity of imports for 1926-27 was about

11,000 tons.

Mr. Gurjar. Yes,

Dr. Matthai, I have got the latest figures here. Out of that, about 2,500
tons come from the United Kingdom, about 2,700 from Germany and 4,600 tons

from Belgium. Now these bolts and nuts which come from the United King-
dom are of special quality.

Mr. Gurjar. I do think so. I think it is the Continent that ii^ troubling
us.

Dr. Matthai. What is meant by special quality? Is it simply a question
of special quality of material or does it mean also special manufacturing skill?

Mr. Gurjar. That is what the railways insist upon.

Dr. Matthai. Is there any difference between German and Belgium bolts

and nuts? They are precisely the same?

Mr. Gurjar. Yes,

Dr. Matthai. I find the average price of German bolts and nuts is Rs. 300
and Belgium Rs. 200. You don't think that it has anything to do with the

quality.

Mr. Gurjar. At least that is my idea.

Dr. Matthai. Have you had much experience of that?

Mr. Gurjar. I have consulted many people and they say practically there
is no difference in quality.

President. Do you consider that the difference in prices is due to the
difference in the sizes imported.

Mr. Gurjar, How have you found out Rs. 200 and Rs. 300?

Dr. Matthai. I don't quite see whv there should be this difference. It may
be as the President suggested that the German bolts are of particular sizes.

As you say there is a big difference between countersunk bolts and other bolts.

Mr. Gurjar. It might be so, otherwise sp far as quality is concerned, there
is no difference between German and Belgium.
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XIV. Letter No. 822, dated the 19th April 1927, from the Tariff Board, to

the Baroda "Bolt Manufacturing Company, Baroda.

I am directed to forward to you a copy of a letter sent by the Tariff Board
to Messrs. Kirloskar Brothers, Limited, and to ask you if you wish to c^iva
oral evidence before the Board in connection with the enquiry into the
manufacture ol* bolts and nuts, to send your replies (with 6 spare copies)
to the questions contained therein' by or, if possible, before the 29th instant,
and also to inform the Board by telegram if you are prepared to depute a

representative to give oral evidence at the Board's office in Calcutta at
10-30 A.M. on the 3rd May 1927. Even if you are not prepared to give
oral evidence, the Board would still be glad if you would kindly send written

replies to the above question as early as possible.

XV. Baroda Bolt Manufacturing Company.

Letter dated SOth April 1927.

As desired in your letter No. 322 of the 19th instant, we are enclosing
herewith six copies answer of your questions. For the present we have given
up the manufacture of hex. bolts as it is not paying owing to the high price
of the raw material, which is increased by the heavy customs duty.

Since the Government has adopted the policy of protecting the main
steel industry, manufacturers of small articles like us have suffered a great
loss and we hope they will be ruined as the protection is to be continued for

a long time.

If the Government really wants to protect Bolt industry it is the only
means that we can suggest, to increase the present duty on bolts, Us. 50 to

Rs. 60 per ton on weight or to give the bounty of Rs. 50 per ton to the manu-
facturers of bolts, nuts, rivets, etc., and other such small articles made from
steel bars and rods, etc.

Question No. 1. Capacity of the plant under the following years:

(a) 1925-26. Approximately 4,000 to 6,000 Nos. per day.

(6) 1926-27. Same capacity of plant remains yet, but output of bolts

is reduced owing to its low market prices.

Weight depends on sizes.

Question No. 2. Average cost of imported bars in 1924-251926-27.

(a) We imported only in 1924 at 8-10-0 per ton c.i.f. Bombay.

(b) Landing and f.o.r. charges Rs. 6-8-0 per ton.

(c) Import duty Rs. 40 per ton.

(d) Railway freight and other expenses up to our factory Rs. 20 per
ton.

Remarks. From 1925 up to this time we continued to purchase from

the Bombay market at an average cost of Rs. 150 per ton f.o.r. Bombay and
other expense up to our factory remains the same as Rs. 20. In 1927 we
have placed one order in England at 6-4-0 per ton c.i.f. and the duty and
other charges will remain the same.

Question No. S. Cost per ton of bolts in rupees.

(a) Steel bars purchased from the Bombay market at average cost of

Rs. 150 per ton.

L2-
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Cost of bars at our factory

Rs. A. P.

Bombay cost 150

Other expense 20

TOTAL . 170

Wastage at 10 per cent 17

Total cost of bars 187

(b) Duty Rs. 40 per ton.

(c), (d), (e), (/) 1925-26. All the above headed expense depends upon
the size of bolts for example on 6" x f

" bolts Rs. 60 per ton,
and on f"x2" Rs. 350 per ton.

1926-27. All the above headed expense depends upon the size of bolts for

example on O^xf' bolts Rs. 50 per ton and on f'
/ x2 // Rs. 310 per ton.

Remarks. The above expense is for Hex. head bolts. And on C. S. H.
and snap head it increases to 25 per cent, more than shown in above figures.

Question No. 4. (a).

1925-26 . . We do not know the prices of imported bolts, but in the

Bombay market it was about Rs. 14 for J" Dr. bolts,

and Rs. 24 to Rs. 26 for f
" Dr. bolts per cwt.

1926-27 . . The price in Bombay market is Rs. 11 for J" Dr. bolts,
and Rs. 20 to Rs. 23 for f

" Dr. bolts per cwt.

(W
1925-26 . . There was no large difference in the monthly ruling prices,

but remained averagely Rs. 13 for }" Dr. bolts, and f
"

Dr. was not paying us to manufacture.

1926-27 . . In this year we have not manufactured any Hex, bolts for

the market as it is not fetching us any profit, and so

only we manufactured Hex. bolts for our contract of

G. B. S. Railway and continued to manufacture the

Dogspikes.



Part II Wire and Wire Nails.
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XVI. Letter dated the 29th May 1926, from the Government of India,
Department of Commerce, to the Tariff Board

I am directed to invite the attention of the Tariff Board to Customs Ruling:
No. 4 of 1926 of the Central Board of Revenue, a copy of which was com-
municated to it with endorsement No. C-272-Cus.-26, dated the 7th May 1926.

2. Under this Ruling, iron or steel wire, stranded, is assessable to customs
duty at 10 per cent, ad valorem under No. 61 of the Statutory Tariff if it is

clearly of the kind known as fencing wire. Other kinds of stranded wire,
such as galvanised iron seizing, are assessable under No. 149 at Rs. 60 per
ton. The existing entries relating to wire were introduced in the Schedule
in June 1924 in accordance with the recommendation contained in the Tariff
Board's report regarding the grant of protection to the Steel Industry.

3. It appear.-, from a letter from the Collector of Customs, Rangoon, dated
the 17th April 1926, of which a copy is enclosed, that the specific duty of
Rs. 60 per ton on stranded wire imported for purposes other than fencing
causes a loss of revenue in that it works out to very much less than 10 per
cent, ad valorem to which all wires were subject prior to June 1924. It Is

also probably the case that there is no Indian industry in stranded wire
which requires protection.

4. I am to request that these facts may be brought to the notice of the
Tariff Board in connection with their present enquiry into the Steel Industry.

Enclosure:

Copy of letter No. 51181 A.-SG dated the 17th April 1926, from the Collector

of Customs, Rangoon, to the Secretary, Central Board of Revenue, Simla.

I have the honour to refer to your letter No. C.-272-Cus.-26, dated the 9th
March 1926.

2. The values of the seizing wires in question are as follows:

(a) The invoice value of ^V' diameter (smaller sample) 21 S. \V. G. is

10<i. per Ib. The landed cost inclusive of duty works out to

about 10 annas per Ib.

(b) The invoice value of Ty diameter (larger sample) 17| S. W. G. is

6d. per Ib. The landed cost inclusive of duty is 6 annas per Ib.

3. 1 am informed that the value of jade cutting ^ stranded wire is about
Rs. 30 per cwb cum duty but a very small amount is imported.

XVIL-THE INDIAN STEEL WIRE PRODUCTS, LIMITED.

A. WRITTEN.

(I) Representation dated the llth May 1926.

'

With reference to the press communique of the 16th April 1926, we beg
to submit the following for the consideration of the Board.

In July 1925 we submitted a representation regarding the necessity of

increasing the rate of protection recommended by the Tariff Board in their

first report and sanctioned by the Government and the Central Legislature.
A second letter on the same subject submitting figures as desired by the Tariff

Board in their letter No. 500, dated the 10th September 1925, was addressed

to the Tariff Board on the 25th Septembr 1925.

Our representative, Mr. Cftpadia, was examined by the Board on the 6th

October 1925 and during the course of hie examination further information

was required by the Board which was supplied by us in our letter, dated the

27th October 1925, whereafter the Board examined our two representatives,
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Mr. Lalubhai Samaldas and Mr. Walchand Hirachand, on the 29th October
1925.

In both our representations and the oral evidence of our representatives
we have made out a case not only for continuing the protection granted
under the Steel Industry (Protection) Act for abouf 4 years but also for

increasing the same.

The Report of the Tariff Board on our representation has not yet been
issued to the public and in the absence of such report it is very difficult for

us to submit any fresh representation as we have already given our" reasons
for an increase of protection in our previous representations.

We may state here for the information of the Board that we started

manufacturing wires and nails from 21st November 1925. We had to order
rods from outside India and as that meant delay in beginning the working
of the factory we purchased about 450 tons of second-hand rods and wires to

start the work of manufacturing wires and wire nails therefrom.

Our first consignment of imported rods arrived on the 20th March 1926
and the manufacturing of wire from these rods was begun on 22nd March
1926. The production of our manufactured goods has increased from about
7 tons with second-hand rods to 15 tons with imported rods.

The management expects to increase this production with one shift to

about 18 tons as the workmen get more practice in working the new machi-

nery. The present figure of 15 tons per day works out to 378 tons per month
of 25 working days. The Board will observe that our production even at the

present low figure, is 25 tons more per month than given as an estimate m
our letter of 27th October 1925.

The cost of manufacturing came in February to Rs. 200 per ton for wire
and Rs. 274 pei ton for nails. The increase of Bs. 44 on the figures given
in our representation, i.e., Rs. 230 per ton is to a very great extent due to the

duty of Rs. 40 per ton that we have to pay on rods. If that duty is removed
as requested by us in our oral evidence, we will be able to manufacture wires

and nails at a figure practically equal to that mentioned in that representa-
tion and this, we hope, will satisfy the Board that the demand for increased

duty that we had made in our representation was fair and reasonable. The
Board has haa an opportunity of seeing the working of the factory and if

they sire satisfied that we have made earnest efforts to increase production
and reduce costs, we hope they will be pleased to support our request for

continuance of protection at the higher scale suggested in our representation
of 27th October 1925. If the Board desire further information or to take
oral evidence oi our representative we shall be glad to meet with the Board's
wishes in the matter.

(2) Further representation from the Indian Steel Wire Products, Ltd.,
dated llth August 1926.

We beg to submit the following representation for consideration of the

Board during the present statutory enquiry regarding our demand for addi-

tional protection to Wire and Wire Nail Industry.

Out of the statements of figures which accompany this letter Nos. 1, 2 and
3 disclose the position in respect of our 6 months working of wire production
since we resumed operations whereas statements Nos. 4, 5 and 6 appertain to

Nail Industry.

As will be apparent statement No. 1 shows the cost of production of wire,

taking rods with duty having been paid at Rs. 40 per ton whilst statement

No. 2 exhibits the same cost with the duty on rods at 10 per cent, ad valorem
as recommended by the Board and made effective by the Government of India
as per their Resolution No. 360-T. (3).

Statement No. 3 gives the cost as estimated by us on our production of

wire when we increase same to 300 tons per shift and it is on this that wo
have based our claim for additional protection to Wire Industry.
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Statements Nos. 4 and 5 similarly show the position with regard to nail*

production (with the duty at Rs. 40 per ton and 10 per cent, ad valorem

respectively).

Statement No. 6 is an estimated cost of nail manufacture with an output
of 200 tons per shift and our claim for additional protection to Nail Industry
is framed in accordance with the data furnished in this statement.

In working out the manufacturing cost of wire as well as nails, we have

gone according to the basis laid down by the Board in their first Report on
the " Grant of Protection to the Steel Industry

" issued in 1924 (vide page 202
of this Report), viz. :

Nett metal cost,

Cost above metal,

Overhead charges,

and Profit.

During January, February and March we had to work with the old stock

of wire that we had purchased from the Hume Pipe Company at Jamshedpur
as the imported rods were not available whereas during subsequent months we
utilised imported rods which reached our hands just then.

We have therefore taken as our criterion the average rate for the last 3

months out of the 6 that we have taken into calculation as showing our actual

cost both for wire and nail manufacture.

In statement No. 3 we have arrived at what should be considered the fair

selling price of wire, viz., Rs. 222-8-0 per ton and deducting therefrom the

present import price of wire, viz., Rs. 175 per ton, the difference works out

at Rs. 47-8-0 per ton which in round figures we take at Rs. 50.

Similarly in statement No. 6 we have determined what should be considered

the fair selling price of nails, viz., Rs. 277-8-0 per ton and deducting there-

from the present import price of nails, viz., Rs. 210 per ton, the difference

works out at Rs. 67-8-0 which we take at Rs. 70.

We note in paragraph 7 of the Board's last Report (published at the end

of last month) on the " Grant of Protection to the Wire and Wire Nail

Industry
" that if additional protection is to be given to us, they have no

hesitation in recommending that it should take the form of a bounty.

We also note that the Board do not recommend that a higher duty should

be imposed on wire nails than on wire and that the Government of India

have accepted this finding.

We therefore beg to propose that as per statements Nos. 3 and 6 submitted

by us, we should be grafted additional protection in the form of a bounty
at Rs. 60 per ton on our productions of wire and nails each taken separately.

This we have taken as the mean of Rs. 50 and Rs. 70 the respective differences

obtained in our statements of estimated costs of wire and nails.

We submit that ours should be considered a national Industry and in order

to settle and ensure the prospects of the industry for a definitely long period

(vide paragraph 21 of the last Report) so that internal competition may
thereby also be encouraged and fostered, we propose that the additional bounty
claimed by us with the existing protective duty of Rs. 60 per ton on wire and

nails should be recommended to be continued for the period of 10 years from

April 1927 and that retrospective effect should be given from the time we re-

started the works, i.e., December 1925 as recommended by the Board in

paragraph 22 of their last Report.

We beg to enclose herewith our letter to the Collector of Customs, Calcutta,

along with a copy of our statement as sent to him for rebate claimed by u.
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If for any reason this rebate of Rs, 30,000 is not allowed to us, \\e would
request your attention to this matter in considering the question of recom-
mending retrospective action to be taken.

We shall feel much obliged if the Board will kindly issue their report in
our matter before 15th October next by which date we presume the Board's
Report on the Steel Industry is to be submitted to Government, as otherwise
the action thereon being delayed will be rendered ineffectual.

If the bounty as claimed by us is recommended to be given for a period of
10 years and if during the interval anything untoward happens which might
bring about an abnormal fall in import prices and thereby might upset the
calculations taken, may we suggest that Government should be advised to act
in the manner as indicated in paragraphs 33 to 38 (pages 20 and 21) of the
Board's first Report regarding the " Grant of Protection to Steel Industry"
issued in 1924.

Knclosure No. 1.

COPY.

2nd August 1926.

1078,

The Collector of Customs,

Customs House,

Calcutta.

DEAR SIR,

Ee remission of duty on Steel Rods.

We beg to inform you that soon after our representation to the Tariff

Board in October last we had imported about 1,000 tons of No. 5 Continental
steel wire rods for the purpose of converting them into wire and wire nails

and that we had to pay a protective duty on these rods at the rate of Rs. 40

per ton as the Report of the Tariff Board recommending the exemption of

*ire rods from the existing protective duty could not be presented to the
Government of India before our shipfnents of rods arrived at Calcutta.

The Government of India have now been pleased to accept the reommend-
ation of the Tariff Board and have passed orders in acordance therewith as

per their resolution No. 362-T. (3) to remit so much of the protective duty as
Is in excess of the previous duty of 10 per cent, ad valorem.

We therefore beg to submit our claim for the rebate of Re. 30,207-4-C
being the difference between Rs. 39,498-6-0 already paid by us at Rs. 40 per
ton and Rs. 9,291-2-0 calculated at 10 per cent, ad valorem.

We append herewith a statement showing the amount of rebate claimed

by us with supporting vouchers and invoices which you will kindly return to

us as early as possible.

We shall therefore thank you to let us have the above amount at an earty
date.

Yours faithfully,

For The Indian Steel Wire Products, Ld.

Sd/ LALUBHAI WALCHAND CAPADIA & CO.,

Agents
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Statement of Rebate claimed.

Rs. A. P. Rs. A. *,

No. 5 Steel Wire Kods

(1) Cash Voucher No. 4583, dated 15th

March 1926.

2,890 coils Tons. 247-11-0-20 Ibs.

Duty paid at Rs. 60 per ton . 14,853 9

Deduct Refund obtained for the

difference between Rs. 60 and
Rs. 40 per ton .... 4,951 3 9,902 6

(2) Cash Voucher No. 5788, dated 19th
March 1926.

3,198 coils Tons. 247-5-0-3 Ibs.

Duty paid at Rs. 40 per ton . 9,890 1

(3) Cash Voucher No. 6998, dated 25th

May 1926.

6,953 coils Tons 492-12-3-25 Ibs.

Duty paid at Rs. 40 per ton . 19,705 15

39,498 6

(1) Messrs. Tata Limited's Invoice

No. 589, dated 21st January 1926,
value 1,794-19-7 .... 23,768

(2) Invoice No. 593, dated 28th Janu-

ary 1926, value 1,730-18-8 . . 22,919 15

(3) Messrs. Frank Mott's Invoice of

22nd March 1926, value 3,448-10-8 46,223 4 10

TOTAL . 6,974-8-11 92,911 3 10

Duty at 10 per cent, ad valorem . . 9,291 2

Amount of rebate claimed by us . . 30,207 4
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Enclosure No. 4.

STATEMENT No. 3.

Estimated cost ichen production of wire increases to SOO tons per shift.

(With duty on rods at 10 per cent, ad valorem.)

BRIGHT WIRE.

Production Tons 200.

Works cost

Hs. \. i>.

(1) Nett metal cost (wire rods including wastage) 121

(2) Cost above metal (consumable stores, wages,

etc.) 45

166

Overhead charges

(Depreciation, interest on debentures and working
capital, Head Office and Miscellaneous) . 44

210

Profit 12 8

Fair selling price 222 8 per ton.

C.i.f. import price (Rs. 8-12 per cwt.) . . . 175 per ton.

Difference being the amount of additional bounty
claimed by us 47 8 per ton.
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Enclosure No. 7.

STATEMENT No. 6.

Estimated cost when production of nails increases to 200 tons per shift (with
duty on Hods at 10 per cent, ad valorem),

WIRE NAILS.

Production.
*

Tons 200.

Works Cost

Rs. A. P.

(1) Nett metal cost (Wire) 222 8

(2) Cost above metal (consumable stores, wages,
etc.) 55

Fair selling price 277 8 per ton.

C.i.f. import price (Es. 10-8-0 per cwt.) . . . 210 per ton.

Difference being the amount of additional bounty
claimed by us < 67 8 per ton.

(3) Letter No. 941, dated the 21st December 1926, from the Tariff Board, /.>

the Indian Steel Wire Products, limitedj Bombay.

In continuation of the Tariff Board's letter No. 926, dated the 15th instant,
I am to say that the Board would be glad if you would supply as quickly as

possible, statements (with 6 spare copies) giving the information asked for

below :

(a) Statement of costs up to date to be submitted in the form in which
tho statements forwarded with your letter dated the llth August
1926, printed copies of which are attached for reference, were

prepared.

(b) Copies of detailed monthly cost sheets for the months of May to

December 1926.

(c) Statement showing the gauge or gauges of wire in respect of which
the cost statements and cost sheets are submitted.

(d) A similar statement giving the gauge, length and weight of the
wire nails.

(e) Statement of the c.i.f. sterling prices of the corresponding gauges
of wire and the corresponding sizes of nails in the months of

January, February, March, April and November and December
1926.

N.B. This c.i.f. price should not include import duty, landing
and any handling charges. These charges should be separately
shown. i

(/) A similar statement showing the c.i.f. sterling price of wire rods
in the same months.

(0) A statement of the block value on which depreciation is calculated

in tho statement called for under (a).

(4) Letter dated the 29th December 1926, from the Indian Steel Wire

Products, Limited.

With reference to your letter No. 941, dated the 21st instant we beg to

forward herewith statements giving the information required by you.

(a) The Enclosures Nos. 1 and 2 exhibit the position with regard to wire

and nail production during the months of July, August and September 1920

(with duty on rods at 10 per cent, ad valorem).
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(&) Enclosures Nos. 3 and 4 show the detailed cost of wire and nails during
the months of May, June, July, August and September 1926.

(c) The gauge of wire drawn in each month is shown in Enclosure No. 5.

(d) Similarly the length, gauge and weight of nails manufactured in each
month are given in Enclosure No. 6.

(e) llegarding c. i. f. sterling prices of wire and nails we enclose herewith

copies of some of the invoices we have obtained (Enclosure No. 7).

(/) We also annex herewith copies of invoices showing the c. i. f. sterling

prices of wire rods (Enclosure No. 8),

(g) The amount of depreciation and the value of plant and buildings (wire

mill) are shown in Enclosure No. 9.

We are glad to inform you that we have now received from the Customs
authorities the amount of our claim for rebate on rods already imported by
us and referred to in our letter dated llth August 1926.

We have not been able to give the figures for October as there was no

production at all of wire in that month owing to rods having been exhausted.

Similarly the figures for nail production for October are not given as we

produced only 37 tons of nails during that month to complete execution of the

orders ou hand.

In November we got the fresh consignment of rods about the 17th of ibat

month and hence the production was only for a few days the cost of rohhh

would practically be of no use for the purpose of comparison.
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ENCLOSURE No. V.

WIRE.

Statement showing the gauges of wire drawn during each month.

ENCLOSURE No. VI.

WIRE NAILS.

Statement showing the length, gauge and weight of wire nails manufactured during
each month.

Length. Gauge. Weight.

1926

January .

Ij"xl3, 14 .

1^X13,14 .

2" x!2

February .

3" xlO

r x n, 15 .

I" x 14, 15 .

U*X14

1^X12,13,14

Tons Cwts. Qrs. Lbs.

36 19 3 25

62 15
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Length. Gft'ige. Weight.

May

Juno

July

August

.4

4' x7, 8 .

5" x7

6" x6

1" x 10, 15 .

3" x9, 10, 11, 12

4* x8

5" x7

6" x6

Ton^ Cwtd. Qrs. LK

135 2 1 17

H"xlO, 12, 13,14

lTxl3, 14 .

2" xlO, 11, 12 .

2J"xll

3" xlO

4" xS .

5* X7, 8 .

l
/x

xlO, 12, 13, 14 .

IJ'XH

1^X10,11,12,13

2J^x9, 10, 11, 12

3^x9, 10, 11, 12 .

4^ X8, 9, 10

5' X7

1* x!2, 14, 15 .

H" xlO, 11, 12, 13

2" XlO, 11, 12 .

120 8 3 26

116 14 3 14

94 11 3 18
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September .

Leng h. Gauge.

r x H, is .

1J*X14

H'xll, 12, 13, 14

2" X12

SJ'xlO, 11 .

3" x9 .

5" x7

Weight.

Tons Cwts, Qrs. Lbt.

V 127 4 1 4

Invoice No. 1.

Export.

ENCLOSURE No. VIL

Copy.

FERNAND GILBERT.

Import,

Brussels, 30th January , 1926.

82, Avenue Albert Girand.

Invoice No. 342.

Telegraphic Address. Gilbortig Brussels.

To Messrs. S. S. Mohamed & Brothers, Calcutta.

For sale and shipment c.i.f.c.i. Calcutta of the hereunder mentioned goods j

S. S "
Treutenfels

"
payable at 30 days sight documents against payment, Amount

Insured 67 to claim in case of damage at sea on insurance policy.

My Reference D-342-19.

Your Order No. Ind. 139 of 24th December 1926.

Marks Details Unity
price.

Total

price.

Azmut C139-342.

Calcutta.

Made in Belgium.

100 kegs wire nails :

10 15 25

s. d.

12 3

s. d.

61 5

5 10 10 10

^2: 5lL in an 100 kegs of
5 5

1 cwt., nett per cwt.

Sixty one pounds sterling five shillings.

(Sd.) Illegible.
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Invoice No. 2.

COPY.

Manchester, April 29th, 1926*

No. 2417.

Invoice of 304 packages bought by Thomas Barlow & Brothers on account of

Messrs. Santosh Kumar Mullick & Son and shipped pe*
"

Altenfels."

Antwerp to Calcutta consigned to Messrs. Barlow & Co.

Indent No 8419.

Bright chequered Head Wire Nails.

2'xll, 2*xl2, 2^x10, 2XTL 3*x8, 3"x9, 3fx9, 4*x8, 4*X9,
24

~
30 40 CO 80 100 50 60 60

Kegs each 1 cwt. C.I.F.C.

504 kegs at 11$. IJd. per cwt., 280-7-0.

We do hereby declare that the goods specified are of the produce and manufac-

ture of Belgium.

And interest at the rate of 6 per cent, to date of payment in cash,

E. d> 0. E.

Per Pro. THOMAS BARLOW "SROS,

(Sd.) Illegible.

COPY*

Invoice No. 3.

U and 16, Ludgate Hill, London, E.G. 4.

Shippers of Machinery, Plant Tools, Metals, Iron and Steel, Electrical Appliances^
Fittings and Lamps, Hardware, Bolts and Boltings, and General Merchandise ol

every description.

Special Terms and Facilities for Overseas Constituents for whom we act a&
London Agents.

Weekly Mail Circular 29th July, 1926.

(All prices subject to market fluctuations.)

Wire Nails l*x 14 to 4" x 9 7 Ibs. packets and cases 11s. 9cf. per case-

Best Bright Galvanized wire up to 8 gauge Assorted . 10 per ton.

Best Annealed Iron Wire 16 B, W. G. Unwrapped . 10$. per ton less*

Best Bright drawn Plain Wire basis up to 8 canvas
extra 7-15 per ton.

Terms C. I, F. C. F. Ind an Ports Drafts at 30 or 60 days sight.

Extracts from Dobbertin & Co.'s Price List, dated 19th January, 1926*

Hamburg.
Kattropol.
Montonhof.

Per ton.

. d.

Galvanized Wire B. W. G. 8, in canvas . . . 10 18 6

Bright Wire, B. W. G. 8, in canvas . . . . 8170
Annealed Wire B. W. G. 12, in canvas . . . 9126
Wire Nails, 1* 6* cases and packets . . . 11 12 6

Prices are quoted for delivery o.i.f. o.i. Bombay, Karachi, Calcutta, 2 per
commission.
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ENCLOSURE No. VIII.

Invoice No. 1.

tiillitor Square Buildings, London, 21si January, 1926.

Messrs. Tata, Ltd.

Bought of Frank Mott & Company, Ltd.

Terms nett cash against shipping documents.

Date. Quantity and description."

10772
Tons. CVts. Qrs. Lbs *. d.

Order No. Mi*c.-88 (completion).

To Continental Thomas Steel

Wire rods, 3,H<S coils, No. 5

gauge, at 7 por ton

C.i f. Calcutta

247 1,730 15 2

1,730 13 2

Mark s.

M. J. S. L.

88

(on tallies attached to JO per cent, of the coils).

Sent down for shipment per S.S.
"
Magdapur

" from Antwerp to Calcutta,

Invoice No. 2.

Bought of Frank Mott & Company.

London, 23rd March, 1926.

Terms 25 per cent, payable on shipment remaining 75 per cent, to be drawn

through a Bank in Bombay against shipping documents.

Mark.

1 Green

Miso.-105.

Sent down for shipment per S.S,
"
Wa^field !' Antwerp to Calcutta.
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Invoice No. 3.

London, 28th August,

Messrs. The Indian Steel Wire Products, Ltd.

Per Messrs. Tata Ltd.

Bought of Frank Mott & Company, Ltd.

Terms 150 cash with order and balance cash against documents.

E. & 0. E.

Mark.

Green

Tata

123

Calcutta.

Shipped by the S.S.
" Mahanada " from Antwerp to Calcutta.

Invoice No. 4.

London, 28th August 1926.

Messrs. The Indian Steel Wire Products, Ltd., Bombay.
Per Messrs. Tata, Ltd.

Bought of Frank Mott & Company, Ltd.

Terms 150 cash with order and balance cash against documents.

E. & 0. E.
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Mark.

Green

Red
Tata

123

Calcutta.

Shipped by S.S.
"
Merkara " from Antwerp to Cakmt*.

Copy of Cable despatched to Wireforms,

Bombay, 7th September li>26.

Order 123. Have shipped 100 tons
*' Merkara

"
100 tons

" Mahanada "
refer

our letter 12th ultimo your decision regarding Mott's offer further 800 tons required
this week telegraph. Market price now 6-18-6

TATA I TO.,

llth December 1326.

Copy of a Cable dated 10th December 1926, received from Messrs. FranK Mott <k Co. t

Ltd., London, on nth Dumber, 1926.

Believe you are requiring 500 tons. We offer firm wire rods; same as pre-

viously supplied 7-3 nett per ton c.i.f. Bombay. Shipments per steamer during
January-February. Cash against documents' Bombay. Deposit of 700 witn
order. Must have immediate decision.

ENCLOSURE No. [X.

Statement shouting the depreciation on the Block Value.

Depreciation on the value of plant and buildings is taken at the samo figure,

viz., Rs. 2,975 as shown on page 46 of the Tariff Board's Report regarding the
"
grant

of protection to the wire and wire nail industry."

2 continuous wire drawing blocks and 3 nail machines were installed at the cost

of Rs. 43,624 ; the completion of buildings increases the value by Rs. 19,675.

The depreciation would therefore be worked out aa under :

Rs. Rs.

Plant, Rs. 4,04,402 at 7J per cent. . . 30,330

Addition Rs. 43,624 at 7J per cent. . . 3,272

33,602

Buildings, Rs. 2,14,603 at 2| per cent. . . 5,365

Addition Rs. 19,675 at 2J per cent. . , 482

5,847

Depreciation per annum ...... 39,449

i.e., per month ........ 3,288

We have not taken into account the increase of Rs. 313 (3,288 less 2,975)

per month in the item of depreciation in order to keep up the previous

figure which we had supplied and which the Board accepted, as it would
not add to the cost of production to any material or appreciable extent.
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(5) Letter dated the 10th January 1927, from the Indian Steel Wire Products,
Ltd.

We beg to confirm our two telegrams dated 7th and 10th instrmt lespec-
tirely as follows :

(t Directors have previous engagements. Sorry none except
Mr. Capadia can attend evidence meeting. Writing. Tisco
have addressed us regarding taking over our business. Our
Board including Bihar Director will consider proposal and then

reply."

As stated in our telegram we have received a letter from the Tata Iron
and Steel Company, Limited, dated the 30th December 1926 a copy of which
we enclose herewith.

We are calling a meeting of our Board at an early date to consider this

question. As this matter has recently cropped up it will perhaps be advisable

to postpone the final examination of our witnesses till we arrive at a final

decision.

COPY.

The Tata Iron and Steel Company, Limited,

General Manager's Office,

Jamshedpur via Tatanagar, B. N. R.

30th December 1926.

Messrs. Lalubhai Walchand Capadia & Co.,

Agents, The Indian Steel Wire Products, Limited,

65, Apollo Street, Fort,

Bombay.
DEAR SIRS,

With reference to your Mr. Capadia's recent negotiations with us for a

loan against the security of the liquid stocks of The Indian Steel Wire Pro-

ducts, Limited and the further conversations that we have had \vith him, we
write to enquire whether you would be prepared to consider the question of

handing over the Company to the Steel Company and, if so, on what terms

and conditions. Our idea would be to reconstruct the Company so as to place
it ultimately on a paying basis either with protection when we are in a posi-
tion to supply the necessary raw material or without this if the Company can

be made to pay independently of protection. In order to enable our Direc-

tors to examine the question, if you are at all prepared to consider a proposal
of this nature we shall be obliged if you will kindly send ug a oopy of your
latest balance sheet and profit and loss statement together with statements of

costs. The Tariff Board have asked us to give evidence on the question of the

protection of wire and nails on the llth of January and our General Manager
will give evidence on the subject. As the Tariff Board, we understand, are

also considering the question of the future of the Company, we shall be

obliged if you will let us have an early reply to this letter.

Yours faithfully,

Tata Sons Ld.
, Agents,

Sd. JOHN PETERSON,
Director.
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(6) Statements submitted ly the Indian Steel Wire Products, Limited, during
oral evidence on the 10th January 1927.

26th June 1926.
Statement I.

Oanguli and Co.

To

Messrs. Indian Steel Wire Products, Limited,

Bombay.
DEAR Sins,

We beg to report that the market has already become diill. We give below
for your information current rates for wire and wire nails.

Import prices for wire nails 1" to 6" . Us. 10-8-0 per cwt.

Import prices for H. B. wire 4 to 14-G . Bs. 8-12-0 to Bs. 9 per cwt.

Import prices for annealed wire up to Bs. 9 to Bs. 9-4 per cwt.
14 gauge.

Market prices for :

Wire nails of sizes (2 tons or more) . Rs. 11 per cwt. ex-godown.
H. B. Wire up to 14 gauge (2 tons or Rs. 9-8 per cwt. ex-godown.
more).

Annealed wire up to 14-G. (2^ tons or Rs. 9-8 per cwt* ex-godown.
more).

In fact prices are so low that we do not know what to do. In. these circum-
stances we shall be obliged if you please fix the minimum rates at which we
may sell your products. The market is not likely to appreciate before the
middle of October next.

Statement II.

Bright wire.

Production 300 tons of wire per month.

Works costs

Nett metal cost. Wire rods as per Tata Limited's latest quotation, viz.,

6-lls. per ton c.i.f. Calcutta (including 10 per cent, ad valorem duty, 1 per
cent. Tata Limited's commission, landing charges, Railway freight, siding
and unloading charges) about Rs. 110 per ton, 10 per cent, wastage, Rs. 11

per ton = Rs. 121 per ton.

Cost above metal Rs. 45 per ton as follows :

For 300 tons of wire. Per ton of wire.

Rs. Rs. A. p.

(a) Stores .... 2,775 940
(b) Coal and coke ... 520 1 12

(c) Water and power . . 2,700 900
(d) Wages .... 5,400 18

(e) Packing, etc. . . . 2,100 700
13,500 45

Overhead charges. Same except addition of interest on Working Capital

<3 lakhs).

Rs. 2,975 Depreciation.

Rs. 6,875 Interest

Rs. 5,000 on Debentures, etc., at 7i per cent.

Rs, 1,875 on Working Capital (3 lakhs) at 1\ per cent.

H



Statement III.

Wire Nails.

Production. 200 tons of nails per month.

Works cost

Nett metal cost. Cost of wire as arrived at in Statement No. III. No
percentage of wastage is taken. If there be any it will be covered by the

percentage (10 per cent.) taken for wire.

Cost above metal. Us. 55 per ton as under :

For 200 tons o* nails. Per ton of nails.

Rs. Rs. A. P.

350 1 12

25 020
700 380

3,575 17 14

4,000 20

2,350 11 12

(a) Stores

(b) Coal and coke

(c) Water and power

(d) Wages . .

(e) Packing (kegs)

Railway freight, etc.

11,000 55

Insurance, overhead charges (Depreciation, Interest, Head Office charges
and Miscellaneous), Profit, etc., are not shown separately here as the same are

included in the cost of wire, c.i.f. import price as given by Messrs. Ganguli
and Co. in their letter No. 3142 of 26th June 1926.

Statement IV.

Import Prices. (Rate of exchange Is. 6d.)

NAILS.
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<7) Letter dated the 20th January 1927, from the Indian Steel Wire Products,
Limited.

With reference to the question regarding the financial position of our Com-
pany raised by the Tariff Board during Mr. Capadia'e oral evidence, we have

pleasure in saying that the arrangement with the Imperial Bank of India,

Calcutta, to which he had referred has now been completed and that the Cash
Credit Account will be opened with their Jamshedpnr Branch. I

We beg to enclose herewith^ copy of the Bank's letter on the subject.

COPY.

IMPERIAL BANK OF INDIA.

No. B. 137.

Calcutta, 17th January 1927.

*

Messrs. Lalubhai Walchand Capadia & Co.,

Agents, The Indian Steel Wire Products, Limited,

65, Apollo Street, Fort, Bombay*

DEAR SIRS,

With reference to your letter No. 1764 of the 8th instant, I have now
pleasure to inform you that all formalities in connection with the proposed
Cash Credit Account at Jamshedpur Branch have been duly completed.
Necessary instructions are being sent to Jamshedpur Agent to-day from whom
you will no doubt hear in due course.

Yours faithfully,

Sd.

Offg. Dy. Secretary and Treasurer,

(8) Letter 'dated 21st January 1927, from the Indian Steel Wire Products,
Limited.

As required by the Board, we beg to send herewith an estimate of outlay

necessary for 3 shifts working for wire and nail production taken together.

Estimate for outlay required per mdnth for all the wire drawing blocks and nail

machines at 3 shifts (maximum capacity) based on July figures as asked

for.
Total amount.

Rs.

1. Wire rods Tons 1,140 at Rs. 110 per ton ... 1,28,400

Rs.

2. Sulphuric acid Tons 48-14 cwts. at Rs. 160 per ton 6,992

Soap and grease 2,788

Lubricating oils ...... 670

Lime, cotton waste and saw duet . . . 308

10,758
i M2
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1C TOTAL 550
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Bs. A. p.

Workmen :

12 Plate setters at Be. 1-8 a day . . . . 450

24 Block strippers at Be. 1-6 a day .... 825

10 Helpers at Re. 1 a day 250

2 Firemen at Be. 1-6 a day . . . . 68 12

4 Helpers at Be. 1 a day 100

2 Pump drivers at Be. 1-8 'a day . . . . 75

12 Wire cleaners at Be. 1 a day .... 300

12 Fitters at Be. 1-8 a day 450

8 Nail machine setters at Be. 1-8 a day . 300

8 Operators at Be. 1-6 a day . . . , 275

10 Helpers at Be. 1 a day 250

12 Cleaners at annas 12 a day .... 225

6 Electric motor attenders at Be. 1-4 a day . 187 8

2 Blacksmiths at Be. 1-6 a day . . . . 68 12

4 Helpers at Be. 1 a day 100

12 Khalasis at Be. 1-4 a day 375

4 Coolies at annas 8 a day 50

144 TOTAL . 4,350

(9) Letter dated 24th January 1927, from the Indian Steel Wire Products,

Limited.

As desired b> the Tariff Board during Mr. Capadia's oral evidence we beg
to forward herewith copies of correspondence exchanged between us and Messrs.
Barlow and Company and Messrs. Beruck and Comens regarding supply
of wire rods to us.

Enclosure No. 1 .

Copy of letter No. 1023, dated 21st July 1926, from the Indian Steel Wire
Products, Jjimited, to Messrs. Barlow and Company, Calcutta.

Regarding Steel Wire rods.

As you may he aware, we are manufacturing steel wire and wire nails at our

Jamshedpur works out of imported wire rods and for this purpose we required

monthly about 500 tons of Continental (Belgian) rods which are known as soft

Thomas steel wire rods. Our present requirement is 500 tons of these rods

per single shift and this will considerably increase when we begin to work the

second and the third shifts which we intend doing as the demand for our finished

articles grows.

We shall therefore feel much obliged by your kindly letting us know if you
will be prepared to import this quality of rods for us in monthly lots of 600 tons

delivered c.i.f. Calcutta; payment to be made by us against acceptence of draft*

at 90 days sight.

An early reply will oblige.
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Enclosure No. 2.

Copy of letter dated 26th July 1926. from Messrs. Barlow and Company.
Calcutta, to the Indian Steel Wire Products, Ld., Bombay.

Regarding Steel Wire rods.

We are in receipt of your letter No. 1023 of the 21st instant, and note

your requirements of the above goods. We are afraid, however, we could not

agree to importing the goods foi you on the terms suggested, viz., payment
against acceptance of drafts at 90 days sight. If you would be prepared at

the time of placing an order to open an irrevocable letter of credit with a
Calcutta bank approved by us and allow us to draw against the credit

immediately on arrival of the goods, we will go further into the matter.

Enclosure No. 3.

Copy of letter No. 1086, dated 3rd August 1926, from the Indian Steel Wiie
Products, Limited, to Messrs. Barlow and Company, Calcutta.

Regarding Steel wire rods.

We be to acknowledge receipt of your letter dated the 26th ultimo in reply
to our letter No. 1023 of 21st July concerning the above matter.

We shall thank you to let us know if it will suit you to stock in your godowns
at Calcutta every month about 400 to 500 tons of rods (No. 5 gauge) on the
understanding that we can take delivery of same in quantities required by us
overy fortnight; payment to be made by us against delivery as we take it.

Will you kindly let us have an early reply?

Enclosure No. 4.

Copy of letter dated 9th August 1926, from Messrs. Barlow and Company, to
the Indian Steel Wire Products, Limited (and reduced), Agents, Messrs.
Lalubhai Walchand Capadia and Company, Bombay.

Regarding Steel wire rods.

We thank you for your letter No. 1086 of 3rd instant. Before proceeding
further with this matter we should be obliged if you will give us information
on the following points :

(a) For how many years would you enter into agreement to buy from us?

(b) How many tons monthly over each year of agreement would you
require?

(c) How do you suggest prices should be arranged for each shipment?

<d) W^o will pay duty on the goods on arrival and expenses for clearing
the goods from the Jetty if we agree to your taking delivery ex-our
godown.

{e) Whether you would be prepared to provide us with security for
Rs. 30,000 for good faith.

We should charge interest at 7 per cent, per annum on all money not paid
to us within one calendar month from average landing date of the goods no
goods to be delivered to you without payment in full. Money to be paid always
at the rate of exchange for the day on which payment is made.
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Enclosure No. 5.

Copy of letter No. 1173, dated 24th /25th August 1926, from Messrs. Lalubhai
'Walchand Capadia and Company, Agents, The Indian Steel Wire Products,
Limited (and reduced), Bombay, to Messrs. Barlow and Company, Calcutta,

Regarding Steel wire rods.

We are in receipt of your letter dated the 9th instant in the above matter
and have to thank you for same.

We beg to reply as follows to the points raised in your letter under

reply :

(a) We would not like to enter into any long agreement to buy from

you. We would, however, make ourselves responsible to you for

payment of the quantity of rods, say, in lots of about 600 to 1,000
tons every time that we place the indent for same with you.

(6) We expect to consume about 400 to ,'>00 tons of rods every month.

(c) We would first ask for c.i.f. quotation from you before placing the
order and if it suits us we would let you have the indent duly
signed at that quotation.

(d) We would expect you to pay the duty en goods on arrival as well
as the expenses for clearing these goods from the jetty and the
total amount thus spent by you would be added to the cost of the

rods, which we would pay for as we take delivery in lots of about
200 to 300 tons each time.

(e) It would not be necessary to furnish any security as the goods would
be with you and would not be delivered to us till paid for.

We would be agreeable to pay interest at 7 per cent, per annum on all

monies not paid to you within one month from average landing date of the

Will you therefore kindly consider the matter and let us have your reply at

an early date?

Enclosure No. 0.

Copy of letter dated 1st September 1926, from Messrs. Barlow and Company,.

Calcutta, to The Indian Steel Wire Products, Limited.

We thank you for your letter No. 1173 of the 24th /25th ultimo and carefully
note contents. We regret we cannot see our way to take up this business unless

you furnish us some sort of security. This security would be held by us to

cover any market difference, should you at any time fail to carry out your
contract. If you cannot deposit with us the amount mentioned in our
letter of 9th ultimo, will you kindly let us know how much you could

deposit? All the other points in your letter appear to be in order except
that we should charge you for the storage of the goods from the time they
are landed until they are delivered to you. As a matter of fact such goods
would be stored in the Fairlie Warehouse here and the rent bills would be

payable by you before you take dlivery.

Enclosure No. 7.

Copy of letter No. 1303, dated 28th September 1926, from the Indian Steel Win

Products, Limited, to Messrs. Barlow and Company.

We are in receipt of your letter of the 1st instant and have to thank yoi
for same. As stated in our previous letter payments will be made to you q

we take delivery of the goods.
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Sincfi you want some sort of security, we would be prepared to deposit
Rs. 5,000 as margin up to 1,000 tons to cover any market difference that may
arise in case we do not take delivery of the goods ordered by us. We shall

thank you to let us hear in reply at an early date.

Enclosure No. 8.

Copy of letter dated 4th October 1926, from Messrs. Barlow and Company,
to the Indian Steel Wire Products, Limited, Bombay.

We are in receipt of your letter No. 13(.S of 28fch ultimo and have given the

proposition our careful consideration. We do not consider Rs. 5,000 deposit
sufficient to cover market difference on 1,000 tons. If you can only deposit
Rs. 5,000 we would be prepared to do business only to the extent of 300 tons.

If this is satisfactory to you, kindly &end us the deposit and an offer, and we
will endeavour to make business.

Enclosure No, 9.

Copy of letter No. 1351,
^

dated Mh October 1926, from the Indian Steel Wire

Products, Limited, to Messrs. Barlow and Company.

We are in receipt of your letter of the 4th instant and have to thank you
for same.

We have to inform you that we have at piesent on hand considerable

quantity of wire rods which will last us for some time.

We shall be glad to ask for c.i.f. quotation from you by the end of

November or December when we will consider the question of replenishing our

^tock of wire rods before the present lot is run out. We will be willing to

deposit the sum with you in the proportion mentioned by you.

Enclosure No, 10.

Copy of letter dated the llth December 1926, from Messrs. Beruck and Comens
Calcutta, to Messrs. Lalubhai Walcliand Capadia and Company, Bombay.

Mesws. The Indian Steel Wire Products, limited, of Tatanagar, inform
us in their letter of the 3rd December that they have forwarded to you for

disposal our letter of the 30th November addressed to them.

We enclose herewith copy of same for your easy reference and shall be

pleased to hear from you on the matter.

Enclosure No. 11.

Copy of letter dated the 30th November 1926, from Messrs. Beruck and Comcns
to Messrs. Steel Wire Products, Limited, Jamshedpur.

We notice any amount of wire ruds arriving iij Calcutta, and under the

impression it is on your account shall be very pleased if for your future require-
ments you will let us have your specification and enquiry allowing us to quote
you.

We also notice that all those rods are being stored in the Bengal Bonded
Warehouse. The rent, carting to godown, and i'rom it for despatch must be

heavy items, and we think all those could be curtailed by using our organisation
for reception, storing and despatch as we have our godowns in rail communica-

*

tion with the docks and jetties and jan despatch direct from our sidings.

These facilities shall allow us to offer you some inducements and should your
purchasing arrangements now allow us to quote .you we offer you the advantages
of our establishment for reception and despatch of the goods.
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Enclosure No. 12.

Copy of letter dated 15th December 1926, from ths Indian Steel Wire Products*
Limited, to Messrs. "Beruck and Comens, Calcutta.

We are in receipt- of your* letter of the llth instant contents of which we
have noted.

'

We have to inform you that we are manufacturing steel wire and wire
nails of various sizes at our Works at Jamshedpur out of imported wire rods.

Our monthly present requirements oi steel wire rods for the above purpose-
are about 500 tons. This quantity will be con&Merably increased when we
begin to work second and third shifts as the demand for our finished products
grows.

We shall therefore thank you to let us know if you are prepared to import
for us Continental (Belgian) wire rods of Thomas quality in monthly instal-

ments of 500 tons delivered c.i.f. Calcutta, payments for which will be made
by us against acceptance of drafts at 90 days sight.

An early reply will oblige.

Enclosure No. 13.'

Copy of letter dated the J8th December J926< from Messrs. Beruck and Comens,
Cnlcutta, to the Indian Steel Wire Products, Limited, Bombay.

We have to thank you for your letter of the llth instant No. 1577.

We are well placed to import for yoar wire reds of Thomas quality and can

accept your terms of payment by you against your accepted drafts at 90 days
sight provided tfiese drafts are also accepted for payments by a known and well

established Bank.

We are afraid that unless this is arranged our \ntwerp Office may not show

any interest in the business because of the nature of the goods and which are

not marketable but for your special consumption only.

Enclosure No. 14.

Copy of letter dated the 22nd December 1926. from the Indian Steel Wire
Products, Limited, to Messrs. Beruck and Comens, Calcutta.

Regarding No. 5 gauge Steel Wire Rods.

We have to acknowledge receipt of your letter dated the 18th instant in the
above matter.

We shall thank you to let us know if you will be prepared to import the
above quality of rods on the following terms :

We would at every transaction request you to furnish us with the c.i.f.

Calcutta quotation for these rods. If the price suits us we would place an
order with you for same at the quotation.

On arrival of the goods you will arrange to store them in your codowns and

pay the duty as well as other charges for clearing the same from the jetty and
the total amount thus spent by you would be added to the cost of the rods,
which we would pay for as we take delivery in lots of about 200 to 800 tons

each time.

We believe you will be properly secured as the goods will be in your posses-
sion and will not be delivered to us till paid for.

We will be agreeable to allow you interest at 6 per cent, per annum on
monies invested by you on our account and not paid to you within one month
from the average landing date of the goods.
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We may inform you that these are the terms on which we have arranged
to secure our supply of rods from other sources.

Will you therefore kindly consider the matter and let us have your reply
at an early date?

Enclosure No. 15.

Copy of letter dated 28th December 1926, from Messrs. Beruck and Comens,
Calcutta, to the Indian Steel Wire Products, Limited.

We beg to thank you for your letter No. 1713 of the 22nd instant. It seems
to us that you have not clearly understood the contents of our leter of the

18th instant. The reason why we are afraid that our Antwerp Office would not
consider this business is in the nature of the goods, which are not marketable
and would be imported for your use only. We agree to all your terms on
conditions that you give us guarantee by bank or otherwise that all the goods
shall be taken up.

There remains also the question of inteiest and which we propose at 8 per
cent, per annum instead of 6 per cent, for all monies invested by us on your
account and not paid for within a month from the landing date of the goods.
This shall not affect you much considering thai; you shall obtain the benefit of

our installation here allowing cheaper despatch.

Enclosure No. 16.

Copy of letter dated the &0th January 7957', from the Indian Steel Wire
Products, Limited, to Messrs. Beruck and Comens, Calcutta.

Regarding No. 5 Gauge Steel Wire Rods.

We beg to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 28th ultimo on the above
subject.

As regards the 2nd paragraph of your letter under reply, wo quite realise

your position
in the matter and would therefore be prepared to offer you a

deposit of, say, Rs. 5,000 for a quantity of 300 to 400 tons of rods in order to
ensure you against any probable risk or non-acceptance of delivery on our

part.

This we think should constitute an ample margin to cover you against any
fluctuation in price or in case you n.ay have to aell these rods to outsiders.

The monies which we would deposit with you should serve as an imprest
account and could be utilised towards payment of the last lot of wire rods of
Q, particular consignment that we take delivery of.

As regards interest, since you wish same to be increased we would be agree-
able to pay at the rate of 7 jer cent, per annum rn monies invested by you on
our account and not paid for within a month from the average landing date
of the goods.

Will you therefore kindly consider the matter and let us have an early
reply?

(10) Letter dated 20th April 1927^ from the Indian Steel Wire Products,
Limited.

We have to acknowledge receipt of your letter No. 313 of the 14th instant
whicr came to our hands after the Easter Holidays.

We beg to enolose herewith for your reference copy of the letter which
we have addressed to the Imperial Bank, Calcutta. Since writinc this letter
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we discussed the question of further finance with the Depuly Secretary and
Treasurer, Imperial Bank of India, Calcutta, as well as their Agent at

Jamshedpur and we are now expecting their reply next week.

We had therefore to request you yesterday by telegram to postpone the

hearing of our oral evidence for one week. We have to-day received your
reply by telegram as under :

'

"
335. Your wire of 19th instant. Board regrets no further postpone-

ment can be granted."

Our representative will therefore be present on the 28th instant at 10-30 A.M.

Copy of letter No. #, dated 1st April 1927, to the Deputy Secretary and

Treasurer, Imperial Bank of India, Calcutta*.

Ee Cash Credit Account.

As you are aware, we have been since January last operating on the
Cash Credit Account which you were good enough to open in our favour at

Jamshedpur branch of the Bank.

We beg to approach you again on the subject hoping that the matter will

receive your favourable consideration. We have at present imported about
500 ions of wire rods which are being despatched to our works from Calcutta.

We have been manufacturing wire and nails but owing to the necessity of

our having to hold a stock of a variety of sizes and gauges of the finished

products and owing to the present very much better and larger demands
for our products at improved prices from the consuming centres as well as

from Government offices, we are contemplating to go on to the 2nd and 3rd
shift of our working.

This would mean that we would have to carry a stock of about 1,200 tons

of wire rods for each month to enable us to bring about the increased pro-
duction so as to have the benefit of the reduction of overhead and other

charges in our cost of production.

We may also say that during our evidence before the Tariff Board in the

beginning of this year, we found that the Board were anxious to see that

we brought about the maximum production with three shift working in order

to enable them to frame a report recommending continuation of the scale of

protective duty (viz., Us. 60 per ton) which is at present in force.

In co-operation with our works manager and other staff we have gone into

the details of our three shift working and of marketing the articles manu-
factured by us and we confidently hope that if we are able to do so, it will

very materially alter and improve the prospects of our company.

At present we have enquiries for about 500 to 700 tons of annealed wire-

aud also for galvanized wire, ordinary wire and nails of different sizes accord-

ing to the customer's requirements.

We enclose herewith a copy of the letter received from the Chief Controller

of Stores, Indian Stores Department, which will serve to show in what quan-^
titles our prospective orders are likely to run into.

We have therefore to request you to consider our proposal of extending
the present limit of our Cash Credit from Es. 1,50,000 to Es. 3,50,000

against the stocks as at present stipulated with the terms and conditions

as are now obtaining.

Our Mr. Capadia will be at Calcutta during next week and will call on you
at the Bank when he will be glad to furnish further particulars in connection

with this matter if desired.
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Copy of letter No. K.-16-D., dated the 18th March 1927, from the Chief
Controller of Stores, to the Indian Steel Wire Products, Limited, Tatanagar.

Ee Galvanized iron wire.

Will you kindly let us know whether you could undertake the manufacture
of wire iron galvanized in accordance with

Tone, specification No. 649 0, a copy of which
5 gauge wire 600 Ita per mile wire 643 ig enclosed? If so, your quotations for the

12
" 51

150
" " "

200 quantities noted on the margin may kindly
16 || || 50

"
|| ||

-
2 be furnished together with rates of deli-

very you could guarantee. The copy of

1,521 the specification may be returned with

your reply.

Copy of letter dated the 21st April 1927, from the Indian Steel Wire Products,

Limited, to the Secretary) Tariff Board, Calcutta.

We beg to enclose herewith copies of the enquiries which we have received

from the Chief Controller of Stores, Indian Stores Department, and others

regarding Annealed Wire, Galvanized Wire, etc.

This, we hope, will indicate the volume of business we can secure and
to what quantities our prospective orders are likely to amount.

Copy of letter No. K..16-D,, dated the ISth March 1927, from the Chief Con-
trailer of Stores , Indian Stores Department, to Messrs. The Indian Steel

Wire Products, Limited, Tatanagar.

SUBJECT : Galvanized iron wire.

Will you kindly let us know whether you could undertake the manufacture
of wire iron galvanized, in accordance with

Tons, specification No. 649 C, ft copy of which
5 gauge wire 600 Its. per mile wire 643 js enclosed? If so, your quotations for the

10
" " iS " " "

oAn quantities noted on the margin may kindly
. ., ,> 1OU ,, ,, | t &\JV f 1 1 J Jl 'Jl 1 J 1

*

1$ , 50 | , 2 be furnished together with rates of delivery"
you could guarantee. The copy of the

1,521 specification may be returned with ypur
reply.

Copy of letter No. 2121, dated the 29th March 1927, from the Indian Steel
Wire Products, Limited, to the Chief Controller of Stores, Indian Stores

Department, Delhi.

Ee Tender No. H.-1361 for 850 tons annealed Baling Wire, 12 gauge.

With reference to the tender notice appearing in the Indian Trade Journal

<page 577) dated 24th March 1927, on the above subject, we shall feel obliged
if you will kindly let us know the time during the year 1927-28 when the
deliveries are to be effected at the four different places mentioned therein.

. This information is required to enable us to submit our tender in this

matter and to fix up our programme accordingly.
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Extract from the "Indian Trade Journal" (page 577), dated the 24th March
1927.

TENDER NOTICES.

INDIAN STOKES DEPARTMENT.

Supply of Annealed Baling Wire.

The Chief Controller of Stores, Indian Stores Department (Hardware
Branch), New Delhi, is prepared to receive tenders for the supply of about-

350 tons Annealed Baling Wire, 12 gauge, during the year 1927-28 (Tender
No. H.-1631), as per distribution below:

About 180 tons f.o.r. Karachi.

About 110 tons f.o.r. Calcutta.

About 40 tons f.o.r. Bombay.
About 20 tons f.o.r. Madras.

Tender forms, etc., can be obtained up to the 4th April 1927, only from
the Office of the Chief Controller of Stores, on payment of Es. 5 per set of

two copies which is not returnable. Payment must be made by money order

only. Forms will not be sent by V. P. P.

Copy of letter No. 1308-27, dated the 2nd April 1927, from the Indian Steel

Wire Products, Limited, to Messrs. Ramchand Jethmal, Bunder Road
t

Karachi.

Re 200 ions 12 yauge Annealed Wire.

In i-ontinuation of our letter No. 1235-27, dated 30th Marsh 1927, will

you please let us know whether you want the 200 tons of wire delivered
in one lot or distributed over a certain period?

As already quoted in our letter No. 946-27, dated 15th March 1927, oui

quotation is Rs. 11 per cwt. ex Works.

After your replying our query in the first paragraph above we shall give

you delivery time.

(11) Letter dated 22nd April 1927, from the Indian Steel Wire Products,
Limited.

We beg to send you herewith for your information copy of the letter

which we have received from Messrs. Frank Mott & Co., Ld., London, tc

whom we had addressed our enquiry in connection with the importatior
of wire rods.

W^ have been importing these rods through this firm and have always
found them very satisfactory in our dealings with them. You will see fron
the accompanying letter that they are agreeable to giving us the necessarj
facilities and especially what we wanted from them, viz., 90 days D/A Draft

according to the arrangement proposed by them.

As you know we have asked for the extension of cash credit from the

Imperial Bank of India, Calcutta, and this along with the 90 days' credil

for the importation of wire rods (which Messrs. Frank Mott will allow]

will enable us to provide ample finance for our three shifts maximum
production.

Copy of letter dated ?tk April 1927, from Messrs. Frank Mott & Co., Ld.

London, to the Indian Steel Wire Products, Limited, Bombay.

Re No. 5-gaugc Special Soft Steel Wire Pods. We beg to refer to youi
favour of the 10th March, and, first of all, we much appreciate that you
have answered our letter of the 23rd December, although there has been

such a long interval that we fearod you had forgotten us altogether.
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and suggestions, but unfortunately we are merchants and specialists in
certain steel goods, particularly wire rods, and such material, and we do
not pose as financiers. Unless we entirely misunderstand the position, it

seems to us that you might probably be wanting regularly 500 tons of rods,

per month, because that is the tonnage you originally mentioned, abo.ut

6 or 7 months ago, when your enquiry was first issued through Tata's office

in London. Assuming that this is about the quantity you require, you
will at once see that a very complicated and, for us, a very anxious position
could arise, in quite an ordinary way. Suppose, for instance, it suited you
from the point of view of price to make a contract for 1,500 tons, to be

shipped at the rate of 500 tons a month. Before the first 500 tons reached

India, the second 500 tons would be on the water, and it is quite conceivable
that before you began to draw deliveries from the first shipment, the third

shipment would be on the water, and in certain extreme circumstances, if

you placed a larger contract, it could happen that we would have shipped
out 2,000 tons of rods before any money began to come back to us.

If, as we suppose, you intend operating your works in a regular manner,
it does seem to us, with very long experience as manufacturers ourselves,
that you will never get along satisfactorily if you only cover yourselves for

one month's supply of rods, and it must therefore be a reasonable assump-
tion on our part, that, when the time comes for you to deal with this rod
situation in earnest, you will, of necessity find it advisable not to buy 300
to 600 tons at a time and be faced with more or less uncertain deliveries,
but will probably be compelled to always have a certain quantity of rods on
the way to you, so as to maintain a continuous flow of raw material into

your mills.

Now, if that be so, you will know as well as we can say, that the

financing of these supplies of rods becomes a very substantial question, and
we assure you that we want your business if we can get it, and on the

same competitive basis as we have previously secured orders from you,
but we cannot entertain the idea of a trifling cash deposit, and undertake
business on a basis which is essentially that of a banker. We therefore take
the liberty of suggesting to you that your own Bankers who know your
position and prospects a great deal better than we do, should be willing to

finance this matter of Wire Rods, and be ready to take up documents upon
presentation by us through our Banker's agents in Bombay or Calcutta. We
may say that, with clients of ours in other parts of the world, at different

times in the past, quite similar conditions have arisen to those appertaining
to your position, and there has been no difficulty with Banks in those foreign

places arranging to receive a small margin from our customers, take up the

shipping documents on presentation, and* the customer pays the Bank
locally as and when he takes delivery of the goods. We may say it is

within our knowledge, and probably you also know as well, that business on
this basis is continually done all over the world by banks, particularly in

regard to food stuffs and other kinds of general produce, and where there

is a continuous market. In your case, the Bank would have charge </i the
rods and any margin of deposit you put up with them, but, of course, in the
case of Wire Rods there is not a great market in India that the Bank could
have recourse to if something prevented you from taking delivery of the
rods regularly, but, all the same, we believe, if you will only kindly entertain
the suggestion, that your Bankers will be quite willing to put up what we
call a "

revolving credit "
and, as we already stated, we will not ask you to

establish a Bank credit in London, but will simplify the matter in the way
*

we have proposed. We, on our part, are perfectly willing to draw upon an

approved Bank at 90 days' sight for acceptance of draft in exchange for

documents, and we assume that any good quantity of, say, 500 tons of rods
would be taken delivery of by you and paid for lonp before the 90 days'
accommodation had expired. We can, at our own Bankers, discount an
Indian Bank's draft very cheaply, so that we would only have to add on to
our price the minimum calculation for interest, and probably at a much
less rate than you would have to pay to your Bankers in India. Under such
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arrangements, your Indian Bank would not actually be advancing any
money at all, but would be holding the security of your rods against their
having to accept our draft, and, in fact, they would apparently be getting
the actual cash from you as you took the rods and would have the total
amount of money in hand before they had to pay out to meet our draft at
maturity.

We make the foregoing proposals in all seriousness, and at the same time,
would say that we are at present, just as in the past, quite content with a
reasonable margin of profit, which only amounts to 2 per cent, or 3 per cent.,
and we think if you will only seriously entertain our proposals, you will
find the thing will work admirably. Apart from this question of finance,
rthere is another point which yon might very easily not attach the necessary
importance to, and it lies in the question of the quality of the rods. What
we ship we get from a certain works, and under a long standing special
arrangement. You might, through other directions, get rods to a somewhat
similar analysis, but in actual practice of drawing down into fine wires
you might find a very big difference indeed in the wear and tear of your
draw-plates, etc., and various other difficulties, such as breakages of wire
when being drawn, all of these points being of great importance when
-considered on the question of output. In all the orders that we have
supplied this particular quality of Thomas rod in this country, in tens of
thousands of tons, we have never had one complaint, and we are quite sure
that, if your Works people had not had very good experience with the
material that we have supplied you with, we should long ago have heard
about it, we are quite well aware of what happened with the last order
you placed, and which we did not get, and although the rods which you
will have received may probably have passed muster all right, we should
very greatly doubt as to whether they have proved as good in the manufac-
turing process as the material you have had from us in fact, we will go
so far as to say that some of our customers will take these cheap Thomas
rods that we supply, just as readily as the much more expensive, and
supposedly special quality American Open Hearth rods. We guarantee you
uniformity in quality and finish from one year to another, and we therefore
earnestly impress upon you the advisability of considering this point of

quality, when taking into account the other question of finance.

Going back to the last enquiry we had from you, towards the end of

1926, we can, of course, now appreciate that financial considerations might
have prevented you accepting the offer we made you, and repeated more
than once. Our predictions as regards the advance in market price were
particularly fulfilled, and the 800 tons of rods which you did not see your
way to take from us, were sold elsewhere after the market rate in price,
and with very satisfactory results to ourselves.

In conclusion, we trust that you will see your way to give effect to our
suggestions, and if you can arrange the matter suitably with your bankers,
we hope that you will be cabling us soon for a definite offer, in which case
we will do our utmost to satisfy you. In cabling, might we ask you to use
Bentley's Code always, and we will do the same. If, of course, you find
our suggestions are not to your liking, and you have to get your financial
accommodation elsewhere, we can only regret it, and we are quite certain
that, from time to time, you will meet some disappointments on the quality
question.

(12) Letter dated 2nd May 1927, from the Indian Steel Wire Products,
Limited.

As desired, we beg to send you herewith 3 copies of our last Balance Sheet
as one copy of the Trust Deed.

As regards the query put by the Board during our evidence on the 28th
ultimo whether profit is included in the overhead charges and if so at what
rate, we have to say that the profit is not included in our figures representing
the estimate for 3 shifts working (sent to you with our letter dated 21st
-January).
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Item No. 7, viz., interest and overhead charges is made up as follows;

Rs. 5,000 Debenture interest.

Rs. 3,000 Head Office expenses.

fts- 8,000.

(13) Letter dated 3rd May 1927, from the Indian Steel Wire Products,
Limited.

We beg to enclose herewith a revised estimate for capital outlay required
per month for all the wire drawing blocks and nail machines at one shift

(maximum capacity) and trust that you will find the same in order.

Tatanagar,
The 2nd May 1927,

Revised estimate for capital outlay required per month for all the wire draw-
ing blocks and nail machines at on'e shift (maximum capacity).

Wire 225 tons (200 tons H. B. wire and 25 tons annealed wire).
Rs

1. Wire rods 380 tons at Rs. 115 per ton .... 43,7CI!

Rs.

2. Sulphuric acid 15 tons at Rs. 160 per ton . 2,400
Soap and grease 930
Lime and oils 50

3,880

8. Coal and coke 90 tons at Rs. 8 per ton . . 780

Rs.

4. Electricity 800
Rental charges 220
Water 800

1,820
5. Wages and salaries 3,700
6. Incidental charges

Rs.

Packing expenses 200

Railway freight 240
Land rent and Board of Works . . . 500

Selling expenses 270

Postage, stationery, welfare .... 130
Tool steel for dies 80
Insurance 332

1,752
7. Interest and depreciation .... 5,100
8. Head' Office expenses 3,000
9. Miscellaneous expenses, wire drawing plates,

tools, electric goods and repairs . . QQQ

Cost of 375 tons 10 cwts. of wire . . . 63,772
Less for 150 tons 10 cwts. wire issued for nails 25,560

Cost of 225 tons of wire . 38,212
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Wire Nails
Rs.

1. Hard bright wire 150 tons 10 cwts. at

Rs. 169-13-4 per ton . ... . . 25,560

2. Lubricants, cotton waste and sawdust . . 300

3. Coal 2 tons 10 cwts. at Us. 8 a ton ... / 20
Rs.

4. Electricity 500

Rental charges 110

610

6. Wages and salaries . . . . . . ... 2,400

Rs.

6. Incidental charges

Packing expense 3,000

Railway freight 350

Land rent and Board of Works . . . 300

Selling expenses ...... 400

Postage, stationery and welfare . . . 200

Tool steel for dies 200

4,450

7. Miscellaneous expense

Tools, electric goods and repairs . . . 400

Profit

Cost of 150 tons nails . 33,740

Total production
Hard bright wire 200 tons at Rs. 185 per ton 37,000

Annealed wire 25 tons at Rs. 190 per ton . 4,750
Wire nails 150 tons at Rs. 210 per ton . 31,500

Scrap 3 tons at Rs. 60 per ton . . . 180

Total income . 73,43O

Total Cost

Rs.

Wire 38,212
Nails 33,740

(14) Letter from the Indian Steel Wire Products, Limited, dated the 7th
May 1927.

With reference to our Janishedpur office letter No. 1813, dated the 3rd
instant giving cover to the estimate for the working of wire and nails sepa-
rately, we beg to inform you that the item of debenture interest has been
omitted therein through oversight.

The figure for item No. 7 should be Rs. 10,000 instead of Rs. 5,100 a*

mentioned therein.
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The details for the overhead charges (items No. 7 and No. 8) have been

shown in the statement annexed hereto.

The total cost of production would therefore be as under :

Rs.

Wire (225 tons) 41,208

Nails (150 tons) 35,744

76,952

We shall therefore thank you to make the necessary adjustments in that
'connection.

Overhead charges.

Depreciation Us.

7i per cent, on wire mill machinery (Rs. 4,48,000) .

^

2i per cent, on wire mill buildings (Rs. 2,34,000) . )
3

'
225

Interest on Debentures

7i per cent, on 8 lakhs 5,000

Head Office expenses (including Agency allowance) . . 3,000

Interest on working capital

71 per cent, on Rs. 3,00,000 1,875

13,100
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THE INDIAN STEEL WIRE PRODUCTS, LIMITED.

B.ORAL.

Evidence of Messrs. K. B. N. CAPADIA and M. T. DERBYSHIRE,
representing Indian Steel Wire Products, Limited, recorded in

Calcutta on Monday, the 10th January, 1927.

Introductory. +

President. You are one of the Directors of the Indian Steel Wire Products,
Limited.

Mr. Capadia. Yes.

President. Are you in charge of the works as General Manager?
Mr. Capadia. Mr. Derbyshire is the Works Manager and I am the work-

ing partner in the managing agency firm of Messrs. Lalubhai, Walchand
Capadia and Company.

President. What are the general conditions of your managing agency P

Under what arrangement do you work with the Indian Steel Wire Products,
Limited ?

Mr. Capadia. We get monthly Rs. 1,500 as our allowance and 10 per cent,
on profits which item has now been eliminated since we took the loan from the
Government of Bihar and Orissa. All that we get now is only Rs. 1,500 a
month.

Mr. Mather. Except of course actual expenses incurred.

Mr. Capadia. That is right.

Mr. Mathias. Is that included in the Head Office expenditure?
Mr. Capadia. Yes, in that sum of Rs. 2,250 under Head Office Expenses,,

we have included Rs. 1,500.

Progress made since 1924.

President. There is one aspect of the case to which I wish to draw your
particular attention. When we have to consider the question whether protec-
tion is to be granted to an industry or not, we are naturally guided by tha
conditions laid down by the Fiscal Commission. You know what those condi-
tions are.

Mr. Capadia. AVe know those conditions.

President. The meaning of that is that unless an industry fulfils those

conditions, it will not get protection, but it does not follow that because an

industry fulfils those three conditions, it is bound to get protection. We have

got to consider also in addition to other circumstances the question whether
the industry is run efficiently, whether it is conducted on business lines, not

only should it have an equipment which is suitable to the requirements of the

industry but it should be well financed. It should have proper management,
expert and other. I think that in this case it is very important for us to-

satisfy ourselves on these points before we proceed any further.

Mr. Capadia. Quite.

President. As far as I have been able to gather, it does seem to me that

you have not developed the industry at all since we first reported : in fact, in

some respects you seem to have gone back.

Mr. Capadia. I submit that since we restarted we have gone on gradually

increasing the production till our rods were exhausted in August.

President. I am coming to that. You were granted protection in 192*.

Mr. Capadia. Yes.
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President. I think that you closed down about the middle of 1924 after

working for a few months, is that right?
Mr. Capadia. We worked up to the end of September 1924.

President. Then, you did not manufacture anything at all during the
remainder of 1924.

Mr. Capadia. For about a year, the works were closed down.

President. More than that surely?

Mr. Capadia. Say for 15 months.

President. In 1925, you did not do anything.
Mr. Capadia. We restarted on 21st November, 1925, say December, 1925.

President. It i now one year and yet your output has not increased.

Mr. Capadia. Formerly our average was not above 100 tons for wire and
now our average has been doubled, viz., 200 tons.

President. But that is not much. Your capacity is 10,000 tons a year. I

don't think that we should consider it very satisfactory if you say that you
have not produced more than 200 tons on an average.

Mr. Capadia There were circumstances in the way which precluded us
from doing more.

President. 1 am trying to point out to you that in the second quarter of

1926, your average output was 195 tons.

Mr. Capadia. Yes.

President. And in the third quarter, July, August and September
Mr. Capadia. Here I would point out that about the middle of August,

1926, our stock of rods was exhausted.

President. Your average has been for the two months only 167 tons.

Mr. Capadia. That I submit should be no criterion because the stock was

totally exhausted about the middle of August.

President. Why?
Mr. Capadia. We were making financial arrangements with the Imperial

Bank to raise a loan which we have just succeeded in getting. It should have
been settled by that time but it did not come off owing to the Trustee's con-

sent in the matter having been delayed.

Financial position.

President. You seem to have financial difficulties. That fact when an

industry is protected is rather serious thing. You cannot expect the country
to carry the burden because you are nob able to finance a protected industry.
It is opposed to the principle of protection.

Mr. Capadia. I think that with the loan which we are raising from the

Imperial Bark, we shall have as much money as is necessary for our one shift

maximum production.

President. We cannot consider even that as satisfactory that you should
continue merely to manufacture on one shift only and with borrowed capital.

Mr. Capadia. The plant is capable of producing more but the safest course

is to concentrate our efforts on one shift in the first instance and then as soon
as the maximum is reached for one shift, we can go on to the second shift and
then the third shift.

President. Let us go step by step. Let us first go into the question of

-finance. In 1925 you obtained a loan from the Government of Bihar and
Orissa. It was issued in 1924 but you actually got the money in 1925.

Mr. Capadia. Yes.

President.- At the time you obtained your loan the book value of your
plant was about Rs. 23 lakhs. That is to say you had a subscribed capital of

Us. 23 lakhs.

Mr. Capadia. Quite so.
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President. In addition to that, your liabilities were-Rs. 4 lakko.

Mr. Capadia. The liabilities amounted to about Rs. 2,75,000.

President. According to the letter printed along with the evidence, of

appears that the whole of Rs. 23 lakhs had been spent on machinery, pre-
liminary expenses, etc., and that the Company in debt to the extent of oi?cr

Rs. 4 lakhs.

Mr. Capadia. 1 was only referring to the bills payable which came to about
Rs. 2,75,000.

President. Did you meet these debts out of the Rs. 5 lakhs borrowed?

Mr. Capadia. Yes, and we also purchased the new machinery out of that.

President. Where did the working capital come from?

Mr. Capadia. We had in hand at that time some surplus of about
Rs. 40,000 or Rs. 50,000.

Mr. Mathias. Please see page 59 of our Report on Wire and Wire Nails.

There in reply to the President you said that the liquid money available at the
moment was between Rs. 2 to Rs. 3 lakhs.

Mr. Capadia. We could give you a detailed account as to how we spent
this Rs. 5 lakhs.

President. It does not matter how you bpent it. The real point is how
much did you have for working capital ?

Mr. Capadia. Strictly speaking our liabilities were Rs. 2,60,000 in bills

payable. The others were converted into debentures. A debt of over

Rs. 2,90,000 was converted into debentures, viz., Tata's, Walchand's and

Jessop's.

President. Those are the additional debentures.

Mr. Capadia. Yes, in addition to the five lakhs which we got from the
Government of Bihar and Orissa.

President. Those additional debentures did not bring you any cash at all.

Mr. Capadia. No.

President. Then, out of the five lakhs you paid about Rs. 2,90,000 in debts

Mr.. Capadia. Rs. 2,60,000 to Rs. 2,75,000.

President. I think that you also spent some money on machinery.

Mr. Capadia. Yes, about Rs. 55,000.

President. It comes to Rs. 3,30,000 (Rs. 2,75,000 plus Rs. 55,000).

M r . Capadia . Yes .

President.- So that you had about Rs. 1,70,000 left.

Mr. Capadia. Roughly the working capital we had on hand was about
Rs. 2 lakhs.

President. That would enable you to carry on on a six months turnover of

your present production.

Mr. Capadia. As a matter of fact, it actually did.

President. Your output is confined to 200 tons a month.

Mr. Capadia. But we had to start going again and fresh crew had to to
trained and stores and materials bought.

President. I understood that your full production on one shift would be
about 350 tons a month.

Mr. Capadia. 300 tons on an average. ,

President. If your works costs are taken according to the July ngtures
which were about Rs. 165 per ton, then it is just about five months turnover
on the basis of 200 tons, so that obviously you are short of capital.

Mr. Derbyshire. We have not got the raw material to carry on.

President. If it was a private concern, it would not matter but when you
apply to the State for assistance, you must see that the works are run to full

production.
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Mr. Capadia. As we progress we require more and more money. At pre-
sent the amount we took has been swallowed in the purchase of raw materials
to enable us to get the maximum production.

President. What is the fresh provision you have made?
Mr. Capadia. Rs. 1,50,000 from the Imperial Bank in addition to the

resources we have already got by way of stocks, stores, outstandings, etc. This
would quite suffice for one shift.

President. You cannot expect us to make any recommendation that is to
hold good for any reasonable period on a one shift basis.

Mr. Capadia. Quite so, but if we are well established on a one-shift basis,

naturally we can raise additional finance which we require to run three shifts.

President. It is not a reasonable attitude to take up that you must first

establish yourself on a one shift basis and get a higher degree of protection
before you can bring in more capital.

Mr. Capadia. It is the degree of protection which enables us to raise money
more easily. So far we have found the finance necessary to carry on and to

develop to the extent we have done. But we are pretty certain of evolving
another scheme by which we can get the additional finance required for the
second and third shifts provided we show the maximum production at the

proper manufacturing cost of one shift scheduled output, as we have done here.
I feel no doubt that once we come to that position and if we are successful in

getting the protection we are asking for, we can raise the additional money
required. We have already raised Rs. 1,50,000.

President. On the security of stocks?

Mr. Capadia. Yes.

President. What percentage do they advance?

Mr. Capadia. 75 per cent.

Mr. Mather. Have you any other working capital ?

Mr. Capadia. We have stores to the extent of Rs. 60,000 to Rs. 75,000. In
addition to that we have some cash balance on hand.

Mr. Mather. This new loan that you have available amounts to about
Rs. 1*50 thousand. The point is this : Rs. 2 lakhs did not prove sufficient

because you had a very small production during the last few months, what
guarantee is there that this new loan which is no greater is going to suffice to

keep you going for more than a few months ?

Mr. Capadia. We have provided for three or four months working capital
and in any ordinary business, capitaUis kept turning over as you know.

Mr. Mather. In your case it does not appear to be so because you had work-

ing capital for five months, but instead of a sufficient turnover it seems to

have come to an end in four months.

Mr. Capadia. In the initial stages we had to encounter all sorts of diffi-

culties. These difficulties are now practically all over. We have arranged for

stock of rods, for which hitherto we had to wait, to be held here in Calcutta

for us, by one of the biggest firms. What we have arranged is, that the rods

would be stored in their godown to the extent of 1,000 tons. That will relieve

us of the tension of keeping money locked up in the purchase of rods.

President. What firm is this?

Mr. Capadia. Messrs. Barlow and Company. There is another firm

Messrs. Beruck and Comens. With the first firm we have already settled and
Messrs. Beruck & Comens are likely to afford us the same facilities, so that

thfe bulk of our capital which is locked up now in the purchase of rods could be

spared. Moreover it will be quicker delivery whereas in the other case it took

four or*five months to get delivery, from the time of placing an order and the

time of arrival.

Mr. Mather. The terms of purchase are 25 per cent, against shipment and

75 per cent, on delivery of documents in Bombay.
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Mr. Capadia. That was only at the last time, before which we had to 'open
irrevocable credit in JSngland for Continental materials purchased by Messrs.
Tata Limited for us and subsequently these new terms were arranged, 25 per
cent, against shipment at a Continental port and 75 per cent, against docu-
ments in Bombay. All this will be much more facilitated by the quantity of
rods being kept in Messrs. Barlow and Company's godowns. All that they
want us to pay is Ks. 5,000 on a consignment of 300 tons. Every month as wfc

want 200 to 300 tons we can take same from their godown and pay interest at
7 per cent, per annum on monies not paid for within one month from the aver-

age landing date of the goods. The selling season is slacker during the mon-
soon so that we have to carry a large stock of finished products all these months
when we do not sell very fast. Now, with the cash arrangements that we have
made with the Imperial Bank and the progress that we have achieved in the
direction of increased production and low manufacturing costs, we are pretty
certain of not only reaching the maximum production but also feel that thia

capital is sufficient for our needs.

Mr. Mathias. I understand that the arrangements that you have made
would save you from locking up a considerable amount of working capital in
the purchase of rods

;
on the other hand the firm with which you are dealing

will, to a small extent, have to lock up their own capital by keeping these
rods in their warehouse, so I presume that they will require you to pay them
something to recompense them?

Mr. Capadia. This interest of 7 per cent, per annum on the actual amount
invested at the time.

Mr. Mathia*. In fact it is really an alternative method of raising working
capital, is it not?

Mr. Capadia. Quite so. That is an additional facility to us.

Mr. Mathias. The security being the rods they hold?

Mr. Capadia. Yes.

Mr. Mathias. Exactly what working capital have you at present before you
raise this loan from the Imperial Bank of India?

Mr. Capadia. We had been carrying on with our own finances for some
months. We have not yet been successful in getting the new loan from the

Imperial Bank. Negotiations are still going on.

Mr. Mathias. During the last three or four months exactly what working
capital have you been utilizing?

Mr. Capadia. We had between Ks. 50,000 to Rs. 75,000.

Mr. Mathias. I see here that the money available for working capital in

October 1925 was between Ks. 2 to 3 lakhs. What has happened to the balance f

(Page 59 of the last report on Wire and Wire Nails).

Mr. Capadia. We purchased about 1,700 tons of rods out of that and also

purchased new wire blocks as well as the new nail machines that we have
installed.

Mr. Mathias. You purchased the rods and these rods 3
7ou manufactured

into wire. I presume you sell your wire?

Mr. Capadia. We have a considerable stock of wire at present.

Mr. Mathias. What is the vftlue of the stock?

Mr. Capadia. About Rs. 1,40,000 are at present locked up in our finished

products.

Mr. Mathias. So that your working capital for want of a market is locked

up in stock P

Mr. Capadia. That is so; in the monsoon months the sales were not so

farisk. The stocks are now diminishing and we expect by March to sell off a
considerable part of it.

Mr. Mathias. So that it takes you about a year to dispose of your six

months stock?
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Mr. Capadia. It will not be so now. We are re-organizing our sales

department and are about to give same to responsible sqjling Agents who will

dispose of our whole output. That will ensure much quicker sale.

Mr. Mathias. You have not got a firm and established market
;
at present

you are groping for a market so to speak?

Mr. Capadia. We would not say groping. We have a market in Calcutta
but we are trying to get a more extended market, so that our working capital

may not be kept locked up in stocks.

Dr. Matthai. Is that true both of wire and wire nail, your having a good
market in Calcutta? ^

Mr. Capadia. Yes, because it is so near. We are not doing much business
in wire, the bulk of the business is in nails,

Dr. Matthai. So that vou have sold mostly nails and you have sold the
bulk of them probably in Calcutta during the last seven months?

Mr. Capadia. They have been distributed over other centres as well, Delhi,

Punjab, etc. Our agent in the Punjab is a very responsible man and is also

an agent of Tatas. He wants a certain form of packing which the purchasers
there prefer. We are now packing in that form and we hope to be able to sell

at much more remunerative rates in Punjab than we are doing in Calcutta at

present.

Mr. Mather. You get extra price for nails packed in cardboard boxes, do

you not?

Mr. Derbyshire. Yes. The tendency now is to place orders for March
delivery and March delivery fetches a better price than other seasons. It is

not that we do not sell in other quarters. The extra cost that is involved in
the cardboard box packing is compensated by the price that we get.

President. There is this difficulty that so far as working three shifts is

concerned I do not think you have any financial arrangement.
Mr. Capadia. We have also that in view but I do not think that I shall be

in a position to communicate that to you at this stage.

President. You have not really completed your, arrangements for working
one shift.

Mr. Capadia. We have practically completed that. That can be ascer-

tained by a reference to the Imperial Bank. The Director of Industries,
Bihar and Orissa, in his letter to the Imperial Bank merely re-iterated one of

the conditions which the Bank had laid down. The Bank however did not
want the Director of Industries to re-iterate this condition and asked him to
write a fresh letter; otherwise the matter is quite in order and we are certain
of getting Us. 1,50,000. In addition to this, as I said, we have arrangements
in view by which we can raise additional finance for working three shifts. The
financiers want to see us firmly established on one shift working so that they
can see that we have lowered our costs and increased our production and then
there is every prospect of our getting on to the second and third shifts. As I

say, we have organized ourselves, we have improved ourselves as regards
quality and quantity ;

we know where to buy our supplies from. Here is Mr.
Derbyshire who has been long with us as works superintendent. He can now
confidently say that there will be no difficulty in getting the one shift maximum
production, as from our point of view we have got the finance. Our difficulty

t was, as I said, that our purchase of rods and other materials consumed much
of our capital and the sales not being brisk that hampered us further. These
difficulties we have now surmounted which we could not have got over except
by a gradual process which took us all this time.

Mr. Mathias. The advance which the Imperial Bank of India is making
has not actually been made yet?

Mr. Capadia. No.

Mi Mathias. You say the Director of Industries, Bihar and Orissa, wrotie

a letter?
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Mr. Capadia. He is on the Board representing the Bihar and Orissa Gov-
ernment. The Bank stipulated that the trustees to the debenture-holders
should intimate to the hank that the bank should have prior right to the stock
in trade. The trustees have given their consent : The bank stipulated as one
of the conditions that the Wire Products Limited should utilize this loan for
the purchase of raw materials and manufacture of finished products. This
condition the Director of Industries repeated in his letter to the Bank. The
bank did not want him to re-iterate this condition

;
what they wanted was f<nly

a letter giving his consent. The Director of Industries has informed us that
he has agreed to this and there is only an official letter to be written to the
bank. If you want to see the correspondence we can produce it.

President. Supposing this arrangement were to fall through, what are we
to do? We cannot make any conditional recommendation.

Mr. Capadia. The arrangement is absolutely fixed up. You can see the
cash credit form. Any other bank would give us money against the liquid
assets in the ordinary course of business. It is not unusual so long as we hold
stocks.

President. Quite true, but the bank would naturally enquire what the

position of the debenture-holder was and any other bank may have the same
difficulty as the Imperial Bank if the debenture-holder did not give his un-
conditional consent.

Mr. Capadia. The trustee on behalf of the Tata Iron and Steel Company,
Ltd., has given his unconditional consent; the Bihar and Orissa Government
have practically done so; only the consent letter has to be modified and our
arrangement will be in operation after this small formality is immediately
complied with. There is nothing which will create any difficulty. If the
Director of Industries had said to us. that he could not give his consent we
would have said so. That can be ascertained by a reference to the bank and
the Director of Industries.

President. I take it that so far as your working capital is concerned, it is

represented by stocks and there is no liquid capital.
Mr. Capadia. We have.

President. How much is that?

Mr. Capadia. Wo may have Us. 15,000 or Rs. 20,000 locked up in out-
standings.

President. I am talking of the liquid capital which you can use.

Mr. Capadia. It may be anything up to Bs. 20,000.
President. That is not very much, is it?

Mr. Capadia. We have sales made ahead.

President. It is not a very safe margin, is it? I don't think Es. 20,000
will carry you very far.

Mr. Capadia. We have at present 500 tons of rods in Calcutta, part of
which is paid for. As soon as this arrangement with the bank is settled, we
will be able to take delivery of the whole lot of these rods which we have
ordered. That will again increase our cash credit with the bank, so that all
these sources will, if added up, constitute a very safe margin. In addition,
we have stores, consumable materials, and so on.

Mr. father. What stock of rods have you at the worts nowP
Mr. Capadia. Rods are all over now.

Mr. Mather. You have no stock.

Mr. Capadia. No.

President. When do you expect the next lot?

Mr. Capadia. In another fortnight.

Mr. Mathias. As regards this cash credit with the Imperial Bank, you
say that the security against that would be stocks. Would they be stocks of
rods?
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Mr. Mathias. All the rods which you are purchasing with the Imperial
Bank's advance or all stocks !

Mr. Capadia. At present we take the money against the finished products.
When we pay for the rods and have them at our Works, we can again have
advance against them from the Imperial Bank.

President. Have you tried to make any arrangement with the Steel

Company ?

Mr. Capadia. For additional finance?

President. Yes.

Mr. Capadia. Several proposals have been contemplated, but nothing has
yet actually materialised. I am told after I left Bombay that Sir Lalubhai
has discussed some proposal with the Steel Company which I am not aware of

myself at present. We had discussed informally a few arrangements, but
which of them has been put before the Steel Company and in what form, I

could not say. This much I can say that we have arranged for capital to take
us to one shift maximum production, if not more, and as I say, if we succeed
in doing that, which we have every hope of doing, there is no reason why we
should not be able to get additional nuance, but everything has to be done
gradually.

Use of Indian Wire Hod.

President. There is another aspect of the case, which we went into

on a previous occasion, and that is whether you would be able at any time
to use wire rod manufactured in the country.

Mr. Capadia. As regards that poiAt, I think the Tata Iron and Steel

Company haye officially intimated that they would not be able to turn out
these rods for three years yet, and I do not know whether they have actually
ordered the plant or not. If they have done so, then we should be getting the
rods in three years time.

President. Is it a definite statement that they would be able to manu-
facture in two or three years ?

Mr. Capadia. This is their letter to us.

President. What date is it? *

Mr. Capadia. 7th /10th August, 1926 (Read).
President. Rebate by whom?
Mr. Capadia. By the Customs Authorities.

President. Mr. Alexander is giving evidence to-morrow, so I should like

you to be present here so that you may know what he has to say.

Mr. Mathias. Would it be a good proposition for you to buy Tatas' rods?

Mr. Capadia. If they were to compensate us between Nos. 4 and 5, that
would be all right.

Mr. Mather. Would it be all right under the terms of your agreement with
the Tata Iron and Steel Company ?

Mr. Capadia. It wouldn't be the cheapest market.

Mr. Mather. What would be the difference? How much extra would you
have to pay Tatas under your agreement with them?

Mr. Capadia. F.o.b. mean of American and English prices plus 10s.

per ton, but the present position is that we are helping to ask them to tevisa

"the agreement, Informally that has been discussed with them but so far

nothing has been recorded on paper,

Mr. Mathias. Until this agreement is revised, it would not be a profit-
able proposition for you to purchase your rods from Tatas.

.)frv Qapadia. No. .

tjfr. Mathias. You would be losing.
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Mr. Capadia. I suppose they would let us be free to go to the cheapest
or Continental market. They would not let us lose.

Mr. Mather. I understand under your arrangement you are free to buy
from outside.

Mr. Capadia. Yes, if they cannot supply us rods according to our

specification.

President. First I would like to ascertain your cost on the footing that

you use imported rod, "When Mr. Alexander comes, we will have to ascertain
what would be their cost, assuming that they had a new special mill for

manufacturing rods. In the second place, I should like to ascertain what
would be your cost if you had to use Tatas J wire rod. We can't go into

that, until we have examined Tatas. From Tatas we will try and ascertain
as far as possible. Of course it would be more or less an estimate as to

what the cost of manufacturing wire rod in this country is likely to be.

Mr. Capadia. Any way they will have to give us a competitive rate.

They could not charge us a higher rate.

Mr. Mathias. Is that a new arrangement between you both?

Mr. Capadia. I mean it would be according to the ordinary general

principle which is commonly followed. It is not the present arrangement.
The present arrangement is, as I mentioned, f.o.b. mean of American and
English prices plus 10s. per ton.

Mr. Mathias. What was it that you were suggesting?
Mr. Capadia. I was suggesting that they would be amenable to observe

the usual commercial practice.

Dr. Matthai. Between a principal firm and a subsidiary firm, if anything,
it should be a concession rate?

Mr. Capadia. Yes. They have not supplied us with rods uptill now
and we have been put to loss. If anything, we should get compensation
for our past losses. The agreement might be revised.

President. Which costs aie we to take in the examination of this

question?
Mr. Capadia. If Tatas definitely say they are going to give us rods, the

Board, I submit, might lay down a proposal up to that period for us to

carry on with the imported rods and after that with Tatas' rods taking that
as the basis.

President. Can July costs be taken as typical costs?

Mr. Capadia. For that purpose the April costs might be taken.

President. The difference is only about 4 tons. The July works costs

are lower. If you are using imported wire rod, the most important thing
which has to be considered is the spread, really speaking, between the cost

of the metal and your works cost, because you cannot otherwise know the

foreign cost above metal, is not that so?

Mr. Derbyshire. Yes.

President. It would be necessary for us to know the cost of the imported
lod in order to compare your fair selling price with the price of the imported
wire.

Price of imported wire rod and wire.

Mr. Capadia. We have quotations. This is the latest cablegram which
we have received from Tata Limited (handed in). The last quotation was

7-3-0.

President. What date was that?

Mr. Capadia. llth December.

President. What is the c.i.f. price of wire now?
Mr. Capadia. We have sent invoices to show the c.i.f. price of wice.

Mr. Mather. None of these prices for nails or wire are dated December
since the price of rod went up.
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Mr. Capadia. No.

President. We must get some figures for purposes of comparison. What
was the price of rod you were using in July?

Mr. Capadia. 7.

President. What was the price of wire at that time?

Mr. Capadia. Our agent at Calcutta in his letter dated 26th June, said

that the imported price of wire ranged from Rs. 8-12-0 to Rs. 9 per cwt.

Mr. Mather. -Is that duty paid?
Mr. Derbyshire. Yes. I think it is the Calcutta market price.

President. That makes it about 9 c.i.f. per ton.

Mr. Derbyshire. Yes.

President. If your wire rod is taken at 7, you would hare 2 as

difference between wire and rods. Would that be a fair figure to take so far

as foreign prices are concerned?

Mr. Derbyshire. Is that including the railway freight from Tatanagar
to Calcutta for both rod and wire?

Mr. Mather. The President is just now talking about the landed cost.

President. The difficulty is to find out what the exact price of the rod
is and what the price of the wire is at this particular moment?

Mr. Capadia. The wire prices could be found out from the trade journals.

President. It depends on the gauge.

Mr. Capadia. Yes.

The Company's selling price.

President. This selling price of Rs. 184 that you have realised, is that

nett after paying freight and everything?
Mr. Capadia. Yes, but it does not include the selling commission payable

by us.

President. Rs. 184 you get at Tatanagar, don't you?
Mr. Derbyshire. We generally sell ex Works, Tatanagar.
President. It has more or less remained in the neighbourhood of Rs. 180

in round figures. Is that the price now?
Mr. Derbyshire. Yes, that would be the price.

President. In Calcutta, it would be what?

Mr. Derbyshire. Rs. 9-8-0 or Rs. 9-12-0 per cwt.

President. It would be more than that.

Mr. Derbyshire. No.

President. It would be more in Calcutta than in Jamshedpur.
Mr. Derbyshire. Yes.

Railway Freight.

President. What is the freight from Jamshedpur to Calcutta on wire?

Mr. Derbyshire. If it is more than 300 maunds it will be Re. 0-7-10 per
cwt. or Rs. 10-13-0 per ton (including siding charges).

President . What is the freight on wire rod.

Mr. Derbyshire. Rs. 7 a ton (including siding charges). On both rod
and wire, it comes to Rs. 17-13-0 per ton.

President. The incoming freight is Rs. 7 and for the finished wire and
nails it is Rs. 10-13-0 per, ton.

-Mr. Derbyshire. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. Has there been any change in this respect?
Mv. Capadia. The freight has been reduced from Rs. 15 to Rs. 7 for rods

and from Rs. 15 to Rs. 10-13-0 for finished products as a result of our
representation to the railway people.
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Mr. Mathias. Do you get any other concession?

Mr. Capadia. None excepting railway freight.
Mr. Mathias. It is the same concession that you get.
Mr. Capadia. Yes.

President. We will take 7 as your July price for rods.

Mr. Capadia. It is 7.

President. 7 is equal to Us. 94 at Is. 6d. to the rupee. To that we
have to add about Rs. 10 for duty and Rs. 7 for haulage and other charges,
thus making a total of Rs. 111. To that again we must add railway freight
of Rs. 7. It comes to Rs. 118 in round figures.

Mr. Capadia. Instead of Rs. 7 we may take Rs. 5 for haulage and other
charges.

President. Then, it is Rs. 116. Is that the price landed at the works?
Mr. Capadia. Yes, that is near enough.

Wire Costs.

President. What would be the wastage in the case of wire?
Mr. Derbyshire. 2 to 3 per cent, at the most.

President. That comes to another Us. 3, so that the nett metal cost is
Rs. 119, is that right?

Mr. Capadia. Yes, say Rs. 120.

President. I propose to take your maximum production in calculating
that cost, that is to say, we will take 300 tons instead of 229 tons which was
>our actual production. I should like to have more details. In the case of
cost above metal, you have not given the same details as you have done
in the earlier figures. Take for instance stores.

Mr. Capadia. This would clear up everything as regards the cost above
metal (handed in a statement).

President. The total cost above metal comes to Rs. 45.

Mr. Capadia.' Yes.

President. What I cannot understand is this. Stores seem to vary from
month to month. These stores, what do they include in the case of wire?

Mr. Capadia. Acids, lubricants, soap, etc.

President. I don't understand why the cost above metal should go np.
Let us take your average for three months April, May and June in
Statement T which gives the details. The average nett metal cost is Rs. 160
because you have taken the duty at Rs. 40. The total works cost is Rs. 206.
The difference is about Rs. 45.

Mr. Capadia,.' Yes.

President. In your estimate that you have given just now. though pro-
duction has increased from 200 tons to 300 tons, still the cost above metal
is Rs. 45.

Mr. Capadia. Assuming that we may require a little more expenditure
for stores, acid, etc., which ma> increase our cost above metal, we hare
still retained the figure of Rs. 45 (allowing for increased production).

President. The wages per man would not go up. You may require a
little more acid and other things

Mr. Derbyshire. If we increase the production, the cost must be less.

President. Look at your costs in July. The cost above metal is Rs. 38.

Mr. Capadia. We have taken the average for 4, 5 and 6 months.

President.Ii you take Statement Til, I think that it will give a better
idea. It gives the whole cost for July. Take the item "Stores." The
expenditure on stores came to Rs. 2,028 on a production of 229 tons. We
will call it 230 tons. For 230 tons, your consumable stores came to a
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IHtle over Rs. 2,000. Will they cost much more if you are to produce 800
tons a month?

. Mr. Derbyshire. Very little more.

President. If you divide RB. 2,028 by 229, it works out at about Rs. 8-14-0

a ton. If you increase your production to 300 tons, obviously your expendi-
ture on stores must come down per ton.

Mr. Mather. Let us take the same item " stores." "What would increase

jour expenditure? You may use a bit more soap.

Mr. Capadia. It is a costly item and it is very freely used.

Mr. Mather. You would not have to use more acid.

Mr. Derbyshire. No, not much more for the extra 100 tons.

President. It may be Rs. 7 or Rs. 7-8-0. There should be some reduc-

tion, that is all I am trying to point out.

Mr. Capadia. Quite.

President. Coal and coke, what is that used for?

Mr. Derbyshire. That is for the Blacksmith shop and the wire drawing
department.

President. You would not require much more if you increase your pro-
duction by another 70 tons.

Mr. Derbyshire. Not much.

President. If you look at the April, May and June figures, the coal and coke

charges are very much lower.

President. Re. 1 in May, and Rs. 1-14-0 in June.

Mr. Capadia. On 300 tons we reckoned at Rs. 1-12-0 per ton.

President. Water and Electricity In July it was Rs. 1,363 or an average
of Rs. 6-14-0. You have given Rs. 9 in your estimate.

Mr. Capadia. Water and electricity will surely be used more in propor-
tion.

President. Why should you require more per ton?

Mr. Capadia. If the total production is increased then there would be
more water and electricity absorbed resulting in higher cost of that item.

Dr. Matthai. You would get better rate for water and electricity the more
you consume, would you not?

Mr. Capadia. Up to that quantity no.

Mr. Mathias. I find in June you produced 120 tons of Nails and your
expenditure is Rs. 494 whereas in September you produced 127 tons and the

expenditure is Rs. 732?

Mr. Capadia.
9 We have put a footnote for September as follows: " In

this month we did not make wire from rods but only the wire which we had

produced in July was re-drawn to thinner sizes in order to supply same to

Nail department to enable them to execute the orders on hand " and hence
the total expenditure for the n.onth was debited to the Nail department.

President. Can you give us your charges separately for electricity?

Mr. Derbyshire. We cannot give you now.

President. What do the Tatas charge you per unit?

Mr. Derbyshire. 9 pies per unit. We have to pay the maximum price.

President. This estimate that you have given here is entirely different.

Your actual expenditure in July was Rs. 1,353; you have given us an
estimate of 300 tons at Rs. 2,700. It is Rs. 3 per ton more than the actuals
for July when your output was smaller. If it was Rs. 6 in July with an
output of 230 tons, when it is 300 tons the average should be Rs. 4-8-0

or Rs. 6, it cannot be Rs. 9 when the output increases. I am taking the
actuals for July which is about your best month. Your "wages and super-
vision charges

" are Rs. 3,811 ut Rs. 16-10-0 per ton; here you give Rs. 5,400
at Rs. 18 per ton when the output increases. In fact wages should not go
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up at all. If you had been making 300 tons you probably would not have
employed a larger number of men.

Mr. Capadia. Increase in wages would be necessary to some extent.

President. It is true, but your wages were higher in July than in any
other previous month.

Mr. Mathias. Are your wages distributed over wire and wire nails in
any way? We find that with a reduction in the production of wire in-

September the wages and supervision charges come to Rs. 1,240 and there
is a very large increase in the nails department in that month.

Mr. Capadia. Because in September for 18 days or so we only re-drew the
wire to thinner sizes and did not make new wire from rods and the cost
to that extent was debited to wire and the balance expenditure was allotted
to the nail department.

President. Do you put the wages together or allocate them separately?
Mr. Derbyshire. The wire department and nail department wages are

kept separately.

President. Are these the actual wages in the nail department, those that
are given here?

Mr. Derbyshire. Yes.

Mr. Mathias. August and September you shifted your men, taking your
men off the wire and putting them on to nails?

Mr. Capadia.' Yes.

Dr. Matthai. Why did you transfer them to the nail department when
actually you produced less nails in August than in July?

Mr. Capadia. We could not keep them idle so we made them work in the
nail department.

Dr. Matthai. Was there enough work in August to justify any transfer
of labour? In July your production of nails was 116 tons, in August it was
94 tons but the actual transfer of men from the wire department to the
nail department took place precisely in August when the production went
down by 20 tons; that is what 1 do not understand.

Mr. Mathias. Production wont down but the cost of labour went up?
Mr. Derbyshire. These extra men were put in for stacking and thing*

of that sort, not exactly in producing nails. It was just to keep the men
employed,

Mr. Mathias. It is not really a fair charge on the production of nails?

Mr. Derbyshire. No, it is not. With the men being there, we wished
to keep them so we put them there until such time as more work came in.

Mr. Mathias. From the accounts point of view it would really be pre-
ferable, would it not, to take the surplus labourers wages out of the accounts
altogether and keep separate accounts?

Mr. Derbyshire. In our books we keep it that way.
President. Your wages bill on your July figures ought not to go up if

the output went up from 230 to 300 tons. These are actual works wages?
Mr. Capadia. Yes.

President. Rs. 16 may come down to Rs. 13 if you have the full output.
Mr. Capadia. I do not say it won't come down, but how much we cannot

say off-hand.

President. Then the next biggest items are packing, railway freight,
selling expenses, etc. What is this railway freight that you mention.

Mr. Capadia. It is for the carriage of finished product, the actual ,- mount
that you paid.

President. These incidental charges item (e) work out to just under
Rs. 5 a ton.

Mr. Capadia. The actual freight will be more if we send 300 tons instead
of 230 tons.
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President. Why should it cost you Rs. 7 per ton if you send 300 tons
and Es. 6 when you send 230 tons?

Mr. Derbyshire. We do not get a full wagon load and therefore the

freight charge is higher. We have annas 12 more per cwt. to pay on less

than 300 maunds. Over 300 maunds we pay Rs. 0-7-10 per cwt.

Dr. Matthai. Smaller consignments bear a higher freight?
Mr. Derbyshire. Yes.

President. The actual figure for incidental charges come to Rs. 4-11-0

per ton. The total works cost comes to Rs. 36-15-0; we will call it Rs. 87-8-0.

Mr. Capadia. Yes.

President. On these figures if your output went up to, say, 300 tons then
there will be a reduction of Rs. 5 in cost above metal.

Overhead charges.

Mr. Mathias. In item II (e) you show four heads stationery, postage,
welfare and insurance. Under overhead charges you allow Rs. 1,000 a
month. On looking at the first report, annexure B, I find that the mis-
cellaneous charges are intended to cover postage and other charges.

Mr. Capadia. Rs. 2,250 are our head office expenses including Rs. 1,600
payable to the Agents and Rs. 1,000 which we have taken for miscellaneous

(under overhead charges) are for stationery, postage, travelling and other

expenses incurred by Bombay Office alone.

Mr. Mathias. My point is that Rs. 1,000 covers the charges which are
entered here as the cost above metal, namely postage, stationery, etc.

Mr. Capadia. Our idea is to take care of the other incidental charges at
our Bombay Office as mentioned above.

Mr. Mathias. If we take one detailed charge what other labour welfare

charges are you thinking of?

Mr. Capadia. Provision for doctor's fees.

Mr. Mathias. Where are those included?

Mr. Capadia. Under welfare.

Mr. Mathias. What welfare charges are included then under overhead

charges ?

Mr. Capadia. Under overhead we have not put any welfare charges at
all.

Mr. Mathias. There are two heads you have here cost above metal,
and overhead charges. What have you included there?

Mr. Capadia. Stationery, postage, welfare and insurance charges which
are included in item (e) of cost above metal are those which are incurred
for that purpose by Jamshedpur office only.

Mr. Mathias. Under overhead charges miscellaneous, labour welfare.

What is included there?

Mr. Capadia. The miscellaneous under overhead is responsible for the

expenses, as mentioned above, in connection with postage, stationery, travel-

ling, etc., incurred at Bombay Office only and no labour or welfare charges
of any sort are* shown under overhead.

President. Do you keep a separate account in respect of item (e) in

Statement No. 4?

Mr. Capadia. For packing we keep separate account. We have separate
accounts for each of these items.

President. I would like to put it this way. There may be separate
freight on wire and wire nails.

Mr. Capadia. The freight is the same.

President. You have to pay freight on wire. You must put everything
into the wire account, so that the whole cost of the wire goes into the nails

account. Would not that be simpler?
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Mr. Capadia. We have loaded everything on to wire.

President. In the wire nails department under item (e) you have got
Rs. 4,000.

Mr. Capadia. Because the bulk of that amount viz., Rs. 2,320 is absorbed

by packing alone and the balance will account for the other items.

President That is just what I am trying to point out. If you eliminate
the freight item from the total, which is a special charge on wire nails, the
remainder must be added to the wire.

Mr. Capadia. Packing and selling expenses which are incurred solely on
account of nails are also n, legitimate charge on nail production, in addition
to freight.

President. In Statement III, Bright wire under item (e), packing rail-

way freight, etc., comes to Rs. 1.072.

Mr. Capadia. Yes, in July.

President. Packing railway freight, etc., Rs. 4,044 (in Statement JV).
The total comes to Rs. 5,116. From that if you deduct packing and railway
freight on wire nails, the remainder must be charged to the wire, is it not
so?

Mr. Capadia. In addition to packing and freight, the expenses incurred
m connection with the sale of nails should also be charged to nails.

President. You have cnly charged wire Rs. 1,072. Other expenses except
packing, freight and selling expenses are at present distributed pro rota over
wire and nails.

Mr. Capadia. In future we will charge these items to wire exclusively.

President. You have got 220 tons of nails.

Mr. Capadin. 116 tons x Rs. 20 = Rs. 2,320 would be packing charges for

nails alone.

Mr. Mather. And then thore is the freight.

Mr. Capadia'. Yes.

President, What is the freight for that?

Mr. Derbyshire. If it is over 300 inaunds, the freight is Rs. 0-7-10 per
cwt. and if it is less than 300 raunds, it is As. 11 per cwt.

President. Shall we say in round figures Rs. 800 for freight?

Mr. Capadia. If you take the average between As. 11 and As. 8 that would
be the freight.

President. What average shall I take?

Mr. Capadia. Say As. 10.

President. It comes to Rs. 12-8-0 a ton.

Mr. Capadia. Yes.

President. You gave me Rs. 2,320 for packing; Rs. 1,400 for freight.

Mr. Capadia. Rs. 3,700.

President. So the remainder Rs. 1,400 should be added to the wire for

welfare, stationery, postage, etc That works out to Rs. 6 a ton. Now you
have got your works cost. That makes your cost about Rs. 38 for wire.

That includes all your welfare, postage and other local expenditure. This
would come down to Rs. 31 when the output goes up to 300 tons.

Mr. Capadia. The works cost has been previously alllowed at Rs. 37-8-0

to which if we add this present figure of Rs. 6 it would come to Rs. 43-8-0;
this figure will be reduced to some extent when the output goes up to 300
tons. The previous figure of Rs. 37-8-0 was already reduced by Rs. 5 in order
to allow for maximum production at one shift and so there is no, further

IS
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necessity of reducing the figute here again by another Rs. 7. The total' cosfc

above metal should therefore be Rs. 37 and not Rs. 31.

Rs. A. p.

President. We take your nett metal at . 120

and cost above metal . . 43 8

Works cost . 163 8

Depreciation.

I am taking your July figures. The works cost would be Rs. 157 (Rs. 120 plus
Rs. 37) on an output of 300 tons. You have got to add your overhead and'

other charges. As regards the depreciation your block value may be taken
as given here, i.e., Rs. 4 lakhs for the machinery and Rs. 2-14 lakhs for the

buildings. Your total monthly depreciation calculated on your block value

is Rs. 2,975.

Mr. Capadia. It actually comes to Rs. 3,288.

President We will take thai because you have added something to your
block account.

Dr. Matthai. What is the total capitalisation on which you calculate-

your depreciation? Is it Rs. 7 lakhs?

Mr. Capadia. Yes.

Mr. Mathias. Is it the replacement valuation? Could such a plant be
erected at the present time for that amount?

Mr. Capadia. We are taking it as low as we can.

President. The point is this. The depreciation we allow should really
be on a full output. You cannon charge the whole of the depreciation on a
fraction of the output. It is true that in the first report we topk one shift

of 300 tons, but we expected thnt after a year or so, you would reach your
full output.

Mr. Capadia. Unless you pi low full depreciation, we cannot go on to the
maximum production.

President. What has depieciation got to do with that? If you use

machinery for one shift which is intended to be used for 3 shifts, you cannot
claim the whole of the depreciation, can you?

Mr. Capadia. That was what was allowed to us in the last report.

1 President. At that time your output was 70 tons a month and in about
2 or 3 years' time you expected your full output of 750 tons. If I \reie tu

divide it by 10,000 tons, your depreciation will come to Rs. 3 a ton. It

would not be reasonable to divide it in that way, but certainly it would not
be reasonable to divide it by 200 tons either. We must take some inter-

mediate figure, because youj n.nchinery is not used and so it doesn't depre-
ciate so quickly.

Mr. Capadia. Do you propose to allow 7 per cent. ?

President. We are not discussing the question of percentage. Now the

question to consider is on what quantity, depreciation should be spread. In
the case of the Tata Iron and Steel Company we allowed 6 per cent., bui

they work continuously. The same thing we have done in other cases. This
Rs 3,390 is very nearly 6i per cent.

Mr Derbyshire. If we work the machinery for 3 shifts, we get the full

10 per cent, depreciation. But if we work only one shift, you don't think
that it would amount to so much. Should it be ^ or i?

President. It may take you time to increase your output from 300 tons

to 900 tons. Supposing it takes you 5 years to reach the maximum output,
on an average you ought to be able to produce 500 tons a month. If you
divide the full depreciation by 6,000 tons a year for the whole period, then

your depreciation may come to Rs. 5 or Rs. 6.
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Mr. Capadia. On a full output of three shifts, there should be more
wear and tear than what it uould be for one shift and hence there should
be a depreciation of 10 per cent.

President. You cannot get 10 per cent, on buildingu.
Mr. Capadia. No. 2| per cent, on buildings and 10 per cent, on machinery.
President. It comes approximately to 6i per cent, on the whole.

Mr. Capadia. The capital has been invested; the plant is there.

President. The original value, \ve cannot accept. We can accept onty
its present replacement value. Your plant has been re-valued.

Mr. Capudia. Because it has been re-valued and brought down from
Rs. 23 lakhs to Rs. 11 lakhs out of which about 7 to 8 lakhs are represented by
Wire Mill machinery and Wire Mill Buildings, 1 submit that the full depre-
ciation should 'be allowed on this valuation and on the three shift basis

working.

President. Will this depreciation be enough to enable you to buy a

new planr., that is what we call the replacement value? That is all you are

entitled to. Supposing your plant cost you Rs. 60 lakh*, but if you are

-to replace it now, and it is going to cost Rs. 15 lakhs, why should we allow

depreciation on Rs. 60 lakhs?

Mr. Capadia. I don't say that depreciation should, be allowed on the,

original value.

President. The point 1 was trying to investigate was this. Why should

you charge this depreciation of Rs. 3,300 that you mentioned just now on
an output of 300 tons \\hen you are not using the machinery at all to the

full extent.

Mr. Capadia. Taking depreciation at Rs. 3,300 it would amount to

Rs. 4,30,000 at the end of 10 years which is even less than present reduced
valuation of Rs. 4,50,000 for the Wire Mill Plant.

Dr. Matthai. It would be 43,000 rupees and odd per year.

Mr. Mather. Obviously if you are working only half time?, machinery
will not wear out.

Mr. Capadia. Presuming that we are going to work the secoiici ami the

third shifts, there would be no opportunity of full depreciation being provided.

President. You would get so much per ton. I will put it this way.
Supposing you got the necessary quantity of material, rod and everything
to work to your full output of 3 shifts, when would you be able to get your
full output?

Mr. Derbyshire. We could do it in one or two weeks' time at the must.

President. What about the training of men?

Mr. Derbyshire. That will not take long as we can see from our present

experience.

President. If you spread it over 10,000 tons or even 5,000 or 6,000 tons,

your depreciation would be very much less. It is to your advantage to increase

your output.

Mr. Capadia. That is what we are trying to do.

President. You want to charge this depreciation of Rs. 3,300 a month
on an output of 200 tons. That is what you have done in your previous

representation. You say that your depreciation must be on the replacement
value as otherwise you cannot go on. Supposing your book value is Rs. 5

lakhs and supposing your plant is worth Rs. 10 lakhs, you would have de-

preciation on Rs. 10 lakhs. Your capital may be Rs. 50 lakhs but if your
block is worth only Rs. 10 lakhs, you would have depreciation only on
Rs. 10 lakhs. We have got to find out what the actual replacement value of

your plant is for the purpose of calculating depreciation. Ordinarily we allow

6| per cent, but that is on the basis of full output and continuous working*

N2
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The question arises whether we should allow it on the full output or a

smaller output. Obviously you cannot have it on 200 tons.

Mr. Capadia. If you do that, you don't give us a chance to go to the

second and third shifts.

President. We allow 6J per cent, on the whole block value, machinery,

buildings, etc.

Mr, Capadia. Supposing you allowed 10 per cent, on three shifts, we are

only asking for 7 per cent, on one shift.

President. There is not much difference between 10 per cent, on machinery
and 2J per cent, on buildings and 6i per cent, on the whole block.

Mr. Capadia. If everything is cut down to its narrowest limit

President. I am trying to point out that you cannot make any profit

out of your depreciation. You are entitled to ask a reasonable amount of depre-

ciation* which would enable you to renew your plant when it becomes neces-

sary to do so. Whether we should accept this valuation of Ks. 7 lakhs or

whether we have to make our own estimate is another matter. On what

output has this to be considered? That is the point I am considering.
Should it be on 200 tons a month or 900 tons a month?

Mr. Capadia. It is to our int-erest to work the plant to its full capacity;
besides actual wear and tear, some* allowance should also be made from the

view point of the plant getting out of date and that is why we are asking for

depreciation according to our basis.

President. If you do, you get more depreciation.

Mr. Capadia. Our ultimate goal is to work three shifts. On that basis

all this has been provided for.

President. I want to find out your fair selling price on your own figures.
If you take one shift, the depreciation conies to Rs. 10 per ton.

Mr. Capadia. It would be a little more than Us. 12 per ton.

President. We have got to add your interest on working capital. We
have assumed for the purpose of examination your works cost to be Ks. 163-8-0

for the moment and Ks. 157 when you roll 300 tons. If you base your
working capital on 4 months' turnover, taking 300 tons a month, it comes to

1,200 and that multiplied by Rs. 157 (1,200x157) gives you about Rs. 1,88,000
as your working capital.

Mr. Capadia. Yes.

President. You are actually paying 7 per cent.

Mr. Capadia. Yes.

President. 7 per cent, on Rs. 1,88,000 comes to about Rs. 14,000 a year.
So

;
the working capital charge comes to about Ks. 4 per ton.

Mr. Capadia. Yes.

Head office cltarg^s.

President. Then, you have your head office and other charges which
we have already gone into.

IIr. Capadia. Ks. 1,500 for the Agents' allowance, Rs. 750 for the office-

staff, and Ks. 1,000 for miscellaneous expenses (postage, stationery, travelling,
stc.) at the Bombay office which are in addition to those incurred at Jamshedpur
office (item e).

President. That works out at Rs. 11 (7J for head office plus 3 for mis-
rellaneous expenses) on 300 tons. Your overhead, thus comes to Ks. 27.
Now you have got to add your profit. You claim Rs. 12-8-0 a ton which would
gi^e you on an output of 300 tons a month a profit of Ks. 3,750 a month.

Mr. Capadia. As a matter of fact we pay much more. The debenture
interest alone would be Rs. 60,000 a year or Rs. 5,000 a month. Then, there
is tlie interest of Rs. 1,875 on the working capital of Rs. 3 lakhs at 7* per
cent.
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Block value. *

President.-You are entitled to a profit on your block value whatever it is.

"Whether it is debentures or simply interest on capital, we are not concerned
with that. If you use your debenture money in paying for the plant, you
cannot claim separate interest, on other capital. Supposing your plant is

worth Rs. 7 or 8 lakhs, you can only say that you are entitled to 8 per
r-ent. on that. You can do as you like with that money.

Dr. Matthai. Can you tell me how you got this figure of Rs. 12-8-0?

Mr. Capadia. It is the old figure that we took.

Dr. Matthai. You took an arbitrary figure.

Mr. Capadia. The actuals are much more.

Dr. Matthai. Where did you get this Rs. 45,000 from?

Mi. Capadia. We took it from the Board's report.

Dr. Matthai. Do you mean the last year's report?
Mr. Capadia. Yes.

])r. Matthai. That was the figure we took from your second representa-
tion. How did you fix Rs. 45,000? Why did you not say Rs. 40,000? Did

you calculate Rs. 45,000 at any specific rate with regard to capital?

Mr. Capadia. We calculated it at Ik per cent, on the reduced share

Capital of about 6 lakhs. It comes to Rs" 45,000; this divided by 3,600 tons

gives us Rs. 12-6-0 per ton.

Dr. Matthai. 74 per cent, would have been much 7iu>re.

Mr. Capadia. Therefore I say it ought to be more. It would be very

nearly Rs. 9,000 a month; Rs. 5,000. for Debenture Loan and Rs. 4,000 on
Share Capital.

President. Supposing we allowed you Rs. 5,000 a month which is your
actual debenture charge, it comes to Rs. 60,000 a year. If \ou divide

Rs. 60,000 by 8,600 tons, it would be nearly Rs. 17 per ton which would

just enable you to pay your debenture charge.

Mr. Capadia. Yes.

President. Unless you can show that your block value k moie than
Rs. 8 lakhs, what other profit can you claim?

Mr. Capadia. The block value has been written do\\n for the purpose of

book entry.

President. Jf you are allowed Rs. 5,000, it gives you yoiu interest charges
on Rs. 8 lakhs but you have included Rs. 12-8-0 in addition to that.

Mr. Capadia. Yes.

President. Rs. 5,000 is shewn as interest. Then, you add another
Rs. 12-8-0. On what basis can you claim Rs. 12-8-0 per ton.

Mr. Capadia. On 3,000 tons which was taken as the production at that

time, a profit of Rs. 45,000 was allowed as our minimum and legitimate profit.

Mr. Mather. You had not any debenture charges then.

Mr. Capadia. We had debenture charges then. These are shown in your
last Report page 2 paragraph 4 and also on page 42.

President. Those debentures have taken the place of your share capita/
which has been wiped out.

Mr. Capadia. In that case it would not leave room for any profit on our

present share capital of Rs. 6 lakhs which exists in addition to the debenture
loan.

President. It has been reduced so much because the price of machinery
has fallen.

Mr. Capadia. It has not fallen to that extent. We have reduced it so

low as four annas in the rupee to cover previous losses also.

President. "Why do you say that? You know, in our previous report, that
we wrote down Tata's bloc-k value from Rs. 21 crores to Rs. 15 crores.
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Mr. Capadia. You reduced 4he block value by one-third.

President. Would you agree to your plant being written down more or

ess to the same extent as Tata's?

Mr. Capadia. We have gone much further than that. We would not mind
f you allow two-thirds of our purchase price.

President. We have got to make certain calculations and we have got to

irrive at the replacement value of the various plants with which we have to

leal. We do not care how much you spent on it; we want to know what is

he present replacement value of the plant and the profit that you are entitled

o on that amount.

Mr. Capadia. But the present replacement value could not be lower than
jhe figure we have taken; if anything it would be higher.

Mr. Mathias. This !Mr. Burkinshaw's report: is he an expert valuer?

Mr. Capadia. He valued it on behalf of the Bihar and Orissa Government
with a view to protect the interests of the debenture holders. If he had valued

t-for the ordinary purposes of sale, the valuation might have been higher.

Mr. Mathias. He acted on behalf of both parties?

Mr. Capadia. No. In fact we had no choice in the matter.

Mr. Mathias. His report purports to be a report on the present value of

?our plant?

Mr. Capadia. Yes.

President. As I have told you, we must go on the icasonable replacement
value of the plant and we must calculate it on that basis. We shall bear in

mind the fact that you have got to pay interest on debentures.

Mr. Capadia. In the last report the figure of Bs. 45,000 was accepted by
the Board. It is said

" The allowance for profit is a small one, amounting
only to Us. 45,000 on an annual output of 8,600 tons, and is really no more
than a margin for contingencies."

President. That is to say if your Ks. 12-8-0 was confined to a production
of Bs. 3,600 tons that would leave you a small margin of profit of Bs. 45,000,
but if it went up to 10,000 tons.

Mr. Capadia. We are calculating profit on the basis of 300 tons for one
shift and it should be the same for 3 shifts working because if the figure of

Rs. 12-8-0 is further reduced we would not get even as much as a bare margin
tar contingencies.

President. Excluding that Bs. 12-8-0 for the moment, we took Bs. 120 as

the metal cost, Bs. 37 as the cost above metal and Bs. '27 as overhead charges
including depreciation, interest on working capital and Bs. 17 for interest

on debentures; that makes a total of Bs. 201. If you add Bs. 12-8-0 it comes
to Bs. 213-8-0 against actual cost of Bs. 227 for July and your estimate of

Bs. 222.

Mr. Capadia. It does not include interest on working capital.

President. ^It does, Bs. 4 a ton. Against that you have realised a price
of Bs. 184 a ton for July. If we were to take 10,000 tons then your interest
on working capital would remain the same per ton but the other overhead

charges would be reduced by two-thirds. The other charges come to Bs. 39-8-0.
There will be Bs. 13 plus Bs. 4 as interest on working capital instead of

Bs. 43-8-0 and even if your works costs do not come down very much further

your fair selling price would be about Bs. 174. That is the difference if you
were to work up to 10,000 tons. I am just trying to point out to you that your
olaim for additional duty of Bs. 40 a ton is not supported by these figures.
Even if we were to allow you Bs. 12-8-0 it means an increase of duty of about
Ra. 29-8*0 on the present figures on an annual output of 800 tons a month.
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Selling Price.

Dr. Matthai. With regard to this average selling price that you give for

July, have you any information as to the import price c.i.f. since July for

wire?

Mr. Capadia. We have not got them so far though we have been trying
to get some more invoices. Wire prices have not gone up I believe but naif

prices have.

Dr. Matthai. The latest figure that you give for the average realized

selling price is for July. It is somewhere about July that the organization
of wire manufacturers in Belgium really came into being and it seemed to

me likely that the present prices of imported wire should be perceptibly higher
than your average price for July month.

Mr. Capadia. I do not think that things have definite shape.
Dr. Matthai. Would you try to get some information?

Mr. Capadia. Yes.

Mr. Mathias. Your actual average selling price for July is Rs. 184. How
does that compare with the pric-e for imported rod? Have you got any advan-

tage over imported wire; do you get more for your wire?

Mr. Capadia. Just the same price; if anything we get a lower price of

annas four or so. The best we can expect to get is a prk-e equal to the import
price. There is always a prejudice against Indian made articles and consti-

tuents are inclined to offer four annas or so less than the price of the import-ed
article.

Mr. Mathias. On the 29th July the price of wire was J67/15; that works
out to Rs. 103 c.i.f. and landing charges Rs. 5 or a total of Rs. 108. If you
add to that a duty of Rs. 60, that would bring it up to Rs. 168 whereas you
are getting Rs. 184.

Mr. Mather. What gauge of wire have you in mind?
Mr. Derbyshire. The average that is sold in the Calcutta market is No. 8

gauge.

Mr. Mather. What is the difference in
price

between No. 8 and No. 12

gauge?
Mr. Derbyshire. No. 12 gauge is more expensive.

Mi. Mathiatt. This invoice price works ont to Rs. 168 whereas you have-

got Rs. 184, so that it looks as if in your upcountry market you have some
advantage, either some freight advantage or something like that.

Mr. Capadia. We have got freight advantage.
Mr. Mathias. You have told us just now that your chief market is in

Calcutta.

Mr. Capadia. That is for nails, not for wire. There is a very limited

demand for wire in Calcutta.

Mr. Mathias. So that the difference between Rs. 168 and Rs. 184 represents

your freight advantage in upcountry markets-?

Mr. Capadia. It would not be so much as that. Only the freight from
Calcutta to Tatanagar would be saved.

Mr. Mathias. Would this Rs. 184 include commission to dealers?

Mr. Capadia. Rs. 184 does not represent our nett selling price; we have to

pay selling commission out of same.

Mr. Mathias. So that really you can account for Rs. 8 out of this difference

of Rs. 16; you cannot account for the rest?

Mr. Capadia. The selling commission would account for Rs. 8 whereas
the freight charges would be responsible for more than Rs. 8.

President. I don't see what c.i.f. price to take for wire unless we take-

Rs. 184. If we deduct the duty that comes to Rs. 124.
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Mr. Capadia. That would be about the right price, plus Bs. 5 or Bs. 7 for

landing charges, etc.

President. We assume that you get the same price as the foreign price
so

that Ks. 124 will include everything.
Mr. Capadia. That is so.

Mr. Mather. Bo you usually sell your wjr^ in canvas bound coils?

Mr. Derbyshire. In nine cases out of ten, they ask for it in gunny bag*.

Mr. Mathias. You do sell in canvas.

Mr. Derbyshire. Yes.

Mr. Mather. Does your cost include packing?
Mr. Derbyshire. Yes, but canvas is extra.

Mr. Mathias. What does that amount to?

Mr. Derbyshire. As. 4 per coil per cwt. which is the cost of the gunny
and labour. On top of that we have As. 8 per ton loading charge,

Mr. Mather. It costs you As. 8.

Mr. Derbyshire. Yes.

Mr. Capadia. If you take Bs, 8-12-0, it would be a fair price for wire.

President. If we took the average for the whole year, it would come to

about Bs. 184; it would not be much more than that. You have given the

average for six months as about Rs. 184.

Mr. Capadia. That would be correct.

Wire Nail Costs.

President. We shall now go into the cost of wire nails. Your July works
cost of wire came to Bs. 120 plus Bs. 43-8-0 according to your figures, thus

making a total of Bs. 163-8-0. You give Bs. 58 as your cost above metal .

Now I want to understand how that is made up.

Mr. Capadia. YOY July?
President. Yes. *

Mr. Capadia. The cost above metal is given as Bs. B8.

President. I am talking of wire nails.

Mr. Capadia. We have given the details in our estimate submitted.

President. There also I take it that these figures^are actually divided by
the production of 116 tons, is that so?

Mr. Capadia. Yes. (Statement IV.)

President. The two biggest items are wages and packing, etc., i.e., item (e).

Mr. Capadia. Yes.

President. As regards wages you have given a total of Bs. 2,053 for July,
1926. That was the actual. Why should it go up to Bs. 3,395 when the out-

put goes up? Nails are manufactured in the automatic machines. Why do the

wages go up to that extent?

Mr. Capadia. We have to make allowance for the increased staff to be

employed. We have taken the average of the six months and ariived at that

figure.

President. Why should the wages go up so much?
Mr. Capadia. Is that between the production of 116 tons in July and that

<*l 127 tons in September, 1926?

President. Yes, because you would not be using any more machines.

Mr. Capadia. The nail cost was high in September as the wages of the
wire operators were debited to the nail department owing to wire having
redrawn and that too only small quantity of wire.

Mr. Mather. Would it actually be more? Supposing you were to make
200 tons of nails on one shift, would you have to employ more men?
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Mr. Derbyshire. That depends on the size of nails. The bigger the nails

the bigger the production. So the same .number of men with the same number
of machines would be able to do that. But when the nails required ar

of varied sizes, the number of operatives would be more. As I say, it all

depends on the sizes of nails.

Mr. Mather. Supposing the nails were of the average size, if you had plenty
of orders, would those men that you had employed in Jnh, August ana

September, have been able to make 200 tons?

Mr. Derbyshire. Yes.

Mr. Mather. The same number of men would be able to do that if you
had enough materials.

Mr. Derbyshire. Yes. The wire people were put on to make nails just
to keep them employed. Therefore the wages were a little higher.

Mr. Mather. Those wages are higher than those for nail making only.

Mr. Capadia. Yes.

Mr. Mathias. Perhaps in July you transferred some men from the wire

department to the nail department.
Mr. Capadia. We never do that. Before doing that, we employ extra men-

Mr. Mathias. In June the wages were Bs. 2,800 and in July Rs. 2,053,
but the tonnage was practically the same.

Mr. Capadia. That was the mouth when we employed more men.

Mr. Mathias. The outturn is practically the same. 116 tons in July and
120 tons in June. But the wages charges vary ver.y considerably to the extent

of Rs. 750, about 26 to 27 per cent, decrease in July. Then again hi May
when you turned out 135 tons, your charges were only Rs. 2,017, so that it

seems to nie the more you turn out, the less your total charges are. I do
not follow the cause of the variations. Can you give me any sort of explana-
tion for that? Your tonnage in May was 135, in June 120 and in July 116

tons, whereas in May your wages were Rs. 2,017, in June when you had a

slightly lower tonnage your wages increased to a little over Rs. 2,800, and in

July when your tonnage remained constant, they decreased again to Rs. 2,058.
There does not seem to be any particular reason for that.

Dr. Matthai. In June did you make smaller gauges?
Mr. Capadia. The production suffers a little during the hot months and

at that time there was particularly excessive heat- reported.

Mr. Mather. -You don't give us the weight of the gauges. Supposing you
had to make 200 tons of nails a month on one shift taking the average
distribution of small nails and big ones and if you had no men transferred to

the nail department from the wire department, what do you think your labour

expenditure would be?

Mr. Derbyshire. I have got to get the figures from the Superintendent.
He may want more men and he may not want. He knows more about the
nails than I do.

President. You are only connected with the wire department.

Mr. Derbyshire. Yes. Office work is new to me.

President. You just have general supervision over the nail making.

Mr. Derbyshire. Yes.

Mr. Mathias. There is no difficulty about getting additional men.

Mr. Derbyshire. No.

Mr. Mathias. The process is so simple that any one can do the wort.

Mr. Derbyshire. Men have got to be trained to do that work. We train

one or two helpers. One skilled man in caae we want more nails is put
in charge of a machine. The result is we have to engage one or two more
helpers.
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Price of nails.

President. We are in the same difficulty with regard to the price of

nails. You refer to Mr. Ganguli's letter of 26th June. Where is that?

Mr. Capadia. Here it is. (Handed in.)

President. These are local prices.

Mr. Capadia. They are Calcutta c.i.f. prices.

President.-These seem to be bazar prices. They include duty.

Mr. Capadia. Yes.

President. Then they are not c.i.f. import price.

Mr. Capadia. It is import price including duty and landing charges.

Mr. Mather. There is no difference in price between 4" and 6 /; uaills.

Mr. Capadia. If assorted sizes of nails are required, an average price is

generally charged ;
if all big sizes are exclusively wanted a higher price would

be obtained.

President. 4 to 14 gauge of wire Rs. 8-12-0 to Bs. 9 per cwt.

Mr. Capadia. We have to sell at a price which is competitive

President. These are the prices at which you sell him and to other people.

Mr. Capadia. Yes.

President. The price that you got in July, 1026, is Rs. 220 per ton.

Mr. Capadia. In the estimate for 200 tons of nails we have taken the

price at Rs. 10-8-0 per cwt. because that has been the ruling import price.

Mr. Mather. It looks as though you succeeded in getting that price.

Mr. Capadia. We have some local sales for which we get better prices

owing to the special sizes demanded and also due to the saving in freight
from Calcutta to Tatanagar and it is this rate which increases our average

selling price for the other sales effected.

Mr. Mathias. In January, 1926 the c.i.f. price of wire nails 1" 6" at

Bombay you give as 11-12-6, i.e., Rs. 155. If you add Rs. 60 duty to that

plus aboiit Rs! 7 for landing you get somewhere about Rs. 220 to Rs. 222.

Mr. Capadia. In some cases when there is a demand for a particular

size, it commands a better price but generally it is about Rs. 10-8-0 per cwt.

In some cases it may be Rs. 11-4-0 or Rs. 11-8-0. As we said, at present,
the difference between wire and wire nails of about Rs. 2 a cwt. on an

average has been maintained. The price of wire is about Rs. 9 and the price
of nails is about Rs. 11 per cwt.

Mr. Mathias. That is usually the market difference in India.

Mr. Capadia. Generally the cost of naile is higher by Rs. 2. Even in

the invoice we have put in, the difference is noticeable.

Dr. Matthai. The difference is Rs. 87 between wire and nails.

Mr. Capadia. Yes.

President. The difference according to these figures would be Rs. 55 a ton.

Mr. Capadia. Yes, but when we increase our production, we can bring it

down to Rs. 40. Considering our present limited production, there is not
much difference.

Mr. Mather. You said that if you had a large scale production as they have
on the Continent, then you would also get a smaller difference between the
cost of wire and that of nails. You say that the cost can be brought down to
Rs. 40.

Mr. Capadia. It would not come much further down. However much
the production is increased, there is an irreducible minimum. We have put
down Rs. 55 nnd that is fair in our case for one shift working.

Mr. Malhius. There is no prospect of getting below that.

Mr. Capadia. We may get below Rs. 55 when we work 3 shifts.

Mr. Mathias. Even if you increase your production.
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Mr. Capadia. There is a fair chance but we cannot say. We are trying
to reduce these figures. We arre in communication with the Forest Depart-
ment for packing and so on.

Mr. Mather. I suppose that imported wire nails are imported in kegs
similar to those which you pack yours in.

Mr. Derbyshire. Yes.

Mr. Capadia. Towards the Punjab side, they want in card board boxes
instead of in kegs.

Mr. Mather. Where do you get the card board from?

Mr. Capadia. From Calcutta.

Mr. Mather. Do you make your own boxes?

Mr. Capadia. We get ready made boxes in Calcutta.

Mr. Mather. Do you make your own packing, kegs?
Mr. Derbyshire. We have a contractor who does locally at the rate of

one rupee a keg.

Mr. Mather. You don't think that you are likely to get your kegs cheaper.

Mr. Capadia. We arein touch with the Forest Departments and we are

trying experiments. We mig^t be able but so far we have not succeeded
;
we

tried impelled kegs which cost us Rs. 1-4-0 per keg.

Mr. Mather. It nirs.' be a uooden box.

Mr. Capadia. Yes. "They want packing to be similar to the imported
style of packing.

Mr. Mather. Can't you get steel kegs and steel drums?
Mr. Derbyshire. The cost of steel kegs is pretty high.

Mr. Mathias. Yon get no allowance on these kegs at all.

Mr. ])erbiishlre. No.

Dr. Matthui. Could you say, since you appeared before us last year, what
the variations have been in respect of the items entering into your
costs? Take for example the price ol imported rod. Last

%.vear when yon
came here in October, you told us that the price of imported Continental rod
at the time was Rs. 96. This time, the price according to your statement is

Rs. 87. There is a difference of about Rs. 9 to your advantage.

Mr. Capadia. That advantage was only for a short time. Up to July we
paid 7. i.e., Rs. 94. We purchased last consignments at 6-10s. and
4'0-ll.s., i.e., at Rs. 87. Since tfien the price of rods has continual! \ been

rising and will still rise on account of increase in freight. The last cable

quotation was for 7-3.s. which means Rs. 96. , ,

Dr. Matthai. Take the case of wire now. How does the ^present c.i.f.

price of wire compare with the period covered by our report last year. Can

you tell me the exact figure? You gave us Rs. 140 as the c.i.f. price of

wire. Now as regards the period covered by your August statement, it is

about Rs. 117. 1 find that as compared with September 1925 3*011' have gained
about Rs. 9 on your raw material and on your finished product you are on

the wrong side as compared with September 1925 by about Rs. 25. Against

that, take the railway freight. Last year the freight between tvTartisfcedpur

and Calcutta was Rs. 15 and now it is somewhere about Rs. 8 or Rs. 9.

Mr. Capadia. It varies between rods and wire and nails.

Dr. Matthai. Is there much difference?

Mr. Capadia. The rate for .finished products is, 7 anrias and IV pies per

cwt. if over 300 maunds.

Dr. Matthai. At present what is 'the freight on rod from Calcutta to.

Jamshedpur?
Mr. Capadia. It is Rs. 7 per ton including siding charges.

Dr. Matthai. The freight on wire from Jamshedpur to Calcutta P
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Mr. Capadii.Qv6r 300 rads. it is Re. 0-7-10 per cwt. aiid under 300 mds.
it is Re. 0-10-8 per cwt., i.e., Rs. 10-13-0 per ton and Rs. 15-5-3 per ton
respectively including siding charges. As regards the price of rod. the rod
price has gone up.

Dr. Matthai. Since when?

Mr. Capadiu. Since we last purchased. The price we paid for consign-
ment received in November was 6-11-0 and we wanted to buy more but we
could not get. The latest price is 7-3-0 and still there is a tendency for the

price to go higher.

Dr. Matthai. This stock that you got from the Hume Pipe Company, was
that all No. 5?

Mr. Derbyshire. They were of different gauges.
Dr. Matthai. Both thicker and thinner.

Mr. Derbyshire. Yes, Nos. 7, 8, 10, etc.

Dr. Matthai. So that the cost above metal was smaller.

Mr. Derbyshire. The output was smaller.

Dr. Matthai. The smaller the gauge is, the less^is your cost above metal;
is it not?

Mr. Derbyshire. [t depends on what sizes they are converted into.

Dr. Matthai. Look at your statement No. 1, Columns January and Febru-

ary. Could you tell me what kind of wire rod you got from the Hume Pipe
Company ?

Mr. Derbyshire. We got all that mixed up. Which particular size> we
utilised we could not say.

Dr. Matthai. -L thought that you said that they were all smaller gauges.

Mr. Derbyshire. They were of varied sizes.

Mr. Mathias. What is your total labour force now in the Wire Depart-
ment?

Mr. Derbyshire. 74 in August including the clerical and other staff.

Mr. Mathius.Are they all skilled men?

Mr. Derbyshire. No.

Mr. Mathias. With these 48 mea, do you propose to work up to 300 tons a

month? Is it not necessary to increase the labour force?

Mr. Derbyshire. A few more operators *will be necessary.

Mr. Mather. Does that include nail men?
Mr. Derbyshire. No.

Dr. Matthai. How many men are there in the nail department?

Mr. Derbyshire. 56 men in all in August.

Dr. Muff/icri. Do you manufacture any galvanized wire? You have got
a galvanizing plant, have you not?

Mr. Derbyshire. Yes, but we are not using that at present.

Dr. Mafthai. Have you been able to sell any wire to Government?

Mr. Derbyshire. "We have been selling to Government occasionally.

Dr. Matthai. Did you sell any part of the output covered by the^e

monthly statements to Government?

Mr. Derbyshire. 60 tons to Military grass farms.

Dr. Matthai. Your cost on stores has come down considerably from Janu-

ary to July. Is part of this reduction due to any fall in the price of stores ?

Mr. Capftdia. Yes, price of coal and other things.

Dr. Matthai. Apart from coal, take chemicals, soaps and other things:
has there been any reduction in the price of these?

Air. Copad in. Not considerable; in some cases it is more and in some
cases it is leas.
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Lr. Matthai. Take a thing like soap. Can you tell me whether there has
been any fall in price since January, 1926?

Mt. Derbyshire. None at all.

Mr. Capadia. Ever since January the prices have been the same.

Dr. Matthai. And the imported rod that you have used has ahvavs been
No. 5?

Mr. Capadia. Yes.

Or. Muttliai - -You now keep a regular costing system, do you?
Mr. Capadia. Yes.

Import of wire reds.

M'f. Mathia*. You referred this morning to your arrangements for \\ ire

rod. With what firms are these arrangements?
Mr. Capadia. Messrs. Barlow and Company and Messrs. Beruck and

Comens
Mr. Mathias. And you have arranged with them that they \iill stock the

rod and you can take it out in such quantities as you like and you pay on
your bills 7 per cent interest.

Mr. Capadia. Not on the bills but on the actual amount they have in-

vested.

Mr. Mathias. Have you any arrangement by which they will sell to

you at a fixed price?

Mr. Capadia. No. We first accept their quotation at the time of pur-
chase. At that price they buy for us and bring them over here, pay the bill,

port duty, landing, handling and keep them in their godown. Just as we
want the rods in small quantities, say 200 or 800 tons, we are at liberty to

take delivery of and pay for same.

Mr. Mathias. Supposing they imported 500 toiib at Rs. 100 a ton.

Mr. Capadia. They won't import more than what we require.

Mr. Mathias. Supposing you ordered for 1,000 tons at Rs. 100 a ton
then you would be entitled to draw at Rs. KM) a ton until the whole stock is

exhausted?

Mr. Capadia. We would have to pay at Rs. 100 per ton plus duty, port

dues, landing and handling charges incurred by them.

Mr. Mathias. At the price when the consignment i& ordered?

Mr. Capadia. They send for cable quotations ;
if it is suitable to us we

accept the price. We order, say, 500 or 1,000 tons for which we deposit at

the rate of Rs. 5,000 for 300 tons.

Mr. Math inn. Do ;\ou pay anything for warehousing over an<J above the

interest?

Mr. Capadia. Yes.

Mr. Mathias. Have you got the terms in writing?

Mr. Capadia. Yes.

Mr. Mathias. Are there any other charges thev make in this connection r*

Mr. Capadia. Yes, godown charges, interest, whatever charges they

actually defray plus their commission which we presume will be included in the

quotation that they give us.

Mr. Mathias. Are there any other charges. Take for example chowki-

xlari, handling charges and so on?

Mr. Capadia. We expect we would have to pay them handling charges

according to our present scale.

Mr. Mathias. You have no arrangements then about the handling charges;

it is left to their discretion ?

Mr. Capadia. It is a small item; they would charge us according to the

4i$un1 rate obtaining for clearing goods.
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Mr. Mathias. I suppose you pay insurance rates too?

Mr. Capadia. That is not mentioned but I believe it will be so.

Mr. Mathias. Is this agreement drawn up in a regular document ?

Mr> Capadia. No, only mentioned in a series of letters.

Mr. Mathias. Can you give us a copy of the correspondence?
Mr. Capadia. Yes.

Mr. Mathias. What arrangements have you about the supply of woodP
Mr. Capadia. We have a local contractor who stocks the timber, and em-

ploys his own men and we pay him a fixed rate of Re. 1 per keg for nails.

Mr. Mathias. You mean to say that each keg costs you Re. 1?

Mr. Capadia. Yes, one cwt keg.

Mr. Mathias. How did you come to this arrangement?
Mr. Capadia. We asked for rates and fixed this up as the most economical

arrangement.
Mr. Mathias. Could you give us some idea as to the size of the kegs?
Mr. Capadia. They are generally standard size 20" x 14" diameter.

President. It is a small barrel, is it? That is interesting because in the
cement enquiry we found that they could not make barrels in India.

Mr. Derbyshire. This contractor makes these kegs in Calcutta out of wood
from the forests as far as I am aware.

Mr. Mathias. Could you investigate and let us know the reason why there
is an increase in the wages and why there have been these variations from
month to month. Could you make a note of it and let us know the reason ?

Mr. Capadia. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. You give the Calcutta company interest of 7 per cent, per
annum, handling charges and commission over and above that?

Mr. Capadia. The quotation for rods that they would give us might in-

clude their buying commission.

Three shift workino.

President. We have tried to ascertain the cost on one shift basis; suppos-
ing we were to take the three shift basis would you be prepared to give us an
estimate of the works costs ?

Mr. Derbyshire. We have not done it, but certainly it would not take
three times more men than what we have on one shift.

President. Would you like to give us an estimate by to-morrow on the
maximum production you can get from the works on three shifts. We came
to a figure of Rs. 37 on 300 tons basis instead of Rs. 45 you have given in

your statement. You will work on the figure we have arrived at this morning.
Mr. Mather. The simplest thing would be to tell us what your expenditure

above metal would be if you worked three shifts on your July figures, as these
are the latest figures that we have got.

Mr. Derbyshire. We will do it for you.

- Mvrket.

President. Where do you sell your wire and wire nails chiefly?

Mr. Capadia. Nails we sell in Calcutta though we have recently had some
demand from Punjab and other places, But the bulk of that we sell in Calcutta.

President. At the ports you will be at some disadvantage compared with
the foreign manufacturer, would you not; because you have got to pay
freight from Tatanagar to the port? It may be very easy for you to dispose
of, say, 200 tons 6f material a month in the Calcutta market But when your
production comes to 700 or 800 tons a month it may be difficult. The total

imports in Calcutta of wire, for instance, which would include special quali-
ties in 1925-26 came to about 3,900 tons*
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Mr. Capadia. In Punjab they want different form of packing from what
we have adopted and after that has been tried we would be able to dispose of

a larger quantity there than in Calcutta.

President. I was trying to ascertain where you would dispose of your out-

put if you were producing 10,000 tons?

Mr. Capadia. Calcutta, Delhi, Punjab and other places. These will be
the principal centres.

President. Bengal, Bombay and Karachi, these are the three places.

Altogether the imports came to 3,900 tons in Bengal, 1,400 tons into Bombay
and 400 tons into Karachi, or a total of 5,700 tons of wire in 1925-26. That
would include all kinds of wire, some of which you would not manufacture.

Mr. Capadia. It might be exclusive of Government orders.

President. Government orders are not big.

Dr. Matthai. It is only about 1,500 tons.

Mr. Capadia. Import of wire nails in the previous year was much larger.

President. That was an abnormal year.

Mr. Capadia. These are the figures. ,

Tons.

1921 9,445
1922 7,260
1923 12,810
1924 10,971
1925 16,238

The average of all these is 11,000 tons for five years for nails.

President. That includes the ports of Madras, Karachi and Rangoon
where you can not compete easily. I want to know how you would dispose of

10,000 tons.

Mr. Capadia. That would include wire nails, ordinary wire and galvanised
wire.

Galvanized wire.

President. Have you got a complete galvanising plant?
Mr. Derbyshire. Yes, we are waiting to start that. We have had plenty

of enquiries.

Mr. Capadia. We got numerous enquiries from postal people and others
for galvanised wire.

Mr. Mather. Why didn't you start it before?

Mr. Capadia. We were busy with other things.

Mr. Mather. Have you considered the cost of making galvanised wire?

Mr. Capadia. Yes.

Mr. Mather. Have you got an estimate?

Mr. Capadia. Us. 25,000 to Rs. 30,000.

Mr. Mather. Have you estimated what it would actually cost you to make
wire?

Mr. Qapadia. Yes. There is so much difference between galvanised wire

and ordinary wire as to warrant us to make galvanised wire within that

margin.
Mr. Mather You 'have considered the selling price of galvanised wire ID

the Indian market and you think that when you are in a position to finance
the supply of spelter you could make galvanised wire with profit at the exist-

ing price.

Mr. Capadia. I "have some figures for galvanised wire (handed in).

President. Galvanising, -of coarse, you have not tried yet.

Mr. Capadia. No.
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President.- -Vj\en the steel company is finding it difficult to galvanise its

sheets. There is something in that which requires some sort of expert know-
ledge.

Mr. Derhyshne Thehs is pioh.ihly a more elaborate process. Ours is

simpler.

President. Is it a simpler process?

Mr. Derbyshire. It is not .simpler, but it is not so complicated as galvanis-
ing sheets.

Mr. Mather. If this was, it uould be reflected in the price of the imported
material. The question is whether you can keep the consumption of spelter
at the same level as the Continental manufacturer.

Mr. Derbyshire. We hope to.

Mr. Mather. From your present knowledge of the prices, you do think

you will be able to make galvanised wire with profit.

Mr. Derbyshire. Yes.

Mr. Mather. ff you were making a large quantity of wire, you could put
tbe spelter on that, galvanise and sell at a profit at the ruling prices in India
J1OW.

Mr. (kijjndia. All these calculations will depend on how we are able to

work. We are just now taking only the rough basis, the difference between
the ordinary wire and the galvanised wire.

Dr. Mntthai. What is the difference now?

Mr. Capadia. Rs. 2, sometimes Us. 3 or Rs. 3-8-0 or something like that.

Dr. Mittthai.Ver cwt.

Mr. Capadia. Yes.

])r. Matthai. What is supposed to be the capacity of your galvanising
plant?

Mr. Derbyshire. J can send you the figures later.

/)/'. Matthai. Have you got an estimated capacity P

Mr. Cfijwdia. We have in the original estimate- scheduled output, but
without referring to it, we could not say.

President. The whole thing is limited by the output of plain wire. If you
can manufacture only 10,000 tons of wire, say, in a year, out of that you will

probably manufacture 4.000 or 5,000 tons of wire nails. Then there is tbe

plain wire. So it seems that there is not very much scope for galvanising.

Mr. Cnpadia. There is generally more demand for galvanised than for

plain wire.

Mr. Derbyshire. We can manufacture about 1,100 tons a month of which
450 tons would be issued to the nail department. Of the rest something may
be put into the galvanising plant.

President. You expect to sell most of that wire as galvanised wire and
you can draw 1,100 tons a month with your existing plant.

Mr. Capadia. Yes, with three shifts.

Mr. Derbyshire. Of the 1,100 tons, 450 tons would be issued to the nail"

department.
President. And the rest would be plain wire and galvanised.

Mr. Derbyshire. Plain, annealed and galvanised.

Mr. Mathias. You can make that just now at present prices.

Mr. Derbyshire. It would be difficult to say just now as we have not
calculated the 3 shift working.

Mr. Mathias. I thought you just made a statement to Mr. Mather to that
effect.

Mr. Capadia. We have taken only the rough indication of the difference
between the two. We have not worked out the data.
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supplied to railways and the Indian Stores Department was all direct from
London.

President. They are included in these figures.

Mr. Derbyshire. It seems rather low this 7,000 tons for India.

Mr Capadia. I am inclined to think that the Government requirements
are independent of these calculations.

Market.

Dr. Matthai. Can you tell me^whether these imports of wire from the
United Kingdom are mostly of special wire?

Mr. Capadia. High grade wire.

Jh\ Afoff ft a/.- Not the sort that you make.

Mr. Capadia. No.

Dr. Matthai. If you take 1925-26 figures, the total import into the country
other than fencing wire is given as 6,600 tons, out of which 1,400 tons come
from the United Kingdom. As far as wire of the kind that you are making is

concerned, the real market in India is somewhere about 5,000 tons, am I

right? As regards the imports from the United Kingdom, most of them are of

special quality wire. Therefore you are not interested in them, because you
don't make them.

Mr. Capadia. No. The competition that we have to meet comes chiefly
from Belgium and Germany.

Dr. Matthat. Practically half of that is impoited into Bengal which is

primarily your market so that on the present figures, as far as wire is con-

cerned, it is roughly 2,500 tons. This is the market at u hich you can aim
under present conditions.

Mr. (Japadia. That is so as far, as Calcutta is concerned; we can sell

galvanised \\ire to Government, Railways and all other consumers in different

places.

Dr. Matthai. Then you take the wire nails. Take the year 1921-25 when
you had 16,000 tons which was not reached in the next year. I find fiom the
trade returns out of that 16,000 tons, about 6,000 tons went to Rangoon.
There was something very special in Rangoon which accounted for the very
large increase in the imports.

Mr. CaiHidia. We don't see \\lvy we should not compete in Rangoon alter

a time.

Dr. Matthai. That is of course taking a long view,

Mr. Capadia. We are not going to confine ourselves to Calcutta only.

Dr. Matthai. Speaking for the moment you might rule that out. You
are not going to reach Rangoon in the course of the next few years.

Mr. Capadia. We might be able to do that.

Dr. Matthai. If Calcutta is difficult enough for you in regard to the com-

petition against imported nails, Rangoon must be worse. If you take nails,
the import into Calcutta of nails is somewhere about 3,700 tons. Practically
all the rest out of the 16,000 tons are imported into other ports of India, so

that as a practical proposition at present your market would be somewhere
about 5,000 to 6,000 tons.

Mr. Capadia. For nails?

Dr. Matthai. For nails and wire put together. Supposing you are able

to develop 3 shifts and make 10,000 tons of nails and wire, the question of

market is not very easy to solve.

Mr. Capadia. If we can sell 5,000 to 6, (XX) tons in Calcutta we ought to be
able easily to sell about 4,000 tons more in other parts of India.

Mr. Slathias. How many shifts would it be to produce 6,000 tons? Can
you do it under 2 shifts?
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Mr. Derbyshire. About 2 shifts or a shift and a half or something like

thnt. The 2nd shift may not work for (he full length of time. It may work
for a few hours.

Mr. Mathias. It would not be economical to have a half shift.

Mr. Derbyshire. Sometimes the nail machines are worked like that. The
man may be paid for 4 hours on the 8-hour basis*

Mr. Mathias. Your arrangement is such that you can pay him off for half

a shift.

Mr. Capadia. Yes. If we are not able to prepare these figures by to-

morrow, would you permit us to send them from Bombay? The time available
is far too short.

Mr. Mather. Have you ever considered the question of working on a three
shift system ?

Mr. Capadia. Yes, but the papers are in Bombay.

Working Capital required for ihrrc sl'-ift working.

President. If we were to take 10,000 tons production, the working capital
required would be Bs. 5 to Us. 6 lakhs on 4 months' turnover.

Mr. Capadia. Somewhere about that.

President. In that case I should like to have better evidence than you
have given that capital would be forthcoming.

Mr. Capadia. I have told you about the prospects.

President. We cannot go on prospects.

Mr. Capadia. There is every chance of our obtaining further finance

necessary for increasing our production.

President. You are not raising any capital. You are increasing your
liabilities. You have not brought in any new capital to the business.

Mr. Capadia. The financial arrangements will be quite satisfactory for

the purposes of our business.

President. It is simply this that you have raised this capital by mortgag-
ing all your property which is not bringing in fresh capital. The position

just now is simply this that the industry is being really run for the benefit

of the debenture holders.

Mr. Capadia. We will secure sufficient working capital, which is all that
is needed. Many, if not, most of the industrial concerns at present have a

debenture charge and the loan thus raised is generally always utilized as

working capital for expanding business.

President. They are not entirely financed by debentures as is the case in

this industry.

Mr. Capadia. Nor is it so in our case
;
we have our working capital be-

sides.

President. There is no industry we have protected which is financed

entirely by debentures or mortgage. That doesn't appear to me to be very
sound business.

Mr. Capadia. It would not be correct to presume that we are being
financed entirely by debenture loan

;
we have our working capital and other

resources in addition.

President. I am trying to point out to you that there is no capital in-

vested in the industry except this debenture capital and^ your working
capital is also raised more or less in the same way, that is to say, on a

mortgage of the assets. And that is a feature of the business which does not

appear to me to be very satisfactory. Does it not strike you so?

Mr. Capadia. We have built up a new Industry in India, imparted the

necessary technical training, created a demand for our products in face of
severe competition and hence I submit this is the proper time when we de-
serve to be backed up by protection in the interests of the country.
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President. Whatever profits you may make would go to the debenture-

bolders.

Mr. Capadia. Not necessarily. There is bound to be surplus left for
distribution to the share-holders with the help of protection.

President. The measure of protection must be calculated on the-

invested capital in the business. We cannot give you a rate of profit which
would enable you not only to pay the debenture interest but to pay off the
debentures and leave you a big margin.

Mr. Capadia. I mean that the capital which we have reduced to one-
fourth of its original value still remains as the sub-stratum. We have of

course reduced the share capital from Rs. 100 to Rs. 25 per share which
still remains as our capital.

President. The whole of that has been mortgaged.
Mr. Capadia. If it is properly run according to our expectations, we

are sure to pay off the debenture loan and the reduced share capital will

remain as at present. On that assumption we have based these figures and"

have applied for protection.

President. You have not been able to show me that. If you think that

you have done so, you are mistaken.

Mr. Capadia. If the industry was standing on its own legs, if it was in

that happy position, there would have been no need to ask for protection.

President. What is invested now is simply the debenture money. It is

difficult for an industry to be protected merely for the benefit of the deben-
ture holders.

Mr. Capadia. The original share-holders are still there whose interests

ought also to be safeguarded in order to restore the investors' confidence and
to draw fresh capital in India for industrial undertakings.

President. Your assets have been valued at Rs. 11 lakhs which includes

your other plant. Rs. 11 lakhs is the value of the assets on which there is a

mortgage of Rs. 7 lakhs.

Mr. Capadia. According to Mr. Burkinshaw's valuation, we have written;

down our share capital.

President. That share capital is mortgaged to the debenture- holders.

Mr. Mathias. The whole of your real value has been pledged to your
creditors.

Mr. Derbyshire. What we want is financial assistance. We are sure
we can make profit provided we had the raw material.

President. Where is the money for that?

Mr. Mathias. Owing to financial difficulties you find it difficult to carry
on the business.

Mr. Capadia. Our arrangements with the Imperial Bank for cash credit
as well as with the importing firms for the supply of rods would enable us to
do justice to 3 shift working.

Dr. Matthai. How long ago did you start the negotiations with the

Imperial Bank? How long ago did you place your proposal before the
Bank?

Mr. Capadia.;About two months ago.

Dr. Matthai. For two months, it has been under correspondence.

Mr. Capadia. All the details have been settled by this time. The delay
is now only due to the Imperial Bank desiring a slight change in the letter

from the Director of Industries re : priority of charge to the Bank.

Dr. Matthai. How long ago did they want to change the terms of that
letter ?

Mr. Capadia. It was only last week when I left Bombay. By this time
I expect that it might have gone through.

Mr. Mathias. Would you make enquiries while you are in Calcutta

whether that has gone through or not?
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Mr. Capadia. I will certainly make enquiries and let you know.

President. I would strongly advise you to reconsider your position from
that point of view. It is very important that if the industry is to be pro-
tected, it should be put on a sound basis.

Mr. Capadia. That is our ambition. If we get the protection which we
want, we have the necessary funds to carry on.

President. You want protection in order to raise your working capital.

Mr. Capadia. It is not on the strength of protection that our financial

arangement is going to be settled. It is as good as having been fixed up.
President. That does not strengthen your case, does it?

Mr. Capadia. At the same time, it does not shatter our case so com-
pletely. If we can show that we can achieve what we anticipate on one

shift, we will be able to advance according to the project in view to 3 shift

working. Unless the industry shows stability up to a certain stage, it can-
not advance. In fact, that is the business situation in every- place.

Dr. Matthai. That is a different matter. You asked for protection and
Government gave you protection for three years. During the whole of that

period there was not full production even on one shift. You have not done

your part at all.

Mr. Capadia. We submit that you should look at our case in a rather

liberal sportive way. We have not been pn our legs hitherto. Conditions
adverse to us prevailed all along. We have gone over all the obstacles now.
We have gathered knowledge and experience and this is the proper stage when
we deserve protection. We will put forward our best endeavours and we
have every reason to hope that, with the Board's support, we will be able to

get through. We have created the demand. We have regulated the quality,

quantity and every other factor which will contribute to the successful

building up of the business.

President. I have pointed out to you my difficulty.

Dr. Matthai Supposing your present scheme falls through, what do >ou
expect us to do?

Mr. Capadia. So far as I am concerned, I am perfectly certain that it

would not. As I said, there are other bankers. As long as we have assets,

there will be no difficulty for finding finance. Of course without assets, if

we are going in the market for a loan, that is a different thing.
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Oral evidence of Messrs. K. B. N. CAPAD1A and DERBYSHIRE
recorded at Calcutta on Thursday the 28th April, 1927.

Introductory.

President. Mr. Capadia, before we commence our proceedings the Board
wishes to draw your attention to a passage in your letter to the Imperial
Bank of India, dated 1st April, 1927. You say:

" We may also say that during our evidence before the Tariff Board
in the beginning of this year, we found that the Board were
anxious to see that we brought about the maximum production
with 3 shift working in order to enable them to frame a report

recommending continuation of the scale of protective duty (viz.,

Hs. 60 per ton) which is at present in force."

This statement implies two allegations : The first is that the Board considered

it practicable and desirable to undertake three shift working in your factory
and the second is that provided you undertake 3 shift working, the Board
would be prepared to recommend the continuance of the present duty of Rs. 60

a ton. I desire on behalf of the Board to make it perfectly clear that both

these allegations are incorrect. As you are aware it is not the custom of this

Board to make any recommendation or to arrive at any conclusion as regards
the scale of protection which may be necessary until the conclusion of the

enquiry with all the facts and figures before us. The Board would not offer

any opinion at the present stage as to whether it would be practicable for you
to undertake 3 shift working or whether if you undertook 3 shift working,
you would be able to dispose of all the wire and nails produced. Nor would
it commit itself to any statement as to the amount of protection that it is

prepared to recommend or indeed that it would recommend any protection at

all. We therefore think that you were ill advised in making this statement.

We wish to make it perfectly clear that it does not represent the attitude of

the Board. Before we get on to the question of market and costs there is one
small point as regards your July cost on which we might have your opinion.
Mr. Alexander stated that according to the figures which you supplied to him
the production of bright wire in July is 229 tons whereas in our statement it

is given as 219 tons. Would you be able to tell us winch is correct?

Mr. Capadia. I think 229 is correct.

Position of the Company.

President. Mr. Capadin, you heard what Mr. Alexander said this morning
as to the present intention of the debenture holders. We would like to hear
what you have to say. What is the exact position Y

Mr. Capadia. Nothing has so far been communicated to us by the Bihar
and Orissa Government officially. What we contemplate doing is this : Sir
Lalubhai proposes to go to Patua to explain the situation to the Bihar Govern-
ment and to convince them that if we succeed in our negotiations with the
bank we would be able to cope with the increased production as well as to fulfil

our obligations with the debenture holders. Reading between the lines of what
the Bank say we have every reasonable expectation to think, although they
have not given us anything definite to go by, that the Bank will see their waY
to finance us further either by retiring our drafts in London for the rods that
we import or increasing the cash credit in one form or another.

President. You can hardly expect the Board to hang up its proceedings
indefinitely. We have a definite statement from Tata's.

Mr. Capadia. Within a fortnight or so something definite ought to happen.
If the bank replied to us, Sir Lalubhai armed with that reply would go to the
Bihar Government and say that ue have the necessary organisation, the
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necessary capital and everything that we require in order to increase our pro-

duction. In that way we will put up our case for continuance.

President. The position is this that when we examined you last January
you said that you would require a fortnight's time to tell us how the matter

stood. Now we have given you three months and yet you say that you require
another fortnight.

Mr. Capadia. The negotiations which were going on in January did

materialise, namely the cash credit of Rs. 1,50,000 which we wanted from the

bank was granted to us. The negotiations that I have just now spoken of have

only recently been started and this is to increase the cash credit already

granted to us.

Dr. Matthai. Apart from the question of your arrangements with the

Imperial Bank, the position at present as far as we are concerned is that we
had a definite statement from Mr. Alexander this morning that they have

received a communication officially from the Bihar and Orissa Government
to say that they have decided along with the other debenture holders to take

action. That is a positive statement which has been made to us by a respons-
ible party. It is impossible therefore for us to set that aside. You have got
to take that as an authoritative statement.

Mr. Capadia. What I wish to say is that the Director of Industries, Bihar

and Orissa, Mr. Gupta has not written to us a single letter on this subject.

He has not communicated his views at all and even in the personal letter that

he wrote to Sir Lalubhai he said that the matter was under consideration and
that nothing was decided.

Dr. Matthai. After you gave evidence before us in January there was a

meeting in Bombay at which the Director of Industries, Bihar and Orissa was

present.

Mr. Capadia. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. The representatives of the Tata Iron and Steel Company were
also present.

Mr. Capadia. No.

Dr. Matthai. There was no meeting between your Board and Tata's Board.

Mr. Capadia. Mr. Gupta only went and saw Mr. Peterson. We saw
Mr. Peterson on two occasions and Sir Lalubhai also went and discussed matters

with Mr. Peterson.

Dr. Matthai. At the meeting of your Board a proposal from the Tata Iron

and Steel Company was considered. The proposal was that under certain condi-

tions they might take over your Managing Agency, That proposal your
Directors did not accept.

Mr. Capadia. We did accept and we drafted a letter and sent it to them

asking on what conditions they would be prepared to take over the Managing:
Agency and how they would propose to reconstruct the Company.

Dr. Matthai. Did yon get a reply to that?

Mr. Capadia. No.

Dr. Matthai. Under your Trust deed all the notice that you are entitled to

get from the debenture holders, supposing they decided to take action, is six

months' notice.

Mr. Capadia. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. If you get a notice in pursuance of Mr. Alexander's state-

ment say in the course of the next four weeks, the debenture holders would
be perfectly within their rights. What I mean to say is the fact that you have
tiot received any communication from them yet does not necessarily invalidate
Mr. Alexander's statement.

Mr. Capadia. I don't say that at all. I only say that we have not yet
leard officially. The Bihar and Orissa Government and the other debenture
holders in a certain majority I do not know whether it is half or three fourths
>r whatever it is according to the trust deed ought to give us six months' nctico
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for foreclosure. Tf within that time we made good the default, then we have

the right to continue.

Dr. Matthai. You have no information as to the precise ground on which

the debenture holders are taking action.

Mr. Capadia. That is so.

Dr. Matthai. You have defaulted payment of interest?

Mr. Capadia. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. To both parties, viz., the Bihar and Orissa Government and

the Tata Tron and Steel Company?
Mr. Capadia. Yes.

President. Can you point out the clause in the trust deed under which if

within six months after the receipt of the notice you paid your debenture inter-

est you are entitled to continue.

Mr. Capadia. T have not got a nr>y of the trust deed here. If you like

I can send you a copy.

President. Please do. You understand that we have to take the facts as

they are presented to us and if by the time we come to write our report there

are no alterations we shall have to report on those facts.

3/r. Capadia. If you will allow us, we will communicate to you in course

of time.

President. If the information reaches us, after the report has been written,
ii will be of no use. Our time is strictly limited.

3/r. Capadla. So far as we are concerned, we are almost certain that the

Imperial Bank of India will allow us extra finance.

President. That may or may not be so.

3/r. Capadia. Assuming that the Bank allows us extra finance, we think
that if we represent the matter to the Bihar and Orissa Government in the

pioper manner, they will allow us to continue; at any rate that is our expect-
ation. It may be the other way too.

President. At present you have nothing definite to tell us on the subject.

3/r. Capadia. Xo.

President. Your financial position then is that you have been able to secure
a cash credit for Rs. 1} lakhs from the Imperial Bank of India but that as

regards the further cash credit that you have applied for you have not yet
had any reply from the Bank.

3/r. Capadia. That is the position.

Market.

President. As regards the question of market, you have heard what
Mr. Alexander said this morning about your 3 shift production. He was
advised by Tata's sales organisation that there is no market for the production
of 1,125 tons, a month, of wire and nails. Do you agree with that?

3/r. Capadia. No. Our enquiries go to show that there is a market for
that output. From the several enquiries that we get from wholesale dealers
and retail merchants and also from Government, we are led to believe that
from 6,000 to 8,000 tons of nails or galvanized wire we will be able to sell to

Government, we may even sell more. In addition to that, we have at present
orders on hand for about 650 to 700 tons. We have also another lot of orders
leading up to 750 tons, that is to say, for about 1,400 to 1,500 tons we have got
either orders on hand or are shortly going to get them.

President. You have enquiries for so many tons.

3/r. Capadia. Yes.

President. That does not necessarily mean that the orders would eventuate.

Mr. Capadia. We have already got orders for 700 tons.
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President.- You estimate that Government would require about six to eight

thousand tons a year.

Mr. Capadia. More than that. There is nothing authentic but unofficially

we have gathered their requirements from the Chief Controller of Stores, the

telegraph Department, etc.

Dr. Matthai. Eui the imports do not bear that out. Your suggestion is

for the current year you have heard from various non-official sources that

Government are going to place orders in this country for about 7,000 tons of

wire and nails.

Mr. Capadia.-Yes. You can also see that from the enquiry we had from

the Chief Controller of Stores for about 1,520 tons of galvanized wire.

President. You are not producing galvanized wire now.

Mr. Capadia. Assuming that we work two or three shifts, one of our

objects is to start the galvanizing plant.

President. As far as this particular enquiry is concerned, you are not

producing galvanized wire to supply the Stores Department.

Mr. Capadia. We think that if we come to an arrangement with the Bank
as regards the extra finance we have applied for, we will start operating our

galvanizing plant and producing galvanized wire.

President. Is your galvanizing plant ready to be started ?

Mr. Capadia. Yes.

President. Do you think that they will place this order with you and
wait till you produce?

Mr. Capadia. They have distributed it over one year.

President. Let us assume that Government will place this order with you
tor about 1,500 tons. Where is the balance to come from?

Mr. Capadia. There is another order for 350 tons.

])r. Matthai. Ts that also a Government order?

Mr. Capadia. Yes. There is another enquiry from Karachi for 200 tons.

I may say here that almost 99 per cent, of the enquiries have resulted in their

placing orders with us. When we say that we are in a position to supply,

they give us the order.

President. So far they have given you orders which would amount to

2,000 tons.

Mr. Capadia. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. As regards your statement that Government's requirements
are about 6,000 to 8,000 tons for the whole of India, that is a much higher
estimate than the Government orders we have seen in the trade figures. My
impression is that the market is less than 2,000 tons.

Mr. Capadia. Once we start going with one department, viz.j the Indian
Stores Department, there is no reason why they should not place orders with
us for the whole of India.

President. Yes, if they have orders to place. The question is whether
the Government requirements amount to so much as that.

Mr. Capadia. Besides Government requirements we have the Bengal
market and the other markets for galvanized wire.

Dr. Matthai. The point is this. Assuming that during the present year
there is going to be an exceptional demand for wire from Government or other
public bodies, we cannot take that into account. We have to go on the
average of the past four or five years which indicates the normal Government
demand. In that case going on the trade figures it would be very difficult
for you to make out a case.

Mr. Capadia. What we submit is that we do not restrict ourselves to
Bengal. So far, we have done business for the whole of India Delhi, Central
Provinces, United Provinces and the Punjab. Our Punjab agent who is also
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the Tata's agent is very hopeful of selling our galvanized wire and nails al

over that part of the country. He has been doing so at good rates too.

Dr. Matthai. The United Provinces and the Punjab do not form n

considerable market.

Mr. Capadia. They do according to our agent's report. The only impedi
ment in the way is that he wants a different form of packing from the stand
ard packing which we had so far adopted.

Dr. Matthai. If you leave out Bengal, the next biggest markets ar<

Bombay and Burma. You don't suggest that Bombay and Burma are areas
in which you can reasonably expect to compete with the imported wire anc
nails in view of freight disadvantage. Even Mr. Alexander found it difficuli

to accept them as accessible markets for him.

Mr. Capadia. If you take the total imports including Government im
ports, it would come to about 20,000 tons.

President. Government stores were
Tons.

In 1922-23 1,100

,,1923-24 800

1924-25 1,500

1925-26 1,800

Air. Capadia. Possibly the galvanised wire might have been classinec

separately.

Mr. Derbyshire. Then we have the different railways.

President. Those have been included in the Trade Returns. Do yov
submit that you would be able to secure a market corresponding to the whoh
of the imported wire and nails?

Mr. Capadia. Not the whole but the bulk of the imports gradually.
President. But you have already had difficulties in disposing of the whol<

of your output.

Mr. Capadia. That was because other obstacles were in the way : eithei
we did not adopt the form of packing which was wanted or we were not abl<
to supply the kinds and sizes wanted. Now our sales are brisker and better

President. You believe that you will be able to displace imported article*
in such distant places as Bombay, Karachi and Rangoon.

Mr. Capadia. Yes : in fact our selling agents in those places report thai

they have been able to do that to the extent of their present sales which wil
improve in course of time.

President. How much are they belling at present?
Mr. Capadia. They have been selling good lots 20 tons, 25 tons, and so on
President. You propose to jump up from a production of something undei

3,000 tons to a production of 12,000 tonsnearly four times as much.
Mr. Capadia. We will not do that all at once. We will go on doing t\vc

shifts and if we find that we can sell all our output, then we will start working
three shifts.

President. What I am asking you is whether it is reasonable to suppose
that within a year or say even two or three years you will be able to push up
your sales to the extent of 12,000 tons a year.

Mr. Capadia. That is our belief. We think that the country's import*
arc about 20,000 tons and on that basis we think we should be able to sell al
our output.

President. The Trade Returns show that the country's imports are onl>
14,000 tons and not 20,000 tons excluding Government stores. If you adi:
Government stores, it would come to 16,000 tons.
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Mr. Capadia. Even if you take the imports at 16,000 tons, half of it

would come to 8,000 tons. That we would be able to do surely and particularly

so, as our quality is good and we regulate our prices according to the import

prices.

President. Are you relying on the reports of your selling agents?

Mr. Capadia. Yes.

President. They are Tata's selling agents.

Mr. Capadia. One of our agents is also their agent. We have several other

agents and we have also made our own independent enquiries in the bazar and
other quarters.

Dr. Matthai. Take a place like Rangoon. What is the landed price in

Rangoon ?

Mr. Capadia. I can't tell you off hand.

President. Take Karachi.

Mr. Capadia. The selling price there is between Rs. 12-8 and Rs. 13 per
cwt.

Dr. Matthai. What exactly is the water charge? How many annas per
thousand gallons?

Mr. Capadia. 5 annas 3 pies per thousand gallons.

President. Take this statement that you have given us for savings,

supposing you went on to two shifts, would there be any saving? If the out-

put goes up by say 100 per cent, these charges would go up 50 per cent, more,
would it not?

Mr. Capadia. If the production went up from 450 to 700 tons, the charges
for water, electric power, etc., would go up in the first case say to Rs. 5,000
and in the second to about Rs. 7,500.

Dr. Matthai. What is the freight from Jamshedpur to Karachi?

Mr. Capadia. Rs. 2-4-0 a cwt.

Dr. Matthai. Is it likely that with a handicap of Rs. 2-4-0 you will be able

to sell at Karachi?

Mr. Capadia. I think we will be able to sell because Government accepts
our price.

Dr. Matthai. What is the best market in the Punjab? Would Amritsar
be a soft of typical market for wire and nails?

Mr. Capadia. Delhi may be a better market than Amritsar.

Dr. Matthai. Can you give me the freight?

Mr. Capadia. I do not know exactly at present.

President. Taking the question of sale at Karachi the current rate of

imported wire is Rs. 9, is it not?

Mr. Capadia. Last year it was about Rs. 10-8-0. At different times of the

year it varies.

President. We are not considering whether you are able to sell 200 tons
at Karachi but whether you would be able to sell continually at Karachi. If

you take the price of imported wire at Rs. 9 cwt. at Karachi during the year
that is about right according to your evidence last time that means that

you would have to sell your stuff to compete with the imported material at
somewhere near Rs. 7?

Mr. Capadia. That is so.

,
President. That would not be a sound proposition, would it?

Mr. Capadia. The market price in Calcutta at the present day is Rs. 9-12-0

per cwt., though we are able to sell at Rs. 10-8-0.

. President. There are many factors which might account for this trade

connection, shortage of supply, difference in gauge and so on. What I am
trying to point out to you is that although you say you can reasonably expect
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that you would be able to secure practically the whole of the market which is

supplied at present by the imported wire, you cannot possibly capture the very

distaiit markets. You have heard Tata's representative this morning explain-

ing that as one of the reasons why he considered it was impossible to dispose

of even 12,000 tons in the year. You attribute no weight to this consideration ?

Mr. Capadia. That is hard bright wire but if it is converted into galva-

nized wire we may have no difficulty in selling it. We get enquiries for

galvanized practically every day but we cannot supply. Here is a recent tele-

gram dated 27th April from Government " Wire if you can guarantee to

supply 700 tons . . . ."

President. That is merely an enquiry.

Mr. Capadia. That is out of 250 which we have actually booked. They
want 700 by November and asked whether we could guarantee delivery by that

time.

Dr. Matthai. It is all a question of price?

Mr. Capadia. Yes.

President. What are you supplying these 350 tons at?

Mr. Capadia. At Rs. 10-4-0 ex-works.

President. Mr. Ganguli was telling us yesterday that your main market
for bright wire was the Hume Pipe Company.

Mr. Capadia. They have been buying in small lots of 5, 10 or 25 tons, since

they re-started.

Mr. Derbyshire. They have not got any standing order with us. We
supplied only three tons last week. It may be six months before we can get

any orders from them.

President. I want to know what sort of monthly orders you will get from
the Hume Pipe Company and whether you can rely on getting any definite

orders. Can you give us an annual estimate? How much would you supply to

the Hume Pipe Company?
Mr. Derbyshire. If they buy their full requirements from us it would be

a t airly big quantity per year.

Mr. Capadia. Mr. Ganguli has been in the line for years and from his

experience he can say that he can sell about 5,000 to 6,000 tons of galvanized
wire in the Calcutta market. We have had letters from our different agents
showing their confidence as to what they could do in different places.

President. With reference to your present output how much do you sell

in Calcutta?

Mr. Capadia. 100 tons a month I should say.

President. As regards costs is this average cost of various gauges of wire?

Mr. (Capadia. Taking from the middle size wire, that is 12 gauge.
President. In reply to a question put to you by Mr. Mather you said at

the last examination that we might take your cost as representing 8 gauge
wire. Is that correct?

Mr. Derbyshire. 12 gauge I should say.

Dr. Matthai. Is that what you sell in large quantities : the bulk of your
wire is 12 gauge?

Mr. Derbyshire. Yes.

President. What size of nails do you sell mostly?
Mr. Derbyshire. That depends on the market; now we were selling the

largest size, a month ago we were selling smaller sizes.

President. On the average for the whole year which kind of nails has the
biggest demand?

Mr. Derbyshire. 3 in. to 6 in.

President. Mr. Ganguli informed us that li inch to 2 inches were the nails
{for which there was the biggest demand.
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Mr. Derbyshire. Mr. Ganguli is at present calling for 3 to 6 inches I think.

President. I am talking of the average demand for the whole of India.

Mr. Derbyshire. I should say 3 to 6 inches.

President. You produce mostly 3 to 6 inches?

Mr. Derbyshire. Yes.

President. What gauge of wire do you use to produce 3" to 6" ?

Mr. Derbyshire. 10, 9, 8, 6 gauges.
President. What is tUb present price of imported wire of these gauges?
Mr. Derbyshire. I could not tell you off-hand.

President. It is a matter of some importance. In comparing the price
of wire and price of nails we should compare like to like. For that purpose
I would like to know what the price of different gauges is in Calcutta.

Mr. Derbyshire. I understand that there is no difference in price between
10 gauge and 16 gauge in Calcutta.

President. But your nails are made out of larger gauges than that, are

they not? Take 8 gauge wire; what nails do you produce out of that?

Mr. Derbyshire. 3" and V .

President. The price of 8 gauge wire at present is ahout 7-10. Is that
correct ?

Mr. Derbyshire. They don't charge you for canvas.

President. You told us last time that bright wire with canvas was 8-17

and deducting 10 shillings for canvas it came to 8-7. How does that com-
pare with 3" nails which are made out of 8 gauge wire?

Mr. Derbyshire. We have taken Us. 10-8-0 to Rs. 11 for nails.

President. What is the present quotation for 8 gauge wire?

Mr. Derbyshire. Rs. 9-8-0.

President. There is a difference of a rupee.
Mr. Derbyshire. The last price we sold 8 gauge wire at was Rs. 10-8-0.

President. And the nails you say fetched Rs. 10-8-0 too?

Mr. Derbyshire. -Yes. Rs. 10-8-0 to Rs. 11.

Dr. Matthai. Generally with regard to price and so on you get informa-
tion from your agents in Calcutta?

Mr. Capadia. We rely on our agents for such information. We have
two or three agents from whom we enquire these rates and we also take them
from trade publications.

Labour charges.

President. When you gave evidence last time there was some confusion
over the labour charges on wire and in reply to a question you said that

although in the statement some of the labour charges were shown as charged
to nails, in your accounts they were charged to wire.

Mr. Derbyshire. The increase in wages was due to the fact that we were

contemplating two shifts and we engaged extra men to be trained for the
work.

President. What you told us then was that owing to reduction in the

production of wire in August and September you did not employ your men
on wire because there was no work for them?

Mr. Derbyshire. Yes, and we turned the men on to nails.

President. Now you say although in this statement you show these men
as charged to nails yet in your accounts you have charged these to wire.

Mr. Derbyshire. There was a stoppage of the wire plant and we switched
the men on to nails.

President. I was wondering whether these statements which you have

put up are the same as your cost sheets. Are these statements that you have

put in actual copies of your cost sheets?
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Mr. Derbyshire. Yes.

President. In that case why is it that in these accounts you charge them
to nails whilst in your evidence you stated that in your regular accounts you
charge them to wire?

Mr. Derbyshire. I think you enquired about the rates of wages in May.

President. I think in the succeeding months the same thing was apparent.

Mr. Derbyshire. We did not want to lose the trained men and therefore

the extra cost went from one department to the other.

President. In July you produced 116 tons of nails and your wages and

supervision charges were Rs. 2,000; in August you produced 94 tons and

wages and supervision came to Rs. 2,400 and again in September you pro-
duced 127 tons and your wages and supervision came to Rs. 3,395, so that
the less you produced the more your wages were and you explain that by say-

ing that in those months the wire production was slack and therefore you
transferred the men to the nail department. That being so I was wondering
whether these accounts which you produced here are actually copied from

your accounts or not.

Mr. Derbyshire. Yes, they are.

President. Which is the correct way for charging these men, against

your nails or against your wire? These extra men \\ere they chared to nails

in your cost sheets?

Mr. Derbyshire. Yes.

President. But actually they should not have been eluirged to naik
because there was no work for them to do.

Mr. Derbyshire. That is a fact, but we transferred them temporarily to

the nails just to keep them engaged because we did not want to lose them.

President. It really comes to this that if we want to go into your cost

of production, even with your reduced production these men's wages should
have been shown as charged to wire?

Mr. Derbyshire. Yes.

President. In your three shift production you show your costs for wire
and nails together. In your previous cost sheets you made an effort to

separate them and show your costs of bright wire and your cost of nails

separately. Now again you have given us an estimate for three shift pro-
duction of 1,125 tons of which 450 tons is nails as against wire. Is there any
difficulty in separating the costs of wire and wire nails

Mr. Derbyshire. The reason is this. The full capacity of wire and nails

has to come from the wire drawing mill. The wire has to be converted into

nails, annealed wire etc. Out of the total quantity of wire -so many tons
would go to the nail machines and so many tons would go to the annealing
department.

President. It would be easy for you to show tFie cost of three shift work-

ing of 1,125 tons of wire and then separate the cost of 450 tons of nails.

Mr. Derbyshire. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. Could you work that out for us?

Mr. Derbyshire. Yes.

President. How long would that take?

Mr. Derbyshire. Not very long.

President. Could you send statements to us?

Mr. Derbyshire. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. With regard to the wire which you sell all that is annealed.

Mr. Derbyshire. No.

Dr. Matthai. Do you sell wire as wire?

Mr. Derbyshire. Yes, otherwise we only do annealed wire if we get orders

^specially for that* i
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Dr. Matthai. It is only when people want annealed wire that you do the

annealing.

Mr. Derbyshire. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. In this case of 3 shifts which you sent in, annealing is not
included in it.

Mr. Derbyshire. That is right.

President. Could you give us copies of the cost sheets for July, 1926?
Are these exact copies?

Mr. Derbyshire. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. You have no further details than these.

Mr. Derbyshire. No.

Dr. Matthai. What is your biggest production for any month since last

September ?

Mr. Derbyshire. 350 tons.

Dr. Matthai. When did you reach that?

Mr. Derbyshire. Last month. The average is now 14 to 15 tons per
shift 90 tons a week.

Dr. Matthai. So that you worked your wire drawing plant fully for one
shift.

Mr. Derbyshire. Yes.

President. In this 3 shift estimate you have taken wire rod at Us. 110 a
ton. That is on the low side. With the 10 per cent, duty I estimated the
cost of rods would be Rs, 108. Then you have freight charges. I took the

c.i.f. price for rods as 7 : Is that the price at present?

Mr. Derbyshire. Yes.

President. That would come to Rs. 108 per ton landed with duty. You
have to add Rs. 8 railway freight which comes to Rs. 116.

Mr. Derbyshire. Yes.

Fuel charges.

President. Coal and coke you charge Rs. 8 a ton. Is that the market

price ?

. Mr. Derbyshire. Yes.

President. It appears to be high.

Mr. Derbyshire. We have got to pay more for our coke than for coal.

President. Even so it does seem rather high.

Mr. Derbyshire. Yes, we have to pay twice for coke as we pay for coal.

President. What did you pay for your coke?

Mr. Derbyshire. Rs. 9-8-0 per ton.

President. Where did you get it from?

Mr. Derbyshire. From the Bengal coalfields. The coal is only about Rs. 4.

President. You only use 208 tons so that the margin of reduction there
is not very much. How much coal do you use in proportion to your coke?

Mr. Derbyshire. 3 to 4 times as much coal as coke.

President. If your coal is only Rs. 4 and coke Rs. 9-8-0 the average should
be below Rs. 8.

Mr. Derbyshire. This is what we have taken from the actual figures.

Dr. Matthai. Can you tell us what is the price of coke delivered at your
factory now?

Mr. Derbyshire. Rs. 9-4-0.

Dr. Matthai. What is the price of coal delivered at your factory now?

Mr. Derbyshire. Rs. 5-12-0 to Rs. 6.

Dr. Matthai. You use coal and coke in the proportion of 3 to 1, do you?
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Mr. Derbyshire. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. Surely the average can't be Rs. 8. It must be under Rs. 7.

Packing charges.

President. Your packing and incidental charges seem to be very high.
That may be, because you are selling a good deal of nails 450 tons of nails.

Mr. Derbyshire. Yes, the packing charge is very high on that.

President. With reference to the question of kegs we asked Mr. Ganguli
yesterday about it and he informed us that he was charging you As. 14-6.

Mr. Derbyshire. Mr. Ganguli charges us Re. 1 per keg.

President. It cost him As. 14-6 to supply you with kegs including the

railway freight and the cost was As. 11-6 at Calcutta. Would it not be pos-
sible for you to make some local arrangements by which you could manu-
facture them.

Mr. Debryshire. We have tried to manufacture kegs, but the manufac-
ture of kegs is confined to a certain community, I believe. You cannot get

any Hindu to make them. It is cheaper for Mr. Ganguli to make kegs at

Calcutta than to make them at Jamshedpur. At Jamshedpur the cost of

living is very high and we have to pay a higher rate of wages than he has-

to pay in Calcutta.

Interest and overhead charges.

President. As regards this item of interest and overhead charges-
Rs. 8,000, does that include profit or not?

Mr. Capadia. It includes profit, but I am not quite sure of it.

Replacement cost.

President. You have heard the examination this morning on the subject
of the cost of replacement of plant and buildings. Mr. Ganguli's estimate is

Rs. 2,73,000 for 250 tons a month.

Mr. Capadia. We cannot verify whether they are correct figures or not.

In our case also we have reduced the capital and reduced our block value

proportionately.

President. What I was asking you was whether this estimate of capital
cost for producing 250 tons a month is a fair basis on which we shall estimate
the cost of erecting a plant and building at the present time.

Mr. Capadia. I could not say.

Dr. Matthai. What is your block account? How does it stand now?
Mr. Burkinshaw's valuation is about Rs. 11 lakhs.

Mr. Capadia. That is including the shelving plant.

l>r. Matthai. Excluding the shelving plant, what would be the total

block value? The original value of that was about Rs. 5 lakhs. If you
reduced it in the same proportion as the rest of the plant, it would come to

roughly two lakhs.

Mr. Capadia. If we send you our last balance sheet that would show you
everything.

Dr. Matthai. You might send us a copy.

Mr. Capadia. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. You said in reply to the President that in calculating the
interest and overhead charges, you included also profit.

Mr. Capadia. That is my recollection, but I should like to verify it.

Dr. Matthai. I should like to know at what rate you calculated your
profit and on what capital.

Mr. Capadia. Yes.
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President. So far as I can ascertain from the estimate of these three
shift working costs which you have put before us, the nett effect is a reduc-
tion under the heads, fuel, water, electricity, labour, overhead charges and
an increase in the incidental charges, is that correct?

Mr. Capadia. Yes.

President. Until of course we get the bright wire and nails separated we
cannot really compare with your previous costs and say how much reduction
there is under each head. From the statement it appears that there is a
reduction.

Mr. Capadia. Yes, we will supply you with a statement separating the

bright wire and nails.

Calcutta factory.

President. In Mr. Ganguli's statement here he claims certain advant-

ages for a factory situated in Calcutta over a factory situated in

Jamshedpur. First of all take the case of packing. He claims that he will

be able to do it at As. 11-6 instead of at Re. 1. Then there is the transporta-
tion cost which according to your one shift estimate is 2,500.

Mr. Capadia. Yes, for packing.
President. That is for transportation. You don't give separately your

transportation cost in your July cost.

Mr. Derbyshire. From Calcutta to Tatanagar it is As. 7-10 per cwt. We
have a concession for 300 maunds and over.

President. That would come to about Rs. 2,500 on a production of 250
tons a month. Against that his transportation charges will be only 750, so

he has -a definite saving there. On water supply and Board of Works he
claims that your charges are very high. On three shift working it would be

Rs. 24,000 per year Board of Works Rs. 9,600 and water Rs. 14,400.

President. On one shift working, it would not be less than Rs. 8,000.

Mr. Capadia. The land which he would occupy would be much dearer
than the land which we got leased to us.

President. The rent is Rs. 350 a month.

Mr.- Capadia. We pay about Rs. 125.

President. You gain in respect of rent about Rs. 225 a month but as

against power and water he claims that he would save about Rs. 5,000 a year.
Then about electricity?

Mr. Capadia. I think that the Calcutta Electric Supply Corporation's
rate is higher.

Dr. Matthai. What is the Corporation's rate?

Mr. Ganguli. 9 pies per unit.

President. Then, there is not very much in electricity.

Mr. Capadia. No.

Packing charges.

President. I think I asked you about the canvas, with which the import-
ed wire is wrapped. The value of the canvas is about 10 shillings, I think.

Mr. Capadia. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. You charge about four annas a cwt. of wire for the gunny
which you wrap your wire with from Jamshedpur to Calcutta.

Mr. Derbyshire. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. That is equal to Rs. 5 per ton.

Mr. Derbyshire. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. The value of the canvas would be about Rs. 7-8-0 per ton.

Mr. Derbyshire. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. The imported wire would bear about Rs. 7-8-0 as against

your Rs. 5.
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Mr. Derbyshire. Yes,

President. In that respect you have a slight advantage over the imported
article.

Mr. Derbyshire. Yes, but only a certain proportion of our wire products
is gunny wrapped.

President. Can you give us the proportion?
Mr. Derbyshire. Only hard bright wire is gunny wrapped, and the

annealed wire is not.

President. You are mostly producing hard bright wire.

Mr. Derbyshire. Yes, but most of it is annealed.

President. How much of the stock yon have now is hard bright wire?

Mr. Derbyshire. About 200 tons. We arc going to draw smaller gauges
of wire from that.

President. Ts not that a rather unprofitable business?

Mr. Derbyshire. Yes, it is.

President. Why do you produce so much hard bright wire?

Mr. Derbyshire. The wire mill gets ahead of the nail machines. One
shift on the wire machine will keep the nail machines busy for three shifts.

President. Are you having only one shift working on the nail machines P

Mr. Derbyshire. Yes, for the last two or three months.

President. -In. a month if yon arc working one shilt you can produce
about 350 tons of wire approximately.

Mr. Derbyshire. Yes.

President. If you work your nail machines also one shift during the same
period, what weight of nails could you produce?

Mr. Derbyshire. 150 tons.

President. Therefore supposing you wanted to utilise all the wire that

you could produce oil your present plant, .you would need about three times

your present nail capacity,

Mr. Derbyshire. Yes.

President. You are working your nail machines only one shift.

Mr. Derbyshire. Yes.

President. And you arc producing more wire than yon are using for nails.

Mr. Derbyshire. Yes.

President. Why don't yon work two shifts r* Why do you work only one
shift?

Mr. Derbyshire. It is not advisable to work more than one shift on tht

nail machines.

President. How many machines have you?
Mr. Derbyshire. 15.

President. Of these how many are fit to work three shifts?

Mr. Derbyshire. In my opinion they are all capable of working thra
shifts.

President. The point 1 want to know is this. Your Superintendent say
that all the nail machines are capable of working three shifts. That beinj
so and as you are producing more wire than you can use, why don't you tun
the wire into nails? What is the reason for your not running the nai

machines three shifts a day? There must be some reason for that.

Mr. Derbyshire. If we turned all the wire into nails, we would not b
able to dispose of them all. We would have a large quantity of nails on hand
We would have to carry stocks of either nails or wire.

President. Do you say that if you work more than one shift on your nai

machines you would not be able to get rid of your nails at present?
Mr. Derbyshire. Yes.

O
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President. That does not show that there is a hopeful prospect for your
working three shifts, does it?

Mr. Derbyshire. But the market is coming along. We are getting better

enquiries.

President. These are merely hopes but the actual facts are that the

market does not justify more than one shift working for nails and that your
capacity for hard bright wire is much greater than you can sell in the market

;.

but your hopes lie in the supply of annealed wire.

Mr. Derbyshire. Yes, and galvanized wire.

President. You are not producing galvanized wire yet.

Mr. Derbyshire. That is so.

President. Annealed wire you can produce but you have to redraw.

Mr. Derbyshire. Not in every case.

President. At least in some cases.

Mr. Derbyshire. Yes.

Mr. Capadia. We have not advertised our products very much. We have
not written to consuming departments that we are prepared to supply them,
Now that we are producing more, we are getting more enquiries which we
hope to carry out. What we have done in the past should not be the criterion

for what we can do in the future. For some reason or other we were not

working as we ought to have been either because of financial or other difficul-

ties. Now our past two or three months* record will show that our sales are

very much better and whatever we have produced we were able to sell.

President. I don't say that in the future you won't be able to sell. But

my point is that at present there is not much demand for nails. It is quite
evident.

Dr. Matthai. At the time you bought all your machinery, did you ever
make enquiries about German machinery?

Mr. Capadia. No.

Dr. Matthai. Why didn't you?
Mr. Capadia. We were prevented from doing so by war restrictions.

At that time we had no occasion to do so. Messrs. Perin and Marshall were*

our consulting engineers.

Dr. Matthai. Did you make enquiries in England?
Mr. Capadia. Yes. We also enquired about the Belgian machinery.
Dr. Matthai. Did you enquire about Belgian machinery?
Mr. Capadia. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. Was that not cheaper?
Mr. Capadia. No. The engineer reported that it would not work well'

and in consultation with the European engineer he came to the conclusion
that the machinery that we bought was about the best to buy at the time.
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XVIII Pioneer Wire Nail Manufacturing Company.

Representation dated the 16th August 1926.

In continuation of my letter No. 171 of the 13th May 1926, I beg to renow

my application for a higher protective duty on wire nail than on wire as

follows :

The ground on which the equality of protection was based has disappeared.
Imported wire nails do not, it has been found, sell at about the same price as

imported wire. There is as a matter of fact, an appreciable difference between
their prices.

An assumed parity between their prices justified the equality of protection,
the proven difference calls for a discrimination therein.

Wire nail, even when associated with wire, does therefore deserve higher
protection. For even then, it costs more and association is incapable of re-

couping the extra cost of converting wire into nails.

This extra cost is Rs. 40 per ton, against which there is the difference of

only Rs. 20 at the most in their prices. So on the face of it there is the need
for a higher duty of Rs. 20 per ton at the least. But more as to quantity
later.

Then, I claim that the inadequate differences between the prices of import-
ed wire and wire nuil is due entirely to dumping and wire nail is therefore

entitled to protection en the ground of unfair competition?

The Board doubt, not that the rebate system is in full operation, but
that whether any rebate is at all paid on the purchase price of wire to be made
into nails for export. Because in the list in the iron and coal trades review
it is not included.

But, the list included only, the rebates paid by the steel ingot syndicate.
There are other syndicates as well, the wire rod syndicate which pays rebate
to wire manufacturers and the wire syndicate which in its turn pays rebates
to the manufacturers of various wire goods (nails, rivets, bolts, screws, etc.)
All these rebates were not included in the list because they do not come within
the purview of the steel ingot syndicate.

The extent to which wire nails are subsidised is thus uncertain. But on
all accounts it is certain that the rebate increases with the degree of finish of

the article. If the Board are certain that the rebate on wire rod is 17-5 marks
they cannot be less certain that the rebate on wire must be higher than that.

The difference was 5 Marks sometime ago and it follows the rebate on wire is

near about 22-5 Marks.

According to the Board the rebate on wire rod means a reduction in the
cost of production of wire by Rs. 13. In the same way the rebate on wire
reduces the cost of production of nails by Rs. 16 per ton.

There is then the difference of Rs. 20 per ton in the prices of imported
wire and wire nail. The two together amounting to Rs. 36 make up the cost

of conversion of wire into nails.

So but for the rebate the difference in prices would not have been as low as

at present and wire nail is therefore entitled to protection on the ground of

unfair competition.

The Board raise the question in this connection that the difference between
the rebates does not cover the extra cost of conversion. Because, I submit,
this is not necessary to achieve the purpose.

The question for consideration is not whether the difference covers fully
the extra cost but whether or not the rebate adequately accounts for the

02
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anomalously low difference between the prices. That it reduces the 'A>st by
Rs. 16 there is no way to challenge. The balance of the cost is made up by
the actual difference in prices of Rs. 20 per ton. That is all we are concerned
with for the purposes.

The debate in each case is only proportional to the degree of finish. In no
case does it entirely cover the entire cost of making the more highly finished

from the next lower in finish. This will appear from the list of rebates

referred to above.

Next conies the question of compensatory protection.

The by-product theory might have lent some justification for not consider-

ing the question. The theory exploded the claim becomes imperative.

Then for the conditions laid down by the Fiscal Commission :

First. The Board have found " The only advantage India possesses is

cheap labour.'* They found before:

(i)
" The power required is small and obtained cheaply and in sufficient

quantity."

(ii)
"

Its home market is considerable and within its reach."

(Hi)
" The industry is suited to the industrial conditions of India."

T know not how to reconcile the two.

The use of Indian Steel would have strengthened the case no doubt, but
this is not possible at present nor an essential condition for protection. It

is open to the Board to " recommend protection on the basis of using import-
ed materials."

Second. " The difference between the prices of imported wire and wire
nail is too low to cover the cost of conversion." The industry cannot there-

fore develop without protection.

Third. The findings of your Board are:

"
European costs are lower than Indian,"

il To hold its own, it must be possible to make nails cheaply,"
" the difference in prices is only Rs. 20 per ton,"

"the Indian cost is Rs. 40 per ton,"
" the gap is wide,"

"and the third condition is not satisfied."

The European costs, as shewn above, cannot be less than Rs. 36 against
he Indian cost of Rs. 40. The gulf is therefore not so very wide.

And there is room for reduction of the Indian costs.
" There might be

some economy in overhead charges." Your Board say, "if the number of

machines are larger." I have all the arrangements as I said in evidence in-

cluding spare power and accommodation
,
for as many more machines as I

have. These additional machines, as I also said would require only one more
unskilled labourer. So that there would be saving in wages. Then economy
under the head "

packing cases
" which "

is the biggest item of expenditure
"

is inevitable if I arrange to make them instead of buying as at present.

So the gulf is not altogether incapable of being bridged over and but for

the German rebate the industry is sure to survive protection.

The Board argue
" Rebate is not a temporary cause but a permanent one."

I submit the artifical export policy of Germany cannot continue for all

time. There has already been legislation against it. As a counterprise
against it moreover all the other nations are fast rearing up high tariff walls.

The United States of America has imposed tariffs on articles to which rebates
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are granted in Germany, Great Britain lias had recourse to anti-dumping
measures like the safeguarding of Industries Act which embraces wire nails

as well.

Protection is the only effective means of at once countervailing and put-
ting an end to the German export policy which ultimately would render the

policy futile and it will die a natural death. AVhen protection has achieved
this desired end it will be required no longer.

Now I have to answer some other points raised by the Board.

The most important of them is that if protection is granted to wire nail
as a separate industry the Jamshedpur factory could not survive on account
of two-fold rail freight on raw materials and the finished product.

So, rob Peter to pay Paul !

The Indian Steel \Vire Products Limited deliberately established them-
selves at Jamshedpur in order to secure the special privilege of having the
raw material on the spot, and quite aware that they would have to rail freight
on the finished product. If circumstances should change should the retribu-
tion fall over the heads of innocent beings who had no hand over the situa-

tion. In fairness the Board should have as much solicitude for them as for

their formidable compeer at Jamshedpur.

From the particular the Board rise up to general :

" The existence of such
factories would make it more difficult to establish the manufacture of nails

from Indian steel when the time for the development arrives. The industry
would have grown up on unsound basis."

The time for manufacturing nails from Indian steel would arrive only
when the Tatas can without undue sacrifice supply the wire rod. How would
then the obnoxious wire nail factories stand in the way? The Wire Company
would then be in the same position with the nail factories as regards the raw
material and in a better as regards cost of production on account of vaunted
association and of mass production. The only disadvantage would be the rail

freight on finished nails the biggest market for which is Calcutta. This is of

their own choice. Yet the Bihar Government have taken upon themselves to

\have it minimised. Still better gag the nail factories for no fault of theirs.

On the other hand, a higher duty on wire nails would benefit the Wire Com-
pany as much as the nail factories. The more so because they have arranged
for production of more of nails and less of wire. It would enable them to sell

wire at a price which would admit of its being profitably converted into wire
nails. So they would have some benefit from the nail factories who would
form a market for their wire, which is at present very limited. The nail fac-

tories themselves would then be enabled to use Indian materials. So the
existence of the nail factories would further than hamper the establishment

of the manufactures of nails from Indian wire and so far the wire nail indus-

try would grow upon sound basis,

tec

There is besides, the question of employment and scope for acquiring
finical skill.

Together, wire and wire nail cannot give employment to more than 600 to

800 men for their entire requirements at present. It is immaterial if this 800
men work under the same or different roofs. Only 800 in lump makes up a
decent figure.

As for technical skill wire nail requires enough of it to require the "
get-

ting out of an expert whose speciality is nail making.
"

The Board make much of the automatic nature of the industry in this res-

pect. But these authorities agree that "Industrial skill and ability are get.

ting every day to depend more and more on the broad faculties of judgment,
promptness, resource, carefulness and steadiness of purpose rather than on
manual dexterity and acquaintance with especial processes." Again,

"
Every
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advance in the accuracy and versatility of automatic machinery narrows the

range of manual work in which command over hand and eye is at a high pre-
mimum." Further " the more delicate the machine's power the greater is

the judgment and carefulness which is called for from those we see after it."

It may not also be amiss to mention here that this very feature of the

industry was considered by the Board before to be a natural advantage. The
same feature of the Enamelled Ware Industry was also looked upon with

favour. So, it all depends on the attitude taken up.

Hut I need go no further for these considerations cannot altogether dis-

qualify for protection.

It is now time to consider the amount of protection required.

This must be based on the actual difference in the prices of imported wire
and wire nail. If it is only Rs. 20 the amount of protection need not go
beyond that. But more often than not it is less and owing to the fluctuation

in the German rebate it reaches sometimes almost the vanishing point. So,
to be on the safe side the protection must be fixed at Rs. 30 per ton.

As for form of protection, I prefer bounty and rebate of duty on wire to

-cither of them. Duty imposes additional burden on the country, bounty
leaves it uncertain whether the protection would be adequate while rebate in

duty exactly counterbalances the protective duty on wire.

In conclusion, to sum up what I have said :

I. In association with wire.

Wire nail was originally accorded the same protection as wire because:

(i) Separate cost of its production was not available.

(ii) The cost was assumed to be so small as to be recovered by utilizing
inferior wire.

(Hi) The prices of imported wire and wire nail were assumed to be
about the same.

It now appears :

(i) The extra cost is Rs. 40 per ton.

(ii) The volume of nail production is so large that only a fraction there-
of can be made from inferior wire.

(in) The price of nail is higher than that of wire.

It inevitably follows nails require higher protection.

II. As a separate industry.

1. The system of export rebate is now in full operation. That on wire is

Rs. 16 and reduces the cost of production to that extent. There is also a differ-

ence of Rs. 20 in prices. The two together make up the cost of production.
So wire nail is entitled to protection on the ground of unfair competition.

2. The by-product theory exploded wire nail is entitled to compensatory
protection.

3. Examined in the light of the conditions laid down by the Fiscal Com*
mission it appears the industry possesses natural advantages with regard to

labour, power, home market. It affords opening to small capitalist and its

technical processes are simple. Its intrinsic importance is very great and
will do its bit for natural defence.
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The inability of the industry to develop without protection is due entirely
to German export rebate. There is legislation against the rebate system and
high tariffs in other countries would soon render it futile when it will die a
natural death. The industry can then stand alone.

XIX. The Tata Iron and Steel Company Limited.

A. WRITTEN.

(1) Letter dated 13th January 1927.

I am enclosing herewith copy of a letter, dated 80th December 1926 r

addressed by our Bombay Office to Messrs. Lalubhai Walchand Capadia and

Company, Agents, The Indian Steel Wire Products, Ld.

Copy of letter, dated 30th December 1926, from Tata Sons, Ld., Agents, The
Tata Iron and Steel Company, Limited, to Messrs. Lalubhai Walchand

Capadia and Company, Agents, The Indian Steel Wire Products, Limited.

With reference to your Mr. Capadia 's recent negotiations with us for a
loan against the security of the liquid stocks of the Indian Steel Wire Products
Limited and the further conversations that we have had with him, we write
to enquire whether you would be prepared to consider the question of handing
over the Company to the Steel Company and, if so, on what terms and condi-

tions. Our idea would be to reconstruct the Company so as to place it ulti-

mately on a paying basis either with protection when we are in a position to

supply the necessary raw material or without this if the Company can be made
to pay independently ot protection. In order to enable our Directors to examine
the question, if you are at all prepared to consider a proposal of this nature
we shall be obliged if you will kindly send us a copy of your latest Balance
Sheet and Profit and Loss statement together with statements of costs. The
Tariff Board have asked us to give evidence on the question of the protection
of wire and nails on the llth of January and our General Manager will give
evidence on the subject. As the Tariff Board, we understand, are also consider-

ing the question of the future of the Company, we shall be obliged if you will

let us have an early reply to this letter.

,(2) SUPPLEMENTART STATEMENT No. 1.

Copy of the telegram dated the 27th April 1927, from the Tata Iron and
Steel Company, Limited, to Mr. C. A. Alexander, the Tata Iron and
Steel Company, Limited, Jamshedpur.

(76 your letter 1150 of nineteenth and telegram m/110 of twenty-seventh
regarding wire products stop referring item one of Tariff Board letter please
see Gupta's letter to Peterson of eleventh We have telegraphed him to-day
as follows : Your letter llth and telegram 26th regarding wireforms our
Board agree that it is necessary bring about sale of properties by debenture
trustees stop They think new company should be formed who would purchase
plant, etc., and they are prepared to arrange for this and to manage same

stop Steel Company prepared to contribute their share in nuance for new
Company in proportion to debentures held by them on condition that Gov-
ernment and other debenture holders also contribute proportionately
message ends) on the other items mentioned in Tariff Board Better we approve
your views.
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(3) SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT No. 2.

Estimate by the Tata Iron and Steel Company of the savings which could be

effected if the wire factory at Jamthedpur were to be taken over andr

run by that Company.

*(a) 1,870 Rs. 4 per ton saving on H. B. wire,

(5) 3,130 Rs. 7-13 .

Rs. 5,000 saving.

H. B. wire 461 tons Rs. 8-8-0 per ton or Rs, 0-7-0 per cwt.

Rs. A. *.

Wire Nails 400 tons . . .880
+ 2 14

11 6 per ton

or

9 per cwt.
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Production 400 tons wire nails.

5o annealed wire.

Wire machines working one shift.

Present nail machine* working three shift*.
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(4) SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT No. 3.

Estimates framed by the Tata Iron and Steel Company.

Wire machines working two shifts.

Nail machine* working three shifts

with additional 12 new machines.

Production 700 tons wire nails.

100 annealed wire.
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THE TATA IRON AND STEEL COMPANY, LIMITED.

B. ORAL.

Evidence of Mr. C. A. ALEXANDER, representing the Tata

Iron and Steel Company, Limited, recorded in Calcutta

on Tuesday, die llth January, 1927.

(Messrs. K. B. N. CAPADIA and M. T. DERBYSHIRE of Indian

Steel Wire Products, Limited, were also present.)

Introductory.

President. Mr. Capadia, has the Statement that we asked for yesterday
been prepared?

Mr. Capadia. We are sorry that it is not yet ready. We will submit it

as soon as I go to Bombay.
President. I may tell you that if you don't expedite it, there is the risk

of our report not being submitted in time for action to be taken by the Gov-
ernment of India during the present session.

Mr. Capadia. We will send it early.

President. We want some time to consider it. I have warned you suffi-

ciently about the consequences of delaying the submission of your statement.
You may do as you like at your own risk.

The supply of Wire Rod by the Steel Company.

President. Mr. Alexander, there are one or two points of a general nature
about which I should like to examine you. I don't wish to go into any histori-

cal discussion as to what took place in the past but I should like to know
what your views are as regards what actually was intended to be done at the

time. I can tell you frankly that when this industry was first dealt with by
us, I distinctly understood that the Steel Company was going to manufacture
wire rod and I don't attach any importance to the form in which your letter

was written. It simply said " we cannot guarantee to supply your Com-
pany with steel rods before the middle of

1924^."
I didn't read those words

to mean that you were never going to supply wire rods but what I understood
was that you would not be able to supply them with rods before the middle of

1924 but thereafter you would be able to do so. I wish to know whether that
is not a right interpretation to put upon those words without imputing to

you improper motives I could not possibly construe those words to mean that

you^ never intended to manufacture wire rods.

Mr. Alexander. I think Mr. Chew's evidence dealt with that point.

President. I did not question him on that point. What I wish to know
is whether as a member of the Board I was justified in understanding that

sometime after the middle of 1924 you would be in a position to supply wire

rods, apart from what words you used actually.

Mr. Alexander. I think that that was the Company's intention at that

time.

President. If you take that view I have nothing nuch to say. It is obvi-

ous that a big company like yours would not use ambiguous language in

order to keep a loophole of that kind.

Mr. Alexander. Certainly not.

President. Then, the other question that arises is, whether the Steel

Company should be asked to manufacture wire rod now or in the near future.

What is the position exactly now as regards the manufacture of wire rodP
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I understood Mr. Chew to say I am speaking from memory subject to correc-

tion that it would be very uneconomical for yo\\ to manufacture wire rod

on your present merchant mill, is that correct?

Mr. Alexander. Yes.

President. 1 understood Mr. Chew also to say that even so the Steel

Company would be prepared to carry out its engagement if it was felt that

they had given an undertaking to manufacture wire rod, is that correct?

Mr. Alexander. That is right.

President. It would cost the Company a great deal more than it was
worth at the time, is that right?

Mr. Alexander. Yes, that is right.

President. But T now understand that the Steel Company has other

plans.

Mr. Alexander. -We told you about that in Shillong.

President. Yesterday Mr. Capadia read out to us a letter written by you
to the Steel Wire Products, Limited, in August last, in which the Company
said that in two or three years' time they might be in a position to manu-
facture wire rod on the new mill.

Mr. Alexander. That was what we told you in Shillong, that we would
include in our programme a mill for rolling small rounds, squares, No. 5 rods,

etc.

Dr. Matthai. Is that what you call the Hoop and Strip Mill?

Mr. Alexander. Yes.

President. We expressed some opinion during the evidence. It is for

you to consider whether it would be to your interest to start a new mill. But
am I to assume that you do propose to start the new mill ?

Mr. Alexander. We do.

President. Of course, we cannot say anything at all about it. It is a

subject quite different from your application for protection as regards rolled

steel. It would now be safe I think to assume that in two or three years
time you may be in a position to get a new equipment which would enable

you to manufacture wire rod?

Mr. Alexander. Yes, in about three years.

President. That is a more satisfactory position than before. Then, there
are two questions. First of all I want to know whether you would be able

to manufacture and sell rod at a price which would be considered economic-,
that is to say at a price which would not be very much higher than that of
the imported rod at that time.

Mr. Alexander. Tt should riot be.

President. I understood from Mr. Capadia yesterday that some negotia-
tion was going on for the scrapping of the old agreement and coining to new
arrangements because, obviously, if you were to ask for a price which was
equivalent to the mean between the American and British prices of wire rod

plius 10 shillings, the cost would be higher than that of the imported rod, and
to that extent protection, if given, for the manufacture of wire would have
to be higher and it would be open to objection from the country's point ot
view. If, on the other hand, we did not take the agreement into account
and simply based our proposals on what we considered to be a reasonable

price, then the proposal from the Wire Company's point of view might be

inadequate if the old agreement still held good. Under such conditions what
would you suggest?

Mr. Alexander. 1 do not know that I have any suggestion to make at the
present moment.

President, In ordinary course, if a party enters into an agreement which
is entirely unfavourable, he will have to bear the consequence. Is the Wire
flomrmny in a position to bear the consequences?
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Mr. Alexander. That will be a question of negotiation between the two
companies. The matter has not been referred to me. The discussions must
have taken place in Bombay; 1 know nothing about the matter.

Manufacture of wire and wire nails by a RC pa rate company.

President. There are two ways in which we can look at this question, the

first on the assumption that wire and wire nails were manufactured by a

separate company from materials supplied by you, say, after three years and
in the meanwhile from foreign material; and secondly, that it would be more
in the national interest if it were run by a steel manufacturing company itself

either yourselves or a new company that might be started in the near future.
J think it would be necessary in either case for us to try and estimate as best

as we can the price at which you might be able to supply wire rod when you
begin to manufacture. Now you cannot give any estimate that can be accurate
because you have got no mill to start with, but would it be right to say that
whatever estimate we might have made about your bars as regards future

production may reasonably be used for the supply of wire rod? Would that
be generally speaking a good standard to apply?

Mr. Alexander. I do not think so. In the particular mill we have in mind
the tonnage will be lower and the cost would undoubtedly be higher.

President. So far as wire rod is concerned, because of the speed it may
not cost you very much more, but as regards your other products on the same
mill it might be different. But we are not going into that just now

;
what

1 am suggesting to you is that so far as wire rod is concerned it is a very
rapid process and you may not have to run the mill for more than a day a

month.

Mr. Alexander. We do not propose to build one of those high speed rod
mills which are used in western countries for producing wire rod. It would
be much too expensive and the tonnage required would not warrant it.

President. Do you think it would be much more expensive if you worked,
say, a day a month?

Mr. Alexander. We could not get the required tonnage out in one day.
They make their rod on high production mills which roll nothing but rods.

Our mill is a combination mill with classified products hoops, strips and
small rounds below f ".

President. What would be the capacity of your mill?

Mr. Alexander. We can design it to produce 30,000 tons a year or 100,000
tons a year ;

it depends on how much money we put into it, taking into con-
sideration the products that we can sell. We have to find out what tonnage
ot cotton ties, jute ties, strips, etc. We can sell and then design our mill

accordingly.

President. As i said, you cannot give me an exact figure and we must
have some figures if we are to go into this question.

Mr. Mather. The matter is of some substantial consequence because, ad

you know, the basis of any protective scheme is that there should be some
reasonable prospect in the not too distant future of the industry being able
to stand without protection. As you have told us, the imported wire rod,
and also the rods from which imported wire is made are rolled on special

high-production mills which keep the cost down very substantially. If you
in India are going to roll rod on mills with less production, then, unless you
can show that the cost ot your rod is going to be somewhere near the cost o>

the imported rod, there would seem to be a permanent handicap to the Indian
wire industry and it would be very difficult to establish any case that the.

wire industry would be able to do without protection.

Mr. Alexander. What it conies to is that we would have to manufacture
rod at a cost equal to or less than the price of imported rod; in other words
our cost could be as much above the European cost as the freight is from
Europe to India.
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Dr. Mattfiai. There is no general market in the country for wire rod,,

that is to say if you make wire rod in your new mill, it would be entirely
for the wire and wire nail industry. And, therefore, whether you would he
ahle to roll wire rod economically or not would depend upon the demand that

you have from the Wire Company. The extent to which they would be able-

to develop their business is really the determining factor.

Mr. Alexander. That is so.

Mr. Mathias. You have no particular production in mind?
Mr. Alexander. In our preliminary calculations we are assuming that

we will be round 40,000 tons a year of all products. We have not attempted
to split it up into various products.

Dr. Matthai. This hoop and strip mill is primarily ini ended for the mate-
rials required for agricultural implements, is it not?

Mr. Alexander. What we intend to do is to take all sections under J
>f

from the merchant mill and roll them on this new mill, and in addition we
will roll strips and hoops and wire rods. It is to be specially used for rolling
small sections.

President. There are factors in favour of wire rod manufacture at Jam-
shedpur. I mean the works costs may not be very much higher, and they
would save the freight and the landing and other charges from Calcutta to

Jamshedpur.
Mr. Alexander. We would have to beat the import price without any

duty.

President. You have an advantage over other products because the

foreign article will have to be taken to Jamshedpur and that would add
another Rs. 9 for freight and Us. 6 for landing charges, that is Rs. 15 and
of course in your case even supposing there is a 10 per cent, duty you would
not be paying that 10 per cent, duty that would add another Rs. 10. You
have already a margin of Rs. 25 comparing the two prices plus the freight
from Europe and landing charges as I have pointed out. Therefore unless

your cost is Rs. 40 or so higher you ought to be able to produce wire rod
within the limits.

Mr. Alexander. Yes.

President. You ought to be able to tell us whether within those limits

your wire rods will be more expensive, your costs should not be more Rs. 40

higher assuming that the duty of 10 per cent, is retained?

Mr. Alexander. Without making any estimate, I think we should be able
to produce at a price less than Rs. 40 higher than the f.o.b. price. I think
it could be produced at Rs. 35.

President. We now understand that the present price is Rs. 117 landed
at Tatanagar probably as a minimum, so that there is a margin. Up to that

point really speaking there is no substantial difference between the use of

continental material and yours after you have put up the mill.

Dr. Matthai. That is to say you anticipate being able to produce ap-
proximately at that level on an output of say, 3,000 tons. Supposing that the-

demand you have got from the Steel Wire Company did not exceed, say,
3,000 to 4,000 tons per year assuming that they were doing only one shift

do you anticipate approximately that you would be able to manufacture wire
rod on your new mill at that price, say, at about Rs. 117.

Mr. Alexander. I should say so.

Mr. Mather. Even on a very small production?

Mr. Alexander. That 3,000 tons will come in with the manufacture of

other products.

Dr. Matthai. You think if the demand for wire rod was no more than

3,000 to 4,000 tons you would be able, on the total work that you do on this-,

new mill, to get this done at that price?
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Mr. Alexander. I should think so, though I can't say what the cost of

rolling hoops and strips will be.

President. At present the Steel Wire Products, Limited have put in their

application on the basis of one shift. We will have to consider whether that
is a good proposition at all and when the machinery is capable of turning out
3 times the quantity, whether there would be any justification for anybody
making only one-third that quantity. We shall have to work on these lines

taking the present price of foreign mateiials and the probable estimate of

your own costs.

Mr. Alexander. Yes.

Manufacture of wire and wire nails by the Steel Company.

President. The other question is whether it would be better in the national
interest that this manufacture should be carried on separately or whether
it should be carried on in connection with the steel works. I take it if you
were to manufacture wire and wire rod, you would work up to the maximum
output of which the equipment is capable. In this case it is said to be be-

tween 10,000 and 12,000 tons a year.

Mr. Alexander. About 1,000 tons a month.

President. Yes.

Mr. Alexander. I don't know what the capacity of the plant is. If it ia

going to pay at all, it can pay only by getting the maximum output possible.

President. In any case you would work three shuts if it became a ques-
tion of manufacturing wire or wire nails 011 an economic basis.

Mr. Alexander. According to my understanding I don't know whether
I am right or wrong I think that nail machines are not run 24 hours a day.

President. You can run your wire machine.

Mr. Alexander. Yes.

President. You can use more automatic machines for" nails to convert
^11 the wire into nails in one shift.

Mr. Alexander. Quite.

President. So far as the wire manufacture is concerned, there would be
no objection to running 3 shifts. As regards nails it is only a question of

putting more machines, so that you have only one shift for nails. That
would be a way of running it.

Mr. Alexander. Yes.

President. Assuming that you were running this as part of your works,
then your overhead, profit and other charges would have gone into your ac-

counts up to the wire rod stage. That would include your freight and other

things on wire rod if you were selling rods in the country. Instead of rods

you would be selling wire and wire products.

Mr. Alexander. Yes.

President. Your interest on capital up to that stage would have gone
into the cost, so that the additional capital that you would require would be
much small, that is to say, it would only be required to cover the cost of wire
rod locked up whilst it was being converted into wire and wire nails?

Mr. Alexander. Yes.

President. As regards the management also, your Head Office and other

charges would have already gone into the wire rod and this necessarily woujd
not add very much expenditure to your works.

Mr. Alexander. It could be considered as part of the steel works.

President. :The only addition that would be required would be, really

speaking, depreciation on the plant and equipment for the manufacture of

wire and some little profit on that additional capital.

Mr. Alexander. Yes.
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President. That would be of course distributed over the whole output
whatever it is. It is not like your duplex or some other very difficult depart-

ment where the question of training is done on a larger scale. If you are

able to work up one shift there will be no great difficulty in your working
three shifts, is that right?

Mr. Alexander. T should say so.

President. Provided you had all the materials, there should be no diffi-

culty.

Mr. Alexander. The additional staff could be trained in a few months,

time.

President. T am just asking you this question as an expert. Yesterday
we arrived at a figure on the July costs for the cost above metal somewhere

about Rs. 31 if one shift only were worked.

Mr. Alexander. To convert rod into what?

President. Into wire. The actual works cost in July for a production of

230 tons of wire was Es. 38, but if the output was raised to 300 tons, it would

come down to about Rs. 31. I wish to know, if the output \*as increased

3 times, whether there should not be a fair amount of reduction in the works

cost.

Mr. Alexander. I should say so from our experience in the steel plant.

President. Of course there are certain things which would not diminish

in the same proportion, but there should be a general reducticii all round,
I take it.

Mr. Alexander. I should say so.

President. I wish ^hat you had seen these costs ,so that you could have

expressed your opinion as an outside expert. T should have welcomed your

opinion.

Mr. Alexander. i have never seen and studied them.

Position bbltcetn the two companies.

President. Are you in a position to tell me whether any negotiations have
taken place in connection with this between the Steel Company and the Steel

Wire Products, Limited?

Mr. Alexander. My information from Bombay is that a start has been

made and the Steel Company has asked for a statement showing the financial

position of the Wire Company. Whether that has been received or not, T

cannot say.

President. It is a matter of great importance, because this Company, it

is in evidence, has difficulties in financing its working capital, and we should

like to know whether there is any possibility of that position being improved.

Mr. Alexander. I think it largely depends on the Wire Company. As 1

said, the Bombay office could not say anything until they see the financial

position of the Wire Company,
President. Can you tell me what the position of the Steel Company is?

How far is it prepared to go?

Mr. Alexander. I cannot answer for what the Board might do. Both
Mr. Peterson and myself are prepared to recommend to the Board that if

the Wire Company is agreeable and it can be arranged we will take over the
'

managing agency and reconstruct so as to run it, using imported rods until

uch time as we can furnish our own rods.

J>r. Matthai. What you point out is that you don't know yet for certain,,

whether this particular proposal has been accepted by your Board or not.

Mr. Alexander. It has not been put before the Board.

Mr. Mathias. Not before Tatas' Board.

Mr. Alexander. Before our Board.

Mr. Mather. You say that overtures have been made.
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Mr. Alexander* Negotiations have taken place.

Mr. Mather. Your Board has actually commenced negotiations.

Mr. Alexander. The Agents have commenced negotiations.

Mr. Mathias. You can give us no idea as to how long the negotiations
would last?

Mr. Alexander. That, I cannot answer.

President. The Tariff Board has to satisfy, itself on one point, whether
manufacture is going to be carried on, on an economic scale and whether the

applicants are in a position to finance the business in such a way that produc-
tion is economic. I was hoping that by this time the position might have
been a little clearer than it was before.

Mr. Alexander. I don't think there has been sufficient time.

President. It has been going on since October, 1926.

Mr. Alexander. You mean the question of taking over the agency of the
Steel Wire Products, Limited ?

President. I think J have pointed out more than once what my views are
011 this point. 1 think it would be right for the Steel Company under those
conditions to do what it can to rectify the position.

Mr. Alexander. The Steel Company is willing. It is only a question
the Head Offices in Bombay getting together and trying to come to some
arrangement.

])r. Matthal. Is the Company willing?

Mr. Alexander Yes. Willing to go into the question.

])r. Matthai. Are you suggesting that it is only a matter of formality?
J. should like to be clear about that. You started by saying that this parti-
cular proposal is really the expression of a personal opinion of Mr. Peterson
and yourseli. The matter has not been formally placed before the Board and
there has not been any formal negotiation to your knowledge between your
Board and the Steel Wire Company.

Mr. Alexander. Nothing.

Dr. Matthai. But you are thinking at present that if this matter were
placed before the Board,, it would be more or less a matter of routine.

Mr. Alexander. Provided they agree.

Dr. Matthai. As far as you are concerned, you are willing.

Mr. Matkias. Subject to Hie terms being suitable to both parties?
J/r. Alexander.- Yes.

President. Nobody can say what the legal position might be as between
the Managing agents and the Indian Steel Wire Products, Limited, We
should be satisfied if you are able to say so far as the Steel Company is

concerned, it is willing to take over the management and will satisfy' the
debenture holders in some way.

Mr. Alexander. The latest information is 1 have a copy of a letter

written to the Wire Company on the 30th December, 1926.

Mr. Mather. By the Steel Company or by Tata Sons, Limited.

Mr. Alexander. By the agents and they have had no reply to that letter.

President. What was the proposal ?

Mr. Alexander. The letter was written on the 30th December to the
Indian Steel Wire Products, Limited and Mr. Peterson's letter to me is

dated 5th /6th ot' January, 1927 and up to date he has received no reply.

President. Can you tell us what the nature of the communication is or
is it cci ndential?

Mr. Ale'xander. It is not confidential.
" With reference to your

Mr. Capadia's recent negotiations with us for a loan against the security
of the liquid stocks of the Indian Steel Wire Products, Limited and the
further conversations that we have had with him, we write to enquire whether
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you would be prepared to consider the question of handing over the Company
to the Steel Company and, if so, on what terms and conditions. Our idea
would be to reconstruct the Company so as to place it ultimately on a

paying basis either with protection when we are in a position to supply the

necessary raw material or without this if the Company can be made to pay
independently of protection. Tn order to enable our Directors to examine
the question, if you are at all prepared to consider a proposal of this nature
we shall be obliged if you will kindly send us a copy of your latest Balance
Sheet and Profit and Loss statement together with statements of costs. The
Tariff Board have asked us to give evidence on the question of the protec-
tion of wire and nails on the llth of January and our General Manager
will give evidence on the subject. As bhe Tariff Board, we understood, are
also considering the question of the future of the Company, we shall be

obliged if you will let us have an earjy reply to this letter.'' That was
written on the 30th of December 1926 .';nd no reply has been received up to
-the 6th of January, 1927.

President. I am not discussing whatever points may be raised as between
yourselves and Indian Steel Wire Products, Limited, but what I wish to

point out is that there is this debenture mortgage. There are two classes of

debenture owners. The first is the Government of Bihar and Orissa, the
second are chiefly creditors who converted their unsecured into secured debts.

The latter class would be more or less under your control. As regards the Gov-
ernment of Bihar and Orissa, if the mortgage according to tneir valuation
is fairly wel) secured, either you pay otf the mortgage and step into their

shoes yourselves or come to some arrangement with the Government of Bihar
.and Orissa. Your liability in that respect is not a serious one.

Mr. Alexander. No.

President. The only other liability of course is that they may have some

subsequent debt I do not know either secured or unsecured.

Mr. Alexander. I know Mr. Peterson is quite ready to go into the whole

subject once he hears from the Wire Company.

Financial position of the Wire Company.

President. Then, there is the question of reconstruction which might
mean that you would have to put in additional capital in order to equip
-the plant better. But I should not imagine that the Steel Company would
find it beyond its resources to do that. If there is any reasonable prospect
of the matter being put through, we should be prepared to consider it. We
have not made up our mind

; obviously we cannot. Supposing we came to

the conclusion that the Company had made out a case for protection but
-that needed better finance, we could not make a sort of hypothetical recom-

mendation.

Mr. Alexander. No.

President. If we are satisfied that tho question of finance is all right,
we may be in a position to make some proposals. The trouble is that the

Steel Industry Act expires on the 3ls f
. of March, 1927. That being so, if

no decision was arrived at, it might create difficulties.

Mr. Alexander. Quite.

President. Mr. Capadia, you have hoarc] what Mr. Alexander has said.

I should like to know when you would bo in a position to communicate to

.us the result of these negotiations.

Mr. Capadia. I have received a telegram from my head office saying that

we are going to have a Board meeting shortly. The Director of Industries,
Bihar and Orissa, who is also a member of the Board, is coining down to

Bombay. As soon as we are able to decide I shall let the Board know. There
is just one point I should like to make clear if ^you would allow me to do so.

I should not be understood to mean that we are satisfied with one shift

-working only. What I said was this. At present we have arranged for
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finance for one shift maximum production but it is our ultimate aim and
goal to go to three shifts, without which we realise we cannot bring our case
down. We have it is true, made arrangements by which we can get funds,
for one shift working but it is not our intention to stop there.

President. I don't dispute that you have every intention of going ahead,
But we have to be satisfied whether you have the laeans to do so.

Mr. Capadia.As regards one shift, I shall let the Board know definitely
either to-day or to-morrow whether the arrangement is settled or not. But
as regards the financial arrangement for working three shifts, we might be
able to let the Board know by the end of this month after we held the Board
meeting.

President. I may just point out to you that you run a considerable risk
by the delay.

Mr. Capadia. I quite appreciate your point.

President. I must say that I feel very great difficulty in coming to any
conclusion as to what your financial position is as regards the additional

capital needed for working two extra shifts. Is it a mere arrangement with
a Bank to make you an advance of 75 per cent, or what is it?

Mr. Capadia. Besides cash credit, we have our own materials, stocks,
stores, outstandings, etc. If we take the cash credit along with these, it will
be more than sufficient for running one shift.

President. I am not talking of one shift only. I am prepared to take
your statement as correct as regards one shift. As I pointed out yesterday,
we cannot accept the basis of one shitt at all. In our first report, we
allowed you to work on one shift and we gave you three years. You are still

on one shift only.

Mr. (
1

apadia. We have very nearly reached one shift maximum produc-
tion and we say that we are fully provided with finance for that. It is

necessary that we should work three shitts and we are making arrangements
with that end in view. We have every hope of succeeding in that. For one-
shift there is absolutely no difficulty.

President. I am trying to point out Mr. Capadia that the one shift

period, so far as I am concerned, is past long ago. It has taken you three

years to complete one shift, whereas in three years time, you should be manu-
facturing 10,000 tons.

Mr. Capadia. That was unfortunate owing to our not being able to get
rods.

President. The country has borne the burden for three years, and you
have worked only for about one year.

Mr. Capadia. We have worked for about two years in all.

Dr. Mutt/i cu. You have worked only for 15 months and during these 15
months your average working was somewhere about half of one shift.

Mr. Capadia. I want to make my position perfectly clear. We have the
finance ready for one shift working. \Ve have very nearly reached the maxi-
mum production for one shift. We have also every hope of securing the

necessary finance for three shift working.

Would the Steel Company take over the Wire Company if protection were to be

suspended or withdrawn ?

Dr. Matthai. With regard to the proposal of the taking over of the
Wire Company by your Company, supposing it is a pure hypothetical con-

tingency we suspended protection or withdrew protection on wire, would
that have any effect on the willingness of your Company to put this parti-
cular proposal through?

Mr. Alexander. I could not answer that. When you say the Steel Com-
pany, do you mean the Board of Directois?
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Dr. Matthai. You referred sometime ago to the willingness of the Steel

Company with regard to this proposal. I thought practically you knew the
mind of your Board to some extent. Without committing you in any way,
F am asking you ...

Mr. Alexander. All I know is that the Board have expressed their willing-
ness to consider any proposal that the Wire Company might put forward.

jDr. Matthai. Supposing one took the line that till wire rod was actually
produced by the Tata Iron and Steel Company and this particular proposal
matured and all the necessary arrangements made, till that time, there
should be no protection for wire and wire nails, would that have any effect?

Mr. Alexander. I should think it would. The Steel Company would
have to go into figures as to what it would mean with protection and with-
out protection.

Dr. Matthai. There is one other point. You have a great deal of experi-
ence in the steel business in this country. Supposing there was no kind of

moral obligation on your Board to take over the wire business arising from
the past history of this case and supposing it was purely a commercial proposi-

tion, looking at the market for wire and wire nails in this counfry, would you
undertake the production of wire in connection with your Steel Works at

Jamshedpur ?

\fr. Alexander. Not at the present time.

,f)r. Matthai. Would you do it in about three years?

Mr. Alexander. We might do, when we had the raw material.

Dr. Matthai. You would not make any positive statement as to what
would happen after three years.

Mr. Alexander. No.

Dr. Matthai. It is a matter which you would like to investigate later.

Mr. Alexander. Yes.

Mr. Mathias. There is jusfc one point arising from Dr. Matthai 's ques-
tion. In that letter which you read out to us I think that was a letter

from Mr. Peterson.

Mr. Alexander. From the agents signed by Mr. Peterson.

Mr. Mathias. In that letter, it was stated, I think, that you wanted to

know the terms on which the transfer of managing agency should be made
first on the supposition that protection continued and secondly on the suppos-
ition that it did not continue. Would you just look it up?

Mr. Alexander. This is what is stated in the letter:
" Our aim would

be to reconstruct the Company so as to place it ultimately on a paying basis

either with protection when we are in a position to supply the necessary
raw material or without this if the Company can be made to pay indepen-

dently of protection."

Mr. Mathias. That is to .say, that the conditions of transfer of the Com-

pany depend largely on the question of protection.

Mr. Alexander. Yes, I would take it that way.

Mr. Mathias. What yon would be prepared to offer or what they would

be prepared to accept would depend largely on the question of protection.

Mr. Alexander. Yes.

President. Supposing we were to say that no protection was to be given,
then if the case of the applicants were correct, they would have to close

down. I don't say that the Steel Company would be in a very much
I only say that in such a case the Steel Company would be in a very much
stronger position to bargain with the Indian Steel Wire Products, Limited.

Mr. Alexander. Our aim is to reconstruct the Company so as to place it

ultimately on a paying basis.

President. Supposing we give protection, they may like to go on. Once
we have made our recommendation, then protection continues, whether the
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industry is a financial success or not. It puts the Wire Company in a better

position to ask for a better bargain. In a case like this what are we to do?

Mr. Alexander. From the sentence that our idea would be to reconstruct
the Company so as to place it ultimate!}' on a paying basis either with
protection when we are in a position to supply the necessary raw material
or without this if the Company can be made to pay independently of pro-
tection, one might infer that we don't expect protection as long as we
cannot supply the necessary raw material

President. Let me put jt to 3^ou this way. Supposing you took over the

management and no orders were passed by Government as to whether pro-
tection was to continue or not to continue, would you still go on manufactur-

ing wire and uire nails out of foreign rods or would you close down and wait?
That is an important point.

Mr. Alexander. That would largely depend on what we would be able
to do by doing full production. We would have to find that out.

President. I gave you those figures which we worked out yesterday.
Their works cost on one shift basis is Us. 144 and their average realised

price is Us. 184. There is a margin of l*s. 40.

Mr. Alexander. What we would undoubtedly do is to put money into

it and get supplies so as to operate continuously and try to work up to
maximum production as quickly as possible and then see where we stand.
Tf we find that it is hopeless, we would undoubtedly close down until such
time as we could produce the necessary raw material.

President. Am I to understand that you would continue the manufac-
ture for a thus and then after you have gained experience if you find that

you require protection you would come ip and if you won't require protec-

tion, you would not, whether you manufacture with imported rod or your
own rod?

Mr. Alexander. Yes.

President. Assuming that you took ovei the management, there would
be no immediate necessity for any decision as to the question of protection
because you would not really know whether you required protection or not
until you had worked for some time. J,s that so?

Mr. Alexander. We would like to luivo figures to go on.

Mr. Mather. The case would be parallel to that of the Agricultural

Implements Company which you took over at the time when there was no

protection and which you are still working in order to ascertain how far it

is possible to reduce the costs and what the chance is of making the Com-
pany pay.

President. Supposing again we are satisfied that the arrangements
Mr. Capadia is going to make about finances are satisfactory, then this

question will not arise, but supposing wo came to the opposite conclusion,
and then in consequence the Company has to close down, I am fully
confident that the Steel Company would treat the matter as if that thing
had not happened, that is to say, it would not insist upon a bargain which
would have been different if the Wire Company had not closed down. I

am just putting this point to you personally so that you can put it to the

Board of Directors if the question does arise. You can quite understand
that the position is very much altered when a man has to close down and
sell his assets; he gets a different price from what he would get if it were
sold as a going concern, and I have no doubt that the Steel Company would
do the right thing and that the negotiations would be conducted as if it was
a going concern if unfortunately we came to the conclusion that thougb
a case for protection had been made out by the Wire Company it should

be refused because its financial arrangements were^ unsatisfactory.

Mr. Alexander. I quite realize that.
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The Wire Company's Plant.

President. There is one other point. Have you seen the Wire Com
pany's plant?

Mr. Alexander. Once or twice.

President. The plant originally belonged to the Steel Company?
Mr. Alexander. Yes.

President. This plant is supposed to have cost about Rs. 25 lakhs in

round figures. Does that include the shelving plant?
Mr. Alexander. Yes.

President. In the valuation made by Mr. Burkinshaw the whole plant
was valued at Rs. 11 lakhs including the shelving plant and then he put a
valuation of 60 per cent, on that 11 lakhs.

Mr. Copadia (representing Steel Wire Products, Limited). That is our
valuation. He put down the valuation for the two buildings as well as the
wire mills, the shelving plant and e\erything taken together. Originally
it cost us about Rs. 23 lakhs which wis reduced by about 50 per cent, taking
the plant as a whole.

President. What would be the value of the shelving plant?
Mr. Capadia. The original purchase price was about Rs. 4 to 5 lakhs

apart from the building.

President. Mr. Alexander, have you ony idea as to what you would do
with the shelving plant?

Mr. Alexander. We have not considered it at all.

President. Is there any room for making steel shelving here?

Mr. Alexander. I have no idea but there are people in India who buy
sheets from us for the manufacture of shelving.

President. Has it got anything to do with the manufacture of wire and
wire nails, or is it quite an independent process altogether?

Mr. Alexander. It is quite independent.

President. So that if you took it over it would be used in your sheet

department ?

Mr. Alexander. No.

President. The reason why I was asking you this question is this. As

you know in our calculations we want the replacement value, and according
to these figures about Rs. 7 lakhs would be the value for the wire and wire

nail plant and about Rs. 4 lakhs for the shelving. The only point about
which I am not quite clear is whether that may be taken as the replacement

Talue, because if you were taking it over naturally your depreciation and
other things would depend upon the replacement value. That plant, I

take it, was bought about the same time as some of the plan for the greater
extensions so that our method of arriving at their value might, I think,

be applied to this plant?

Mr. Alexander. Yes.

Financial position.

President. Mr. Capadia, I should like to know a little more about your
financial position. If you hear anything more as regards this arrangement
tfith the Imperial Bank you may let us know. The only thing I am concerned

with is the financial position of the Wire Company.

Mr. Capadia. If you will give us time, we will be able to satisfy you.

President. Who are the other Directors in your Company?
Mr. Capadia. Sir Lalubhai Samaldas and Mr. F. R. Wadia, Solicitor

of the firm of Messrs. Wadia, Ghandy and Company.
President. I am talking of the managing agents.
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Mr. Capadia. Sir Lalubhai Samalda*, Mr. Walchand Hirachand and

myself.

President. Who are on the Board of Directors of the Wire Products,
Limited?

Mr. Capadia.We three who are agents, and Mr. F. E. Wadia, Solicitor.

Mr. Madhavjee D. Thakersey, brother of Sir Vithaldas Thakersey and
Mr. Gupta, Director of Industries.

President. He is the official nominee.

Mr. Capadia. Yes.

President. What are the terms of your agency? I mean is the agency
terminable by notice?

Mr. Capadia. It has to last for 30 years since we started and we started

in 1918.

President. The agency agreement is binding for 30 years.

Mr. Capadia. We have the right 1 think to transfer or sell with the
sanction of the shareholders, just as it is ordinarily done.

President. The Company 's assets can be transferred.

Mr. Capadia. Yes, I should think so.

President. Supposing the Company wants to transfer the managing
agency, can the Company do it?

Mr. Capadia. I could not understand the legal aspect of the case. What
I want is time to satisfy the Board as regards our finance.

President. I am trying to point it out to you that if protection is dis-
continued after the 31st March you may find yourself in difficulties.

Mr. Capadia. Our difficulty is that the Director of Industries has to
come all the way from Patna to Bombay We will have to discuss the posi-
tion in our Board meetings. By the end of this month whatever financial

arrangement is decided upon, we will communicate to the Board. We have
given figures for one shift and will give figures for 3 shifts working.

President. You have not given us estimates for 3 shift working.
Mr. Capadia. I am not authorised to place them before you, till they

are properly looked into. That is my difficulty.

President. I cannot compel you to expedite matters but I must tell you
this much that the Board cannot guarantee that the report will be sub-
mitted in time for Government to take action in this session which means
that the matter may have to be postponed for six months.

Mr. Capadia. We will try to expedite as much as possible.

President. You must be prepared to take the risk of delay.

Mr. Capadia. If the present protective duty was withdrawn, wire and
wire nails would be imported at such a price, that there would be no hope
for us whatever.

President. We are doing our best.

Mr. Capadia. Under the circumstances Board could do us favour and
give us sometime.

President. The Board confers no special favour, but makes only fair
orders.

Mr. Capadia. We have got to look to the convenience of all Directors to
hold our meetings at which we will bo able to settle our finance position
definitely.

President. You can look to anybody's convenience you like. Only you
must not complain that the report was not ready. That is all I am trying
to draw your attention to.

Mr. Capadia. We were ready months before this with our figures.

Mr. Mather. But not with your financial arrangements.
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Mr. Capadia. We are carrying on.

Mr. Mather. But not satisfactorily

President. Your own application was received too late. We could not

lay aside our steel enquiry and go on with your application.

Mr. Capadia. We first made our representation in May, 1926.

President. Whatever might have happened in the past, I can see no

alternative just now except to wait until you are in a position to tell us

something more definite.

Mr. Capadia. We will be afyle to do that.

President. Jt would be necessary foi you first to indicate to us in writ-

ing what you had done and 1 think it would also be necessary for you and

your other Directors to come and give evidence, because this affects the

question of finance.

Mr. Capadia. We have to consider the question jointly. We will try and

hurry up as much as possible.

President. I am giving you a fair wMi'ing. You can do as you like.

Mr. Capadia. Could any date be provisionally fixed?

President. It would be a week afler we receive your communication.
You must send your estimates of the future cost for three shifts. You must
try and give us more information about the c.i.f. prices both of wire and
wire nails. I take it that your works cost is the average for all the gauges.
Therefore you must give the corresponding c.i.f. prices.

Would it be possible for you to let us have all the copies of correspondence
in connection with the negotiations about finance?

Mr. Capadia. Yes.

President. If you are arranging with any outside financial body, it may
be necessary for us to examine a representative of that body. That you will

have to be arranged by you.

President. Mr. Alexander, would It be too much trouble to you to go
into these estimates (if we sent you a cojy) and give us your opinion.

Mr. Alexander. No.

President. 1 have asked them to piopare an estimate for three shift

working of which we shall also send you a copy. If you would kindly go
through the figures and come down h sre foi an hour or so, we should be

very much obliged.
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Oral evidence of Mr. C. A. ALEXANDER, General Manager, the

Tata Iron and Steel Company, Limited, recorded at Calcutta

on Thursday, the 28th April, 1927.

The position of the Indian Steel Wire Products, Limited.

President. When we last took your evidence, there were certain nego-
tiations going on between the Tata Iron and Steel Company and the Indian
Steel Wire Products, Limited. Can you tell us now what stage those nego-
tiations have reached?

Mr. Alexander. Hero is a letter from the Director of Industries, Bihar
and Orissa (Mr. Gupta), to Mr. Peterson, dated the llth \pril 1927:

11 Please refer to your d.o. No. G-293/27, dated the 7 /14th March
last and Messrs. Tata Sons, Limited, letter No. G-294/27, dated the 7 /14th
March in reference to your proposal for foreclosure of the Indian Steel Wire
Products, Limited, by the debenture holders. This has now been duly
considered by my Government and I am directed to say that they have,
come to the conclusion that foreclosure is now unavoidable. They agree,

therefore, to the course suggested by Messrs. Tata Sons, Limited, in their

above letter that a formal requisition should be made to the trustees to

foreclose and to enter into possession of the property. I have, therefore,
been authorised to make the requisite arrangements with Messrs. Tata

Sons, Limited, for this purpose and on receiving an assurance from them that

they are prepared to act as receivers and administer the property, Govern-
ment will be ready to make a formal requisition to the trustees requesting
them to give notice of their intention to foreclose. It is presumed that
not only Messrs. Tata Sons, Limited, but also the remaining debenture
holders (re-presented by Mr. Saklatwala) will join in this requisition. In
this connection, T am directed to say that Government are advised that
under the terms of clause 8 of the trust deed, it is incumbent upon the
trustees to give six months' notice to the company of their intention to

foreclose. I should, therefore, be obliged if you could let me know at your
earliest if the Tata Iron and Steel Company would be prepared to act as

receivers and administer the property as desired by Government. I should
also be thankful to you if you could kindly ask your legal advisers to draw
up the necessary notices and other documents in connection with the proposed
foreclosure proceedings in conformity with the terms of the debenture
trust deed and copies of same forwarded to me.

2. As regards the future of the concern, T note that your proposal is

that the debenture holders should agree to subscribe in proportion to their

interests sufficient sums to enable the enterprise to be carried to a successful
conclusion and the Steel Company would be prepared to bear its portion
and, if desired, to undertake the control and management of the concern.
The co-operation of Government in any proposal of this nature, as you will

recognize, must depend upon the terms involved but I fear that any
proposal of this nature involving, as it does, laying out of fresh capital
may be considered by Government to be tantamount to throwing good
money after bad. In any case, however, before I can recommend such a

proposal to Government, T must know the exact terms and the extent of

fresh financial obligations involved in such a course. At the same time,
I trust that you will see your way to make the alternative proposal which
you made to me while T was in Bombay, vi'g., the purchase of the Govern-
ment debentures by the Steel Company by pledging the security of the
Steel Company's debentures and the Government to forego interest, either
accrued or to accrue, until such time as the Steel Company were in a position
to restart the Wire Products Company with raw materials manufactured at

Jamshedpur. I am quite sure this alternative proposal of yours is likely
to find greater favour with Government than any other scheme in which
they may be called upon tp find further finance.
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3. I am not replying separately to the letter of Messrs. Tata Sons, Limited,
referred to above, as I think I have dealt herein with all the points raised

in that letter. 1 trust that speedy action will be taken by you in the

matter and that you will favour me with a reply on all the points touched
as early as possible."

That was on the llth of April, 1927 and.then I heard nothing more until

I wrote to Mr. Peterson saying that I was coming down to give evidence and
I wanted to know what the position was. In reply to my letter I had
this telegram from Mr. Peterson:

"76 your letter 1150 of 19th and telegram m/110 of 27th regarding
Wire Products. Referring item one of Tariff Board letter, please see

Gupta's letter to Peterson of llth. We have telegraphed him to-day as

follows :

Your letter llth and telegram 26th regarding Wireforms. Our Board

agree that it is necessary bring about sale of properties by deben-
ture trustees. They think new company should be formed who
would purchase plant, etc., and they are prepared to arrange for

this and to manage same. Steel Company prepared to contribute
their share in finance for new Company in proportion to deben-
tures held by them on condition that Government and other
debenture holders also contribute proportionately.

On the other items mentioned in Tariff Board letter we approve your
views.

7 '

That is all that has happened so far.

President. The exact position is that a definite agreement has been come
to between the debenture holders to apply to the trustees to put the Company
into liquidation.

Mr. Alexander. Yes.

President. I believe under the terms of the trust deed the trustees have
no option but to do this.

Mr. Alexander. I think so.

President. As regards the future of the Company nothing is yet decided.

Mr. Alexander. Nothing is yet definitely decided.

President. Is this the position nowF If your Company's proposals are

accepted and a new company formed, what you said in your last evidence
will still hold, namely, that you would either keep the plant inoperative
until such time as you manufactured the rods or you would experiment with

imported rods and that in any case you would not apply for protection
until you tested the plant and ascertained at what costs you could produce.

Mr. Alexander. It is a little early for me to answer that. The negotia-
tions are still going on and I have not talked to my principals on the

subject. I cannot say definitely whether we would try and work it to see

what could be done or close it down until such time as we manufactured
wire rods. But personally I think I would recommend to them to try and
see what could be done as it is.

President. Do you mean without protection?

Mr. Alexander. Under the same condition as at present.

Dr. Matthai. I understand the position to be this that at present the
debenture holders are agreed that an application should be made to the
trustees for foreclosure.

Mr. Alexander. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. Supposing you and the Bihar and Orissa Government are
unable to come to an understanding with regard to the particular proposal
raised in the telegram, that is to say, the question of the Bihar and Orissa
Government contributing their share of finance for the new company in

proportion to debentures held by them, would the debenture holders still

apply to the trustees for foreclosure?
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Mr. Alexander. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. Therefore the only question that is now at issue is whether
the Tata Iron and Steel Company after foreclosure would simply act as

receivers or in addition also manage the property as a running concern?

Mr. Alexander. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. That is a question on which you have not yet arrived at

any decision.

Mr. Alexander. Quite so.

Dr. Matthai. The question of foreclosure may be regarded as a settled

fact.

Mr. Alexander. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. What precisely is the ground on which you as debenture
holders are now proposing to take action?

Mr. Alexander. I cannot answer that. This was discussed in Bombay
and not in Jamshedpur.

Dr. Matthai. That is rather awkward. You are here giving evidence

for the Tata Iron and Steel Company, and the Board is entitled to assume
that you have instructions on the material points.

Mr. Alexander. The letter from Mr. Gupta to Mr. Peterson was dated
llth April, 1927, and apparently they did not reply to that letter by the
26th as Mr. Gupta again sent a telegram on the 26th and they wired him
on the 27th, that was yesterday and there has been no time for obtaining
further information.

Dr. Matthai. Are you familiar with the precise course of the nego-
tiations?

Mr. Alexander. No, they have been discussed in Bombay at Board
meetings and I do not know anything about it more than I have read out to

the Board.

Or. 3fatthai. The debenture holders have agreed to take action. You
told me that quite definitely.

Mr. Alexander. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. There is the Bihar and Orissa Government, there is the
Tata Iron and Steel Company and there are also a few other debenture
holders.

Mr. Alexander. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. Under the trust deed the majority of the debenture holders
can proceed to take action or do you require unanimity?

Mr. Alexander. I don't think that they require unanimity.
President. The ground on which the debenture holders are going to make

this application is that the interest due to the Tata Iron and Steel Company
and others on their debentures has not been paid in time.

Mr. Alexander. It is the Director of Industries, Bihar and Orissa, that
has forced it.

<

Economies which might be effected if the \Vire Company were taken over by
the Tata Iron and Steel Company.

President. On the assumption that you took over this firm and reorga-
nised it, we would be very much obliged if you could give me some idea
as to the economies which could be effected as a result of a big firm like th^
Tata Iron and Steel Company taking over a comparatively small company.

Mr. Alexander. Working on the basis of costs which had been put forward
by the Indian Steel Wire Products, Limited, we found that the total

savings that we could effect would come to about Rs. 5,000 a month.

President. Is it based on three shift working?
Mr. Alexander. One shift on the wire drawing and 3 shifts on the present

nail machines.
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President. Have you got the details as to how it is worked out?

Mr. Alexander. Yes (handed in)*

Dr. Matthai. Does that mean an output of 350 tons of wire and 460 tons

of nails?

Mr. Alexander. 400 tons of nails and 50 tons of annealed wire. We
have taken 400 tons of nails as against their 450 tons because looking over

the correspondence and figures we have a doubt in our mind whether the

nail machines can, for three shifts, produce three times as much as they are

producing now on one shift.

Dr. MattJmi. In that case you will have to produce 450 tons of hard

bright wire.

Mr. Alexander. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. The evidence that we have had from the Wire Products

Company is that on one shift they could draw 360 tons of wire.

Mr. Alexander. We are going on a basis of 450 tons after consulting the

Manager of the Indian Steel Wire Products, Limited.

President. Do you consider that an output of 400 tons of nails and
50 tons of annealed wire would be a suitable outturn for the market.

Mr. Alexander. Yes.

President. The market is, as far as you know, not good for wire.

Mr. Alexander. No.

President. I think 'that the statement you have put in just now covers

pretty nearly every item mentioned in our Secretary's demi official letter

to you.

Mr. Alexander. Yes, except 2 (a), (b) and (c).

President. It does not cover economy in the matter of railway freight to

and from Calcutta.

Mr. Alexander. Our figure of saving on imported wire rod is a rupee
per ton and the saving on the shipment is Rs. 2.

President. Owing to your being able to get more favourable rates.

Mr. Alexander. Yes.

President. What about the economy in packing?
Mr. Alexander. It is about Rs. 7-13-0.

President. That is apart from the miscellaneous?

Mr. Alexander. Yes.

President. What is the main economy there?

Mr. Alexander. The economies under head office and selling expenses
(viz., Rs. 1,000 plus 770) come under (a); whereas the other economies come
under (b).

President. T would like to know whether you are taking into consideration

packing in kegs which is a very expensive item. It costs Re. 1 per cwt.
to the present company.

Mr. Alexander. There will be no saving there.

President. We had it in evidence yesterday from Mr. Ganguli that he
is supplying the kegs and they actually cost him 11 annas 6 pies to make;
he sells them at 14 annas 6 pies including railway freight and makes a

profit of 5 annas 6 pies. It seemed to me possible that there might be some

saving there if the Steel Company took over the managing agency.

Mr. Alexander. It is just possible that in conjunction with the Agricul-
tural Implements Company we might effect some saving.

President. Would it be reasonable to take the cost of your kegs at the
cost price at which Mr. Ganguli is making them, that is to say 11 annas
6 pies?

* See Supplementary Statement No. 2.
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Mr. Alexander. I can't tell you off-hand the cost of making them for

Agrieo.

President. Jt would be reasonable to assume, would it not, that a large

company like the Steel Company having the advantage of buying wood and
so on in large quantities would be able to produce at least as cheaply as

Ganguli's produce them in Calcutta?

Mr. Alexander. J should think so.

President. That would give you an additional saving of i annas 6 pies
which you have not taken into account.

Mr. Alexander. That is correct.

President. Economies in handling has already been taken into account I

suppose?
Mr. Alexander. Yes, handling would be a rupee less.

President. Excluding the saving on kegs that would probably be the

saving \\ hicli you might reasonably expect to make?
Mr. Alexander. Yes (hands in answers to the various question raised in

Tariff Board's letter, dated

The manufacture of wire rod in India.

President. The next point is in connection with the question of making
rods, in going over the evidence we find that in our last sitting you stated
that you would erect the rod mill in three years; on the other hand
Mr. Peterson said in ShiHong if the Company was to produce wire rods

quickly they would put it in the forefront of their programme and they would
be erected and be in working order in less than 18 months. There is rather
a big discrepancy between the two statements?

Mr. Alexander. That statement was made nearly a year ago. Since then
the Board has pressed us to go on with the roughing mill and fuel economies
and various other items which would show a bigger return to the Steel

Company, so we have gone ahead and 1 have had sanction for an expenditure
of 175 lakhs which includes the new roughing mill, a new boiler plant and
various other things and therefore we had to postpone the erection of this
mill.

President. By what time from now will the mill be erected?

Mr. Alexander. 1 say three years.

President. Supposing for the sake of argument this wire mill is com-
pletely closed down and is not working at all and another mill proposes to
start we have an application from Messrs. G-anguli and Company stating
that they have an idea ot starting a mill then, in that case, would the
Tata Company consider it a sound proposition to erect this mill for the
manufacture of wire rods for the purpose of supplying to Messrs. Ganguli
and Company?

Mr. Alexander.- Yes, because the mill will not only be designed to roll wire
rods but hoops, strips and other sections of which there is a big import into
India to-day.

President. That is to say whether the existing wii*e and wire nail com-
pany continues to function or not, you would still erect your wire mill?

Mr. Alexander. Yes, and take over the smaller sections from the merchant
mill.

Dr. Matthai. We can take it that whatever happens the hoop and strip
mill is going to be erected within three years?

Mr. Alexander. Yes.

President. Would you mind giving us some description of the process you
adopt in rod making? At what stage would you break off? Would the steel

go in the shape of

Mr. Alexander. Billets, but only smaller billets.
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President. So that your process is very akin to your process on the

merchant mill?

Mr. Alexander. The same except that it is on a smaller scale.

President. On page 80 of our report we stated that the fair selling price
in 1933 would be Rs. 111.

Mr. Alexander. Yes, and the works costs would be Rs. 77.

President. How would the cost of producing rods compare with that?

Mr. Alexander. I have estimated Rs. 90 against that Rs. 77.

President. What is the reason for the increase?

Mr. Alexander. Smaller the sections lower the tonnage.

President. That would bring your fair selling price to somewhere near
Rs, 123 assuming that the overhead remains the same, that is Rs. 33.

Dr. Matthai. When you estimated Rs. 90 as your works costs, did you
mean that would be the cost as soon as you started the business. How many
years would it take for you to reach Rs. 90, and on what sort of output?

Mr. Alexander. We have not designed the mill yet, but we are putting
a figure of 30,000 to 40,000 tons a year of rods, hoops and strips and those

sections which are too small for the merchant mill. We don't want to roll

anything under f
" on the merchant mill. Below that we will roll on the new

mill, but the mill has to be designed yet. We are designing it for an output
of something like 30,000 to 40,000 a year.

Dr. Matthai. The hoop and strip mill will be mainly employed in produc-
ing other kinds of steel the production of wire rod being only part of the
business? Supposing at the time of starting this business you find that the
demand for wire rod is small that would not make any difference in the
estimated cost?

President. So that we can take your figure of Rs. 90 as a pretty certain

figure?

Mr. Alexander. The merchant mill by that time would have an output
of 100,000 tons a year and this mill would only have an output of 40,000 tons
and one mill would be just as expensive as the other.

President. This cost would be in 1933; in three years time, that is to

say in 1930, can you give us any idea what the cost would be?

Mr. Alexander. I would say after 12 months from the time it was started.
The costs would come down gradually, they would come down to Rs. 100
and gradually to Rs. 90.

Dr. Matthai. Are you in a position to tell us, supposing we suspend
protection, would that have any material bearing on the question as to
whether you will undertake to keep this as a going concern.

Mr. Alexander. I should say it certainly would.

Protection.

Dr. Matthai. I gathered from your evidence last January that if you
decided to take over the business of the Indian Steel Wire Products Limited,
you would try to work it for some time with a view to ascertaining for

yourselves whether on the actual data you would require protection or not.

Mr. Alexander. Since then we have seen the costs of production and our
-position has changed.

Dr. Matthai- Your position now is that you have examined the costs and
you think if you are to keep thing going the present protection should
continue ?

Mr. Alexander. Yes.

President. Do you mean the present protection or a measure of protec-
tion. Is it your contention that the present protection is to continue? In
order to justify a conclusion that Rs. 60 per ton is a fair protection we should
jather like you to give us an estimate of the overhead charges and the costs
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and so on. After all protection is the measure between the fair selling price
and the imported price.

Mr. Alexander. We have given figures.

President. Am I to take it that after your calculation you came to the-

conclusion that the present protection is justified P Is that your view?

Mr. Alexander. Yes.

Market.

President. Have you examined the market for wire and nails?

Mr. Alexander. Yes in a small way, just making enquiries as to the price

they are selling at, etc. Our sales manager has obtained information about
this for me.

President. The total import of protected wire and protected nails at

present to India is somewhere in the region of 17,000 tons a year and the

total import into the Calcutta market is somewhere between 6,000 to 7,000 tons

a year. What is the opinion of the Steel Company as to the maximum
production which this mill would be able to dispose of?

Mr. Alexander. Does that include upcountry?
President. Only Bengal.
Mr. Alexander. One shift on the wire mill and three shifts on the nail

machines for the present.

President. That is to say somewhere about 5,000 tons a year and beyond
that you would not go?

Mr. Alexander. No.

President. So far as your sales organisation is concerned at present that

is about the maximum amount you could dispose of.

Mr. Alexander. Yes.

Cost of new plant etc.

President. Has your Company formed any opinion as to the fair price for

a plant producing 450 tons a month?

Mr. Alexander. No.

President. You have not examined that question at all.

3/7*. Alexander. No.

President. You have not seen Mr. Ganguli's estimate.

3/r. Alexander. No.

President. He estimates something under Rs. 3 lakhs for plant and
buildings turning out 250 tons a month. This is German machinery.

3/r. Alexander. The block account is Rs. 2,73,000. I cannot comment on
that. The figures look to me to be on the low side.

President. Apart from the plant the quotations for which we shall

check freight and so on they have also an estimate of Rs. 50,000 for the

factory house there is nothing else in this estimate which strikes you to be
rather on the low side.

3/r. Alexander. Do you mean on the capital cost?

President. Various items such as electric installation, construction costs

and so on.

3/r. Alexander. They look rather low to me.

President. This is for an output of 250 tons.

Mr. Alexander. Yes, how many nail machines does that include?

President. 15 nail machines. Taking the plant and buildings at
Rs. 2,73,000 for an output of 250 tons, if we increase that proportionately
for an output of 450 tons, would that be a reasonable way of tackling th&

problem P

3/r. Alexander. I should say so.
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President. You think that if this Rs. 2,73,000 be increased in the pro-

portion of 450 to 250, that would give you a fair valuation of a plant you
propose to work.

Mr. Alexander. It has always been my idea that it would be about
Rs. 5,00,000.

Dr. Mat thai. When you looked through these items you said that they
appeared to you to be rather on the low side. Are you satisfied with item
No. 2?

Mr. Alexander. As regards 2 and 3 they are recent quotations. As
regards No. 1, if they put up a cheap shed, that would be all right. But my
remarks has reference to those small items.

President. Taking for argument the present day valuation of the wire
and nail plant as Rs. 5,00,000, in what proportion you would distribute that
between the wire machinery and the nail machinery. There is a difference in

the cost of production between wire and nails, but if you take your produc-
tion at so much for wire and so much for nails and give the costs for both

together, it would be really very difficult for us to get at the costs of the
two plants.

Mr. Alexander. "Do you mean it should be more on the nails than on the
wire?

President. Yes, even though you may find that there is no justification
for any separate duty on nails. Supposing we found that a duty is necessary
on wire, even then it is a little difficult to separate the costs dealt with

together, because another factory might produce 200 tons of wire and 100 tons
of nails. .

Mr. Alexander. Quite.

President. Would it be possible for you to separate the two costs? What
would be the fair allocation between wire and nail? Nail making machines
are cheaper, T think.

Mr. Alexander. Y es, it would cost about Rs. 3,000 to Rs. 4,000 a piece.

President. If you allocated Rs. 6 lakhs in the proportion of 4 to 2, it

would be Rs. 4 lakhs for wire and Rs. 2 lakhs for nails.

Mr. Alexander. It all depends on what he would want.

President. hi order to produce your total of 450 tons 50 tons of annealed
wire and 400 tons of nails, yon would have to produce 450 tons of wire.

Mr. Alexander. Yes.

President. So that your plant would be of a capacity of 450 tons of wire
a month.

Mr. Alexander. Yes.

President. Assuming the total cost is Rs. 5 lakhs, what would be the
cost of the plant for drawing wire only.

Mr. Alexander. Certainly not more than a lakh and half should be on the
nails. As you say if we take Rs. 6 lakhs, I don't think 4 and 2 would be far
out of the way.

Cost of production.

President.--Ax regards this three shift estimate you are of opinion that
if over 1,000 tons of wire and nails were to be produced by this factory per
month, it would be exceedingly difficult if not impossible to sell all its pro-
duction of which 675 tons would be in the form of wire and 450 tons in the
forms of nails. So that from these costs for combined production of nails

and wire, we would find it very difficult to arrive at any conclusion as to

what it would cost to make wire and nails separately. In order to enable
us to arrive at any conclusion, it seems possible to translate the result of these
costs into the cost of making wire only in some such way as this : We might
arrive at a fair figure for the spread between wire and nails and by deducting
that amount for nails, we should be left with the total cost of producing
1,125 tons of wire. Do you think that that is a promising way of proceeding?
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Mr. Alexander. You are proceeding on the basis of 1,125 tons.

President. Before we go into the question of spread, perhaps it would be
better to settle the point as to what you think the plant as you have seen
it is capable of producing.

Mr. Alexander. Do you mean with the three shifts?

President. Yes. What would you consider a fair spread between the cost

of producing wire and nails? The best figure we have so far is the July
figure which is Rs. 59, but of course that must be subject to considerable
reduction.

Mr. Alexander. Do you want from rod to wire or from wire to nails?

President. The spread from wire to nails.

Mr. Alexander. We have a spread of Rs. 38.

President. If we take Rs. 38 as the spread and deduct the cost of nails at
that price then this estimate would work out to about Rs. 26 the cost above
materials for bright wire.

Mr. Alexander. We have Rs. 43 from rod to wire for one shift. For two
shifts we get Rs. 34.

Dr. Matthai. For three shifts.

Mr. Alexander. We have not taken that. Two shifts would run to

800 tons.

President. If you were working three shifts, would it be reasonable to

take Rs. 26 as the spread?
Mr. Alexander. Yes.

President. As you say it is a matter requiring very little consideration
from the practical point of view.

Mr. Alexander. Yes.

President. In the course of the evidence we found that you agreed on the

July costs the cost above materials would be Rs. 39 on an output of 229 tons
of wire.

Mr. Capadia. I couldn't say off-hand.

Mr. Alexander. I think it will be Rs. 36 (Rs. 153 Rs. 117).

President. But your figure of Rs. 43 is for nails and bright wire.

Mr. Alexander. That is for one shift wire.

President. And no nails at all.

Mr. Alexander. No.

President. The estimate appears to be rather high.

Mr. Alexander. It is their estimate.

Dr. Matthai. You have worked on their estimate.

Mr. Alexander. Yes, and made the necessary corrections for the increased

tonnage. Our figure is Rs. 25 as against their Rs. 36. Our output is 450
tons as against their 219 tons.

President. Their figure of Rs. 36 compares with your figure of Rs. 25 if

Tata's take over.

Mr. Alexander. No.

President. It is simply on increase of production.

Mr. Alexander. Yes and there would be a further saving of Rs. 5,000 on
our taking over. That would be another ten rupees.

President. Am I right in considering that your cost above material for

bright wire would be about Rs. 15.

Mr. Alexander. Yes, excluding overhead.

President. We shall take these figures as provisional and you will please
check them to-morrow. The outstanding figures are whereas in July 1926,
the Wire Company found the cost above material to be Rs. 36 per ton of

bright wire, according to your estimate on a production of 450 tons, this

cost would be reduced to Rs. 25. There would be a further reduction of

P
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Rs. 10 consequent on the large company taking over a small company and!

making savings in railway freight and so on. The cost above material

excluding overhead would be about Rs. 15 a ton.

Mr. Alexander. Yes.

President. The net result of these calculations is that if we confined our
attention to the bright wire only and leave the nails out, these figures would
not justify a protection of Rs. 60 a ton.

Mr. Alexander. What selling price are you taking?

President. The c.i.f. price is Rs. 116 and if you add Rs. 60 to that, it

comes to Rs. 176. Their average realised price is Rs. 184.

Mr. Alexander. We will have to add overhead subsequently.

President. -Even with the overhead it does not look as if the protection?
of Rs. 60 a ton would be justified. I have roughly calculated the overhead on
Mr. Ganguli's estimate and it comes to about Rs. 25 a ton.

Mr. Alexander. On what output?
President. 250 tons a month of wire and nails. It might be slightly

different for wire but the variation won't be considerable. The evidence
we had from Mr. Ganguli about the prices of nails is that the prices of nails

of the sizes which are usually sold in India are not higher than the prices
of gauges of wire from which these nails are drawn.

Mr. Alexander. The Wire Company's figures do not bear out Mr. Ganguli's.
statement.

Dr. MattJiai. Mr. Ganguli was speaking of import prices. He said that
2 y nails and the corresponding wire came under the same price.

Mr. Alexander. I would take it that the Steel Wire Company based their

prices on actual realisation. Yet there is a difference of about Rs. 25.

President. Possibly the price of nails is compared with the price of wire
of a different gauge from that from which they are produced. In the case
of Ganguli and Company their wire is generally Sn gauge and the nails they
sell are H" to 2".

Mr. Alexander. I see.

President. Your main criticism as regards the three shift estimate is that
it really is not a practical proposition?

Mr. Alexander. The figures are valueless because they cannot sell the

quantity of hard bright wire.

President. Beyond this have you any criticisms to make?

Mr. Alexander. I have no criticisms to make beyond th^ fact that their 's.

are fictitious figures.

Dr. Matthai. We are basing all these calculations o-n the figures foir July
1926 but you must remember that in July 1926 they had only a few months
experience and during those few months the factory did not reach even a
one shift output. So apart from the fact that there is this difficulty of

marketing a three shift production, there is the further difficulty that the-

calculations are based on data which are far from reliable.

Mr. Alexander. I agree

Market.

President. You were saying just now that you assumed that you would
sell 5,000 tons of nails and wire in a year to start with, supposing we were
considering the question of protection for the same period as the Steel

Company has protection, that is for a period of seven years, have you any
reason to suppose that you would be able to dispose of a larger amount than
6,000 tons in the course of these seven years?

Mr. Alexander. I suppose we could dispose of it but I am afraid w*
would have to dispose of it in less favourable markets.
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President. Unless we presuppose that the demand in the Bengal market
is very much increased. If you go further afield you will have to pay railway
freight.

Mr. Alexander. That is so.

Dr. Matthai. We have complete figures for 1925-26. In the Bengal area
wire and nails put together sold to the extent of 7,000 tons and then there
is the Government demand of 2,000 tons I am speaking of the protected
kinds that gives you a total of 9,000 tons, and then there is the barbed wire,
fencing wire, wire rope and various other things, which you may go on to.
So that assuming that we are going to base the scheme of protection for
seven years, we should be justified in saying that you could expect a market
for two shifts?

Mr. Alexander. Two shifts on wire drawing and three shifts on nails.

Dr. Matthai. I am speaking really of the wire production. Taking two
shifts according to your calculation it would be about 700 or 800 tons a
month, that is about 9,000 tons a year.

Mr. Alexander. That is right.

President. Do you think that by 1933 it would be reasonable to expect
you to work your market up to 9,000 tons?

Mr. Alexander. If Dr. Matthai 's figures are correct, I should say yes.
Does that figure include all sizes or the sizes that Indian Steel Wire Products
make?

Dr. Matthai. I will tell you what they exclude. They exclude wire rope,
all kinds of wire used for fencing purposes, barbed wire.

Mr. Alexander. Does that include galvanized wire?

Dr. Matthai. It includes galvanized wire but not galvanized wire rope.
President. Do you propose to manufacture galvanized wire straight away

at the commencement?
Mr. Alexander. It will have to be investigated. I don't know whether

the equipment is adequate. I am now enquiring about that.

Dr. Matthai. Have you any idea to what extent wire and nails were
imported for war purposes into India?

Mr. Alexander. I have no idea?

President. We were told yesterday that the Hume Pipe Company have
re-organized their work at Tatanagar. Have you any idea what their require-
ments for bright wire would be?

Mr. Alexander. Very small, so far as one can judge by their output.
President. Would it run to 50 tons a month?
Mr. Alexander. I should think it would be in the neighbourhood of

76 tons, with full production.
Dr. Matthai. What about markets outside Bengal? For example would

the markets in India Karachi and part of the Bombay market also be
within your reach in course of time?

Mr. Alexander. We have very unfavourable freight rates. In the first

place the import price into Karachi and Bombay is very much less than into
Calcutta and Madras and I think it would be safer to exclude Karachi and
Bombay and stick to Calcutta, the Ganges valley and Madras.

Dr. Matthai. Madras would give you about 1,600 tons.

President. Would not the Madras market involve a large expenditure in

freight?

Mr. Alexander. We have disadvantages there but not so much as in
Karachi and Bombay.

President. You will remember in the Steel enquiry we made allowance
for the StceJ Company's products because they could not compete in Southern
India, so that would you not make allowance for a proportionate decrease in
the wire price?

Mr. Alexander. Yes, we should have to do that, I suppose.

PS?
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President. It will be about Rs. 2 or 3 at the outside?

Mr. Alexander. About that.

Cost of making bright wire.

President. Taking your bright wire which you now whittle down to

Rs. 15 a ton !

Mr. Alexander. That was before checking.

President. Supposing you increased your production to two shifts can you
give us any idea what it would come to?

Mr. Alexander. We will let you have it to-morrow. I think there will

be a reduction of Rs. 3.

President. You are not bringing down your costs above material at all.

So there is not much room for reduction if you are working two shifts.

Dr. Matthai. The reduction would be far more considerable on the over-

head, would it not?

Mr. Alexander. Yes.

Two shift working.

President. You were going to give us an estimate of the cost above
materials for working two shifts; you said you would give us copies of these

costs.

Mr. Alexander. We will let you have it.

Dr. Matthai. On this statement that you have given us of the savings
if Tatas took over, supposing you worked two shifts, would there be uny
saving ?

Mr. Alexander. Roughly 50 per cent. more.

Dr. Matthai. If the output goes up to 100 per cent., these charges will

go up 50 per cent. more.

Mr. Alexander. If the output went up from 450 tons to 700 tons, the

savings by Tatas taking over would go up like this, if in the first case it is

Rs. 5,000, in the second case it would be Rs. 7,500. The saving is greater
than the increase in the output.

Dr. Matthai. Practically we might leave that out of account. That is

to say if the output went up to two shifts, you would say the saving would

correspondingly be reduced.

Mr. Alexander. That would be all right.

President. You have got that adjustment in the cost above materials

just now. You said that the cost might be reduced from Rs. 15 a ton to

Rs. 12 a ton. That would also include any reduction on these items.

Mr. Alexander. Yes, the same as we charge to the sheet mill.

Continued on the 2StH April, 1927.

Two shift working (continued).

President. Mr. Alexander, we are going to examine the estimate which

you gave us yesterday. Yesterday we started with the July costs of the
Wire Company at Rs. 36. That is the basis on which you would work.

Mr. Alexander. Yes.

President. Yesterday we started with Rs. 36 and on account of the in-

crease in output from 250 to 450 tons on one shift you reduced that to Rs. 26,
and then you further reduced that on account of saying to be effected by a big
firm running the factory to Rs. 14, that is a Raving of Rs. 12. If you put
two shifts that will be still further reduced by Rs. 3, bringing it down to

Rs. 11.
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Mr. Alexander. We get down to Rs. 26 instead of Rs. 36 on one shift
and on two shifts it comes down to Rs. 14.

President. In your statement of the* savings if Tatas took over instead
of head office expense of Rs. 3,100 in their case you estimate it at Rs. 2,000.
That would be the additional cost to your head office, that is to say you
will have to spend Rs. 2,000 extra on account of this work.

Mr. Alexander. That is merely an estimate. That is for the extra staff

in our head office for keeping the costsheets. Then the sales department
will require a man of Rs. 300 to 400 and in the accounts department there

might be another clerk or two to keep the accounts.

President. Have you not got any detailed estimate?

Mr. Alexander. No.

President. In electric power I take it the saving is the difference between
the cost price of your power and the price at which you are selling?

Mr. Alexander. It is really a transfer charge, that is same as we charge to

merchant mill' or any other mill.

Dr. Matthai. You charge yourselves the same rate as you do the subsidiary
companies?

Mr. Alexander. We do charge something additional for long transmission
lines. For example Agrico is a matter of two miles.

President. Do you charge them the same rate as 'you charge yourselves?

Mr. Alexander. Very little higher.

President. Is not your scale a sliding scale?

Mr. Alexander. Yes.

President. As regards water there again the saving is the difference

between the cost price and the price you charge them?

Mr. Alexander. Yes.

President. Then land rent and board of works. Land rent is obvious
but what exactly is the board of works? How are those charges based?

Mr. Alexander. They are based in proportion to the block account of the
various companies or on pay roll or both. The Steel Company bears about
80 to 90 per cent, for the upkeep at Jamshedpur and the other companies
don't pay more than 10 to 15 per cent.

President. Where does the saving come in; none from the board of
works I think?

Mr. Alexander. Yes, board of works we would simply take their obliga-
tion over.

President. Selling expenses the saving there I presume is because you
will be able to utilize your sales organization?

Mr. Alexander. But as I said a few minutes ago we might have to put
on a high paid clerk on Rs. 250 to 300 and a couple of low paid clerks.

President. Welfare work that would be the same I suppose?
Mr. Alexander. We would cut Rs. 100 off that.

President. Interest on loan would be the same. Then take fuel, gas,

sulphuric acid. There is a big drop there, what is the reason? That has
come down from Rs. 2,400 to Rs. 800.

Mr. Alexander. They have been paying a very high price for their acid>

and also when they bring it down there is always a certain amount of

breakage.
President. Where do they buy their sulphuric acid from?

Mr. Alexander. They buy it from outside.

President. They could I suppose get it cheaper from you?
Mr. Alexander. Yes. We are selling acid to the Tinplate Company at

about Rs. 70 a ton.

President. Is there any reason why they should buy from the market
at a higher price?
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Mr. Alexander. We could not supply them.

President. Then, lubricating oil, lime, cotton waste, saw dust.

Mr. Alexander. We are buying in large quantities.

The proposed Hoop and Strip Mill.

Dr. Matthai. This hoop and strip mill that you are talking about, that

is really a sort of merchant mill, is it not? Can you give me some idea of

the cost of the plant in a hoop and strip mill as compared with a merchant
mill of equal capacity?

Mr. Alexander. I can answer that this way : We could put just as much

money in this new hoop and strip mill as we have in the merchant mill if

we wanted to. But we don't want to go into it on such an elaborate scale.

What we are going to do is to utilize the old bar mill buildings to house
the new hoop and strip mill.

Dr. Matthai. What is going to be the output of your hoop and strip

mill?

Mr. Alexander. Say 3,000 tons a month.

Dr. Matthai. Let us put it at about 40,000 tons a year. What is the

capacity of your merchant mill?

Mr. Alexander. 100,000 tons.

Dr. Matthai. What is the total capital expenditure on the merchant mill

so far?

Mr. Alexander. Somewhere about Rs. 50 lakhs. I do not propose to spend
more than Rs. 30 to 35 lakhs, on a hoop and strip mill of this capacity
40,000 tons per year. That of course depends on what price we have to

pay for the mill itself, we haven't done any estimate yet. I am only

guessing.

Dr. Matthai. But your expectation is that it might be possible for you
to do the hoop and strip mill in the proportion of 30 : 50 of the cost of the
merchant mill?

Mr. Alexander. Let us say somewhere about 70 per cent.

Dr. Matthai. In our recent report, one of the considerations that we
had in view when we allocated the overhead charges to the various products
was that where a plant cost more, obviously the product that you got oufc

of that plant ought to bear a bigger proportion of the total overhead charges,
if you take that roughly as the basis of allocation we might make a small
reduction in the hoop and strip mill products as compared with the merchant
mill products.

Mr. Alexander. But the tonnage is very much smaller 40 against 100,
and that more than offsets the difference in price.

Dr. Matthai. If you had the same output from the hoop and strip mill
as you have from the merchant inill then you could reduce the capital
expenditure to somewhere about 70 per cent, of the merchant mill. If that
is so, the depreciation charges and so on might be brought down more or
less on the same basis.

Mr. Alexander. Not per ton of output because the output is in the

proportion of 40:100.

Dr. Matthai. If you charge Rs. 15 to the merchant mill products and
Rs. 15 also to the hoop and strip mill product then it does not seem to me
a reasonable allocation in view of what I have said just now.

Mr. Alexander. I am afraid the depreciation charges per ton on the
hoop and strip mill would be greater. Supposing we took your own
figures of Rs. 50 lakhs for the merchant mill depreciation at 6 per cent,
would be Rs. 3 lakhs; divide that by 100,000 tons, that is Rs. 3 a ton.
If you take Rs. 35 lakhs at 6 per cent., that is Rs. 2*10 lakhs divide that by
40,000 and you get over Rs. 5 per ton.
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Dr. Matthai. Divide that by 100,000. That is what I am assuming.

Mr. Alexander. If you assume the same production, then that is all

right.

Dr. Matthai. Assuming that your merchant mill output is 100,000 tons

and assuming that the hoop and strip mill is also going to have an output
of 100,000 tons, in that case when your total capital expenditure on the

merchant mill is Rs. 50 lakhs you will he able to instal your hoop and

strip mill at a capital expenditure of Rs. 30 to 35 lakhs. If you are going
to have a hoop and strip mill of only 40,000 tons output, then your expendi-
ture on that will be less than Rs. 30 lakhs.

Mr. Alexander. We cannot cut the capital expenditure in proportion to

the tonnage. If we have good sections we can roll 250 tons a day easily
on two shifts on the merchant mill. Last week we rolled & ths rounds
which is one of the sections we propose to transfer to the new mill, and
we got 40 tons on one shift and about 60 tons on the other shift, or call

it 80 tons on the 2 shifts. Here the tonnage was only $rd. -ftths would
be higher than the average section that we are going to roll on the new
hoop and strip mill so that the tonnage will be in the neighbourhood of

three times as much.

Dr. Matthai. If you are using your mill to half capacity it means that
the wear and tear would be correspondingly less.

Mr. Alexander. We are not going to use it half capacity; it is full capacity
and still the output is less.

Dr. Matthai. On the merchant mill you sell your bars in the open
market; that requires a bigger sales organization. Here you hand over
the whole of your output to one customer and therefore there would be
a reduction in your head office charges, as cmpared with the merchant mill?

Mr. Alexander. Yes.

President. What would that amount to?

Mr. Alexander. It is difficult to say because we took Rs. 90 instead of

Rs. 77 largely on account of reduction in tonnage. It is difficult to say
how much the saving would be

;
all I know is that when sections are so

small, the tonnage is also small.

President. I understood you to say that the works costs for producing
wire rod would be Rs. 90 and that the overhead would bring it up to
Rs. 123. Is there any possibility of reducing that on account of there being
no selling organization?

Mr. Alexander. That in proportion to the total output is very small
and that would be sold by the same sales organization that we have now.

President . Your figure of Rs. 123 is for 1933.

Mr. Alexander. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. I thought what you said yesterday was that the hoop and
strip mill would be erected in about 3 years from now.

Mr. Alexander. That is right.

Dr. Matthai. ^Supposing the arrangements regarding the Steel Wire
Company materialise in the course of the year, I should take it that some-
where about 1930-31 you will set up the hoop and strip mill.

Mr. Alexander. The Board asked me for 1933-34. I didn't make any
difference between 4 years from now and 6 years from now.

Dr. Matthai. This Rs. 90 that you gave was the cost that you estimated
in 1933-34 as against Rs. 77 which you have estimated for the merchant mill.

Mr. Alexander. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. At present wire rod is landed at Tatanagar for Rs. 118.

That of course includes the railway freight from Calcutta to Tatanagar.
We take that as Rs. 9. That also includes landing charges of, say,
about Rs. 6.

Mr. Alexander. Yes.
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Dr. Matthai.-Then it includes the duty of Rs. 10 and it includes the
ssea freight from Europe about Rs. 13 P

Mr. Alexander. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. That gives you a total of Rs. 38. What I am trying to

get at is the f.o.b. price.

Mr. Alexander. The f.o.b. price is just over Rs. 80 or 6.

Dr. Matthai. When you say Rs. 80 is the f.o.b. price, it is their works
cost plus their overhead plus some profit.

Mr. Alexander. Yes, if there is any profit.

President. We could not necessarily conclude because they were selling

at 6 f.o.b. that it gave them any profit or even fully covered their over-

head. Am I correct?

Mr. Alexander. That is right.

President. It may be that that covered only their works cost.

Dr. Matthai. That probably was the position a year or two years ago.
The depression now is not so great. You would not go far to say that this

Rs. 80 represented only their works cost.

Mr. Alexander. I could not say that.

Dr. Matthai. It does give them a surplus over their works cost. The
only point I want to suggest is in 1933-34, that is to say after three or four

years experience in the hoop and strip mill, do you think that your works
cost would be as high as the f.o.b. price now.

Mr. Alexander. I should not think so.

Dr. Matthai. The President is suggesting that I might put it to you
this way that your works cost in 1933-34 will be as high as their works
cost now.

Mr. Alexander. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. But I think probably it is something more than that
their works cost plus a surplus.

Mr. Alexander. I don't know. We are buying billets at present. You
say they pay 6 for No. 5 rod. We have done our best to get these billets

2 to 3" sq. as cheaply as possible and the best price that we can get is

5-Us.-Qd. c.i.f. Calcutta.

Dr. Matthai. That is how much in rupees

Mr. Alexander. About Rs. 76 to 78. I do not understand how they can
>ell No. 5 rod at a price so near the price of billets and be making money
on the rods.

Dr. Matthai. What really troubles me about is this. You say that the

hoop and strip mill is another form of merchant mill and your merchant
mill is now working for the last three years and in 1933-34 it would have
been in operation for about 10 years. The kind of skilled labour and the
sort of machinery required for the hoop and strip mill are all precisely of the
same kind and therefore it is for you to suggest that in 1933-34 the works
cost on the hoop and strip mill would be higher than the works cost on
*ihe merchant mill by as much as Rs. 13. I cannot understand it.

Mr. Alexander. For the same reason you can say that the merchant mill
costs are high.

Dr. Matthai. Why should I say that?

Mr. Alexander. Because there must be a difference of Rs. 13. That is

roughly a <. I don't think there would be less than 105. difference in the
cost of production between mills of the same description at home. The main
reduction in cost that we are going to get on both the mills is in the raw
material that is billets. The conversion cost is not going to come down much
once you get the full tonnage.

Dr. Matthai. In regard to all these bar products any reduction in the
cost of ingot is bound to tell on the cost very considerably.
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Mr. Alexander. That is what we expect. The^ reduction in the billet

charge to the hoop and strip mill and merchant mill will he much greater
than the reduction in the conversion cost of the mills themselves. That is

where we will get a big saving.

Dr. Matthai. When you allow an excess of Rs. 13 over the estimated works
cost on the merchant mill in 1933-34, aren't you making a very very
conservative estimate. ^

Mr. Alexander. F don't think anything lass than Rs. 10 is possible.

President. Can I put it in this way that in 1933 the fair selling price
for rods might vary between Rs. 114 and Rs. 124?

Mr. Alexander. Yes, I should think so.

President. Including overhead.

Mr. Alexander. I am basing on what f know to be the difference in the
ca^e of similar mills at home.

Dr. Matthai. In the States.

Mr. Alexander. In England.
President. One aspect of the case is this that according to your estimate

your rods will cost you Rs. 124. Now we have a quotation showing the c.i.f.

price of imported bright wire of 8 gauge at about Rs. 116, so that actually

your rods will cost in 1933-34 more than the actual figures for wire.

Mr. Alexander. Yes.

President. This Rs. 116 presumably includes the overhead such over-

head as they feel they will be able to charge. That raises the qiiestion
whether you would ever be able to manufacture wire on an economic basis.

Mr. Alexander. How does that compare with the pre-war price, do you
know ?

President. I don't know. There is an adjustment to be made. In our
last report we found that on the export of wire, all wire makers were getting
some rebate which corresponds to something about Rs. 13 per ton of wire,
.so that your Rs. 116 would be raised to Rs. 129 which would leave a

margin of Rs. 5. Then there is duty which will give you another Rs. 12.

That comes to Rs. 141. So you would have a margin of Rs. 17 to cover

your conversion charges plus overhead and your conversion charges come to-

Rs. 14. That would leave you about Rs. 3 for overhead.

Mr. Alexander. Yes.

President. It is probably a narrow margin.

Mr. Alexander. Yes.

President. But of course if you say it is possible that the price may
corne down, one might consider that there is a reasonable chance some liiru^

in the future that the manufacture of bright wire would be possible out

here without protection, is that your view?

Mr. Alexander. I think so.

President. Not exactly without protection, but without any further

protection except the revenue duty plus the protection against the bounty.

Mr. Alexander. What have you taken as the imported price of rod in

1933-34 as against Rs, 77 here?

Dr. Matthai. As far as the import price is concerned, we simply wont

by the import price of the current year.

Mr. Alexander. If you take the difference between Rs. 90 and Rs. 116,

that is Rs. 26.

President. The present landed price for rod is about Rs. 98.

Mr. Alexander. Yes without duty.

President. The difference between bars and rods is Rs. 8. According to

your estimate there will be a difference of about Rs. 13.

Mr. Alexander. Yes.
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President. It would be really on the manufacture of rods that you have
a drawback as compared with the Continent in turning out wire. In all

other respects so far as we can judge by this estimate, you will be rather

ahead of them.

Mr. Alexander. Assuming that we put so many rupees on our works
cost to cover overhead in comparing it with the works on the Continent,
it would be wrong because those works wouldn't have as much overhead
as we have.

President. But in actual practice, whatever overhead may be considered

as justifiable the works on the Continent actually sell at a price not sufficient

to cover the overhead.

Mr. Alexander. I don't say that. Their overhead is much less. There-
fore it is not fair at the time of comparing to put our overhead on when
their overhead is not so big by 50 per cent.

President. In considering whether the industry is going to stand without

protection, we have to consider the facts and the facts are that owing to

the cost of bringing out the machinery and other things, the overhead
is higher.

Mr. Alexander. Yes.

President. So that we must naturally look to better works cost in order
to cover the bigger overhead.

Mr. Alexander. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. The figures that you have given so far don't suggest that

the difference between the import price and your estimated fair selling price
is so great as to make it impossible for you to begin the production of wire

even if protection is withdrawn. When you have put up the hoop and

strip mill, say, in 1931 and the general arrangements of the Company
permit you to consider the question of producing wire even if there is no

protection at the time, you can make a beginning, and then on the basis of

your actual experience, you could come up to Government later if there
was any case for protection.

Mr .Alexander. That is what we did on the steel plant.

President. The figures that you have given indicate that you can carry
on for two or three years for experimental purposes without incurring any
loss, but with perhaps a slightly diminished profit. Instead of getting
8 per cent, return, you might be getting 3 to 4 per cent.

Mr. Alexander. Yes.

President. Did you verify that figure whether it was 219 or 229 tons ? We
osked Mr. Capadia afterwards about the exact figure, but he seemed to be

vague on that. He said at the end that 229 tons was right.

Mr. Alexander. We simply took the figures that the Secretary sent us,
"but those figures were sent to the Board by the Wire Company. I think
what they have done is to get the tonnage of 229 tons by taking not only
the 219 tons 17 cwts. of finished product but also 9 tons and 18 cwts.
which was in process. We might call our tonnage 60,000, because we
produce 30,000 tons and have another 30,000 tons in process.

President. Some adjustment will be necessary because they have included

expenditure on that. They have included in their statements presumably
all the expenditure they have incurred on the wire which is in the process
of manufacture up to date.

Mr. Alexander. So do we in all our departments. Take the sheet mill.

We have several hundred tons in process. Against the month's working
costs, we only put the amount that we have actually finished, because

practically the same amount hangs over each month as in process.

President. I agree if you have a works which is continually working, but
here you have a works which works for one month, but it is closed for two
months.

Mr. Alexander. I see the point.
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President. Isn't there something in what I say?
Mr. Alexander. Yes, there is. .,

President. Apart from the statement you have put in showing the

savings in a big Company like Tatas taking over a small concern, have you
any other statement showing the reductions as a result of the increase in

output.

Mr. Alexander. We re-estimated each and every item.

President. Could you give us that statement?

Mr. Alexander. Here are two statements (handed in)* the first is on
the basis of wire machines working one shift and the present nail machines

working three shifts and the second is on the basis of wire machines working
two shifts and the nail machines working three shifts with additional 12 new
machines.

President. Could you give us separately for wire and nails?

Mr. Alexander. Yes.

*See Supplementary Statement No. 3.
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XX. Director of Industries, Bihar and Orissa.

A. WRITTEN.

(1) Letter No. 5120> dated the llth April 192
, from the Director of Industries,

Bihar and Orissa, to Mr. J. C. K. Peterson, Tata Sons, Limited,
Bombay.

Please refer to your D.O. No, G-29&--27, dated the 7 /14th March last and
Messrs. Tata Sons, Limited, letter No. G.-294- 27, dated the 7 /14th March
in reference to your proposal for foreclosure of the Indian Steel Wire Pro-

ducts, Limited, by the debenture holders. This has now been duly considered

by my Government and I am directed to say that they have come to the
conclusion that foreclosure is now unavoidable. They agree, therefore, to

the course suggested by Messrs. Tata Sons, Limited in their above letter that
a formal requisition should be made to the trustees to foreclose and to enter
into possessior of the property. I have, therefore, been authorised to make
the requisite arrangements with Messrs. Tata Sons, Limited, for this purpose
and on receiving an assurance from them that they are prepared to act as

receivers and administer the property, Government will be ready to make
a formal requisition to the trustees requesting them to give notice of their

intention to foreclose. It is presumed that not only Messrs. Tata Sons,
Limited but also the remaining debenture holders (represented by Mr. Saklat-

wala) will join in this requisition. In this connection, I am directed to say
that Government are advised that under the terms of clause 8 of the trust

deed, it is incumbent upon the trustees to give six months' notice to the

company of their intention to foreclose. I should, therefore, be obliged if

you could let me know at your earliest if the Tata Iron and Steel Company
would be prepared to act as receivers and administer the property as desired

by Government. I should also- be thankful to you if you could kindly ask

your legal advisers to draw up the necessary notices and other documents in

connection with the proposed foreclosure proceedings in conformity with the
terms of the debenture trust deed and copies of same forwarded to me.

2. As regards the future of the concern, I note that your proposal is

that the debenture holders should agree to subscribe in proportion to their

interests sufficient sums to enable the enterprise to be carried to a successful

conclusion and the Steel Company would be prepared to bear its portion and,
if desired, to undertake the control and management of the concern. The
co-operation of Government in any proposal of this nature, as you will re-

cognise, must depend upon the terms involved but I fear that any proposal
of this nature involving, as it does, laying out of fresh capital may be con-
sidered by Government to be tantamount to throwing good money after bad.
In any case, however, before I can recommend such a proposal to Govern-

ment, 1 must know the exact terms and the extent of fresh financial obliga-
tions involved in such a course. At the same time, I trust that you will see

your way to make the alternative proposal which you made to me while F

was in Bombay, viz., the purchase of the Government debentures by the Steel

Company by pledging the security of the Steel Company's debentures and the
Government forego interest, either accrued or to accrue, until such times
as the Steel Company were in a position to restart the Wire Products Com-
pany with raw materials manufactured at Jamshedpur. I am quite sure

this alternative proposal of yours is likely to find greater favour with Gov
eminent than any other scheme in which they may be called upon to find

further finance.

3. 1 am not replying separately to the letter of Messrs. Tata Sons referred
to aobve as 1 think I have dealt herein with all the points raised in that
letter. I trust that speedy action will be taken by you in the matter and
that >ou will favour me with a reply on all the points touched as early as

possible.
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<2) Telegram dated Bombay 27th April 1927, from the Tata Iron and Steel

Company to the Director of Industries, Patna.

52. Your letter eleventh and telegram twenty-sixth regarding wireforms.

Our Board agree that it is necessary bring about sale of properties by

debenture trustees. They think new Company should be formed who
would purchase plant etcetera and they are prepared to arrange for this and

to manage same. Steel Company prepared to contribute their fehare in

finance for new Company in proportion to debentures held by them on condi-

tion that Government and other debenture holders also contribute propor-

tionately.
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DIRECTOR OF INDUSTRIES, BIHAR AND ORISSA*

B. OKAL.

Evidence of Mr. D. C. GUPTA, Director of Industries, Bihar and

Orissa, recorded at Calcutta, on Friday the 28th April, 1927.

Introductory.

President. You are the Director of Industries in Bihar and Orissa*

Mr. Gupta. Yes.

President. You are appearing to give evidence on behalf of the Bihar and
Orissa Government?

Mr. Gupta. I have been permitted by my Government to give evidence

before you.

Position of the Indian Steel Wire Products, Limited.

President. The Government of Bihar and Orissa are the biggest debenture
holders in the Indian Steel Wire Products Company.

Mr. Gupta. Yes.

President. They hold debentures to the extent of Bs. 5 lakhs.

Mr. Gupta. Yes.

President. 'What is the exact position now which the debenture holdera

have taken up in regard to this Company? I understood from Mr. Alexander
of the Tata Iron and Steel Company that the debenture holders of the Indian

Steel Wire Products, Limited, had come to some arrangement in regard to

approaching the trustees.

Mr. Gupta. Yes. You remember at the last meeting of the Tariff Board
a statement was made that Tata's had made an overture. That was the first

intimation we had about this matter. Negotiations have now proceeded.
Messrs. Tata Sons, Ltd., on behalf of the Tata Iron and Steel Company, have

made a proposal that the debenture holders should foreclose. The Government
of Bihar and Orissa have agreed to foreclosure but they have asked Messrs.

Tata Sons, Limited, to inform the Government of Bihar and Orissa whether

thej would be prepared to act as receivers of the property and carry on. Mr.

Peterson in a letter to us said that after foreclosure the question of the future

management and financing of the Steel Wire Products Company
^

could be

discussed. Now I have informed Mr. Peterson of my Government's decision

and I had no information until I sent him a wire. As soon as I got the intima-

tion from the Tariff Board that I would be called upon to give evidence, I.

realised that this would be the point on which you would expect me to malco

some statement and so I wired him and this is what he has wired me back

(showed the telegram).*

PreMcnl. -The position then is that it is a settled fact that the debenture

holders have applied to the trustees for foreclosure.

Mr. Gupta. I take it that that is the opinion of my Government. I think

that if I let \ou see the Government letter to me, you could then foan your

opinion as to* how exactly the position stands (showed the letter)). Of course

my lettert to Mr. Peterson is based on that Government letter which is a d.o.

letter. Undoubtedly my Government have agreed in principle to foreclosure bui

as regards the future management, finance or reconstruction of the Company,,

they have had no opportunity to express arty opinion. _
*See copy of telegram dated 27th April, 1927.

tSee copy of letter dated llth April, 1927.
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President. The point I wanted to make clear is that on the decision to

foreclose is a settled fact. ,

Mr. Gupta. Yes.

President. As regards the future of the company, that question is still

under discussion.

Mr. Gupta. Yes.

President. You have no instructions from your Government on that

point.

Mr. Gupta. No.

Dr. Matthai. I understand that there are really two points which are out-

standing. The first is what exactly are the terms ou which Tata's might be

prepared to take over your debentures and the second is the question of keeping
the business as a going concern.

Mr. Gupta. I want to tell you this. When I went to Bombay in January
last to take up the question of Tata's overtures to the Wire Products Company,
the curious fact came to my knowledge that Tata's were not very keen on

taking up this company. That was what I was told both by Sir Lalubhai

Samaldas and Mr. Peterson. Then I saw Mr. Peterson and he made a sugges-
tion then that the best that he could do would be to buy up the Government
debentures by pledging the Steel Company's debentures against the Govern-

ment debentures in the Wire Products Company and Government should agree
to forego all accrued interest and also the interest for a certain number of

years until Tata's were in a position to work this factory with rods manufactured
at Jamshedpur. But it appears to me now that Messrs. Tata Sons, Limited,
are not agreeable to that, and the proposal now is that in any reconstruction

the debenture holders will be called upon to contribute a proportionate amount
of capital.

President. On what grounds can the debenture holders foreclose?

Mr. Gupta. The main thing is default any sum to the extent of Rs. 500

or above remaining unpaid for over three months.

Dr. Matt Hat. At the present stage, it is default in regard to the payment of

interest and not the principal because the debentures are not redeemable

except at the end of 10 years.

Mr. Gupta. Yes. Here has been default in regard to payment of interest,

the principal being payable only from the end of the 3rd year, i.e., 1st April 1928,
onwards.

President. I understand that you will have to give six months' notice

according to the trust deed.

Mr. Gupta. Yes.

President. During the period of six months, if the Company was to make
good the debenture interest, would that affect your right to foreclose?

Mr. Gupta. So far as I know, there are clauses in the trust deed where
it is said that the Company will manage the property to the satisfaction of
the debenture holders or their trustees and I think there is sufficient wide discre-

tionary power I am speaking from memory and so I would not like to be
dogmatic about it for the debenture holders to decide whether in their own
interests they should or should not foreclose.

President. Have the trustees any discretionary power at all in the matter?
Mr. Gupta. The Government trustees have no discretionary power because

they get their orders from Government.

President. My point is this. There arc two trustees.

Mr. Gupta. There are three trustees, two trustees representing Govern-
ment and another trustee representing debenture holders other than Govern-
ment.

President. Who is the third?

Mr. Gupta. Mr. N. B. Saklotvala of Tata Sons.
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President. Have the trustees on an application in due form from the debeu-

ure holders any option in the matter?

Mr. Gupta. No.

President. They are bound to order the foreclosure.

Mr. Gupta. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. They can do that without reference to court.

Mr. Gupta. Yes.

President. They have to satisfy themselves that the debenture holders

iave shewn good cause.

Mr. Gupta. Yes.

President. It is within their discretion to say according to the terms of

he trust deed that this is not sufficient to justify foreclosure, is it not?

Mr. Gupta. It amounts to thisS that if the company wishes to question the

i-ction of the trustees I think it is open to them to drag the matter to court.

!t is always understood that the trustees will exorcise all reasonable care to

;ee whether the proposed action is justified. But once they take action, if it

s considered mala fide, the remedy will be for the Company to go to Court.

President. So far as you are aware it inevitably follows from the decision

>f the debenture holders that the Company's property will be taken over for

oreclosure, is that BO?

Mr. Gupta. I can only speak on behalf of the Government of Bihar and
)rissa and as I have already explained I have had no orders on that point as

o what would be their ultimate decision. Government of course will consider

he proposals made by the Tata Iron and Steel Company and if they are satis-

ied that that is the only way out of the difficulty and protect their interests,
'. presume they will agree to Tata's proposal, but what is going to be the final

>roposal it is premature for me to say.

President. You are coming on to the question of the future : I am still

iiscussing the question of the immediate action to be taken. You said it has
seen decided to take it over and foreclose. It having been decided by the deben-
ture holders that the application should be made, does it necessarily follow

bhat the trustees will order foreclosure so far as you are aware?

Mr. Gupta. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. The trustees can order foreclosure if an application is made
by a majority of the debenture holders?

Mr. Gupta. Yes by a majority. There are three debenture trustees so it

must be 2 : 1. I have already told you that Government of Bihar and Orissa
have got two trustees out of three. So, if the Government of Bihar and Orissa
some to a decision to foreclose, that means foreclosure is bound to follow.

Dr. Matthai. Supposing you ar not able to reach any agreement with.
Tatas as regards the proposal for carrying on the business as a going concern,
bhen what nrould be the position P Foreclosure I understand is settled, that
is to say the debenture holders will take over some of the assets of the Steel
Wire Products, Limited.

Mr. Gupta. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. If no agreement is reached as regards the question of keep-
ing it as a going concern in that case what would be the alternative?

Mr. Gupts. It is rather a hypothetical case and my feeling is this.

Speaking purely on my own I think this Company has got good prospects; all

this difficulty would be solved by simply increasing the production provided
of course there is protection as there is now.

Dr. Matthai. You mean Rs. 60 per ton?

Mr. Gupta. I can't say that but I think it ought to remain where it is.

There are so many factors in a manufacturing concern, but given ample
finance and efficient management and administration I think I am justified in

saying that this Company can make nails at a cost which will enable it to
make profits.
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President. When you were speaking of the Company. Do you refer to the-

Steel Wire Products, Limited, or the present plant* if worked by the Tata Iron

and Steel Company.
Mr, Gupta. I mean worked by efficient management; that must be a con-

dition of course. There is a scheme which has been worked out showing what
would be the financial aspect of working the factory to its maximum capacity.
I do not know whether you have had an opportunity of examining it or

not.

Dr. Matthai. Do you mean the statements of costs on a three shift basis?'

President. Do you refer to the statement of costs on a three shift basis

framed by the Wire Company or the statement of costs or two shift basis

framed by the Tata Iron and Steel Company?
Mr. Gupta. I am talking about the three shift basis of the Wire Company,

but even if it is worked on two shift basis I think the chances of success are

quite legitimate. That is my frank opinion because the process itself is not

very complicated and the equipment is certainly quite good but the nail making
machines are not quite adequate for three shifts and another battery of nail

machines should be ordered and put down; then again the galvanizing plant
should be worked. I think given these conditions this Company has got a

good chance of making a success.

Dr. Matthai. What your suggestion amounts to is that if the business of

the Steel Wire Products Company were managed with greater efficiency and
financed sufficiently then you think they would be able to make a better success
of it than they have been able to do so far?

Mr. Gupta. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. The other point I \\aut to be clear about is this. The fact

that your Government has decided on foreclosure, I take it necessarily implies
that your Government is not satisfied with the present management or with
the present financial arrangements?

Mr. Gupta. I should not like to accuse anybody but it amounts to the same
thing whether thore is a wilful negligence or the financial difficulties are due
to the fact that they cannot produce an economic output. So far as the finan-

cial success of the enterprise is concerned it practically amounts to the same -

thing. I do not wish to say anything against the present managing agents
but at the same time if the only purpose of a managing agency in India to-day
is to get finance and if the managing agents cannot find that finance they are

certainly not meeting tlieir share of the responsibility.

Dr. Matthai. And therefore your Government is making this particular
proposal that Tatas should take over the financing of the business. That is

really the result of your feeling that the financial arrangements of the present
Company are not likely to enable the business to be carried on successfully?

Mr. Gupta. That is what is proved. The money was given in 1925
March; two years have gone by and they have made little progress. On the
other hand if you examine the cost sheets you will find that whereas in

December 1925 the cost was something like Bs. 19 a cwt., later on they
brought it down to Rs. 11-8-0, that shows that the gap between the selling

price and the manufacturing cost rapidly closed up as the production mounted
up, as the production goes up the costs go down. That certainly has proved
the potentialities of the business. It is only a question of production and still

more production.

President. There is also another reason for the reduction in the produc-
tion costs and that is the reduction in the price of metal of which the wire iq

made.

Mr. Gupta. I dare say tho drop in the price of raw material has also

helped.

President. Referring to Dr. Matthai 's question as to what would happen
in the event of the Government of Bihar and Orissa not agreeing to Tata's

proposal, supposing no agreement is possible, will the planf be sold?
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Mr. Gupta. I presume that if the Bihar and Orissa Government cannot
come to a suitable arrangement with a view to working this factory and finan-

cing it and they are themselves not willing to finance it, then the only alter-

native will be to wash their hands of it altogether and write off the money
spent on it.

President. The point I was trying to get at is, would they actually sell the

factory or would they wait for a year or so to see whether it is possible for

the Tata Iron and Steel Company or somebody else to take the concern

over?

Mr. Oupta. I must have time to consider that.

President. That is a point which has not been considered?

Mr. Oupta. No, sir. Government had no opportunity to consider that.

Dr. Matthai. May I put another hypothetical question? The point is

this : I understand Mr. Peterson's proposal is that the debenture holders

should contribute towards the working finance of the Steel Wire Products
business in the- proportion of their debenture holdings. Mr. Alexander told us

yesterday that if they took over the business they would try to work up to an

output of 5,000 tons a year. Assuming for argument's sake that they are

going to take it over and work to an output of 5,000 tons Mr. Alexander gave
us some estimate of costs, of course they are purely estimates, but the estimate
comes to somewhere about a works cost of Us. 104. Generally in our investi-

gations in the Tariff Board we consider that if you are able to find finance to

cover the works costs of three months' output, that would give you generally
sufficient working capital. Assuming that is proved, would mean that with
Rs. 104 as works costs on 5,000 tons you might require about Rs. 1,25,000.

Mr. Oupta. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. You hold &ths of the debentures so that if you have to con-

tribute towards the finance it would not exceed a lakh of rupees. What I am
suggesting is, supposing that was all that was demanded of your Government
in respect of finance would the Government have any serious objection to

considering Tatas* proposal?
Mr. Oupta. I don't think so, but the question of finance is not entirely in

the hands of Government for they will have to go before the legislature and it

is very difficult to express an opinion on the point raised by you. But in any
case it is quite clear that in an arrangement of this sort the biggest contributor

will be the Government of Bihar and Orissa and that is a position which I do
not know whether the Bihar and Orissa Government would like to be in.

President. In fact if you provided finance in proportion to the debenture

holdings you would be almost the sole owners, would you not?

Mr. Gupta. Exactly, it amounts practically to a State enterprise. The
pro rata contribution we shall have to find means that we shall have to finance
the bulk of the fresh working capital and that is purely liquid finance. Then
there is the accumulated interest for the year 1926-27 which will have to be

foregone and therefore the Government of Bihar and Orissa would have to
contribute a good deal more than pro rata.

Dr. Matthai. That is to say if the thing is not run for three or four years
during that period, you will be losing interest on the debentures.

Mr. Oupta. Yes, it is rather a serious position for my Government.

President. To sum up the position, so far as you are concerned the present
company must go into liquidation and it is uncertain whether or not the existing
factory will be worked within the next three or four years either by the Tata
Iron and Steel Company or by a company formed on the lines suggested by
the Tata Iron and Steel Company. It is a matter of entire uncertainty.

Mr. Oupta. It certainly looks very uncertain now. At the same time I

may say this that considering that a way has to be found out of it I am quite sure
that the Government of Bihar and Orissa and Tatas would put their heads
together and be able to come to some satisfactory arrangement. That is my
hope.
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President. In the meantime it remains a matter of uncertainty. Mr*
Alexander told us sometime ago that it was quite ^possible that the Tata Iron

and Steel Company might themselves take over the present factory but that

they might have to keep it closed until they were able to manufacture rods. Sa
that even if you can come to some arrangement, the future is very uncertain,

is it not?

Mr. Gupta. I agree. My personal feeling is that there is a sort of moral'

responsibility on the part of the Tata Iron and Steel Company in this matter
and I am very hopeful that they will come forward and take it over and run
it. They cannot very well get a going plant all ready to work at a price

cheaper than at which they can get it now. As diversification is their aim they
will ultimately have a plant for the manufacture of nails and wire products, etc.,

and if they have to pay the full amount
o^

the debentures, even then, they are-

getting it very cheap. It is only Rs. 8 lakhs all complete. They cannot

possibly put down a plant of their own now or at any time in the future for

that amount.

Dr. Matthai. You have not had any more recent valuation that Mr.
Burkinshaw's?

Mr. Gupta. No. As a matter of fact Rs. 60,000 odd worth of new machi-

nery has been added since, so that if there has been any depreciation the assets

would fully cover that. Moreover the plant has not been worked very heavily
and consequently depreciation has been very small. But the important fact

is that there is an organization already in existance. If Tatas build a new

plant, they will agree with me from their experience that they will have to

spend a lot of money before they can bring their factory up to the same pitch
of efficiency as that of this one.

Dr. Matthai. On the present facts what is likely to happen?
Mr. Gupta. I think notice will issue almost immediately. The only thing

that we want to be clear about is where we are heading to. To serve a notice-

is very easy but what is going to happen after that? That is the consideration.

Of course the present Managing Agents have now been negotiating with various
firms and so forth and it is possible the arrangements might be quite satisfactory.
I don't know. These things I have not had any time to consider. If this

investigation were taking place a month hence, I would have been in a better

position to give you something definite.

President, It is unfortunate that our time is limited. We have to send in

our report for the August session.

Mr. Gupta. Quite so.

Dr. Matthai. The principal consideration which has led you to contemplate
taking action is the default in the payment of interest. There are various
other conditions in your Trust Deed. We had during the last year's enquiry
a summary of these various conditions in a letter your Government sent to

us. That is more or less a correct summary.

Mr. Gupta. I have not got a copy of the Trust Deed. Have you seen the
latest balance sheet?

Dr. Matthai. -No.

Mr. Gupta. I have a copy here. The position is not bad excepting that they
have no working capital. In fact the loss has been written down to Rs. 28,000'

up to 31st July last. Out of a loss of Rs. 90,000 they have written down
Rs. 60,000. About Rs. 28,000 and odd is the nett loss. This doesn't give
you the legal loophole and so forth.

Dr. Matthai. These conditions have been more or less observed by tho

Company.

Mr. Gupta. Yes, the main thing is the writing down of the block and so
forth.

Dr. Matthai. What about further machinery for increasing tlie production,
of nails?
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Mr. Gupta. Item 3 is that the extra capital expenditure to be under-

taken by the Company should not exceed Rs. 1,70,000. This is a permissive
clause, but they have not spent anything like this amount. They have only

spent something like Rs. 60,000. If they put down another battery of nail

machines costing about 14,000 dollars or roughly about Rs. 40,000 to Rs. 50,000,
then the productive capacity of this factory could be brought fjp to the maxi-
.mum as soon as money is available.

Dr. Matthai. For nails.

Mr. Gupta. Yes. You cannot work the nail machines for more than 12

to 14 hours.

President. \Ve were told by the manager of the Wire Works tbat even
now when they are working only one shift, they find some difficulty in disposing
of their output.

Mr. Gupta. On that point I have had some discussion with one of the

Tata's selling agents and they told me that they could easily find markets
lor all the nails that the Company could manufacture. Only they would pro-
bably have to alter the selling policy. Instead of marketing the nails in bulk

they will propably have to put them up in small 7 Ibs. packets. Most of the
nails are sold retail all over the country and they were quite sure that they
-could place in the market the whole production of the Company.

Dr. Matthai. The difficulty is that on the trade figures as we have them
it is so difficult to persuade oneself that there is sufficient market for a three

shift output. As far as the Bengal market and the other markets which are

more or less adjacent are concerned, on the latest trade figures that we have,
it would be difficult to establish a case for a three shift production. That really
is the difficulty we feel about it.

President. The Bengal consumption of nails and bright wire is about

6,000 tons. Wire is 3,000 tons and nails 3,000 tons to which perhaps we will

have to add Government orders.

Mr. Gupta. The up country market I understand is very good for nails

about 10,000 tons per annum.

President. That may be so far one year. If you take the average over
a series of years it is doubtful whether the market for nails in India is so large.

Mr. Gupta. In one year there was a very heavy importation of about

15,000 or 16,000 tons. The average works out at about 10,000 tons, but to that
T suppose you will have to add what this factory has from time to time produced.

Tons.

President. Take the 1926 figures 7,706

1925 was an abnormal year .... 16,000

1924 10,971

1923 12,810

1922 7,260

1921 9,445

1920 6,689

Mr. Gupta. The average for the five years comes to about 10,000 tons.

Dr. Matthai. That is taking the whole of India. In places like Rangoon,
Madras, Karachi and Bombay these people might find it difficult to compete
against imported products and some allowance you have got to make for that.

c Mr. Gupta. Yes.

President. In Rangoon for instance the foreign imports might be at a
distinct advantage as compared with the wire or nails sent from Tatanagar,
because ships 'arriving for the rice crop charge a very small freight for the
outward journey. It is probable that the freight from Calcutta to Burma in
certain times of the year would exceed the freight from Europe to Rangoon.
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yield a profit.

President. Taking this abnormal figure of 16,000 tons in 1925, practically

7,000 tons of nails went to Rangoon.
Dr. Matthai. I was looking up a later year. In 1926-27 the Rangoon

consumption has gone down to 1,500. There was something exceptional in

that year.

Mr. Gupta. What is the market for galvanized wire?

Dr. Matthai. They don't give it separately. You have got plain and

galvanized together.

Mr. Gupta. There is not much market for hard bright wire.

Dr. Matthai. From the Trade Returns we can't tell.

Mr. Gupta. I am told the demand for galvanized wire is really very great
here.

President. For steel wire (other than fencing wire) the latest figure is

5,700. In 1925-26 it was 6,600. The year before it was 6,500 and the pre-
vious to that it was 5,500.

Mr. Gupta. The Munition Board materials were released in large quantities
in India. I mean to say at the closo of the war the Munition Board had very
large quantities of these things on hand and that may have reacted on tile

imports.

President. Most of the war stores were liquidated by 1920-21.

Mr. Gupta. They may have been liquidated so far as Government are con-

cerned, but the dealers might have had large stocks in hand and released them

gradually and the result is that the imports have gone down.

President. Would it have taken 9 years?

Mr. Gupta. I was told by the owner of a tannery in England who passed
through India last winter that the Munition Board's leathers had just finished

being disposed of. It has taken so many years.

President. You cannot give us anything definite.

Mr. Gupta. I cannot. You are in a better position than I am. I am only
making a suggestion to you. We have given this money purely from the point
of view of encouraging a deserving industry and our disappointment is very very
keen indeed. It will be a pity if, after giving this money, suffering all this

loss, the industry is dead. I should not like to say anything here which would
make the chances of success for this industry less. There is no doubt that
even if the Tatas would work this factory, they would like to have protection
until the industry has established itself beyond doubt.

President. Mr. Alexander gave us evidence this morning on this point. So
far as that statement goes, when the Tata Iron and Steel Company are in a

position to manufacture steel rod out of which wire and wire nails are made, he
considers that they would be able to produce their wire at a price which, while
not giving them perhaps the full profit which we take into account in our fair

selling price, would yet leave them with some small margin of profit over and
above their works cost and their full overhead.

Mr. Gupta. On the wire rod.

President. On the wire, i.e., even without protection.

Mr. Gupta. But that would not operate for the next three or four years.

President. Until they manufacture wire rod.

Mr. Gupta. The decision of the debenture holders to come to some arrange-
ment to work the factory would be greatly influenced by your recommendation.
All our calculations would be thrown out if we find that protection has been
withdrawn. Our position in that case would be even more precarious. Then
aow on the one hand we cannot give you any definite assurance and on the
other hand we cannot possibly think of any arrangement for working the factory
without knowing the policy of Government as regards protection. If I may
say so, it is a sort of vicious circle.
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President. We appreciate that fully. Would you kindly keep us" informed as
to any developments which may occur, because there is still perhaps a fortnight
or three weeks before we finish our report and in the meantime it might be of

some importance to us to know if any thing further occurs.

Mr. Gupta. If anything definite has been arrived at, I shall inform you.
If you don't hear from us, you will know that we are still considering the
matter.
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XXL Messrs. Ganguli and Company.

A. WBITTEN.

(1) Letter dated 12th January 1927.

We beg to say that in pursuance of an idea to start a wire mill at

Calcutta we, as the promoters, negotiated with machinery-manufacturers
and expert mechanics in the Continents and America and also rpproachod
fight proposed Directors for their consent which we obtained. A copy of

the papers drawn up in this connection of the nature of a draft prospectus
is herewith enclosed.

Continuous wire drawing machines of W. Gerherdi, Ludenschied and nail

machines of Jakob Wikschtrem, Dussldorf, Germany have been selected as

the best available. So far as this particular industry is concerned German
ways appeal to us as the most economical. The machinery-manufacturers
have agreed to send their own mechanics and have promised to be respon-
sible for the output.

The proposed Directors are all business men of long standing including

Managing Directors of two Calcutta Banks. Arrangements for subscribing
75 per cent, of the necessary capital privately are nearly complete.

We as the selling agents of the Indian Steel Wire Products, Limited, have

carefully watched the growth of the industry at Tatanagar for the last five

years and are confident that our experience will substantially help us to

proceed on thoroughly economic in lines.

As, however, the success of the industry depends on the protection it re-

ceives from the Government in its infancy no venture in the line can be
made in case the existing protection is withdrawn.

In the above circumstances we shall be very much obliged if you kindly
submit this letter to the Board and let us have the Board's opinion regard-
ing protection at an early date to enable us to proceed with the scheme.

Enclosure No. 1.

The Bengal Steel Wire Mills Limited.

Registered capital Rs. 10,00,000 divided into 100,000 shares of Rs. 10
each.

Issued 50,000 shares only.

The share money is payable as follows:

Rs. 2 on application, Rs. 4 on allotment and the balance in two instal-

ments of Rs. 2 each, on call, at an interval of not less than one
month.

The main object of the Company will be to manufacture H. B. and An-
nealed wire and Wire Nails to start with and in future also galvanised wire^
barbed wire, fencing wire, wire netting, etc.

The minimum subscription on which the Directors may proceed to allot-

ment shall be 20,000 shares.

The qualification of a Director is his holding at least 500 shares in the

capital of the Company.
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The remuneration of a Director will be Rs. 16 for each meeting he at-

tends* The Directors shall also be entitled to receive in each financial year
of the Company such further sum or commission as may be equal to 2J per
cent, of the nett profit of the Company in that year to be divided among the
Directors equally.

Managing Agency will be vested in a Company entitled the Associated
Indian Trading Company. One of the partners Mr. A. T. Ganguli has been
the selling agent to the Indian Steel Wire Products, Limited, Tatanagar,
for the last four years and has thorough experience of the market and also of

the working of a wire mill.

The remuneration of the Managing Agents shall be a minimum sum of

Rs. 600 per month. The Agents shall also be entitled to 10 per cent, of the
nett profit of the Company. All rent and establishment charges in respect
of the Company's Calcutta offices shall be borne and paid by the Company.

One of the Directors, Dr. K. L. Ganguly, M.So., Dr. Eng. (Munich), who
is an expert in the line and has vast Continental experience of the wire nails

industry has kindly consented to give us the benefit of his experience.

Commission for selling the shares of the Company will not exceed 5 per
cent, on the face value of the shares.

The preliminary expenses are estimated to be Rs. 5,000.

Enclosure No. 2.

A wire mill at Calcutta run on economic principles must be paying.

As has been recognised by the Indian Tariff Board Wire and Wire Nail

Industry in India is of national importance. This particular industry is

now a protected one. Protective duty at Us. 60 per ton has been imposed
on imported wire products while the duty on rods for the manufacture of

wire products in India has practically been lifted the same being fixed at

10 per cent., ad valorem. There is ample scope for many mills of the pro-
posed dimensions in India. Not less than 16,000 tons wire and wire nails

are annually imported into the Calcutta market alone. Messrs. Indian Steel

Wire Products, Limited, Tatanagar, who are the only manufacturers in the
line have not yet been able to produce more than 10 per cent, of the imported
good per year.

A wire mill at Calcutta has many decided advantages over a wire mill

at Tatanagar. In para 20 of the Report of the Indian Tariff Board regard-
ing the grant of protection to the Wire and Wire Nail industry we read
" But the big market for nails is in Calcutta, and here the Jamshedpur fac-

tory has the double disadvantage of the railway freight on the raw materials

and the return freight on the nails made from it, the two together amount-

ing to about Rs. 32 a ton. The handicap is very great, and to enter the
Calcutta market successfully would involve a serious sacrifice ". All stores

havo to be purchased at Calcutta and carried to Tatanagar. For packing
the cost is nearly double of what could be arranged at Calcutta. The manu-
facturers at Tatanagar have to pay exorbitant taxes for water supply, Board
of Works, etc., that could be saved at Calcutta.

Messrs. Indian Steel Wire Products, Limited, Tatanagcir, have purchased
their experience at a very heavy cost, but they have paved the way for others

who could avoid all mistakes that are generally committed by the pioneers.
A wire mill at Calcutta at the present day has therefore a bright future
before it.
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Enclosure No. 3.

Estimate of a Wire Nail Factory equipped with complete wire drawing
arrangements.

A. BLOCK ACCOUNT.
Rs.

(1) Factory house 50,000

(2) Cleaning, annealing and wire-drawing
arrangements including boiler and electric

motors as per quotations from Germany . . 70,000

(3) Wire-nail making machines with Motor etc.,

as per quotations from Germany . . 75,000

(4) Construction costs (labour and materials) . 25,000

(5) Transport wagon (Light railway materials) . 5,000

(6) Electric installation (switch board lighting,

etc.) 5,000

(7) Return passage and pay of two German
mechanics for one year .... 12,000

(8) Water reservoir ...... 6,000

(9) Commission and brokerage .... 25,000

(10) Furniture and miscellaneous .... 1,000

2,73,000

B_. WORKING CAPITAL.

"Revenue expenditure for six months . . . 2,00,000

TOTAL Rs. 4,73,000

A capital of 5 lakhs will therefore be necessary.

Enclosure No. 4.

Estimated Profits.

The machinery to be used will give us a guaranteed output of 10 tons,
wire and nails per day of 8 hours or 250 tons a month of 25 days* working.
Out of this 62 tons will be sold as wire and 187 tons as nails.

The cost of the finished products will be as shown below :

Rs.

250 tons " wire rods at Rs. 100 per ton . . 25,000
2 Engineers at Rs. 250 a month .... 500
25 Maistries (for nail making and wire drawing)

at Rs. 45 each a month..... 1,125
30 Unskilled labour at Rs. 20 each a month . . 600
4 Factory clerks at Rs. 50 each a month . . 200
4 Darwans at Rs. 20 each a month ... 80

Managing Agents' remuneration .... 600
Calcutta Office 600

Transportation cost ...... 750
Power 650

Packing nails and wire at Re. 0-8-0 a cwt. on the

average 2,500
Coal acid, soapflake, oil, sawdust, etc. . . . 2,000
Rent ......... 350

Depreciation and Contingencies .... 1,000

Total cost for 250 tons . 35,955

i.e., for 1 ton . 144

or for 1 cwt. . 7-4
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The average price for wire and wire nails in the worst market during thfe

last 5 years was Rs. 10-8-0 per cwt. In the best market during the said
period wire and wire nails fetched as much as Rs. 14 per cwt. on the average.
Even supposing that competition will drive us to sell our products at an
average price of Rs. 10 per cwt. we shall get a clear margin of Rs. 2-12-0 per
cwt. or Rs. 55 per ton. The annual income of Rs. 1,65,000 (i.e., over an
annual production of 3,000 tons at Rs. 55 a ton) is therefore assured. This
on a capital of Rs. 5 lakhs represents a dividend of 33 per cent.

Making allowances for all sorts of unforeseen contingencies it is therefore
safe to take that the Company will be in a position to pay a dividend of
25 per cent, to the shareholders after a year's working. As the management
will observe economy throughout this estimate may err only on the safe
side.

(2) Statement showing c.i.f. prices of nails during 1925-26 and 1926-27.

c.i.f. prices per ton current during

1925-26. 192 6-27.

Maximum. Minimum. Maximum. Minimum.

s. 9.

Sizes of nails

1", li", iy 2", 2V, 3", 4", 5', 6" . 11 10 11 12 11

(Usual) corresponding wire gauges

15, 14, 13, 12, 11, 10, 9, 8, 7 . 9 10 9 10 9 $

Rod for drawing wire of above sizes

No. 5 6 10 6 7 60
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MESSRS. GANGULI AND COMPANY.

B. ORAL.

Evidence of Mr. A. T. GANGULI and Dr. K. L. GANGULI, recorded

at Calcutta, on Wednesday, the 27th April, 1927.

Introductory.

President. You are one of the partners in Messrs. Ganguli and Company?
Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

President. Your firm deals in what?
Mr. Oanguli. In hardware generally.

President. And they are agents for the Steel Wire Products, Limited?

Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

President . How long ago was your firm established?

Mr. Ganguli. Six years.

President. Its headquarters is Calcutta?

Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

President. In your representation you have not definitely put forward

any claim; your representation is more a statement of intention?

Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

President. And really what you ask is information as to what the inten-

tions of the Board are in respect of continued protection?
Mr. Ganguli. That is so.

President. So that really no claim has been put forward?

Mr. Ganguli. I was personally present when Mr. Capadia was examined
on the last occasion. We have sent in our representation for the considera-

tion of the Board BO that in case protection remains where it is now we
might undertake to work out the scheme.

President. So far you have taken no steps to establish the mill?

Mr. Ganguli. As we have said in our representation about 75 per cent,

of our capital is already subscribed; we have arranged for the most up-to-
date machinery and the machinery manufacturers have agreed to send their

own mechanics to start the work so that we can float in a day.

President. Actually your scheme is held up until the Board's report on
the Steel Wire Products, Limited, is published?

Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

Proposal to establish factory.

President* You propose to manufacture your wire out of imported rod?

Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

President. And your nails out of imported rod or imported wire?

Mr. Ganguli. We want to import rod and draw wire and out of that

manufacture nails. .

President. You will not import wire in order to manufacture the nails?

Mr. Ganguli. No.

Advantages of Calcutta site. Freight.

President. You have stated in your application that you have got certain

advantages over any firm which commences manufacture at Tatanfcgar. The

advantages are, you say, the difference in the freight on stores, which would
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also apply to imported rods, packing and water supply and also Board of
Works. These are the main advantages that you claim?

Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

President. Can you give us any idea in rupees of the total amount of the
advantages per ton on freight and stores?

Mr. Ganguli. The total amount of stores is Us. 2,000 including coal, so
that- on an output of 250 ton's I think the difference will be nominal. The
freight on raw materials is considerable.

President. So that really we need not take that into account in comparing
the advantages of the situation as you say?

Mr. Ganguli. No.

Packing.

President. As regards packing, that is a fairly serious item, at any rate
in the manufacture of nails. Do you propose to sell your nails loose or in

packing cases?

Mr. Ganguli. We propose to sell them packed in cases as the Steel Wire
Products are doing.

President. We have had evidence in the past as to the cost of each keg
in Jamshedpur.

Mr. Ganguli. That was one rupee per cwt.

President. In what way could you economise that?

Mr. Ganguli. Just at present we supply kegs to the Indian Steel Wire
Products. We manufacture the kegs here and send them in wagon loads

to Tatanagar and repack them there with lids. We have expert packers there
who pack them.

President. What do you charge the Steel Wire Products?

Mr. Ganguli. One rupee a keg. It costs us approximately 0-14-6 all

told at Tatanagar.

President. Is that your cost price?

Mr. Ganguli. Yes, but if we did it at Calcutta we could do it at 0-11-6.

President. That 0-14-6 includes railway freight, handling charges and

everything else?

Mr. Ganguli. Yes; the rest is our profit.

Water Supply, etc.

President. Take water supply and Board of Works. The actual expendi-
ture on that is very small. These estimates are for three shift production.
The estimate is Rs. 800 for land rent and for water Rs. 1,200. Would you
save very much on that?

Mr. Ganguli. Up till now they have been working one shift only, and I

think they have to pay Rs. 8,000 on board of works and nearly as much for

water supply.

Pjesident. The charges are not given in detail under these heads. Where-

d<> you get these figures from?

Mr. Ganguli. There is no direct evidence, but that is my impression.

Dr. Matthai. Did you get these figures from their costs?

Mr. Ganguli. I know all about their costs though my figures may not be

absolutely correct.

President. I cannot find anything in their costs anywhere to indicate

this figure exactly. Their monthly charge for water is Rs. 1,200 and land

reat and board of works Rs. 800 between them; that is a total of Rs. 2,000
a month or Rs. 24,000 a year for three shifts.

Mr. Ganguli. They will have to pay the same for one shift, I think.
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President. What economy would be possible on, that?

Mr. Ganguli. We pay nothing for board of works.

Land Rent.

President. And land rent?

Mr. Ganguli. That is Bs. 350 per month. We inspected several sites and
the Port Commissioners' land at Behala which may be available would cost
us Es. 350 per month.

President. Can you give us an estimate out of this Us. 24,000 what amount
of saving you would effect?

Mr. Ganguli. Bs. 15,000 out of that I should think. If the Tata Iron
and Steel Company manufacture rods as they promised and give us that
in three years we shall be handicapped because if for the purposes of pro-
tection we have to take Tatas rod we shall have to -pay freight from Tatanagar
to Calcutta and that will mean an increased freight on all goods sent to

\;pcountry stations. With this handicap Calcutta will be an unfavourable

position.

President. This is a fresh point you have raised. It is your intention to

use imported rod, is it not?

Mr. Ganguli. If we were allowed to use imported rods for all time to

come we would use imported rod. But if for purposes of protection Govern-
ment insist on our using Indian rod of Tatas manufacture then in that case

Calcutta will be an unfavourable location.

President. Exactly in what way? Supposing Tatas produced rods; they
will have to sell their rods in competition with the imported rod and their

price in Calcutta would be limited by the price of the imported rod?

Mr. Ganguli. That is very doubtful because Tatas products are sold at a

higher price than Continental products.

President. Then you would not buy them?

Mr. Ganguli. Not unless we are compelled to buy Indian rod for the

purposes of protection.

President. You mean to say if one of the conditions of protection is that

you must use Tatas rods whatever the price?

Mr. Ganguli. Exactly.

President. It can never be a condition of protection that you should

use Tatas rod regardless of whatever prices reasonable or unreasonable are

fixed by Tatas. The assumption is that you would obtain Indian rod at a

price at which the imported rod sells in India.

Mr. Ganguli. That is all right. But I take it like this : if they manufac-
ture rods they will probably be selling at the same price to us at which

they have contracted to sell to the Indian Steel Wire Products. In addition

we shall have to pay freight from Tatanagar to Calcutta.

Dr. Matthai. The Indian Steel Wire Products' price was fixed at a time

when the import price corresponded to the present contract price. If you
enter into a contract now you would fix a price that is reasonable. There is

no reason why you should pay the price which the Indian Steel Wire Products

contracted to pay.

President. Apart from any compulsion to use any particular kind of rod,

in the general course of trade, an upcountry firm such as Tatas would be

forced to sell at the Calcutta market at the import price. Is that correct?

Mr. Ganguli. That is so.

Dr. Matthai. You are going to start this as a public Company?
Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. You have not published your prospectus
1

yet?

Mr, Ganguli. No.

Dr. Matthai. It depends on what we are going to report, 1 suppose?
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Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. And you say in your written representation that if we
decided to withdraw protection then you would abandon the idea?

Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. If we reduced protection? Supposing we reduced the duty
from Bs. 60 to Bs. 40 would you abandon the idea?

Mr. Ganguli. We shall still undertake to work the scheme and then after
a year or so if we find that we are losing we shall have to ask for further

protection.

Estimates of Costs.

Dr. Matthai. Your estimates with regard to costs have been worked out

carefully?

Mr. Ganguli. Yes. *

Dr. Matthai. We may take that as a reasonable estimate?

Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. Your estimate is Ks. 144 a ton?

Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. You take the average price of wire and nails as Bs. 10 a

cwt., that is Bs. 200 a ton; out of that leaving out Bs. 60 the duty, you get
Bs. 140 isn't that so?

Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. Supposing we simply reduced the duty to a revenue duty
of 10 per cent.; then you add Bs. 14 to Bs. 140. That gives you Bs. 154.

That will leave you a profit of Bs. 10 per ton?

Mr. Ganguli. If we can keep close to these figures we can do that.

Dr. Matthai. You have not got the actual costs and we must proceed
on your reasonable estimates, so that at a revenue duty of 10 per cent, you
get per ton a profit of Bs. 10. Supposing you worked two shifts and pro-
duced 6,000 tons. That means you are going to get a profit of Bs. 60,000
a year. Now your total capital is Bs. 5 lakhs and therefore you make a

profit of 12 per cent. 12 per cent, is a very fair profit, is it not? Then

why do you want protection?

Mr. Ganguli. These figures we have worked out in a general way. The

price of rod is higher at the present moment.

Dr. Matthai. So is the price of wire?

Mr. Ganguli. Not for nails. We have to convert most of the rod into

nails.

Dr. Matthai. Supposing we reduced the duty to Bs. 40 per ton you will

still consider the scheme?

Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. You have selected the machinery but you have not ordered

it?

Mr. Ganguli. That is so. If we float the Company our Dr. Ganguly will

proceed to Germany, select the machinery and select the experts and bring
them to India with him.

Dr. Matthai. You have approached certain gentlemen for appointment as

directors?
*

Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. You have 75 per cent, of the proposed capital already sub-

scribed?

Mr. Qanguli. Yes. We have received promises.

Dr. Matthai. The bulk of that from these directors?

Mr. Ganguli. From zemindars and other rich people. One of the zemin-

dars will be a director.
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Dr. Matthai. You have not yet considered the selection of a site fot the

factory?
Mr. Qanguli. We have seen two or three places and the best place seemed

to be on the Shalimar side where the Bengal Bridge and Bolt Company was.
The sheds are there with everything complete, water supply and so on. If

we took that we would be making a saving in capital expenditure.
Dr. Matthai. You are going to lease it?

Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. What is the site likely to cost you?
Mr. Ganguli. Rs. 350 a month.

Existing business.

Dr. Matthai. You have told us that you have been doing business for six

years as general hardware merchants. You deal in imports of all kinds of

steel?

Mr. Ganguli. Not steel exactly, but hardware : barbed wire, galvanized
wire, fencing wire and so on.

Dr. Matthai. You don't deal in bars or sections?

Mr. Ganguli. No.

Dr. Matthai. Simply wire products. At present you are both importing
these and also selling the Jamshedpur wire and nails and in addition to that

you propose to manufacture your own wire?

Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

Plant.

Dr. Matthai. The plant which you propose to instal, you told the President,.

is for the purpose of drawing wire and making nails out of that wire, that is

to say the plant at present has enough wire drawing capacity for all the

wire required for the production of nails. Is that correct?

Mr. Ganguli. Yes. The machinery manufacturers have guaranteed 10
tons of wire for a day of 8 hours.

Dr. Matthai. All this machinery is German machinery?
Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. Yon say it is a continuous wire drawing machine?

Mr. Ganguli. Yes, but we now find that we havo to keep some single
blocks as well as some continuous blocks.

President. When you drew up this prospectus, you expected that you
\*ould draw all the wire required on continuous machines. How many conti-

nuous machines have you?

Mr. Ganguli. Continuous machines we have only two.

President. What is the capacity of these machines?

Mr. Ganguli. 2^- tons.

Dr. Matthai. Per shift of 8 hours?

Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. Do you know the continuous machines at Jamshedpur?

Mr. Ganguli. I have seen them.

Dr. Matthai. Is your about the same capacity?

Mr. Ganguli . Almost the same.

Dr. Matthai. You say one machine could draw 2$ tons of wire per shift

of 8 hours. Then for a month of 25 days how much would that mean?

Mr. Ganguti. About 75 tons.
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Dr. Matthai. Each machine?

A'r. Ganguli. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. That gives you 150 tons of \\ire.

Mr. Ganguli. Yes, on the two machines.

Dr. Matthai. The total capacity of your plant according to the prospectus
is 250 tons.

Afr. Ganguli. In addition to the continuous machines we are going to

have 10 single blocks.

Dr. Matthai. The cost of that you have included.

Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. You have no idea at present of including any plant for

making galvanised wire.

Mr. Ganguli. We are considering that.

Dr. Matthai. In the prospectus you don't include that.

Mr. Ganguli. In the prospectus we at present say, we are going to

manufacture plain wire and nails, after that galvanised wire, barbed wire,

fencing wire, wire netting, etc.

Dr. Matthai. At Jamshedpur they have a plant for galvanising wire.

Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. Have you any idea of what that would cost?

Mr. Ganguli.- The galvanising plant itself doesn't cost much, but the process

of galvanising is rather costly.

Dr. Matthai. You have attempted no estimate of that.

Mr. Ganguli. No.

President.-Is galvanising a difficult process?

Mr. Ganguli. Not a difficult process, but it is a costly process.

President. I am asking you whether it is a difficult process, because the

Tata Iron and Steel Company have found considerable difficulty in turning

out their galvanised sheets. Would there be similar difficulty in turning out

your galvanised wire?

Mr. Ganguli. The Indian Steel Wire Products, Limited, have not galva-

nised yet. I understand they are getting a heavy consignment of rods now.

After they get that, they will try galvanising, because they expect big orders

from the"Government. One difficulty is the machine must run continuously

for 24 hours.

Dr. Matthai. Supposing you decided to start this business, would you set

up the whole of this plant straight away?

Mr. Ganguli.Oi course, I would.

Dr. Matthai. Or have you any idea as to the order in which you would

take up?
Mr. Ganguli. The whole of the Wire Drawing Department we will have to

undertake immediately.

Dr. Matthai. Nails you would put up later.

Mr. Ganguli. Nail machines would come along with wire drawing machines,

but we may not be' getting all the machines at a time. If we in the mean-

time found it more profitable to galvanise wire,

c Dr. Matthai. Leave out galvanised wire for the moment. Take simply

wire and nails. If you were starting the business say, next year, would you

start with both wire and nails?

Mr. Ganguli. Yes, simultaneously.

Dr. Matthai. Ml the machines required for the whole of this capacity

that you have mentioned would be set up.

Mr. Oanguli. Yes.
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Qwlity of the Jamshedpur Company's Products. Market Conditions.

Dr. Matthai. Now you have been selling the Jamshedpur wire and nails
in the Calcutta market?

Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

Dr.
^

Matthai. How do they compare in
quality

with the imported wire
and nails? Do you find any difficulty in selling their products in Calcutta?

Mr. Ganguli. Originally we had difficulty, but now there is very little

difficulty.

Dr. Matthai. By
'*

originally
M how long ago do you mean?

Mr. Oanguli. Three years ago.

President. That is when they were first smarted.

Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

President. Then you had some difficulty.

Mr. Gunyuli, Yes.

President. What was the difficulty?

Mr. Ganguli. The nails were irregular and the wire was not nicely drawn.

President. Do you sell any of their wire?

Mr. Ganguli. Yes, both wire and nails.

President. Have you had any difficulty last year in selling their wire?

Mr. Ganguli. We never sold to Government. We sell to private Com-
panies and they complain that the wire is full of notches.

President. I understand in the course of the last 12 months they have
been carrying very large stocks of wire and have not been able to dispose of

them. Have you anything to say on that subject?
Mr. Ganguli. They had not much wire left \\ith them, but nails they

had.

President. Last year they stated they were carrying large stocks and that

was one of the reasons for their working capital being locked up.

Mr. Ganguli. Generally the market is very dull from June to November.

President. Is that the same for the wire market?

Mr. Ganguli. There is not mueh sale for wire, it is only 5 per cent, of

the nails that can be sold.

President. Taking the Calcutta market and the upcountry market together,
would you say that the proportion of wire to nails that can be sold would
be about 5 per cent.?

Mr. Ganguli. Yes, on the whole.

President. So that the amount of wire- which can be sold as such would
be very limited.

Mr. Ganguli. Yes. Out of 250 tons we put 62J tons for ^ire and 187J
tons for nails.

President. I am speaking of the Steel Wire Products. In their case the

reasonable proportion would be the same.

Mr. Ganguli. Yes, considering the amount they have supplied to Govern-

ment it comes to about 50 per cent.

President. Do you think half and half is more reasonable, because they
have supplied to Government?

Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

President. Is it to the Army Department?

Mr. Ganguli. To the Indian Stores Department.

Dr. Matthai. It is true if you take the Bengal market the bulk of the

market for nails is Calcutta.

A/r. Ganguli. Yea.

Q
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Dr. Matthai.-*-therefore you say for a factory like the Steel Wire Products
which is situated upcountry the market for na'ils is rather more difficult for
them.

Mr. Ganguli. For Bengal Calcutta is the market. The consumption of nails
is more in the upcountry market.

Dr. Matthai. Do you generally have to sell to dealers in Calcutta?

Mr. Ganguli. What we generally do is this. There are dealers in Calcutta
who make contracts with us, but the goods are booked straight from the-

factory.

President. Then this question of freight on the nails to Calcutta market
does not arise. It has been alleged both in this enquiry and in

previous
enquiries that the Steel Wire Products suffer inasmuch as they pave to-

send their nails to Calcutta and pay the freight on them before tfaey can sell'

them. I understand from you who are their selling agents that although
you make contracts with them the nails are despatched direct to upoountry
so that the question of freight doesn't arise.

Mr. Ganguli. It does, because all the nails will not be going out to the

upcountry market. 50 per cent, of these goes to Calcutta and 50 pei cent,

to upcountry stations..

President. Of wire nails.

Mr. Can guli. Yes.

President. So that this freight disadvantage extends only in so far as

50 of their production of wire nails is concerned and not at all as regards their

production of wire.

Mr. Ganguli. Wire is sold in Calcutta and not upcountry. Wire cannot .

be sold in upcountry stations at all.

Dr. Matthai. Why not? They would require a lot of wire for various

purposes.

Mr. Ganguli. If the wire is galvanised, it can be sold. For annealed
and hard wire the market is only in Calcutta. Hard bright wire is generally
used by the manufacturers of iron pans and buckets. 7 to 9 Gauge Wire is

used in making pan-handles. 10 to 12 Gauge Wire is used round about the

rims of buckets.

President. There has been evidence in the past that bright wire has all

practically been sold upcountry. As regards the wire the Company has

an advantage over a Calcutta Company, because they send their bright wire

upcountry.
Mr. Ganguli. We are their selling agents. We have not sold one cwt.

upcountry.
President. Do they sell any of their wire direct without the intervention

of the selling agents?
Mr. Ganguli. Yes, to the Indian Hume Pipe Company which is located

at Jamshedpur. They are the biggest consumers of annealed wire.

President. They are not working now.

Mr. Ganguli. They are working now. Previously it was named the Hume
Pipe and Concrete Construction Company. Now it is the Indian Hume Pipe

Company.

President. What do they use it for?

Mr. Ganguli. For the manufacture of Hume Pipes. The pipe is of wire-

and concrete is put on it.

President. That is re-inforced.

Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. You are, I take it, one of the biggest dealers in wire in:

Calcutta.

Af<r. Ganguli. Yes.
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Dr. Mattkai. From your experience do you think that the main market
for wire in Bengal is Calcutta?

Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

President. Could you give us any estimate of the amount of wire dis-

posed of by the Steel Wire Products independently?
Mr. Ganguli. Including the Government order?

President. In the upcountry market including Tatanagar.

Mr. Ganguli. I have no idea if they sell upcountry to anybody else except
to the Indian Hume Pipe Company at Tatanagar. Of course they started

only a year back. I think they consume about 400 to 500 tons a year.

President. And you sell how much on their behalf on an average.
Mr. Ganguli. We sell 400 to 600 tons in th3 Calcutta market.

President. So that about half their work is sold in Calcutta and half in

upcountry.
Mr. Ganguli. Yes, in Tatanagar only.

Dr. Matthai. Your machinery is German.

Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. Where did they get the machinery from?

Mr. Ganguli. From America.

Dr. Matthai. Is it supposed to be more efficient than yours?
Mr. Ganguli. We think our machinery is most efficient.

Dr. Matthai. One of your partners has had considerable experience in

Europe.
Mr. Ganguli. Yes, in Germany. He has visited America and other places

also.

Dr. Matthai. And you don't think there is any difference in point of

efficiency between the American machinery and the German machinery.
Mr. Ganguli. No. One thing that strikes us is that all wire products

from Germany and Belgium sell at cheaper prices than American products,
so that the machinery must be equally efficient.

Dr. Matthai. It may not be entirely due to machinery, because the level

of wages in America might be higher. The European countries have the

exchange advantage. Have you looked at the question carefully?

Mr. Ganguli. Our expert Dr. Ga,nguli was teiiing me that German
machines are as good as if not better than any American machines.' Of course

we have got quotations from American firms who have supplied machinery
to the Indian Steel Wire Products.

President. What is the difference m price for machinery corresponding
to yours.

Mr. Ganguli. Exactly double the price. Moreover it is expensive to work
their machinery.

Dr. Matthai. It is simpler to work the German machinery.
Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

President. In your application you say
" Not less than 16,000 tons of

wire and wire nails are annually imported into the Calcutta market." Look-

ing at the trade returns we get nails 3,706 tons and wire 3,084 tons.

Mr. Ganguli. The year before was abnormal.

Dr. Matthai. I have got the figures for all the years from 1923-26.

Mr. Ganguli. Does that include galvanised wire?

Dr. Matthai. Yes, it does.

President. 1920 as the biggeet import for steel wire other than fencing
wire, which is 4,000 tons. lrou can put it as 7,000 tons as against your
16,000 tons.

Mr. Ganguli. Wire and wire nails together.
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President. Together it would be about 7,000 tons, that is to say exclud-

ing fencing wire and wire rope which are not protected. You may add 1,000
or 2,000 tons for Government stores. In that case it will come up to 9,000
tons. What is your estimate of 16,000 based on? Have you any definite

figures to go on or is it merely an expression of your opinion.

Mr. Ganguli. My impression has always been that last year it was not
BO much, but 4 or 5 years before that not less than 5,000 to 6,000 tons of

nails only were imported into the Calcutta market.

President. This is not based on any official figures or trade returns. You
do not claim it to be more than your general opinion.

Dr. Matthai. How exactly did you estimate this 16,000 tons?

Mr. Ganguli. We know all the big importers in Calcutta.

Dr. Matthai. They import barbed wire too. Have you included that?

Mr. Ganguli. No.

Dr. Matthai. Stranded wire.

Mr. Ganguli. No.

Dr. Matthai. Wire rope you have not included.

Mr. Ganguli. No. We have included plain annealed wire, galvanised wire,

hard bright wire and nails.

President. If we take the market at 7,000 tons which seems a fairly

reasonable estimate according to trade returns and add 2,000 tons as Dr.

Matthai suggested making it 9,000 tons, do you think that there is room

for two wire nail factories?

Mr. Ganguli. If the Indian Steel Wire Products were working 8 shifts,

they would be manufacturing about 12,000 tons a year.

President. Supposing an effort is made to work three shifts at the Steel

Wire Products Company's works, would they be able to dispose of that

amount taking into consideration the two other nail factories which will work-

on imported wire?

Mr. Ganguli. Our impression is that there is scope for more than one

nail factory.

President. Actually at any rate until the consumption expands there would

be very severe competition between your mill and the Steel Wire Products.

Mr. Ganguli. There is likely to be.

President. I take it if you are producing about 8,000 tons and the Steel

Wire Products about, say, 10,000 tons, the two Companies would find it very

difficult to dispose of the whole of their output.

Mr. Ganguli. That question might arise, if the imports came to only

9,000 tons. A good lot is coming through Bombay and Karachi. The pro-

ducts of the Steel Wire Products Company are selling hi the Punjab and

Karachi markets.

Dr. Matthai. -The Karachi market is very very small. I think that figures

ior both wire and nails will come to about 1,000 to 1,200 tons. There is not

much demand. The really important market would be Bombay or Rangoon.

President. You would find it difficult to compete in the Bangoon or

Bombay market.

Mr. Ganguli. If wire nails exported from India to Bangoon were subject

to the* duty, then of course it would be difficult.

President. There will be no duty on nails imported into Bangoon from

.

Mr. Ganguli. Then, it would be possible to find a market for our products

in Bangoon.
President. Do you think that you will be able to sell in competition with

the imported nails?

Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

President. Have you ever done so far?
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Mr. Ganguli. No, because their cost of production is still high.
President. Do you think that their cost of production is very high?
Mr. Ganguli. Of course it has been high.
President. Do you think that if the Indian Steel Wire Products were work-

ing only one shift, then there would be room for you to dispose of the
whole of your production.

Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

President. There would be no severe competition hi that case.

Mr. Ganguli. In order that the Indian Steel Wire Products Company
may live, they must work more than one shift : otherwise they cannot com-
pete in the open market.

President. But you propose to run only one shift.

Mr. Ganguli. We do not know whether there would be more room for
us but our idea is to replace a quantity of wire and wire nails imported every
jear. We think that there would be no difficulty in disposing of a few
thousand tons of our products.

Dr. Matthai. If you started this factory in Calcutta, you would be in

such a position of advantage as compared with the Steel Wire Products,
Limited, in Jamshedpur, that you would be able to get the market which
they are expecting to get. There is no room apparently for both. But your
expectation is that you will be able to get the better of them.

Mr. Ganguli. We never took it in that light.

President. Do you think that there is room for both the Companies?
Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

President. Even with three shifts?

Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

President. If it is profitable, as you say, for the Steel Wire Products to

go on a three shift basis, surely it would be profitable for you too to go on
a three shift basis.

Mr. Ganguli. Of course ii we find sufficient market, then we will also

Avork three shifts.

President. You say there is room not only for your one shift production
but also for the three shift production of the Steel Wire Products. You also

say that the costs of the Indian Steel Wire Products are very much higher
than your estimate for one shift. If you work three shifts, you would be
able to reduce your costs very considerably.

Mr. Ganguli. Of course, the costs would go down.

President. In that case would you not be able to secure the whole of

this market?

Mr. Ganguli. If they economise and bring down their costs they will also

dive.

President. On the figures as they stand it present, you would be able to

secure the market.

Mr. Ganguli. Of course we will be workiag in Calcutta which is a better

,place.

President. You will have certain very big advantages especially as reg'ards

packing and so on.

Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. May I suggest a possibility? Supposing we continue the

protection of Ks. 60 'a ton and, as a result of that, you carry out the idea

of starting; your own factory and the Indian Steel Wire Products begin to

Increase their output, then the result would be that under the shelter of this

tariff there would be such keen competition between you and the Indian Steel

Wire Products that neither of you would benefit by the tariff. Both of you
will go down.

Mr. Ganguli. I am not quite sure of that.

R
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Dr. Matthai. The point is this that for the next two or three years you
must consider Bengal as your primary market. The extent of that market
is somewhere about 8,000 to 9,000 tons. The full capacity of your works
and of the Indian Steel Wire Products, if you both work three shifts,, will

be very much more than that. The result will be intense competition.
Mr. Ganguli. If we manufacture more than the market can consume*

there will be keen competition.

President. I understand from your application that you are prepared to

experience severe competition and that you think your position will be quite
satisfactory I mean to say that it is a contingency which you have not
overlooked.

Mr. Ganguli. In the matter of competition, we will stand better.

Quotations for Machinery.

Pre8tdent. As regards your answer to question 8, can you give us copies
of the quotations of your plant?

Mr. Ganguli. We shall send you the quotations later.

President. You have definite firm quotations.

Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. You can also send us the American quotations if you have.

Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

President. The factory house is a local quotation.

Mr. Ganguli. If we are to construct a shed, it would cost half a lakh.

President. Have you got any tenders for that?

Mr. Ganguli. Not tenders; but that is an estimate by an expert who is

in the engineering line.

President. Who is your expert?

Mr. Ganguli. A Calcutta contractor of Messrs. A. K. Aditva and Com-
pany,

President. He will construct that for Ks. 50,000.

Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

President. You are not purchasing any land.

Mr. Ganguli. No. We are only taking a lease.

President. Is this plant designed for the high speed process?

Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. What is your idea of a minimum economic output for a

wire factory?

Mr. Ganguli. The minimum is 3,000 tons a year.

Dr. Matthai. Your output is practically the same as the output of the

factory in Jamshedpur.
Mr. Ganguli. Practically the same.

Dr. Matthai. And you think that that is the minimum economic output.

Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

fir. Matthai. Anything below that would not be profitable.

Mr. Ganguli. No.

Dr. Matthai. You told me that it might be necessary for you also to

have 10 single blocks for wire drawing.

Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. Would that necessitate any increase in your other charges?

Mr. Ganguli. No.

Dr. Matthai. Would it be necessary to have a larger factory house?

Mr. Ganguli. No. We have calculated only on the basis of 10 single-

blocks and two continuous machines. ~
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Dr. Matthai. 1 What you call construction cost is erection charge.
Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. There won't be any change in this if you had these addi-
tional blocks.

Mr. Ganguli. No.

Dr. Matthai. How many nail machines do you propose to have?
Mr. Ganguli. 15.

Dr. Matthai. Each having a capacity of what?
Mr. Ganguli. 10 cwts. a day on the average.
Dr. Matthai. Altogether as it stands in your prospectus your nail making

machines have a total capacity of how much?
Mr. Ganguli. 7-J- tons a day of 8 hours.

Dr. Matthai. That is about 250 tons a month.
Mr. Ganguli. 187 tons ** month of 25 days' working.

Working Capital.

Dr. Matthai. You estimate under working capital that you would require
your revenue expenditure for six months as your working capital.

Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. Is not that a little too much? How many months stock will

you have to keep?
Mr. Ganguli. It so happens that sometimes no stock would be left. But

sometimes we will have to keep three or four months stock in the dull season.

President. You have told us that you would have a slack period from
June to November. For those six months perhaps a little extra capital woul<l
be required. On the other hand in the previous six months you would carry

fairly light stocks. So that it is unlikely that your total working capital
would be so much as six months' production. Taking the average for the
whole year, six months' production would be rather on the high side.

Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

President. What would you suggest as a reasonable estimate for working
capital?

Mr. Ganguli. We have put down Bs. 2 lakhs. We would like to havt
ittle more.

President. You just said that you would carry on with less.

Mr. Ganguli. We want to have as working capital a sum equal to six

months' production, so that we may not be inconvenienced. After that if

we go and borrow money it must be an additional charge on the products.

President. You said just now that rather less than six months' production
would do.

Mr. Ganguli. Still we want to be on the safe side.

Dr. Matthai. This is quite a generous estimate.

Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. Taking no risks at all?

Mr. Ganguli. Yes, after what we have seen we should like to be wise now.

Cost of imported wire rod and wire.

President. I don't propose to go into this estimate in any detail because

it is not based on actual working but there is one point which I want to ask

you about. You have taken your estimate of wire at Bs. 100 a ton.

Mr. Ganguli. It was Rs. 90 when we calculated. Allowing for the

\\astage of Us. 10 per ton, we have arrived at "Rs. 100.

R &
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President. We were told by the Indian Steel Products that the wastage
would be about Bs. 8 and that the present price for wire rods including
landing charges would be about Bs. 90 a ton.

Mr. Ganguti. It is more now.

President. What is it now?
Mr. Oanguli. Last time when they purchased it was 6 a ton. It is now

6-10-0 per ton.

President. In July it was 6-10-0 and in January it was 1 a ton. 7
would come to Bs. 98 allowing for landing charges.

Mr. Qanguli. Then, the duty will have to be added.

President. Yes, and that would bring it to Bs. 108 as against your
Be. 100. However you have the latest quotation. Perhaps you would give
us the quotation in support of your statement that the present c.i.f. price is

6-10-0. Have you quotations for this month?
Mr. Oanguli. We shall get you the quotations.

President. Have you quotations for bright wire? You must have the

import prices.

Mr. Qanguli. For 4 to 14 gauge it is 10 a ton now.

President. Is that for bright wire?

Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

President. Does that include packing?
Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

President. What do you allow for the canvas? Canvas is usually extra.

Mr. Ganguli. 5 to 6 annas per cwt.

President. What does that work out to in shillings for the extra canvas

packing?
Mr. Ganguli. 10 shillings a ton.

Dr. Matthai. When wire is imported, it is almost invariably wrapped in

gunny.
Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

Dr. Matthai- When they send wire from Jamshedpur to Calcutta they

wrap it also in gunny.
Mr. Ganguli. Yes, for the market but when they supply to Government,

they don't wrap it in gunny.
Dr. Matthai. For the bulk of their sales they have to.

Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

President. Is there any difference between the value of the canvas and
that of the gunny?

Mr. Ganguli. The usual practice is to wrap it in gunny.

President. From England when it is imported it is wrapped in canvas.

Mr. Ganguli. I have not seen any wire packed in canvas. Very little

comes from England.
President. Is it wrapped in gunny when the imports come from the

Continent?

Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

President. So that the packing is the same whether it is imported
the Continent or supplied by the Indian Steel Wire Products.

Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

President. For the purpose of comparing the import prices and the fair

selling price for the Indian Wire Product do you consider from your experience
that it would be fair to take Wire No. 8 gauge as a typical product?

Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. What is the gauge that they make at Jamshedpur?
Mr. Ganguli. No. 8.
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President. You say that the cost of bright wire is about d910 c.i.f.

Mr. Qanguli. Yes.

President. What is the price of nails? First of all what would you take
is a typical size for nails?

Mr. Oanguli. Two inches (2").

President. What is the price of those at present.
Mr. Oanguli. The c.i.f. price will be 11*. 6d. a cwt. or 11-10-0 a ton.

President. Can you give us the quotation on sterling?
Mr. Qanguli. 11-10-0.

President. So that there is a difference of 1-10-0 and therefore the spread
between wire and nails is roughly about Bs. 20. Is that correct?

Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

President. That spread varies very considerably, does it not? I mean
the difference in the price between the imported wire and imported nails
varies very considerably. For example, we had it in evidence two years ago that
the price of nails and price of bright wire was exactly the same, that there
was no difference at all.

Mr. Ganguli. That depends on the size you import. If you get 1" to
6" nails and 4 to 14 gauge bright wire there will be a difference of Is. 6d.

per cwt., but if you import 12 to 20 gauge wire and 1" to 6" nails the price
will be very much the same.

President. Do you mean to say that the price will be the same because

you are not comparing the same typical product?
Dr. Matthai. Take 20 gauge wire; how does the cost of that compare

with the cost of 8 gauge wire?

Mr. Qanguli. That is more.

Dr. Matthai. 20 gauge wire costs more than 8 gauge wire; if against the

price of 20 gauge wire we took 6" nails are you suggesting there would be
no difference at all between the two or in all likelihood there would be

very little difference?

Mr. Qanguli. The usual practice is to import 1" to 6" nails only, but

importers of wire will import all sizes of wire; some will be 4 to 14, 6 to 16,

12 to 20 and all that, but if we import thinner gauge wire then the price
of that and that of the nails will be very much the same.

President. Your contention is that the reason why the figures given some

years ago indicated that wire and nails sold at the same price was because
there was some confusion about gauges of wire for the purpose of comparing
them with common and less expensive kind of nails?

Mr. Ganguli. I should think so.

President. If you take the typical size of wire and the typical size of

nail what would be the average difference in price in your opinion? Here
you have a difference of something like Rs. 22 with the duty.

Mr. Ganguli. It would be veiy much the same. 6" nails are generally
made out of 7 gauge wire. If we import 7 gauge wire and 6" nails then the

difference will be only Bs. 20 a ton.

Dr. Matthai. Was this the difference a year ago? If you take 7 gauge
wire and 6 inch nails last year, what was the difference?

Mr. Ganguli. Wire was selling at a higher price than the nails.

Dr. Matthai. Can you tell me approximately what the price was last

year?

Mr. Ganguli. I catt give you the retail price. If we take 12 gauge wire

and 2" nails, 12 gauge wire was selling at Bs. 11-8-0 and 2" nails at

Ksi 10-8-0. This year wire generally is cheaper. It is all reversed. Against

that 6" nail that was selling for fes. 12-8-0, 7 gauge wire was selling at

Bs. 10-8-0. That was in favour of nails. In another particular size, 2" and

12 gauge, everything is in favour of wire. .
.
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Dr. Matthai. Why is that?

Mr. Ganguli. The wire market is not very big and therefore the quantity
imported is not very big so there is sometimes a shortage of stock and the

price then demanded is higher.

President. That is to say the very narrow gauges of wire are of special

quality for which there is a comparatively small demand and the price always
tend, in a restricted market, to be rather higher. Is the market for nails

made out of the corresponding size of wire restricted?

Mr. Ganguli. No, there is very good demand for that.

Dr. Matthai. Supposing you take 2" nails; in Germany at present there
is a much bigger production of 2" nails and therefore they secure their proper
price in the home market with regard to this kind of nails that they make
on a large scale, but for the rest they try to dump into India. Would that be
a correct explanation?

Mr. Ganguli. I don't think so because the price is generally an average
price. If we import 2" only we will have to pay 25 per cent. more.

Dr. Matthai. You said the kind of nails coming here are l ff to 6". If

you take the various sizes which do you take to be the largest?
Mr. Ganguli. 1" and 2".

President. Which kind of nails are produced by the Indian Steel Wire

Products, Limited most?

Mr. Ganguli. Only 1" and 2".

President. You will produce the same?

Mr. Ganguli. We will produce according to the demand; if the demand
for nails of these sizes are more we will produce these.

President. May we take it that any wire and nail factory in India would
at the present day produce !" and 2" nails? That is to say, the bulk of

their production would be of that size?

Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

President. And the difference between the import price of nails \\ n to 2^
and wire 12 and 13 gauge would be how much?

Mr. Ganguli. 12 and 18 gauge is selling at Bs. 11 and 1$" and 2" nails

are selling at exactly the same price.

President. It would appear then that our previous conclusions are correct

so far as the bulk of production of Indian nails is concerned, that is to say,
the price at which imported nails of the sizes produced in India are sold

are practically the same as the price of the wire from which they are pro-
duced. Is that correct?

Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. Would it be too much trouble if 1 ask you to give us a

statement somewhat in the following lines

1 size of nails.

2 wire of the corresponding gauge from which you make the nails.

3 current price this year and price last year, either f.i.f., landed or

retail price, but the same price in both cases.

Mr. Ganguli.^' I shall give you the maximum and minimum prices during
the year.

bonus paid in Germany on exported wire.

President. Can you tell us th amount of bonus which is paid in Germany
on the export of wire?

Mr. Ganguli. I cannot give you figures but I understand all wire exported
from Germany are protected in that way.

Dr. Matthai. You have no definite information at all?

Mr. Ganguli. No.
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Setting arrangements as Agents for Steel Wire Products Company.

President. What is your arrangement with the Steel Wire Products as

regards selling? Do you sell on commission?
Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

President. What is the amount of your commission?

Mr. Ganguli. We get 1 per cent, that is excluding brokerage which
comes to 1 per cent., so that we get 2J per cent, hi all.

Dr. Matthai. You are in touch through some member of your firm with
the European market?

Mr. Oanguli. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. Becently there has been a combine in Germany the German
Belgian Wire Combine. Do you know anything about it?

Mr. Ganguli. We do not know very much about it.

Dr. Ganguli. There is a combine. That was formed year before last.

Dr. Matthai. Have you any idea how it has re-acted on prices of wire
nails in the export market?

Dr. Ganguli. L am afraid I cannot give you any accurate information.

President. Mr. Ganguli, you were saying just now that the price of rods
'has gone up recently and I suppose prices of wire and nails have gone up
proportionately ?

Mr. Ganguli. Not in proportion.

President. You are supplying us with the price both of rods and wire
and nails. Can you give us now a general idea as to the extent of the increase

in price?

Mr. Ganguli. Eod is somewhere about 6-10-0, wire is 10, wire nails

J6H-J.O-0. These are the current c.i.f. prices.

Dr. Matthai. In that statement that I asked you to prepare can you also

.give me the price for No. 5 rod for last year and this year?

Mr. Ganguli. Yes.

i

Managing Agency of the proposed Company.

Dr. Matthai. I want to get some idea about your managing agency. The

managing agency of this business is going to be undertaken by the Associated

Trading Company. Is that a Company which is now in existence?

Mr. Ganguli. No.

Dr. Matthai. You mean the managing agency firm has to be brought
into existence?

Mr. Ganguli. The promoters come from different companies. I am one

of the promoters and I come from Messrs. Ganguli and Company and some
one else from some other company and we therefore want to float a new

company in which there will be more than one partner.

Dr. Matthai. Generally when a new business is started and you hand
over the managing agency to a different company, it is because this company
has already established a reputation financially in other business fields.

Mr. Ganguli. -We are not quite sure of the name yet. It may be only

Ganguli and Company.

Dr. Matthai. You suggest a remuneration for managing agents of Bs. 600

a month plus 10 per cent, on the nett profit?

Mr. Ganguli.Y6B.

Dr. Matthai. As the stan4ard ol managing agency remuneration goes in

Calcutta would you consider that a fair rate?

Mr. Ganguli. Generally charges are much higher.
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Dr. Matthai. Have you any idea how they are calculated?

Mr, Ganguli. They calculate generally on gross sale proceeds 2 to 2J per
cent, on gross sale proceeds.

Quality af wire used for nails.

Dr. Matthai. When we were enquiring into this question three years-
ago the representative of the Steel Wire Products Limited said that the real
reason why nails sold at the same price as wire was that the nails were made
out of short lengths and waste wire.

Mr. Ganguli. It is difficult to conceive that so much short wire was
available. It may be that they are utilizing short lengths for making nails
but I do not think it is possible to make nails in large quantities from short

lengths.

Dr. Matthai. I think it was also suggested that they used scrap.

Mr. Ganguli. They do utilize scrap also but I do not know what percentage
of scrap they may be using in a factory. Dr. Ganguli may be able to

enlighten you.
Dr. Matthai. The point was raised here three years ago that a consider-

able .portion of the nails imported into India from the Continent was made
out of waste wire.

Dr. Ganguli. There is some truth in it. In the process of manufacture
all wire produced cannot be of uniform quality. Wire of inferior quality are

used for the manufacture of nails. The most important factor in this case
is that in Germany machines have been invented hi which special attention

has been given to improve the mechanism of the machinery in such a way that
even bad wire could be used for the manufacture of nails.

Dr. Matthai. Now the point is this that if that practice obtains there r

it means that the wire out of which nails imported into this country are

made, could be bought by the manufacturer in Germany at a much cheaper
price.

Dr. Ganguli. True.

Dr. Matthai. Does that apply to a considerable part of the nail business?

Dr. Ganguli. Yes.

President. That being so it would be only possible to sell nails at this

very low price if wire was manufactured on a very large scale, because as

you were saying, these cheap nails are made from inferior wire or waster wire.

Dr. Ganguli. I didn't say waste wire, but wire of inferior quality.

President. Second class wire. Unless you are producing wire on an enor-

mous scale the amount of second class wire which you would have available

would be very limited.

Dr. Ganguli. Yes.

President. So that this special price for nails could only be reached by a

factory producing on a very large scale.

Dr. Ganguli. I wouldn't say that, because there are other factors in this

question. For instance in Germany or in other countries they themselves

use large quantities of nails. I cannot definitely say that only first class wire

is sold, in the market and that only second class wire is used in the manu-
facture of nails. It may be that even first class wire is used in the manu-
facture of nails, when the demand is large.

President. At the same time the tendency would be as I have indicated.

Dr. Ganguli. Yes.

President. At any rate to a considerable extent. It would only be possible
to produce and sell nails out of the second class material at the same price
as wire if you were producing wire on a very large scale so that you had a

considerable quantity of second class wire.
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Dr. Ganguli, That applies to Germany or Belgium where wire is produced
/on a very large scale, whereas I could not commit myself to any definite

statement as to India, because in India there are other factors, for instance

cheap labour, etc. All these factors have got to be taken into account
whereas they have not been taken into consideration in Germany.

President. Confining ourselves to this one factor, viz., the manufacture
of nails out of second class wire, this would only be possible in a country/
where wire was produced on a very large scale.

Dr. Ganguli. Yes.

Dr. Matthai. Have you any information as to the course of freights on
steel products recently in India? Have freights gone up? Have you any
idea at all in the kind of business that you are dealing in?

Mr. Oanguli. \Ve don't know. Of course our quotations are freight and

everything paid.

President. May I ask if this Company which you propose to float even-

tuates, would you continue your agency or the Steel Wire Products?

Mr. Ganguli. We would try to. We have always valued this connection.

Dr. Matthai. It would not be an easy thing to combine.

Mr. Ganguli. Not if there is a market for the products of both the Com-
panies, but if the competition is very keen, they will have to make other

arrangements.
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XXII. Indian Stores Department.

Letter dated the llth May 1927, from the Chief Controller of Stores.

With reference to your letter No. 396, dated the 29th April 1927, I have
the honour to say that complete information regarding the quantities of the

articles mentioned in your letter imported on behalf of Government during
the years 1924-25, 1925-26 and 1926-27 is not available in this department.

I enclose herewith a statement which shows the quantity of the articles

supplied by the Director General of Stores during the years specified against
indents submitted to the India Store Department, London, and it is hoped
that this information will be of some assistance to you. I may explain that

the f.o.b. Bombay rates have been calculated in accordance with the provi-
sions contained in Rule 8 of the Rules for the supply of articles for the Public
Service.

I may also explain that the " Hard Bright Wire " shown in the statement
was wire of very high quality required by Ordnance Factories and it is possi-
ble that the rates shown in the statement against this item may be found to

be considerably in excess of market rates for hard bright wire of ordinary
trade supply.
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XXffl. Collector of Customs, Calcutta.

Letter dated the 12th January 1927.

With reference to your letter No. 86, dated the 4th instant, I have the-

honour to give below some prices observed for plain wire and wire nails.

Month in which
imported. Description. Price.

June 1926

July 1926

October 1926 .

January 1926 .

March 1926 .

July 1926

September 1926

Plain wire.

Bright Drawn M. 8. wire 13 gauge
British.

Annealed M. 8. wire 16 gauge British .

Bright Drawn M. 8. wire 8 gauge
British.

Wire nails.

Round wire nails chequered head in
I cwt. kegs continental I"xl5g,
1" < 14g, lj" * 13g, 1}" x 15g, 2" x 12g,
2i"xllg, S^xlOg, 4"x9g, 5"x8g,
&' x 7g.

Bright chequered head wire nails in
1 cwt. kega, British, 1" x 15g, 4" 9g.

Countersunk chequered head wire nails
in 1 cwt. kegs, Belgian, 1" * 15g,
2'' N 12g, 3'' x 9g, 4" x 9g, 6" x 6g.

Countersunk chequered head wire nails
in 1 cwt. kegs, Belgian, I"xl5g,
2" x 12g, 3'' x 9g, 4" x 9g, 6" x 6g.

8. d.

12 10 per ton c.i.f .

13 7 6

11 5

s. d.

11 per cwt. c.i.f*

12 3 > r

11 8

11 6

XXIV. Collector of Customs, Bombay.

Letter dated 16th February 1927.

With reference to your letter No. 36, dated 5th January 1927, I
the honour to state below the required c.i.f. prices as ascertained on enquiry
in the local market.

1.

WlBB.

(a) Plain black annealed wire for bundling grass. Usual importations-
. in coils of 84 Ihs. or 1 cwt. nett capacity of 12, 14 and 16 B. W. G.

Prices-

January and February 1926

March

April to June

July to December

12*. c.i.f. per cwt.

11*. c.i.f, per cwt.

10J*. c.i.f. per cwt.

9Js. to 9Js. c.i.f. per cwt.
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(&) Bright iron wire. Imported in gauge from No. 1 to 32; packing as
above. The prices for this ranged between Us. 6d. to 10s. 4d. throughout
the year.

II. _
WIRB NAILS.

Wire nails of gauges from 6 to 14 and 1" and 6^ in length are imported
as under in cases of 1 cwt. nett capacity, each case containing 16 packets
of 7 Ibs. nett each.

Gauge . . . 14

Inches . . . 1, 1J

The c.i.f. prices of the above kinds of nails during the year 1926 were
as follows :

s. d.

January ......... 12 5

February to April 12 3

May to July 12

August to October ....... 11 7}
November 11 3

December 116
These quotations were for consignments containing in one shipment all

the gauges as shown above; if, however, nails of specific gauges only out of

these were indented for, the prices were liable to variation according to the

gauge ordered.

The prices quoted above are for Belgian and German goods.

XXV. Messrs. Kilburn and Company.

Letter dated 30th December 1926.

With reference to your letter No. 942 of 21st instant we have the honour
to enclose herewith 3 statements showing the gauge of the wire and the length
and gauge of the wire nails imported from Home during the year 1926.
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